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Foreword

TRANSMEDIA JOURNALISM: A WILD WEST?

It was over a decade ago when transmedia storytelling was first beginning to be talked about in industrial and academic circles as something that essentially encapsulated what digitally networked media platforms could accomplish. There was an unlimited sense of possibility for the idea of telling stories across multiple platforms. And yet, at least for the most part, these possibilities were in fact limited to commercial practices and film or television examples from an Anglo-American origin. “It is transmedia storytelling,” as Fast Company’s David Kushner put it back in 2008, “that ultimately lures the audience into buying more stuff—today, DVDs; tomorrow, who knows what” (Kushner, 2008). It is certainly true that commerce is closely aligned with the ethos of transmedia storytelling; after all, spreading media content across a spectrum of delivery channels and encouraging audiences to migrate repeatedly across those various channels has opened to door for innovation in the digital marketing sector, particularly in the United States and United Kingdom where transmedia sits alongside related principles of branded content as the lynchpin for engaging consumers across platforms.

But commerce is far from being the sole driving factor behind transmedia; nor is it its only function. Across the globe, people now engage with all sorts of media content across multiple platforms, following stories, characters and worlds—but also brands, charities and, indeed, news stories—across a spectrum of media channels. And so perhaps the biggest challenge and the biggest opportunity for understanding this transmedia phenomenon right now is the sheer breadth of its interpretation. As I have written for Global Convergence Cultures: Transmedia Earth, a forthcoming edited collection of mine, “while scholarship continues to dwell on the commercial industry contexts of transmedia, smaller national communities and often far less commercial cultures around the world are now beginning to make very different … uses of transmedia, applying alternative modes of the transmedia phenomenon to the needs and structures of a nation or re-thinking this phenomenon by reapplying it to non-fictional, cultural, political, social or heritage based projects” (Freeman & Proctor, 2018).

The same sense of reinterpretation is also true for the use and role of transmedia in world of journalism, which as everyone is fully aware is now facing enormous challenges and constant changes. Ever since the rise and dominance of new digital technologies into our everyday media landscape, it has been assumed by many that journalism will need to adapt to survive; that developing alternative and more digitally specific strategies for reporting and relaying information to the public is necessary at a time when all sorts of information is freely and readily available to everyone. Thus, applying the underpinning principles of transmedia storytelling to journalism makes a great deal of sense, despite raising a number of industrial and ethical questions in the process. For instance, can journalism become transmedial with-
Foreword

out inheriting the latter’s commercial practices and connotations? Can transmedia journalism retain the objective, public-service priorities of journalism? At what point does journalism become PR, especially in the context of industrially connected corporations and platforms? And, perhaps most pressingly of all, how much does journalism really need transmedia?

These, amongst many others, are the sorts of questions that will be addressed in this book—itself a hugely rich, diverse and much-needed collection of essays about the current face of transmedia journalism around the world. Gambarato and Alzamora have brought together a terrific range of scholars addressing topics as broad-ranging as narrative journalism, interactivity, social networks, media history, sport, fandom and participatory culture. In short, this collection is at the cutting-edge of transmedia studies right now, and the sheer breath and innovation at the heart of each chapter speaks of the way in which we have come full circle in terms of thinking about transmedia’s potential. Back in the same magazine article from 2008, Kushner cited Tim Kring, creator of TV’s Heroes, in saying: “We’re the beta-testing ground. It’s a Wild West: There are no rules. Just take something that sounds cool and go try it.” Today’s world of transmedia journalism, while not quite in the same Wild West territory, now has the opportunity to also try new ideas, and to adapt to new journalistic practices. Who knows where these transmedia practices will lead to next, but this book is a critical first step.

Matthew Freeman
Bath Spa University, UK

Matthew Freeman is Reader in Transmedia Communication and Director of the Media Convergence Research Centre at Bath Spa University, UK. He is the author of Historicising Transmedia Storytelling: Earth Twentieth-Century Transmedia Story Worlds (Routledge, 2016), Industrial Approaches to Media: A Methodological Gateway to Industry Studies (Palgrave, 2016) and the co-author of Transmedia Archaeology: Storytelling in the Borderlines of Science Fiction, Comics and Pulp Magazines (Palgrave, 2014).
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Preface

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES OF TRANSMEDIA JOURNALISM

In order to reflect upon transmedia journalism in the digital age, the starting point could be addressing what the digital age entails. The digital age, or the Internet-driven era, dramatically changed the role of traditional media (television, print, and radio) by introducing new media (the Internet, social media, and mobile media). The 24-hour news cycle and the proliferation of social media networks are particularly relevant in the emergence of a distinct scenario in journalism, a hybrid of the mass media logic of transmission and the social media logic of sharing, a hybrid blurring of distinctions between professionals and amateurs, producers and users. The digital age has fomented two key developments: (1) The Internet facilitates publication of user-generated content, and (2) social media networks enable one-to-one communication, as opposed to the one-to-many structure of mass media. Consequently, the lines are blurred not only between professionals and amateurs but also between the message and the messenger, fiction and nonfiction, content and advertisement, facts and alternatives facts, truth and post-truth, and so forth. For instance, news feeds, such as Yahoo News, circulate sponsored stories that look like news, and ad placements in movies, on websites, on blogs, etc., are common practice. Furthermore, in the realm of breaking news, the dramatic changes are quite explicit: “The Associated Press was once the source for breaking news; when something happened in the world AP distributed the story over the wire to gain immediate attention. Now, when something happens, more often than not we learn about it on social media” (Benoit cited by Granados, 2016).

Discussing the role of journalism in the digital age, Bradshaw (2017) posits that the “online” in online journalism has become almost invisible—part of the fabric of all journalism, in the sense that broadcasters, reporters, and correspondents alike are all required to engage with audiences across multiple platforms, creating content for the Web and social media networks. This invisibility implies challenges and, at the same time, offers opportunities to further develop journalism in exciting and innovative ways, as is argued in this book.

With digitization, conceptual confusion surrounding the semantic galaxy around media and journalism universes has increased. Multimedia, crossmedia, intermedia, and transmedia storytelling are frequent terms aggregated in the media convergence process involving news in liquid, fluid, and participative environments (Bauman, 2000). Transmedia storytelling is one of the newest terms. Although it was coined by Henry Jenkins (2003) in the entertainment realm, transmedia storytelling has also been the focus of relevant academic studies connected to journalism (Alzamora & Tárcia, 2012; Ford, 2007; Gambarato, Alzamora, & Tárcia, 2016; Gambarato & Tárcia, 2017; Moloney, 2011, Renó & Flores, 2012).
However, Dominguez (2012) warns against the risk of putting new labels on old practices. Transmedia journalism is an elastic term with a wide variety of theoretical proposals that are explored in this book. Nonetheless, transmedia journalism is still a scarcely explored field with many possibilities to grow and develop into a contemporary approach to news media *prosumption* (a model of consumption based on production, or co-production of the consumed commodity). This book aims to fill an editorial gap related to the lack of titles that deal specifically with transmedia journalism theory and praxis. The book moves far beyond studies on multimedia journalism to explore how to tell pervasive news stories across multiple platforms and formats, using current digital technologies, expanding the content and engaging audiences. This publication offers a conceptualization of transmedia journalism, delving into theoretical and critical approaches to this new subject. Moreover, the book presents analytical views on transmedia journalism case studies and the applications and implications of technological advancements, such as virtual reality, hashtags, and podcasts in the journalism realm.

**Challenges of Transmedia Journalism**

As the first specific studies on transmedia journalism were conducted only in the late 2000s, difficulties and challenges are as vividly present as the potential to inform people in the best way possible, offering audiences a meaningful and enriching experience across multiple media platforms. Gambarato and Tárcia (2017) define transmedia journalism as follows:

> In sum, we consider that transmedia journalism, as well as other applications of TS [transmedia storytelling] in fictional and nonfictional realms, is characterized by the involvement of (1) multiple media platforms, (2) content expansion, and (3) audience engagement. Transmedia journalism can take advantage of different media platforms such as television, radio, print media, and, above all, the internet and mobile media to tell deeper stories. Content expansion, as opposed to the repetition of the same message across multiple platforms, is the essence of TS and, therefore, should be the focal point of transmedia journalism as well. The enrichment of the narrative is facilitated by the extended content. Audience engagement involves mechanisms of interactivity, such as the selection of the elements to be explored, the option to read a text, watch a video, enlarge photographs, access maps, click on hyperlinks, and share information through social networks. Audience engagement deals with participation via, for instance, remixing content and creating original user-generated content. (p. 1386)

Sam Ford (2007), one of the pioneers in conducting such studies, describes transmedia journalism by highlighting that:

> I’m not talking . . . about giving conglomerates the chance to squeeze more blood from the stone, to get three times as much work from half as many journalists, or else the myth of the uberjournalist, where one person should be sent into the field to take the pictures, do the story, get video, and then come back to write the story, publish the photographs, put the video up on the Web, appear on the TV station, and so on. Instead, what I mean is finding the best platform possible to tell the story in, to use each medium to its strengths. (original emphasis)

In this sense, probably the first challenge is to ensure that the news media industry understands what transmedia storytelling applied to journalism means and how this form of storytelling can be beneficial
for media conglomerates, journalists, and audiences. One of the main concerns surrounding transmedia journalism is the time-constrained brevity characteristic of news media. Although every newsworthy event could have the potential to be transmediatic, transmedia journalism is optimized when it becomes a proactive planned process (Gambarato & Tárcia, 2017), including the content planning and the design of the audience experience. Moloney (2011) argues that “daily journalism, with its time-constrained brevity, is not a viable option. Transmedia must be designed carefully and developed with a lengthy lead time to be effective” (p. 12). Canavilhas (2014) suggests that the journalism styles more suitable and adaptable to transmedia strategies are reportage, newsgames, and interactive infographics.

In addition, difficulties regarding financing, technical skills, and the material resources necessary and limited staff, human resources, and a transmedia mind-set to produce transmedia news stories are common obstacles to overcome. Throughout the book, these and other challenges, such as incorporating the core principles of transmedia storytelling in journalistic productions, are presented, discussed, and reflected upon.

**Opportunities for Transmedia Journalism**

Journalism has been historically configured as the emergence of a professional identity with claims to an exclusive role and status in society. Deuze (2005) argues that although the conceptualization of journalism as a professional ideology can be traced throughout the literature on journalism studies, particularly in the second half of the 20th century, these values are challenged or changed in the context of current cultural and technological developments. How new media and multiculturalism intertwine with contemporary journalism in the context of fast-changing technology and society impact the perceptions of the roles and functions of journalism.

The changes in technology and society reflected in journalism practices also provoke changes in the roles performed by the media. Couldry and Curran (2003) argue that the power of the media functions in two ways. On the one hand, media power is a term that points out how other powerful forces use the media’s middle mechanism (press reports, television coverage, websites, etc.) to wage their battles. On the other hand, “the power of the media is the emergent power of social power in complex societies whose basic infrastructure increasingly depends on the rapid circulation of information and images” (Couldry & Curran, 2003, p. 4). This scenario outlines challenges for contemporary journalism but also provides opportunities for its necessary transformation.

Newman (2009) argues that media coverage of news events is changing radically. He examined how journalists from top news organizations in the United Kingdom and the United States are increasingly involving the public in the way they search and tell stories and concluded the following: (1) There has been an explosion of social participation in the circulation of news; (2) journalists are increasingly embracing professional actions on social networking tools, such as Twitter and Facebook; (3) social media is not replacing journalism but is creating an important extra layer of diverse information and opinions; and (4) social recommendations have begun to play a significant role in driving traffic to traditional news content.

In this mediascape, transmedia journalism configures the possibility of new approaches and new empirical routes in the contemporary processes of production, distribution, and circulation of news. Although still incipient, the initiatives of transmedia journalism characterize important improvements in the realm of journalistic professional activity. For example, transmedia journalism configures the possibility
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of expanding the circulation of news in the connections of online social media, as well as favoring social engagement with the news in editorial initiatives of multiplatform distributions of journalistic content.

Scolari (2013) posits that transmedia journalism is still a relatively uncharted territory but argues that journalism is undergoing a profound transformation, in which the broadcasting model is giving way to emergent forms of bottom-up communication that, from his point of view, permeate transmedia journalism. As occurs with any type of transmedia storytelling, in transmedia journalism the story is told on various platforms and formats, and prosumers participate in constructing the narrative world.

The combination of the productive activity of the audience and the professional actions of journalists delineates varied possibilities for expanding the news in digital media connections. Transmedia journalism represents, therefore, an empirical and conceptual opportunity to expand news production and circulation of digital media based on multiplatform editorial planning.

According to Steensen and Ahva (2017), digitalization has brought a need to reassess the theories with which we make sense of journalism. Transmedia journalism subscribes to these transformations by providing theoretical and methodological subsidies to support the analytical exercise about professional practices more pertinent to the current technological and social context, as well as to support more sophisticated editorial projects. In this sense, this book portrays transmedia journalism practiced today on a global scale, presenting theoretical and methodological revisions of transmedia journalism, as well as case studies and comparative studies with various approaches.

Organization of the Book

This book addresses the current empirical-conceptual context of transmedia journalism in several theoretical-methodological approaches. These contributions, written by international experts in the field, delineate a global panorama of transmedia journalism by situating general features, empirical specificities, trajectories, and tendencies. The chapters put forward reflections based on case studies and thoughts involving virtual reality, algorithms, hashtags, and podcasts, among others. The book presents a logical chain of aspects that delineate transmedia journalism and its possible uses.

In the first chapter of Exploring Transmedia Journalism in the Digital Age, João Canavilhas (Universidade de Beira do Interior, Portugal) proposes a framework that can support journalists in producing transmedia contents that conveniently explore the characteristics of the media formats and languages involved, enabling the user to engage in the interpretation, change, and distribution of such contents.

Subsequently, in Chapter 2, Tobias Eberwein (Austrian Academy of Sciences, Austria) presents a reflection on transmedia journalism based on the following questions: How does journalistic storytelling evolve from analog to digital? What are the potentials of narrative journalism across multiple media types and platforms? And what effects do such transmedia narratives have on media users? These questions are answered based on a multi-method research design, which includes an explorative communicator study and an experiment with users.

In Chapter 3, Lila Luchessi (Universidad Nacional de Río Negro, Argentina) analyzes how instantaneity and viralization have affected not only journalistic activity but also information selection criteria and audiences’ input on the Web. She based her research on the assessment that online osocial networks have modified the activities of the press, the actions of audiences, and the social perceptions.

In the view of André Fagundes Pase, Bruna Marcon Goss, and Roberto Tietzmann (Pontifical Catholic University of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil), transmedia projects often need a longer time frame than usual news articles. In Chapter 4, these authors discuss how time plays an important role in transmedia
journalism through an analysis of three cases: Blackhawk Down (published by the Philadelphia Enquirer, in 1997), Inside Disaster (released by PTV, in 2010), and Harvest of Change (published by the Des Moines Register, in 2014).

In Chapter 5, Nohemi Lugo Rodríguez (Tecnológico de Monterrey, Mexico) proposes a question-based model that focuses on transmedia design when an immersive journalism piece is integrated into a transmedia space. She reviews the narrative techniques and aesthetics of immersive experiences that may contribute to the design of the immersive piece and the transmedia space.

In Chapter 6, Kevin Moloney (Ball State University, United States), based on his current transmedia project, explores the design and execution of transmedia journalism projects to inform professional production and academic experimentation. He discusses how design thinking and audience targeting contribute to project success and presents the Refuge project as a design example of transmedia journalism.

In Chapter 7, Mariana Ciancia and Michele Mattei (Politecnico di Milano, Italy) explore journalism through the design lens. In the first part of the chapter, they describe the contemporary communication scenario, and in the second part, the authors suggest guidelines for applying a transmedia approach within the Italian news business in the form of a conceptual and operational tool.

In Chapter 8, Renira Rampazzo Gambarato (National Research University Higher School of Economics, Russia), Geane Carvalho Alzamora (Federal University of Minas Gerais, Brazil), and Lorena Peret Teixeira Tácia (University Center of Belo Horizonte, Brazil) analyze how transmedia features are structured and implemented in the news coverage of the 2016 Summer Olympics in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. The research findings indicate that the coverage presented systematic content expanded throughout various media platforms (a core characteristic of transmedia journalism) but involved limited mechanisms of audience engagement, particularly in terms of citizen participation.

In Chapter 9, Renira Rampazzo Gambarato (National Research University Higher School of Economics, Russia) discusses the participatory flair of transmedia journalism within the concreteness of urban spaces by examining The Great British Property Scandal, a transmedia experience designed to inform and engage the public and offer alternative solutions to the long-standing housing crisis in the United Kingdom.

In Chapter 10, Alexander Godulla and Cornelia Wolf (University of Leipzig, Germany) analyze the Future of Food, one of the largest transmedia projects in journalism. The authors consider that this case study provides insights into the modes and combinations of story elements and draws attention to challenges and opportunities for researchers, producers, and users.

In the view of Colin Porlezza (University of Zurich, Switzerland), Eleonora Benecchi (Università della Svizzera italiana, Switzerland), and Cinzia Colapinto (Ca’ Foscari University of Venice, Italy), the analysis of the transmediality of the record-breaking podcast Serial can revitalize long-form journalism, particularly investigative journalism, and strengthen forms of slow and networked journalism. Chapter 11 looks at fan communities not only as an engaged audience, useful for commercial purposes, but also as a source for story development and production.

In Chapter 12, Luciana Andrade Gomes Bicalho (Federal University of Minas Gerais, Brazil) investigates how media activism movements appropriate hashtags to expand the narrative through social engagement. In this sense, hashtags appear as sign processes that perform a mediating function. The study analyzes the news production by the Brazilian media activism group Mídia Ninja [Ninja Media] based on the Peircean semiotic approach.

In Chapter 13, Geane Carvalho Alzamora (Federal University of Minas Gerais, Brazil) presents a case study of the transmedia dynamics of the multiplatform and participative journalistic program Especial
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9-N [9-N Special], produced by channels TV3 and 3/24 in 2014, about the non-binding referendum on the sovereignty of Catalonia. The analysis was based on systematic observation of the program and its records on online social networks, seeking to gauge the nature and intensity of the transmedia circulation of the news based on the social engagement observed.

In Chapter 14, Anahí Lovato (National University of Rosario, Argentina) proposes a journey through an experience of transmedia journalism developed by the multimedia communication team at the National University of Rosario, Argentina. In this chapter, she analyzes Women for Sale, a transmedia documentary that addresses the trafficking of people for sexual exploitation purposes and reveals the creation of a complex narrative universe and the selection of stories, platforms, user experiences, and the execution of a transmedia project.

Last, in Chapter 15, Yvana Fechine and Sofia Costa Rêgo (Federal University of Pernambuco, Brazil) discuss how transmedia strategies are part of the construction of the ethos in television journalism, based on an analysis of Jornal da Record News, the first Brazilian newscast to be introduced as a transmedia production.

The chapters of Exploring Transmedia Journalism in the Digital Age jointly constitute a relevant contribution to academic research and to the professional practice of transmedia journalism. Although this subject is still rarely explored in the field of transmedia studies, the interest that transmedia journalism arouses around the world is undeniable, as attested by the studies integrated in this book.

Renira Rampazzo Gambarato
National Research University Higher School of Economics, Russia

Geane C. Alzamora
Federal University of Minas Gerais, Brazil
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Chapter 1

Journalism in the Twenty-First Century:
To Be or Not to Be Transmedia?

João Canavilhas
Universidade da Beira Interior, Portugal

ABSTRACT

Transmedia content has been the subject of several studies in the field of fiction, sustaining relative unanimity about the characteristics that this kind of content should have. In the field of journalism, the situation is fairly different due to its particular specificities. Multimedia, intermedia, or cross-media are often wrongly used as synonymous of transmedia, although there are important differences between all these concepts. In part, this misunderstanding is motivated by the fact that all of them relate to convergence processes in journalism, but a more detailed analysis allows us to find differences, highlighting transmedia as the most complete concept. This chapter proposes a framework that can support journalists in the production of transmedia contents that conveniently explore the characteristics of the involved media, using formats and languages that better fit the story, and enabling the user to engage in the interpretation, change, and distribution of these contents.

INTRODUCTION

The exhibition of highly successful series and movies has aroused the attention of the scientific community to transmedia contents and has contributed to an extensive discussion, which has helped to explain this concept when applied to fiction (Scolari, 2009, 2014; Gosciola, 2012; Bona & Souza, 2013). In journalism, the situation is quite different due to the field’s specificities. Notions as intermedia (Rajewsky, 2002), multimedia (Salaverría, 2005) or cross-media (Veglis, 2012) are often confused with transmedia given their similarities, though they have important differences.

In the first part of this chapter, the author will present a detailed analysis to allow finding differences between diverse concepts about transmedia, emphasizing the difficulty to apply transmedia to journalism due to the complexity of its application in an activity where short-term periodicity is paramount. As a
starting point, the author uses the considerations about transmedia storytelling initially discussed by Jenkins (2003, 2006) because their simplicity help to transpose them into the field of journalism. To the author, a story can be considered transmedia when: 1) It is expanded through different media, formats and languages; 2) each of the story contents is autonomous, has a proper meaning and can be used as an entry point into the narrative; and 3) the audience participates in the story through the aggregation of elements and their sharing.

Jenkins compiled in his blog in 2009 what he has called the core principles of transmedia storytelling, which have been updated/improved over time. Those principles are: Spreadability vs. Drillability, Continuity vs. Multiplicity, Immersion vs. Extractability, World building, Seriality, Subjectivity and Performance. The simultaneous verification of all these conditions in a journalistic environment can be difficult due to their intrinsic characteristics, constraints related to production time, and a lack of human resources in the newsrooms. In the second part of the paper, the author explores those same principles in Moloney’s (2011) perspective when applied to journalism.

In the third part, the chapter focuses on an example of a successful Portuguese transmedia journalism product called “E Se Fosse Consigo?” [What if it Were You?], a TV show expanded to a second TV channel, press, sites and social networks. Lastly, the paper delineates an indicative framework that can support the producers of transmedia contents in the elaboration of products that conveniently explore the characteristics of the involved media, using the formats and languages that better fit the story and enable the user to engage in the interpretation, change and distribution of these contents.

Having explained the approach to the concept of transmedia, and its transposition from fiction to the journalism field, the relation between journalism and the future remains to be understood, as mentioned in the title of this work. That is, why is there this link between transmedia journalism and journalism in the XXI century?

Recent studies show journalism trends for the next few years and among them are some that fit perfectly into transmedia journalism. The increasing consumption of online news has been reported every year by the Reuters Institute Digital News Report (Reuters Institute, 2017), which also confirms the increase in accesses to Internet through mobile devices (Rosenstiel & Mitchell, 2012). The use of these platforms facilitates the personalization of consumption (Lorenz, 2014) and the participation of users (Kammer, 2012), allowing the passage “from the monarchy of content to the republic of users” (Aguado & Güere, 2013, p.64). Other phenomena linked to transmedia journalism, such as the use of news gamification (Ferrer Conill & Karlsson, 2015), confirm that the future of journalism could undergo a transmedia process.

MANAGING CONCEPTS AROUND TRANSMEDIA

Updating a previous compilation (Canavilhas, 2013), it is worthwhile to approach the concept of transmedia to better isolate the characteristics that distinguish transmedia from other similar concepts, and try to integrate the discussion into the field of journalism.

The starting point is the concept of multimedia because it is the simplest and the most associated with journalism. According to Salaverría (2005), multimedia is “the ability, granted by the digital support, to combine in a single message at least two of the three following elements: text, image and sound”
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(p.32). In 2014, Salaverría simplified the definition, not because the previous one was too complex, but because he considered that the constituent elements of a multimedia product are now more than the ones initially enunciated (text, image and sound) and that in the future many more will appear, associating the concept of multimedia with human senses. Keeping in mind that the current elements of text, photography, graphics and videos appeal to vision, just as sound appeals to hearing and vibration appeals to the touch. In the future, it is predictable that temperature and shape may also rise associated with touch, and aromas associated with smell, and taste will be associated with the palate. In this sense, Salaverría (2014) proposes a simplified definition: To be multimedia, content must “combine at least two types of language into one message” (p. 39), but in this larger context of elements. The author stresses that, in fact, this simple combination is a very common feature, even in the pre-digital media, but it has become more visible with the emergence of the Internet because this is a medium clearly understood as the combination of contents previously distributed by massive mainstream media. It seems obvious that there is no possibility of confusing multimedia with transmedia.

The second concept analyzed is cross-media; which could be defined as “the production of any content (news, music, text, and images) for more than one media platform (for example print, web, and TV) within the same media organization” (Veglis, 2012, p.210). Salaverría (2014) calls that a kind of “multimedia as a platform” (p.27), referring to the logistic combination of several media. Boumans (2004) adds that the content must be delivered to a range of devices and “the use of more than one medium needs to support one theme/story/one purpose/one goal/one message” (p.4). Thus, a cross-media story uses several devices to deliver multimedia content that complement the purpose of empowering the story, but audiences do not necessarily participate in the spreading process, and that is why the concept cannot fit with the definition proposed by Jenkins.

Other possibility is the concept of intermedia, understood by Rajewsky (2005) in two dimensions: As a medial transposition, i.e. “the transformation of a given media product (a text, a film, etc.) or of its substratum into another medium” (p.52) or as a media combination, which is “the result or the very process of combining at least two conventionally distinct media or medial forms of articulation” (p. 52). The concept falls in line of previous ones, ignoring the audiences and the complementarity between elements of a certain story.

Finally, the concept of transmedia brings together some of the characteristics set out in a single formula: “stories that unfold across multiple media platforms, with each medium making distinctive contributions to our understanding of the world, a more integrated approach to franchise development than models based on urtexts and ancillary products” (Jenkins, 2006, p.334). As noted by Veglis (2012),

Transmedia is not just about multiple stories, but about creating a rich in-between space, an archive of shared meaning in-between different parts of the story. By using different media, it attempts to create “entry points” through which users can become immersed in a story world. (p.315)

Thus, adapting this concept to journalism becomes more complex than in cases of fiction, because the journalistic contents are always related to real events, which causes problems to create multiple entry points, but also because of the current reduced newsrooms and the fact that cycles of production in journalism are quite different from those in the fiction industry.
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The considerations about the transmedia phenomenon jumped from fiction to journalism, prompting several discussions due to the previously mentioned difficulty in adapting the concept to an activity marked by the periodicity of the publications, the short cycles of production, and to the use of a raw material difficult to handle: The unpredictability of society’s daily reality.

As expected, in the early years, authors sought to label what defines transmedia journalism, focusing initially on two essential fields: 1) Narrative, namely the relation between content and media (Moloney, 2011; Renó & Flores, 2012; Alzamora & Tárcia, 2012), and 2) the user’s participation in the contents (Davis, 2013). In addition to these fields, other authors have dealt with some particularities of transmedia journalism, such as the possible formats (Canavilhas, 2013), the factors that affect production (Hayes, 2011), and the design (Serrano Telleria, 2016), to name just a few examples, which will not be analyzed in this chapter.

Concerning the definition of transmedia journalism, Renó & Flores (2012) agree with Jenkin’s definition, when they say that a narrative must use more than one medium and mention the obligation of the user’s participation. The authors highlight the role of mobile devices in the process. Although they consider them a mere intervention by the users, it is enough to fulfill this requirement because it is not mandatory that their participation change the narrative. However, Scolari (2013), referring specifically to non-fictional transmedia, reinforces the significance of the user’s interventions, which can change the narrative, to be considered as transmedia content: Therefore, this possibility must be considered in journalism. In fact, this is one of the greatest difficulties of journalistic content and the one that most divides researchers in the area: Whether the role of users can be limited to a low involvement participation (e.g. comment) or the participation must necessarily influence the development of the reported story. Livingstone (2004) notes that, the activity of viewing “is converging with reading, shopping, voting, playing, researching, writing, and chatting. Media are now used anyhow, anyplace, anytime” (p.76). This ubiquitous communication has created a media ecosystem where audiences are compelled to participate. The massification of smartphones with Internet connectivity, as well as the exponential growth of social networks, have created the conditions for the shift from a one-to-many system to a many-to-many system, requiring people’s participation. That is why audience participation is crucial for the content to be considered transmedia, transforming the previous passive audience into a complex tangle of opinions and proposals that change and enrich the content.

If the issue of user’s participation is important for the discussion, the relationship between media and content is equally fundamental. Keep in mind that news stories can be expanded through independent information nodes with their own meaning and that the nodes can be of three different types, each with its own significance. Therefore, according to Rost, Bernardi and Bergero (2017), “expansion is when each message adds inputs that expand and enrich the original story through information, opinions or inspiring ideas, ranging from the addition of sametime location data or space, into links, images, among others” (p.16). On the other hand, “adaptation is when you bring the same content to another medium or platform, adapting it to the narrative possibilities of the new support but without adding inputs. Story does not expand, it only adapts itself to another environment” (p.16). Lastly, “tipped over is when exactly the same content is replicated in another medium or platform, without respecting its own language” (p.16). This classification will be used in the analysis of the contents offered by the TV show “E Se Fosse Consigo.”
One of the most comprehensive approaches to transmedia journalism, and the one that will be used here, emerges from a master thesis: Moloney (2011) revisits Jenkin’s principles, adapting them to in-depth journalistic formats (features and documentary) because “daily journalism, with its time-constrained brevity, is not a viable option. Transmedia must be designed carefully and developed with a lengthy lead time to be effective” (p.12). Moloney (2011) “revisit[s] these principles, albeit in a new arrangement” (p.62):

**Spreadability** is about content dissemination. To be spreadable, the content must include the Internet in its dissemination strategy, whether in its own website, using aggregators, e-mail, newsletters or, the most popular way, through social networks. This feature is present today in almost all news, which facilitates its sharing by providing an icon of several social networks at the end of the content.

**Drillability** seems to be a strange concept to journalism because reporters aspire to tell the whole story. However, powered by the Internet, news is now faster, which forces journalists to leave reading tracks expanding the developments of the subject, linking to databases or more accurate information offered by other media. This is a very common feature in online news, which, in addition to the intext links, offers information related to the topic of the news, and background of the event itself, provided by the characteristic databases of this generation of journalism.

**Continuity** is something that, within journalism, may be visible in the editorial approach and in the style the media uses to address the issues. In a multiplatform story with different kinds of contents, and independently of the journalists that participate in it, the final work is cohesive and meets a set of common requirements.

**Diverse and Personal in Viewpoint** is a fundamental characteristic of journalism because objectivity depends on the selection of different voices in the story. In this case, it is about double diversity because it works on two levels: The different perspectives on the subject of the story but also the diversity in the authorship, i.e. the connection with other works that can add other points of view. In this case, user’s participation can be seen as an important contribution to the diversity of views, since it introduces elements with the potential to open new paths to the news.

**Immersion** is another transmedia principle that challenges journalism. The author suggests the gamification as a way to reach the user’s immersion in news contents. Another possibility is to be able to transport the reader to the place of the event, which can be done with multimedia contents and life stories with which people can identify themselves. This kind of “sense of being there” can still be achieved with the use of immersive technologies that explore virtual reality.

**Extractability** is about the things that users can do with the knowledge absorbed from the news. Contents must include enough information to help the users in their daily life and allow them to understand the world where they live. In fact, this is one of the principles of journalism, so it warrants to be enumerated to distinguish journalistic content from entertainment, something very important because transmedia initially ascended associated with this field.

**Built in real worlds** is one of the easiest principles to put into practice because the goal of a feature is exactly to transmit the local environment in the most helpful way and as close as possible to reality, which can be done using sound, for example.

The corollary of Jenkins’ principles adapted by Moloney (2011) is **Inspiring to action**. “If journalists enter the profession hoping to inspire change and engage the public in democracy, facilitating a way for the public to act on information is a significant goal” (p.91). Combining this principle with extractability, it is possible to say that transmedia journalism keeps one of the essential journalism missions, even when using principles from fiction.
This is fundamental because one of the basic objectives of journalism, and especially long-form genres, is to inform users with accuracy. Helping citizens to perceive the world in which they live and, thus, help them to make decisions in electoral moments, is fundamental for the functioning of democracies. The recent phenomenon of fake news, and its possible influence in American elections, is a living example of what can happen in a context where information is insufficient or not diverse: The absence of a multitude of sources and the non-participation of users opens the field for phenomena, such as the so called “post-truth” with unforeseeable consequences.

The fulfillment of this objective—the provision of independent, varied, accurate, reliable information inserted in a meaningful context—depends on the proper function of the trilogy “media support » content architecture » user participation” in a media environment characterized by diversity and the emergence of bidirectional, interactive and personalized media that allows users to have a more effective role in the news process. Transmedia journalism could be one of the ways to offer this to the user, although only in long format contents due to the complexity of production, which includes eventual developments resulting from the participation of users.

E SE FOSSE CONSIGO? AN EXAMPLE OF TRANSMEDIA JOURNALISM IN PORTUGAL

Considering all that has been mentioned previously, for this research a Portuguese journalistic production that fulfills all the transmedia requirements was chosen, although one of the items only meets the minimum. To select an example was not a simple mission because of the demands it entailed. The TV show “E Se Fosse Consigo?” [What if it Were You?], broadcasted on the SIC channel in 2016, may be one of the few examples of transmedia content. Produced by Impresa, one of the largest Portuguese media groups, the program involved the national television channel SIC (Sociedade Independente de Televisão) [Television Independent Society] and the cable channel SIC Notícias as central elements. The narrative was complemented with the works published in the two most widely read press titles in its segments—Expresso (weekly newspaper) and Visão (news magazine)—and in online social networks.

The main show, broadcasted simultaneously by SIC (prime time) and SIC Notícias, was developed around situations in which actors staged cases of prejudice and social intolerance in public places. The reactions of anonymous citizens around the location where the staging took place were recorded through hidden cameras, seeking to analyze their ability to intervene in defense of fundamental values of society. This central element was contextualized with interviews conducted previously and interviews with the citizens recorded immediately after the staging had ended.

In the presentation of the show, Ricardo Costa, Impresa’s general-director of information at the time, described it as a social experimentation program. SIC Notícias website stated that the show “tests the Portuguese’s capacity of intervention in defense of others, departing from fictional situations” (SIC Notícias, 2016a) and asked: “To what extent do we say no to intolerance, prejudice, and violence?” (SIC Notícias, 2016a). Eight episodes have addressed topics such as racism, homophobia, domestic violence, dating violence, youth and alcohol, bullying, obesity, and elderly abuse.

The transmediality of the format occurs through developments on other platforms. At SIC Notícias, the show was followed by a studio debate led by the anchor, Conceição Lino, where experts and victims of the situations covered in the episodes participated. Issues and comments made by the audience on the show’s Facebook page appeared on the ticker during the debate. Although the first television program
was broadcasted on April 18, 2016, the show began its public debut on April 7, 2016, with the creation of the Facebook page and the publication of the first post on the 8th.

Welcome to the “E Se Fosse Consigo” page on Facebook. Here you can access more contents, besides those which you will see on SIC information program. I hope you enjoy the page, and join us and use your power to share it. This page was created to be even closer to our viewers. So please do not hesitate to send us comments, suggestions, criticisms or compliments. We value intelligent and well-informed contributions that can enrich our work and represent different points of view. We reserve the right not to accept inappropriate comments with offensive or commercial purposes. If you notice any of these situations, please be sure to let us know. (E Se Fosse Consigo?, 2016a)

In this first message, it is possible to find two features of transmediality: On the one hand, the use of a second platform; on the other, the opening of the show to the audience’s participation. Moreover, on this day, the first promos of some themes to be addressed in the program were released as well as the show’s jingle and the hashtag that was going to be used in various social networks: #esefossecontigo. The following day posts were dedicated to the introduction of the show to the press, to the video clip of the music used in the beginning and to the presence of the presenter in other information channels to talk about the program. Small reports about the first theme—racism—started to be published and will be analyzed. In parallel, two journalistic publications belonging to the same group—Visão and Expresso—published weekly pieces on the show’s themes. Likewise, opinion polls and texts were published. In the online industry, “E Se Fosse Consigo” used the SIC Notícias website, the Expresso website and the Snapchat of this publication, and followed the Twitter publications that used the hashtag #esefosseconsigo. In order to better understand the transmediality of the program, the first show will be analyzed: Theme: Racism; Date of issue: April 18, 2016; SIC audience: 1.2 million viewers.

Television

On April 16, 2016, two days before the show’s debut, SIC and SIC Notícias news programs included a survey on racism, advertising that the subject would be the theme of “E Se Fosse Consigo?”

Most Portuguese do not consider themselves racist, however, as for accepting someone black in the family, the answer is different. These are the results of a Eurosondagem opinion study for SIC. Get to know the results of an opinion study on racism in Portugal. What do you have to say about these numbers? (SIC Notícias, 2016b)

The next day, April 17, 2016, the host of the show was interviewed during SIC’s Evening News. On the 18th, after Jornal da Noite, the first program was shown on SIC, and this is the central element of the transmedia story. The content of this first program is summarized below.

After a small block of contextualization images, the first scene occurs: On a café’s esplanade, a young woman presents her black boyfriend to her father. The father, surprised, does not greet the boy and tells his daughter that she has disappointed him by choosing a person of that color. He emphasizes that they have a different set of values and culture and, before leaving the place, tells her to find another boyfriend. From this moment on, the show continues with diverse contents on the subject, namely interviews (couples living in a similar situation, such as a member of Parliament (British)/a Represen-
tative (American), whose children felt victim of racism; a black judge who recounts some stories that happened in court; a businessman who talks about episodes that occurred in his business; social activists; and a musician). The program also included the repetition of an experience with black and white children where skin color preferences were analyzed, a video that explains how the scene used in this episode was rehearsed, and a fundamental part in the program—interviews with citizens who witnessed the staging and who had different reactions, ranging from complete ignorance in relation to the scene to those who directly intervened.

On the 19th, the day after the first episode was aired, the two channels broadcasted news about the program’s premiere, using images and reactions on social media networks. SIC Notícias broadcasted, after the program, which was broadcasted simultaneously with SIC, a debate moderated by Conceição Lino, where a social psychologist, a writer, and a musician participated. In the opening of the debate, the journalist calls for the participation of viewers via Facebook. During the program, the phrases the viewers published on the social media network about the theme were presented on the ticker.

Printed Press

The weekly newspaper Expresso also participated in this transmedia content: In the paper edition of the 16th, a text entitled “More than 16% of the Portuguese say they are racist” (Expresso, 2016a) was published, using the poll results that were also broadcasted by SIC. Still in the group’s written press, the news magazine Visão published a report named “Our subtle racism” (Carvalho 2016) on the 14th.

Online Media

The online versions of Expresso, Visão and SIC Notícias were also part of the transmedia process, disseminating some of the works published in traditional media, but also adding some personal contents. The first video on the theme of the first show—racism—was published on the Sic Notícias website on April 15, 2016, three days before the show’s premiere on television. The text that accompanied the video was as follows:

The debate came in force on social media networks, opinions either overlap or are divided, as in all subjects not well studied and discussed. There is a belief that the Portuguese consider themselves tolerant and inclusive people. But is it really like that? In social relationships, when it comes to getting a job or making a list of deputies, does not the skin color weigh on criteria, choices, decisions? (Sic Notícias, 2016b)

In addition, on this day, a second video was published, this time with a group of 11th grade students discussing the theme in the classroom (SIC Notícias, 2016b). The next day, April 16, 2016, a video was published with the survey on racism, a content produced for the television channels and used on the program. On the 17th, a new video with testimonials that were to be used in the show the next day was published. Likewise, on the same day, they published the video with the children’s experience, launched with the question: “To what extent are children influenced or aware of what racism is? See the responses of our respondents aged 6 to 8” (SIC Notícias, 2016c). On the 18th, before the program was broadcasted, excerpts of videos to be included in the program were published on the website. That same day, after the TV show aired, the program was fully available on the website. The debate was also made available.
In the following days, the website offered the expanded interviews of some statements that appeared in the program, prolonging the discussion on the subject.

The online version of Expresso presented two contents on the subject during this period. On April 18, 2016, the report “I am not racist, I even have a friend...” (Expresso, 2016b), which included text and video excerpts, was presented. In the following day, an opinion article by Henrique Monteiro (2016) named “The racism of soft Portuguese,” was published.

Social Media

Facebook (E Se Fosse Consigo?, n.d.): On April 15, 2016, the video published on the SIC Notícias website was shared with the 11th grade student group, generating several comments. The next day, another video was published, reversing the order used on the Sic Notícias website. The previously mentioned survey was also published on Facebook and the post was highly commented and shared. On the 17th and 18th, several posts with videos that would later be broadcasted on the program and commenting on Expresso’s article were published. Conceição Lino’s interview with SIC’s Jornal da Noite was published as well. On April 18, 2016, in an exclusive video for Facebook, Conceição Lino called for citizen participation on Facebook to express their opinion on the topic and intervene in the debate. A day after the show’s premiere, the debate continued on social media networks, adding interviews with reactions and other contents that pursued to extend the media effect of the program.

Snapchat: Among other contents, there is a video made for Snap-Expresso (name of Snapchat’s Expresso channel) by Iryna Shev (E Se Fosse Consigo?, 2016) in which the journalist begins by presenting the theme and interviews with the reactions of youngsters after watching a video of the program on their mobile phones.

Twitter: The program did not officially use this social media network, but the reactions that just used the hashtag #esefosseconsigo were followed and used in some content produced for the other media in the group.

In a first approach, all the principles enunciated by Moloney (2011) have been fulfilled in this program, although in some cases their presence is minimal. Studying the show, it is possible to confirm the spreadability because they used the websites of SIC Notícias, Facebook and Snapchat to engage people and spread the content on different platforms and attract users. Hence, the hybrid media strategy followed by Impresa resulted in thousands of content shares on Facebook and Twitter. Drillability is confirmed in the connection between online news and other media contents about the subject of the show that results from journalistic research. The connection between contents is quite visible and confirms a web of knowledge about racism and the way Portuguese society is dealing with this issue. The Continuity of the contents is easily achieved because this is a transmedia story from the same media group and the presence of an editorial orientation and cohesion of the whole content is clearly observed.

The Diverse and Personal in Viewpoint is partially guaranteed in the studio interviews and in the content, when the journalist talks with different people placed around the scene. However, this content would need to deepen the audience’s point of view: Although the debate organized by SIC Notícias showed some user’s opinions in the ticker, which allows it to meet the basic criteria, this participation did not change the content because the journalist did not introduce these questions or observations in the discussion between experts.

Immersion is another difficult characteristic to identify in this product. Nevertheless, it is in the personal stories about white/black couples, children, artists, activists, and a huge variety of actors with
which audiences can identify themselves because of its diversity. The immersion can be inferred due to the use of the hidden camera during the filming of the scenes, since this transports the user to the situation. Another more effective way to create immersion would have been to develop an online game to measure participants’ racism, something that would be closer to what is done in fiction.

The last three principles are in the matrix of the content: Extractability is one of the goals of the program because they want to sensitize people to a social problem called racism using a situation from the real world (racism) and Inspiring to action, i.e., encouraging people to react against all forms of racial discrimination.

Lastly, looking at the type of content used by the classification proposed by Rost, Bernardi and Bergero (2017), it can be concluded that all types were used. The “expansion” is materialized in the survey, articles published in the press (Expresso and Visão) and the work produced for Snapchat, since they are contents that add inputs that enrich and expand the story. In the case of “adaptation”, its presence is mainly visible on the Internet, albeit on a reduced scale because it has been limited in some cases to the reduced edition of some content used in television: It is the same content, on another platform, but without adding information to the story. Finally, “tipped over” was the type of content most used, especially on social networks, which simply reproduced the videos and news received from the sites or the newspapers.

CONCLUSION

The transmedialization of journalistic content is not a simple process. The examples of transmedia journalism that fulfill all the core principles of transmedia storytelling are scarce and, as a rule, imply the existence of a set of human resources unusual in actual newsrooms, which are experiencing a time of crisis. Therefore, this research proposes a simplification of the above-mentioned principles, in a formulation close to that advanced by other authors (Renô & Flores, 2012; Rost, Bernardi & Bergero, 2017). Thus, to be considered transmedia, a journalistic content should meet three conditions: 1) Full integration between content and platforms. The content should be multiplatform, since the effectiveness of each type of content depends on its use in the specific platform for which it was initially created, i.e., using expansive or adapted contents, including immersive contents, ranging from the simplicity of 360º images to the use of augmented reality and virtual reality. The use of the Internet is mandatory. 2) Each story must be composed by independent chunks of information and they should be sufficiently meaningful to be used as an entry point into the narrative. These chunks should have links to more than one chunk of the same story, to allow multiple reading paths and, consequently, enable a personalized navigation for each user. 3) The user should be able to contribute to the story by adding elements that can change the content. This participation may vary between low complexity (comments in the news or posts) and high complexity (joining contents that change and/or expand the course of the narrative).

Taking into consideration the three rules previously mentioned, and in line with what was mentioned by Renô and Flores (2012), there is a media platform that can contribute strongly to improve a transmedia journalistic narrative: Mobile media. Being a stable and user-friendly technology, an object for personal use and having Internet connection, the smartphone can be exploited in two ways: As a consumption platform and as participation interface.

As a consumer platform, the smartphone is an everyday life object that accompanies its owner permanently. It became, therefore, an extension of the senses in a personal level. For these reasons,
the smartphone allows the maximum degree of news personalization, which can happen by consumer drive (preferences declared voluntarily), by their habits of consumption (cookies in browsers) or by the location of the consumer powered by the Global Positioning System (GPS). As a platform for receiving content, smartphones have another important advantage in the context of transmedia journalism because they facilitate one of the most difficult strands to be achieved: Immersive contents. This occurs because these devices allow an easy adaptation to virtual reality glasses and because they are already a gaming platform (gamification of information). In terms of user participation interface, the smartphone facilitates the whole process of contributing to the story, since its multimedia recording capacity (photo, video, and sound) and its easiness to send content or comments is an incentive for a greater engagement of users in the expansion of transmedia products. By fulfilling the three conditions previously stated, and using smartphones as a fundamental part of the system, all the fundamental rules of transmedia journalism are fulfilled.

Applying the three rules to the content studied in this chapter, it can be said that “E Se Fosse Con-sigo?” is a transmedia production, although the perfect integration between content and platforms does not always occur. Actually, the shovelware occurs in many situations, with the replication of the same content in diverse platforms, but sometimes with small adaptations, such as reducing the duration of the videos. The connection between story chunks exists and the user could start reading from several contents and platforms without problems to understand the subject of the program. The contribution of the user can occur through the participation in the television show itself, but also via the websites and online social media network comments, which were referred by the newspapers, giving rise to new content about the subject. The role of smartphones was not measured in this chapter, but could be analyzed in the new season of the program scheduled for 2017.
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**KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS**

**Journalistic Convergence:** A phenomenon characterized by the disappearance of frontiers and/or integration of different mass media that can occur in the fields of content, production processes, professional activities, and business models.

**Journalistic Shovelware:** Republication of journalistic contents without the necessary adaptation to the characteristics of the new media.

**Long-Form Journalism Contents:** Extensive digital journalistic formats that require an in-depth research and production process and should also include extensive multimedia resources.

**Media Ecosystem:** Set of different media and its relations with environments, structures, contents, and audiences.

**Portable Devices:** Portable and personal communication devices capable of receiving online news, such as smartphones and tablets.

**Post-Truth:** Related to circumstances in which objective facts are less influential in shaping public opinion than appeals to emotion and personal belief.

**Ubiquitous Journalism:** Journalism developed from anywhere and intended for users holding mobile reception devices.
Chapter 2
A Question of Trust:
Functions and Effects of Transmedia Journalism
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ABSTRACT

Narrative forms of journalistic reporting are traded as a sheet anchor in many newsrooms, as editors hope that they could brave the never-ending storm of the media crisis. But how does journalistic storytelling evolve from analog to digital? What are the potentials of narrative journalism across multiple media types and platforms? And what effects do such transmedia narratives have on media users? These questions are answered based on a multi-method research design, which includes both an explorative communicator study and an experiment with users. The investigation demonstrates that journalists expect narratives in digital media surroundings to invigorate the authenticity and comprehensibility of their coverage. This hope, however, only partly becomes a reality on the side of the recipients. Indeed, users judge multimedia online reportages to be more emotional than monomedia offline pieces, but as far as remembering and comprehending their contents is concerned, print texts are more effective.

INTRODUCTION: ACCELERATE, DECELERATE

In the digital age, journalistic production is influenced by manifold processes of uninhibited acceleration: Not only the time span between an event and its coverage becomes shorter and shorter, particularly in the new media; moreover, there is much evidence to indicate an increased density of journalists’ working days (through an increased amount of tasks, both journalistic and non-journalistic) and, thereby, also a reduction in time per task, which results in a reduced length of the prevalent attention cycles and, in many cases, an increased publication frequency (see Krüger, 2014). The consequences are clearly perceptible in everyday news work: While it is often a matter of seconds which newsroom can boast to break a story first, pressure on journalistic actors is notably on the rise. At the same time, the quality of journalistic output appears to be at stake, in many instances: When speed becomes the paramount aim of editorial routines, other quality criteria—such as accuracy, truthfulness, comprehensibility, etc.—necessarily fall behind (see e.g. Eberwein, 2015a).
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In reaction to this maladjustment, many media scholars—as well as practitioners—are calling for a fundamental redefinition of journalism’s identity and its professional purpose (see e.g. Lee, 2014). Rather than following the general obsession with speed, which has become characteristic for most online news platforms around the globe, they argue that *deceleration* is the key to help journalism (re)gain public trust and to fulfill its social function in the best possible way (see e.g. Greenberg, 2007). Particularly high hopes are nourished by the approach of a narrative journalism, which is often said to have multifaceted positive effects, e.g. for generating attention for certain topics and communicating them in a most comprehensible manner (see e.g. Boynton, 2005; Kramer & Call, 2007; Sims, 2007). Success proves them right: Apparently, narrative forms of journalistic reporting have recently been experiencing a proper upsurge in many newsrooms (see e.g. Eberwein, 2013). In fact, quite a few editors are trading storytelling techniques as a sheet anchor that could not only help them to sell their products, but also highlight the social significance of journalistic writing in general and, thus, brave the never-ending storm of the ongoing media crisis, which has irritated the profession to the core.

Indeed, various experimental studies have shown that narrative forms of journalistic reporting have many advantages when it comes to explaining an ever more complex social reality to readers and viewers, while the traditional news form often interferes with remembering and comprehending journalistic contents, among other things (for an overview see Frey, 2014). However, many questions are still unanswered in this context: What does this mean for the future of journalistic genres in the Internet age? How does journalistic storytelling evolve from analog to digital? What are the potentials of narrative journalism across multiple media types and platforms? And what effects do such transmedia narratives have on media users?

Up to now, questions like these have not been analyzed systematically—neither in communication and media studies, nor in adjacent academic disciplines. This paper is supposed to assemble some first answers based on an innovative multi-method design, which combines an explorative communicator study with a reception experiment. Before the empirical studies are presented in detail, however, it is necessary to provide a brief sketch of the underlying theoretical concepts and the previous state of relevant research in this field.

**JOURNALISTIC STORYTELLING: DEFINITIONS AND STATE OF RESEARCH**

Scientific debates about storytelling have regularly been receiving high levels of attention in recent years (see e.g. Kleine Wieskamp, 2016). The cause for this concern can be seen in an increased interest among media practitioners in the various developments associated with this term: Not only in journalism, but also in other professional contexts—particularly in PR and marketing—the cultivation of well-told stories is considered to be a quality indicator (see Fog et al., 2010; Prinzing, 2015). However, it is striking to see that it remains unclear what this actually means, both in media practice and research. The heterogeneity of scientific definitions of terms like narration, story or narrativity is exemplified by a recent content analysis (Frey & Früh, 2014), for which a broad spectrum of different journal articles from this field of research has been evaluated. They allude to manifold sources from the most different scientific contexts, thereby referring to a multitude of possible key characteristics. So far, a consensus about a universally applicable definition is not in sight.
The study presented here follows an approach that originates from the narratological theories in literary studies and can, therefore, rely on a comparatively long tradition of academic inquiry (for an introduction see e.g. Fludernik, 2009; Schmid, 2010). In this sense, narrations can be defined as representations of real or fictitious events that are communicated by a narrator to one (or more) narratee(s) (see Prince, 1987, p. 58). They adhere to particular structural (e.g. orientation, complication, evaluation, resolution, coda; see Labov & Waletzky, 1967), stylistic (e.g. poetic language, detailedness/clearness, images/metaphors; see Lausberg, 1998) and formal (dissociation from description, argumentation or statistical representations; see for instance Brooks & Warren, 1979) attributes and are usually designed to create certain effects (such as suspense, empathy or entertainment; see Brewer & Lichtenstein, 1982).

By now, the notion seems to be generally accepted that the production of narrative texts is by no means restricted to the literary field, but can also result in non-literary publications (see Berning, 2010). Especially in journalism, narrative forms are usually associated with typical genres such as reportage, feature or profile (see Abrahamson, 1995; Hartsock, 2000), which are differentiated from other genres such as “inverted pyramid” news, commentary, interview, etc. (see e.g. Pöttker & Kornilov, 2010). In many journalistic cultures, narrative patterns of reporting have in fact turned into an explicit alternative to the mainstream of traditional news journalism—with the aim of counterbalancing its limitations and creating a more effective “third way” of describing social reality, in the territory between journalism and literature (see Connery, 1990; Eberwein, 2015c). By now, the historical development of this literary journalism has been described quite thoroughly by a large scope of individual studies (for a first overview see the Selected bibliography of scholarship and criticism examining literary journalism by the International Association for Literary Journalism Studies, 2011), even from a comparative perspective (see e.g. Bak & Reynolds, 2011; Keeble & Tulloch, 2012), although a contextualizing social history of the genre and its specific functions still remains a desideratum (see also Eberwein, 2013, p. 102).

Besides, the links between narratology and journalism studies have also been put to the test only insufficiently so far, although the reference to narratological theories would be exceedingly advantageous for journalism scholars, for several reasons: First of all, it is conducive to systematizing the basic definitions in this area of research, thus illustrating what journalistic storytelling actually is—or can be. At the same time, it provides a comprehensive analytical framework that allows for a structured approach to the investigation of journalistic (and other) narratives (see Andrews, Squire & Tamboukou, 2013).

Moreover, the historical development of relevant models in the field of narratology already points to an illuminating shift of the analytical perspective, which is also relevant for this study: While classical discriminations such as Stanzel’s typology of “narrative situations” (see Stanzel, 1984) were primarily focusing on the relationship between the narrator of a text and the figures that he reports about, many younger theoretical approaches display an increasing interest in the role of the reader in the process of receiving narrative communication (for a general view see e.g. Suleiman & Crosman, 1980). Such a shift of focus seems to be even more obvious when—as in our case—a research project is supposed to reconstruct how journalistic storytelling advances from traditional print reportage to the innovative multimedia productions that are currently sprouting on various online news sites across all journalism cultures. In order to live up to the reality of narrative journalism in digital media surroundings and across multiple media types and platforms, conventional narrative theories need to be adapted—among other things to specify the changing relationship between author and reader. The necessity of such a theory modification becomes evident in the case of new multimedia and interactive forms of storytelling that
go beyond traditional narrative techniques in journalism and literature (see Bull, 2010; Penn, 2013). Well-known international landmark productions such as The New York Times’ “Snow fall” (Branch, 2012), The Guardian’s “Firestorm” (Henley, 2013) or “Killing Kennedy” by National Geographic (National Geographic Channel, 2013) may serve as interesting case studies in this context, as they exemplify different degrees of multimedia integration and user interaction and, thus, demonstrate how the reader can take over a more or a less active role in the process of absorbing and co-creating journalistic narratives online. They also offer meaningful examples of transmedia storytelling (Jenkins, 2003): By complementing the conventional offline coverage by the respective newsroom and moving the featured protagonists across different media platforms, they are expected to enhance the reception experience of their users and catapult narrative journalism to a new level (see e.g. Moloney, 2011; Schlichting 2015; Gambarato & Târcia, 2017).

Empirical research has not yet tackled these developments in a satisfactory manner. Indeed, there is a large quantity of experimental studies that discuss cognitive, emotional, evaluative and motivational-conative effects of narrative forms of communication within and outside of journalism (besides Frey, 2014, see also Bilandzic & Kinnebrock, 2009; Echterhoff & Straub, 2003, 2004; Green, Strange & Brock, 2013; Hinyard & Kreuter, 2007; Ricketts, 2007). However, the specific case of journalistic transmedia storytelling is largely blanked out. After all, existing research indicates that narrative communication apparently has the ability to positively influence intended effects, such as remembering and comprehending specific contents (see Machill, Köhler & Waldhauser, 2006) or the emotional experience of a given text (see Adaval & Wyer Jr., 1998). The impact, however, can vary, depending on moderating influences such as gender, age, social status and previous knowledge (see Flath, 2013; Vanoost, 2017), but also due to different modes of representation, which may include or exclude the use of photos, sound effects, etc. (see Lee & Gretzel, 2012)—a first clue leading to the assumption that the effects of monomedia newspaper reportages and transmedia reportages can be expected to differ.

However, it remains unclear in previous studies how exactly these differences come to manifest themselves. Indeed, quite a few scholars have been ascribing clear advantages to online journalism in general, which they believe to be superior to traditional print coverage because of its hypertextuality, multimediality and interactivity (see e.g. Steensen, 2011). Nevertheless, several reception experiments were also able to detect counterproductive effects: Particularly among recipients without a discernible affinity to web applications, for instance, the use of hyperlinks, audio and video elements as well as the active inclusion of users often lead to a feeling of disorientation and cognitive overload (see e.g. Opgenhaffen & d’Haenens, 2011) with negative consequences for the overall impact of the particular coverage.

Investigations of the specific effects of web-based journalistic narratives in comparison to offline newspaper or magazine reportages do not exist so far. What is missing, therefore, is a combination of the two above-mentioned strands of research regarding the effects of narrative communication, on the one hand, and online communication, on the other hand. This desideratum is going to be amended by the multi-method study that is detailed in the following parts of this chapter. Accordingly, two central research questions need to be answered:

1. Which specific aims and effects do reporters in print and online newsrooms strive to reach with their narrative texts, and in how far do the two actor groups differ from each other?
2. Can these aims be adequately realized with the available narrative means offline and online, or in other words: Do the intended effects really impact on the side of the recipients?
In order to probe into these questions, the research project presented in this chapter made sure to implement a two-step analytical design, which initially—on the basis of semi-structured interviews—highlighted the perspective of journalistic actors on the object of analysis. Subsequently, the focus was redirected to the perspective of the recipients, which was evaluated with the help of an experimental user survey. Thus, the superordinate aim of the study was to bridge the usual gap between communicator and reception research—a scientific strategy that has been postulated more and more vehemently in recent years, without having become a common practice up till today (see Dohle & Loosen, 2014).

The *communicator study* intended to retrace and comprehend current changes in the field of journalistic storytelling, in order to lay the foundation for a more systematic analysis of this widely neglected area of media research. Following an explorative approach, a total of 30 problem-centered interviews (see Witzel, 2000) with reporters from selected print and online newsrooms of German-language news media were conducted during Winter term 2012/2013. The interviewees were handpicked, in order to represent different types of print media (e.g. daily newspapers such as *Süddeutsche Zeitung* and *Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung*, weekly newspapers such as *Die Zeit*, or news magazines such as *Der Spiegel*) and their online counterparts as well as different positions in the newsroom hierarchy (e.g. freelancer, reporter, editor-in-chief). The interviews followed a half-standardized field manual that was supposed to help the interviewers to structure the relevant issues of the analysis and reflect them with the interviewees in a comprehensive manner. This manual comprised different thematic blocks, which focused, among other things, on the interviewees’ professional self-concept, typical workflows in their newsroom, and the practical aims and objectives that they want to reach with their publications. The interviews were conducted face to face or via telephone and lasted up to 80 minutes. They were recorded, and afterwards, key passages were transcribed in full, before being evaluated with the help of a qualitative content analysis (see Mayring, 2014). By this means, it became possible to develop a set of assumptions that stressed the differences between printed and web-based reportages in convergent media spaces, particularly with regard to their specific benefits and intended effects.

These effects were subsequently analyzed in the context of a *reception experiment* (see e.g. Thorson, Wicks & Leshner, 2012) during Summer term 2013, for which exactly 100 probands were confronted with monomedia (print) and multimedia (online) versions of different journalistic narrations from the same news outlets as examples of transmedia journalism in practice. The members of two control groups each read a reportage that had been published in the German quality print media *Süddeutsche Zeitung* and *Der Spiegel* in a similar form. The test persons in the two treatment groups received the same articles on screen, with audio and video elements added to the original text, but otherwise congruent contents. Thus, the multimediality of the journalistic coverage, which was intentionally manipulated by the research team, served as the independent variable in the experimental research setting; the aim of the study was to measure its impact on the process of remembering and comprehending the presented topics as well as other qualities of the narrative approach offline and online (dependent variables). The probands were recruited with the help of a quota plan that was differentiated based on sociodemographic attributes (including gender, age and educational background); the allocation to the four test groups adhered to the principle of randomization. In order to avoid socially desirable behavior, the test persons were initially kept in the dark about the intention of the experiment: They were only instructed as vaguely as possible, by indicating that the research project was designed to evaluate “new trends in journalistic..."
storytelling.” In the test situation, under laboratory conditions, each proband first had time to read (and if necessary, re-read) one of the assigned reportages, which could take up to 20 minutes. Directly after the process of reception, the test persons completed a fully standardized (face-to-face) survey with 18 questions altogether, which, among other things, included an examination of how many basic facts they had remembered and if they had understood the article’s central meaning. Additionally, it was also tested how the participants themselves would rate the quality of the different reportages.

The following passages of this chapter are going to document key findings from both steps of the analysis, which are juxtaposed afterwards in order to assess in how far the aims and intentions of journalistic storytellers, both offline and online, are actually realized on the side of the recipients.

RESULTS

From the Perspective of Professional Communicators...

The qualitative communicator study demonstrates that the self-concepts and professional aims of reporters in print and online media hardly differ: Both actor groups have in common that their narrative strategy of communication is understood as a purposeful opposition to conventional news work, which is still the dominant pattern of coverage, both in analog and in digital media surroundings. According to the interviewed reporters, traditional news journalism brings along various limitations, first and foremost because it claims to be detached and objective. However, as one of the interviewees put it: “Things that insinuate they are objectively true—they are exceedingly silly. […] They are full of attitude—attitude by the people that carry them.” Objectivity, therefore, is considered to be an ideal which is impossible to reach. Consequently, journalists that intend to create a reliable understanding of social reality need to develop alternative strategies and vehicles to describe it.

Such a vehicle is spotted in the approach of narrative journalism, which diverges from the mainstream of news journalism in many respects. According to several interviewees, an important constraint of conventional journalism is the fact that it has to operate under severe time pressure: “It is a classic view that a journalist does not have time. That is a typical limit. […] Quite a few rules in journalism are a result of a lack of time,” one reporter explained—adding that he tries to escape this dilemma by deliberately “trying to have time, acting unjournalistically, in a way.” Only with sufficient time resources, it becomes possible to realize a key condition of any reportage journalism that is to have a first-hand view on the issues and events that are supposed to be described. As another interviewee stated, it is of paramount importance “that we see with our own eyes what is really happening. Because I increasingly have the feeling that other forms of journalism—mostly news journalism—only create a kind of informational layer that is not accurate any more—that is simply not true.”

But narrative journalists not only demand different research methods, they also distance themselves from conventional journalistic routines by generating their own modes of presentation: Instead of summarizing the mere facts of an event or topic, which is the common practice in most informatory journalistic genres, they want to capture and tell the story behind it. With narrative means, they want to make their readers “feel the facts,” as one of the interviewees said, thus, enabling them to live through the covered events themselves. Reaching this aim is only thought possible with “a certain formation of language, […] a certain style,” another colleague added, claiming a substantial degree of narrative freedom, often inspired
by the conventions of literary writing, that would be precluded by the strict standards of the “inverted pyramid” form. Through creating narrative forms of journalism instead, he strives for a transmission of social contexts that is “as vivid and authentic as possible”—a wording that resounded in many of the interviews in a similar way (see also Eberwein, 2013, pp. 162–215). As assessments like these seem to be typical both for print and web reporters, the conclusion that the self-concepts and professional aims of the two sub-groups are basically identical is relatively obvious.

At the same time, however, the qualitative investigation delivers various cues, which suggest that both actor groups also differ from each other. For instance, quite a few of the interviewed newspaper journalists made it clear that they tend to cultivate a critical view on current trends in the realm of digital journalism. While they themselves are evidently happy with the available forms of offline storytelling, they feel that online journalists should rather focus on non-narrative modes of high-speed news coverage “because the Internet is always quicker anyway,” as one of the interviewees pointed out. In the eyes of many print reporters, the online media are the true driver of journalism’s current obsession with speed, paving the way for a new kind of “fast food coverage” that merely consists of short and incoherent bits of information, while impeding longer narrative or analytical publications. Elaborating on this argument, another interviewee expressed hope that the Internet might one day even “depollute” printed newspapers and magazines from the daily news coverage altogether, thus, making room for more reportages and other forms of contextual journalism. In his view, print media are the ideal container for narrative reporting and he is convinced that they will continue to fulfill this function in the future, despite the current transformations of the media landscape. This view was seconded by a further colleague, who believes that the ongoing media transition

is paradoxically quite good for the literary reportage, because those forms that do not work out online are going to work out on paper in the long run. [...] I believe that reportage has a bright future in print media but rather not in the digital media.

This argument, however, was challenged by many web reporters, who retorted that the communicative potentials of online storytelling actually entail manifold chances, which could even help to renew and reinforce the narrative approach in journalism, in general, and in transmedia journalism, in particular. These chances are essentially accounted for by the ingredients of multimediality and interactivity, which lead some of the reporters to believe that they might enhance the authenticity and effectivity of their coverage. “Adding sound and images creates an atmosphere that would not be thinkable in traditional print reportage,” one interviewee argued, adding that “it helps to activate the user and it draws him into the scene, until he becomes a part of the narration himself.” From her point of view, digital storytelling can even be seen as the future of narrative journalism, which might eventually get ahead of conventional print reporting by strengthening its traditional aims and objectives. In order to underline this argument in the interview sessions, many of the online journalists referred to impressive examples of award-winning online projects, such as the aforementioned “Snow fall” by the New York Times, which seem to be expanding the territory of journalistic narration and serve as role models for many newsrooms in their attempts to redefine what storytelling journalism is all about. At any rate, web reporters refuse to accept the view by their print colleagues that online platforms should only serve the exchange of quick news coverage and be off-limits for long-form narrative pieces. Transmedia journalism examples, such as “The Sochi Project” (Hornstra & van Bruggen, 2013), help to support their refusal.
...And From the Perspective of the Recipients

These conflicting assumptions by print and online reporters needed to be tested in a second step of the investigation, after finishing the communicator study. However, the experimental survey demonstrates that the hopes fostered by the web journalists can only partly be substantiated.

On the one hand, it was evaluated whether online reportages—in contrast to their print counterparts—are in a better position to facilitate the process of remembering single facts and comprehending the larger context of the published contents. In order to approach these questions, the procedure of cued recall seemed to be the most valuable strategy, since it had been applied in a similar way in earlier experimental studies on the effects of narrative journalism (see e.g. Machill, Köhler & Waldhauser, 2006; Flath, 2013). In practice, after having received one of the stimuli, the probands were confronted with a set of test questions, which were designed to quantify how many details of the contents they were able to reproduce. Among them were several very simple open questions (e.g. “Which airport does the family live on?” and “How old is the boy?”) as well as multiple factual statements that the survey participants could comment on with “true” or “false” (e.g. “The protagonist and the woman are married to each other” and “The family earns money by collecting empty bottles”). The succeeding questions for investigating the degree of comprehension were considerably more complex. Here, the test persons were deliberately taken to the task of reflecting on the causes and consequences of the problems being discussed in the articles (e.g. “South Africa is a very liberal country when it comes to rights for homosexuals. Which reasons for the hostile attitude of many persons does the text mention?”). Afterwards, the answers from both blocks of questions were evaluated with the help of a pre-defined marking grid, which made it possible to compare the effects of print and online reportages on the process of remembering and comprehending their contents.

As Table 1 shows, printed monomedia reportages are clearly more effective than multimedia online reportages with regard to remembering and comprehending essential journalistic contents. While the probands in the two control groups were able to reach 12.64 out of 16 maximally possible points on average for the test questions in the area of remembering (that equates a share of 79 percent), the two treatment groups only scored 10.21 out of 16 points (or 64 percent). In the context of the comprehension questions, the control groups—with 5.64 out of 12 points per proband (47 percent)—also scored higher than the treatment groups (4.98 out of 12 points or 42 percent). This result refutes the assumption that was expressed in the qualitative interviews, according to which narrative multimedia articles can communicate their contents in a more effective manner than monomedia print narratives—at least as far as remembering and comprehending is concerned.

However, small deviations from the average values are notable within the four test groups, when certain moderating influences are taken into account. For example, younger users (14 to 29 years) tend

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Remembering</th>
<th>Comprehending</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Points per Proband</td>
<td>Percentage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print</td>
<td>12.64/16</td>
<td>79.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online</td>
<td>10.21/16</td>
<td>63.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own research project
to remember and comprehend the contents of online reportages more successfully than older users (50 or more years). Moreover, female recipients achieve considerably lower scores for the online stimuli as compared to the print versions in both the categories of remembering and comprehending, while the discrepancies among the male test persons are much smaller. Both age and gender are correlated with the average amount of time that the test persons usually spend online and their previous experience with mobile media (smartphones, tablets, etc.), which generally lead to higher scores in both categories too. Finally, previous knowledge about the topics of the reportages also has a positive effect on the average test scores. These moderating influences help to explain the specific impact of web-based multimedia storytelling, thus offering insights that may be valuable for newsrooms in the process of planning their editorial agendas.

On the other hand, the reception study was also a helpful instrument to test which other qualities the probands ascribe to the different narrative texts, for instance, with regard their information value, their entertainment value and their emotional qualities. Therefore, they were shown twelve further statements (e.g. “The presentation of the article is entertaining”, “The article evokes my compassion”, and “I consider the article to be trustworthy”), which they were supposed to rate on a scale from 1 (“I totally disagree”) to 5 (“I fully agree”).

Table 2 exemplifies that the overall interest in the chosen articles is slightly higher among the print readers as compared to the online readers. While the former assessed the respective statement with an average value of 3.62, the latter only reached a value of 3.44. A similar discrepancy resulted from the statement “The presentation of the article is informative”—here the control groups leave the treatment groups behind too (3.84 vs. 3.64). It may come as a surprise that the readers of the monomedia narratives (2.92) also judged their articles as more entertaining than the recipients of the multimedia pieces (2.82), since this result again stands in contrast to the assumptions derived from the qualitative study in which the web reporters insisted that their forms of reporting are a warranty for more authenticity and vividness. On the other hand, the experiment also makes it obvious that multimedia online reportages create a distinctly higher degree of compassion (4.02 vs. 3.42) and, furthermore, that they are considered to be more trustworthy (4.52 vs. 4.33), although the value of trust for the print articles also reaches a high level.

In analogy to the results for the test of remembering and comprehending, moderating influences such as age, gender, affinity to online and mobile media as well as previous knowledge about the reported topics may lead to small variations within the test groups. These moderating influences, however, do not change the overall tendencies indicated by Table 2 and are, therefore, negligible in this context.

### Table 2. Other qualities of print and online reportages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Print (Mean Value)</th>
<th>Online (Mean Value)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Article is interesting</td>
<td>3.62</td>
<td>3.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation is informative</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>3.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation is entertaining</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>2.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article evokes compassion</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>4.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article is trustworthy</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>4.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own research project
DISCUSSION: TRANSMEDIA STORYTELLING—
BOOSTING TRUST IN JOURNALISM?

What can be learned from this multi-method study? In how far does it advance our previous knowledge about narrative journalistic concepts in the age of media convergence? And what are possible implications for the practice of transmedia journalism?

The qualitative communicator study demonstrates that journalistic storytellers ascribe extraordinary potentials to narrative forms of presentation such as reportages or profiles, particularly if they are looking for a lively and authentic strategy of communicating social reality. Many reporters explicitly describe their narrative modes of journalistic coverage as a countermovement to the dominant pattern of a seemingly objective news journalism, which is regarded as an insufficient means to describe the contemporary world. Oddly, while several print reporters blame the digitization of the media landscape to propel a hitherto unknown demand for speed in many newsrooms, it is generally agreed among their online colleagues that the special features of web-based communication (for instance, interactivity and multimediiality) may even invigorate the impact of narrative journalistic genres.

This hope, however, only partly becomes a reality on the side of the recipients: Based on the user experiment, it can be shown that recipients indeed perceive multimedia and interactive reportages as more emotional than traditional narrative articles in newspapers and magazines. However, with regard to remembering and comprehending the communicated contents of the stories, the printed text forms are considerably more effective. Interestingly, multimedia online contents are also regarded to be more trustworthy than monomedia offline reporting, although the level of trust is remarkably high for the latter as well.

Certainly, the empirical research design developed for this study is by no means beyond doubt. The communicator study, for example, with its sample of 30 journalists, can merely claim to have an explorative character; a representative survey on the self-conception and professional aims of the specific groups of narrative journalists, both offline and online, is still missing—not only in the German-speaking world. Also, the narrow focus of the reception experiment, specifically pinpointing the issue of remembering and comprehending journalistic contents, is far too limited to allow for a universal judgment about the impact of storytelling practices on different media platforms. Here, more complex analytical designs, also with a more precise discrimination of varying degrees of multimedia integration and user interaction, could undoubtedly help to produce much more differentiated findings. Such a differentiation would also make it necessary to produce more complex stimuli, a requirement that was impossible to be addressed in this chapter, in view of the limited resources of the research seminar that realized the project presented here.

Nonetheless, the results of the study—even though only documented in an abbreviated version—provide various entry points for further discussion: Currently, media practitioners in many newsrooms around the world lament the fact that audiences do not seem to trust journalistic products any longer (see also Donsbach, Rentsch, Schielicke & Degen, 2009; Peters & Broersma, 2013). The reputation of journalistic actors is at the usual low level (see e.g. Institut für Demoskopie Allensbach, 2013) and recent discussions about media performance in a time of “post-truth” politics have done their share to discredit the profession even further (see Tanz, 2017; Eberwein, Fengler & Karmasin, in press). Surely, these are not the best of circumstances to justify why it is still important to invest in professional journalism in the middle of a media crisis. At the same time, the data which have been collected for this study illustrate quite impressively that a narrative presentation can clearly enhance the credibility of journalistic output. Apparently, this is even more so if a story is covered in different formats across different media types.
If this insight is thoroughly reconsidered, the concept of transmedia storytelling applied to journalism, which includes both on- and offline media outlets, functions not only as an instrument for communicating journalistic contents to media users, but also as a valuable strategy for newsrooms in their struggle for public trust, which the profession needs more than ever these days. Transmedia journalism can reconcile print and digital storytelling, extracting the best of both universes, as the empirical research highlighted. Such an interpretation may once more substantiate why journalistic storytelling is being traded since recently as a multifaceted concept with manifold potentials, not only in communication and media studies, but also in practical journalism. If journalism is to have a future, more deliberation on this topic will be inevitable.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

**Hypertextuality:** The extent to which online texts (or parts of them) are related to each other by internal or external hyperlinks.

**Interactivity:** The degree to which users are involved in the exchange of information with computers.

**“Inverted Pyramid” News:** A form of news story that communicates the basic facts in the initial sentences.

**Multimediality:** The extent to which different media channels (text, images, audio, and video elements) are combined and integrated in a common digital form.

**Narratology:** A branch of literary theory that focuses on the study of narrative structure.

**Problem-Centered Interview:** A theory-generating research method in qualitative social sciences that aims at combining the principles of induction and deduction.
**Reportage:** A journalistic form of storytelling that, first and foremost, intends to create an authentic account of the events it covers.

**Storytelling:** A method of communicating information in the form of stories that is applied in journalism and organizational communication as well as in fields such as knowledge management, education, psychotherapy, etc.

**ENDNOTES**

1. The point of origin for the thoughts presented in this paper was a project seminar in the MA program for Journalism at Technische Universität Dortmund, Germany, which the author supervised in Winter term 2012/2013 and Summer term 2013, together with Horst Pöttker (see Eberwein 2015b for further details). The participants of this seminar deserve recognition and gratitude for their contributions to the empirical parts of the study.

2. The text delineates the fate of a Bulgarian family of refugees that has been living at the airport in Munich, Germany, for several months. The original version is available online at: http://www.sueddeutsche.de/muenchen/krisenfluechtlinge-am-flughafen-muenchen-alles-ist-besser-als-zurueckgehen-1.1534989

3. The article broaches the issue of homosexual women and men in South Africa. Its original version is online as well: http://www.spiegel.de/spiegel/print/d-8515-7573.html.

4. All direct quotations that are not attributed to any particular source are taken from the problem-centered interviews which were conducted for this study. They were translated from German to English by the author.
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Viral News Content, Instantaneity, and Newsworthiness Criteria
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ABSTRACT
Social networks have modified the activities of the press, the actions of audiences, and the perceptions of societies. The strategies displayed to avoid losing consumers aim at fulfilling the audience’s needs and the gap between the producers’ and the consumers’ interests tends to widen. This leads to a crisis point in news financing, affecting the traditional logic of the media industry; while advertisers are now able to reach their audiences without its mediation, viralization and instantaneity force the media to publish information incompatible with the public interest as considered by the press. In this way, traditional newsworthiness criteria are replaced by other criteria that redefine the concept of information. The aim of this chapter is to analyze the way in which instantaneity and viralization have affected not only the journalistic activity but also the information selection criteria and the audiences’ input on the web.

INTRODUCTION
Digital tools have been used for the production of news since the eighties (Canavilhas, 2009). In the beginning, the editing of texts and images simplified the journalistic tasks and accelerated the speed of the construction of news. While technology progressed, the press began to publish news online. At first, they only posted the information that had been published on their print editions. In only twenty years, the possibility of combining print editions with information search and narrative experimentation tools grew in such a way that the digital media became independent of their print origins, while audiences gained ground through collaboration and participation. In the beginning of the 21st century, the gap between the producers of news and their audiences—that had relied on asymmetric knowledge, interests and information sources—started to narrow. At the same time, the thematic choices, coverages and information preferences began to diverge more and more (Boczkowski & Michelstein, 2013). The
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reduction in the price of digital devices, the widespread use of mobile phones, and the lower costs of Internet brought about a rapid increase in the number of users and opened new business opportunities for the media and the press. And although the news companies insisted on thinking the business with the same logic of before, the new consumers’ habits made that situation change.

In 1995, Randy Conrad created “Classmates,” a social network to find old classmates. It is considered to be the main precursor of Facebook, since it was created with the same purpose (Ponce, 2012). With this project, the idea of “digital network” took root. However, it was not until the first decade of the 21st century—with the massive inclusion of users and the incorporation of networks based on general issues—that the ideas of participation, discussion, collaboration and agenda-setting became possible. In this scenario, the press is faced with two problems. On the one hand, the digital tools have become inputs for the construction of news. On the other hand, these very same tools have been used as platforms for the media to post material and interact with their audiences. Interactivity, which is inherent to the digital platforms, subverts the languages and structures of journalistic communication. Although news companies are present in all these platforms, they end up using them as ad-blackboards, coverage channels and transmission bands that almost in no case enable vertical interactions. While the news consumers throw themselves into the digital platforms, interaction between peers becomes more frequent: Discussion, collaboration, conversation and participation among users take place on a horizontal level.

In this regard, the press companies and the journalists working for them do not give answers, correct, acknowledge or argue with the public, and keep a distance from their audiences.

Since the beginning of Twitter, in 2006, and Facebook, in 2004, an extensive mass of consumers has begun to use the social networks for different purposes. Online entertainment, ideas spreading, interactions and the consolidation of networks and communities where people socialize, have been crossed by news inputs, which always fit the media logics. In some cases, the news media even question their audiences about the news material they cannot have access to. For example, a local editorial department has created a WhatsApp line to receive inputs from the audience and to cover some events without having to leave the newsroom; also, certain news materials they use have been published in other sites or emerge from the audiences’ inputs within the social networks, especially in those cases in which the witnesses of relevant events transmit live or upload photos or videos of events, which are distant from the news professionals (Luchessi, 2016b). In this regard, YouTube channels, Facebook pages, Twitter, Snapchat and Instagram accounts combine with Telegram and WhatsApp. It is through all these platforms that the media receive reports, videos, data and other inputs to generate content. Nevertheless, there are very few records of acknowledgments, mention of the sources or answers to the demands made by the audiences through these channels. In this situation, users tend to assume an unexpected role and start to produce information, breaking the logics of the traditional construction of news. As social networks became massive, the audiences’ subject matters and concerns began to circulate without the mediation of the press. Furthermore, with the use of segmentation and audience identification tools based on metrics that allow to see nodes contained inside them, advertisers may also have access to their consumers without having to resource to the media. Consequently, news companies are now faced with two problematic issues: On the one hand, the financing of the contents and, on the other hand, a drastic change in the idea of information (Aguado, 2013).

As advertisers are now able to hire hosting services and community managers that skip a step between them and their potential customers, communication budgets drop and advertising investment
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decreases. Although the case of The New York Times might have been an innovative way of financing contents via subscription instead of advertisement (Kafka & Molla, 2017), the experience of the media analyzed show that audiences are not particularly interested in paying for information and, in those cases in which they might be willing to, subscriptions result insufficient to finance the business (Boczkowski & Michelstein, 2017). With an advertising market that remains—at its very best—stable, the growth in the supply of traditional and digital contents makes the news market stumble. The traditional sections no longer take into account the current concerns, preferences, and habits of audiences. In some cases, modifications are made to sustain the tacit agreement with the public. Even so, the lower credibility ratings of the press and the possibility of posting information without its mediation allow Internet users to remove the media from the equation.

The aim of this chapter is to analyze the impact of viral news contents and instantaneity on information quality, the decentralization of the role of information professionals and the criteria for the production of news. Also, the impact of transmedia storytelling on news production, and the media strategies to reach the reticular and segmented audiences in a context of social and cultural reorganization, which affects the media business units.

JOURNALISM, NEWS AND TRANSMEDIA STORYTELLING

The organization of societies is based on relational networks (Barnes, 1954; Bott, 1957). Anthropology, as well as Sociology, have acknowledged the importance of studying the relationships that shape social structures (Waserman & Faust, 1994) and the linkages established inside them. Despite that, studies on virtual communities’ relations (Ricaurte & Ramos-Vidal, 2015) do not acknowledge the research that has studied the ties, relations and structures of social practices in different territorial communities. In the last years, research has been made, taking some elements from the Graph Theory (Harary & Norman, 1953; Storkman & Srenger, 1989), to study the relationships built in the digital networks and the matrix structures related to journalism subjects and problems. In that sense, the research that compares the constitution of virtual communities, opinion groups, virtual leaderships and structural breakdowns with the conventions that were established before the upsurge of digital platforms, tends to reach findings which are more related to the social and cultural practices that already existed before the appearance of digital platforms and specific applications. It should be observed that digital platforms enable more dynamic and fluent communication between the participants of the virtual communities. In fact, the most distinctive feature of this interactivity is its high speed. Governed by a prevailing contemporaneity, users interact instantaneously on debating topics, ideological stances and common actions. Later in this chapter, the construction of the concepts of time and space will be elaborated. However, it is important to stress that the present chapter refers to “contemporaneity” as a synchronic process that places different situations, that occur in different places, as a unique present.

The modes of social functioning within the social networks are not new. When comparing the findings of the research on interactions on digital networks—and before, on the spaces opened for debate by the media and the publications of their audiences—with the interactions that took place before the existence of the platforms, it is possible to find that the relational ties and the hierarchical clustering inside them remained stable in relation to the ones that could be found in the communities established in different territories (Luchessi, 2016b). From this point of view, the fact that the forms of interaction remained stable is a significant contribution to think the differences between the traditional and the digital
audiences. Besides, it enables the consideration of new ways for the information producers to relate to audiences. Apart from that, if Jenkins (2006) is right when he says that transmedia storytelling is necessarily interactive, the narrative breaking to be analyzed in the news context is the one that leaves aside the unidirectional view of the news companies, and adds to a digital palimpsest in which participants are able to dialogue, build relationships, displace the institutional hierarchies to create new ones, and mix subjects that juxtapose with each other at high speed, without establishing hierarchies. At the same time, it will be interesting to study the relationships built by the users among themselves. When examining media forums and networks, the interventions of the audiences are usually conversational and interactive, while the exchanges take place on a horizontal level only. In most cases, users question, provoke or discredit the press—as an institution—as well as its agreements, negotiations, stands, agenda-setting strategies and explanations of social events. In the last years, several traditional media, in particular those included in the corpus of the study abovementioned, made the mistake of publishing fake news for taking material posted on the networks. Especially in Argentina, these phenomena—added to the discussion over the regulation of audiovisual media that revealed the interests of the multimedia holdings in the eyes of society (Becerra & Mastrini, 2017)—affected the image of the news companies, their most visible journalists and the credibility of the information they publish (Blaustein, 2013). The press credibility ratings, on the very top in the nineties, decrease year after year (Amado, 2016a) as audiences participate massively and create a dialogue the journalists and the press companies exclude themselves from. At this point, it is possible to make two interpretations that will put into context the journalistic practices and their relations with users. First, it may be said that a research (Amado, 2016a) on the content of publications related to news of public interest has shown that the institution of journalism, as a central actor in the news process, is being questioned, that the credibility ratings of its publications have dropped and that the cohesion and credibility of the communities people belong to strengthens, while they are considered to be sources to be taken into account. Second, when analyzing the demonstrations in public places and the claims that spring from them, the questioning of the institutions of democracy, of the hierarchy of its representatives and of the credibility of the political leaders, it will be possible to draw a correlation between the strengthening of community participation and the reticular construction of leaderships.

Regarding journalism studies, certain topics have emerged since the analysis of the press began: Routine procedures (Gans, 1979), construction of news (Tuchman, 1978), and media influence on public opinion (Lippman, 1922; Habermas, 1981; Price, 1994). Using different tools and different platforms, current studies tend to focus on the same issues (Bozckowski, 2013). What does the public need to know to make political decisions? Who should select, frame and analyze the events? How are stereotypes built to simplify the message? And finally, are the traditional techniques efficient in the news production process and analysis? Historically, there are three stages in the production process: (1) the selection of events, (2) the hierarchy of news values, and (3) the edition of the content that will later be published in media socially recognized by the audience (Martini, 2000). This process in which news inputs arrive to the newsroom to be processed and published by professionals is known as Newsmaking. The construction of news is founded on two pillars: (1) the systematization of events through planning, and (2) the monitoring of the breakings those events cause in the everyday life, which alter the productive routine and the work of the journalists for the construction of news. Those breakings are usually organized through different criteria, which allow to manage the production of news and organize the press agenda (McCombs, 2004), according to the dispute over meaning established in society. In fact, the traditional tensions over agenda-setting had, at least, three main actors: Politicians, press media, and society. These
disputes and negotiations arise the subjects and framings over which audiences had to be informed to take a stance consistent with their social, ideological, political and cultural backgrounds. Up to this point, the scheme might be the same. However, the productive acceleration of the social system and the change in the perception of the concept of time, modify the roles, functions and interactions played by the press with their news sources, their financing sources and society as a whole.

Traditionally, time regulated the periodicity of news products and the temporal pace of organization of the press industry had a direct influence on the organization of the rest of the production activities of communities the press kept informed. The acceleration of the pace of news brought about higher production speed and, therefore, higher levels of consumption. The phenomenon above mentioned does not only apply to the press industry. In capitalist systems, acceleration and speed are key to generate competition and productivity (Gitlin, 2005). However, the acceleration resulting from the digitization of platforms completely changed the way time is assessed. Although the production techniques are not new, the possibility of synchronizing the occurrence of the event with its publication destroys the concept of periodicity (Luchessi, 2013). This process, which Paula Sibilia calls “detemporalization” (2012, p. 133) is one of the elements which constitute the omnipresence of the present. Despite the descriptive coincidence, this chapter will refer to “contemporaneity,” since the term enables the study of this temporal synchronicity and, at the same time, the processes of spatial simultaneity. This temporal synchronicity does not only influence the historical contemporaneity process. The decontextualized idea of a permanent “here and now” has a direct impact on the cultural conceptions, social production assessments and news interests of the online communities.

Oscar Landi (1992) studied the cultural changes resulting from the consumption of audiovisual products at home and the spread of the pay-per-view system. To Landi’ studies, it should be added that the use of digital platforms generates the possibility of interacting with others. The audiences Landi referred to still had an asymmetric relation with the information producers. However, in the era of technological platforms, leaderships and reputations are built by numbers of followers, amounts of clicks and digital omnipresence. Consequently, people who are unknown to the media and the non-virtual communities might be summoned by them because of the popularity of their posts, becoming instant celebrities or opinion leaders. In order to understand these changes, it will be necessary to take into account that nowadays there is direct access—through easily available technology—to events that occur in remote, unknown and culturally different places. Almost half of the world population uses smartphones; while in periphery countries the mobile phone market share represents around 30% of the population, in the central countries that share represents 75% (Infobae, 2015). This direct access breaks with the traditional idea of distance expressed in miles or kilometers, enabling a spatial synchronicity within an also synchronic time. It is in this scenario that periodicity, scoop and topicality lose their traditional places in the set of news values known up to date. The predominance of the producers, eroded by the strong participation of the online audiences, was characterized by stable newsworthiness criteria; when that asymmetry breaks down and the users leave their passive role to interact online, those criteria, as well as the methods of news production, are bound to change (Amado, 2016b).

The change in the habits of consumers and the direct marketing strategies carried out by the advertisers and the social actors, who had historically acted as sources of information, cause the news companies many problems. Asymmetry, which characterized the news tradition and placed journalism as a mediator between power and society, is broken down by the possibility of having direct contact with sources and advertisers in accordance with very specific interests. Thus, the users of platforms and news applications have access to direct sources that, in many cases, provide information before the media outlets. Politi-
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cians, social leaders, prominent figures new referents confront the concept of exclusive news and leave the media professionals on a situation of temporal delay when it comes to covering events. The users see instantaneity as a strong news selection criterion. Their eagerness to know the events on real time brings about an anxiety in the consumption of news that affect the newsmaking process, the routines known by the journalists and the news companies financing. In that sense, the time of news production shortens, with a direct impact on the quality of news. At the same time, society becomes immersed in an idea of constant contemporaneity in which the political, cultural and economic contexts are left behind in a career against time that, to be successful, must equal the moment of the event with the moment of its publication. Even so, there are old informational pieces circulating on the Web, which keep being updated for the number of interested users. In these cases, many members of a given community are interested in this kind of contents based on shared criteria, such as spectacularity, entertainment or ideological stance, and the moment of the occurrence of the event becomes less important. These consumption practices off-center the work of journalists (Luchessi, 2016b). Time is no longer a linear construction (Sibilia, 2012): Time is now the moment in which the event is published. News coverage, considered in traditional contexts as a professional way of managing and presenting information, is put at a disadvantage by the compulsive publication of erroneous, incomplete or utterly false data. Furthermore, the contents circulating online mix together relevant and irrelevant news, privacy and entertainment, rumor and information.

In this scenario, audiences tend to draw together in communities, which share their same interests (Calvo, 2015). Within them, prejudices, beliefs and stands become stronger. Thus, it is the stand that the media and the journalists might take on a certain subject that is being questioned, and not the truth of information. This reorganization of the way social events are published, which is managed directly by the communication teams of the sources, has direct consequences on the news production routines. Transformed into mere reproducers of the things everyone knows, journalists no longer tell the facts but hide behind their desks, stay online and do not have enough time to carry out a professional work that would allow them to check the information. The newsmaking process, which begins when data arrive to the newsroom, suffers modifications since the access of the journalists to those data usually coincides with the access of the audience. In relation to that, the difference between the two groups would lie on the organization into a hierarchy that characterizes the traditional news criteria. Even though some criteria remain stable, the new forms of consumption destroy others and create new conceptions when it comes to selecting news. As a matter of fact, some news values such as magnitude, topicality and level of impact on society are still operational to select news, but values such as proximity and relevance of the major figures should be revised (Luchessi, 2007). For instance, the value of proximity, linked to a strong territorial conception and the idea of a nation-state regulating social relations, has been affected by a community construction of a different kind: Now, the community does not necessarily identify itself with territorial borders or national mythologies. In the online social media networks, the community identity is built by cultural agreements linked to certain interests, expressions and reticular forms of consumption. However, the use of algorithms to organize the informational volume that circulates on the Web allows people to have access to certain subjects, sources and publications, which coincide with their own interests; a tighter sense of belonging and a common perception is developed, which closes the circle built around that information. There is an idea of “wholeness” generated around this knowledge, since the “everybody” of every community shows no cracks. Each community takes homogeneous stands which show no contradictions and that “everybody” seems to accept. Nevertheless, when analyzing the information flow and the interactions within it, it is possible to see that there are many “everybody.”
Isolated by its own prejudices, each community strengthens its own convictions, undermining or demon-
vizing the others. Therefore, interaction calls for uniformity, since it does not tolerate nuances.

When studying the value of celebrity as a newsworthiness rule, it may be seen that, despite the con-
struction of alternative ways of becoming famous, the criterion remains relatively stable. The circle feeds
itself with the traditionally famous people, who reinforce their public presence by participating on the
online social media networks, and those who are not famous but achieve popularity through their digital
activism. The relevance of the events and their assessment as information input are also subverted by the
appearance of a gap (Boczkowski & Michelstein, 2013), showing that the editorial and personal interests
of the journalists diverge from those constructed by audiences. In the midst of a constant information
flow related to personal, sectorial and community interests, audiences move away from the concerns of
bigger sectors of society. In that sense, the information supply, dealing with specific issues, works better
than the traditional general press. Therefore, the balance of the negotiation needed to maintain the pub-
lic’s interest (Luchessi & Cetkovich, 2007) is tipped in the audience’s favor, creating a newsworthiness
criterion. In this way, the news companies make concessions with their audiences, as their customers,
distorting and conditioning the role and the practice of those professionals, who are attached to their
ethics, aesthetic and job methodology.

The concept of viral news, which is the kind of news that goes from the social networks to the news-
room and sets a disruptive agenda, is key to understand the industry and the social practices around it.
Viralization, which seems to hold together the interests of different communities of users, ends up falling
within the contents of the traditional press: The use of analytical tools enables an instantaneous quanti-
fication of consumption by numbering the amount of “clicks” of each content, and these data decide its
inclusion (or exclusion). Then, the “when,” the “where” or the “who” are no longer important, but how
many clicks, shares and views support the popularity of a content; this is what decides whether an event
is newsworthy. If the preferences of digital media audiences are followed (Boczkowski & Michelstein,
2013) and compared with the social networks posts, an unavoidable question arises that reorganizes the
journalists’ routines and the analysis related to the news industry: What do producers and consumers
understand when talking about information?

For around twenty years, advertising campaigns, entertainment material, sports and “soft” sections
have been the preferred contents of traditional press audiences (Luchessi, 2006). Boczkowski and Mi-
chelstein (2013) add that these preferences remain stable as long as there is no need for hard section
information. The cases the authors take into account are electoral processes or crisis situations. In these
circumstances, the gap tends to narrow. These consumption practices, that are common to different
press media in Argentina, coexist, in the beginning of the 21st century, with a constant supply from the
social networks. There, thousands of cybernauts share material consistent with their preferences. Public
events mix with private life, shallowness mixes with deepness, and the common events mix with news.
However, these mixtures, which become preferences, are not essentially thematic. The recurrence of
certain contents is associated with stances related to ideological, religious, social or cultural tendencies.

Originality lies on the formation of nodes, mostly opposed to each other, in which a given stance
totally excludes any other stance, regardless of whether the information pieces on circulation stem from
truthfulness, professionalism and production rigor. It is also interesting to notice that audiences do not
demand more precision in the news content. In fact, people want the media and the journalists to ex-
plicit their positioning in relation to the circulating topics. It is not important if they add information or
show professional inadequacy. Then, people exhort the media and the journalists to openly approve or
condemn specific matters. In this scenario, the production of information is focused on the third stage
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of the process. According to Omar Rincón (2013), the tasks of journalism in the digital platforms will slowly resemble those of a DJ: Cutting, linking and mixing other people’s productions seems to be the more stable activity of the media professionals. In addition, in the case of the coverage of events on real time in which information professionals cannot possibly compete with people holding cellphones with cameras in the very scene of the events, editing dominates the rest of the stages of newsmaking.

The news selection and organization into a hierarchy emerge from algorithms expressed in metrics that measure the practices of audiences within the media. More and more the satisfaction of the demand moves away from the idea of information, the agenda-setting disputes and the predominance of the corporate positioning of the news companies. However, this is not the only way in which the subjects to be published are selected. Viralization, which will be discussed in following paragraphs, becomes key in the editorial decision-making process. The unidirectional idea of traditional information is challenged by a net, whose nodes are constituted by potential popularity and not by professional practices. From viralized interconnections emerge new criteria for news selection.

In the meantime, as images, gifs and micro-videos flood the social media networks, the textual weight of many of the news published in informative sites is swimming against the tide of transmedia storytelling. To discuss transmedia storytelling, it will be useful to return to Jenkins (2003). From his perspective, narrative experiences circulate fragmented through the different media and platforms, and the users are the ones who actively collaborate on the construction of a narrative universe. Furthermore, it is important to analyze the consumption practices of the new generations that, in their micro breaks, find the time to consume stories or video fragments, or write posts in blogs. These micro breaks or “Leisure Bubbles” (Igarza, 2009) are nurtured by the widespread use of smartphones, Internet connection (Liuzzi, 2014) and the ability of the new generations to adapt to the languages used.

The most interesting but also disruptive aspect of the notion of transmedia storytelling in relation to traditional storytelling is that, according to Gosciola, “transmedia storytelling unfolds a media convergent force while remaining open for audiences to collaborate, express questionings, and become a determining factor in the construction of storytelling” (2012, p. 9, own translation). The prominent role of audiences might seem auspicious, but it also contributes to the proliferation of fake news, climates of biased opinion isolated from the social nuances of everyday relationships, and exchanges between the networks and the real world, which distort perceptions and, in many cases, generate violence (Calvo, 2015). In this regard, different outlooks on a same issue stimulate irreconcilable positions over a specific event. In Argentina, the conflict over the export taxes imposed on the agricultural sector, which began on March 11, 2008, and lasted 127 days, ended up in a dispute between the opposition, which had links with the agricultural sector, and the followers of the government of Cristina Kirchner. The media took an explicit stance, while participation in social networks was high (Aruguete & Zunino, 2010). The agricultural corporations carried out protests—including verbal aggressions through the networks and forums of digital newspapers—which derived in incidents involving threats, punches and the destruction of vehicles in the country’s roads as a consequence of clashes between the opposing parties (Infobae, 2012).

Allcott and Gentzkow define fake news as “news articles that are intentionally and verifiably false, and could mislead readers” (2017, p.3). Although the distortion of news is not always intentional, it is true that the lack of training, professionalism and informational inputs on certain subjects magnifies the impact of the content spread and viralized by the users. Despite the potential for narrative construction enabled by the platforms, which allow audiences to participate, collaborate and be part of subjects that might spread outside social media, there is also a need for news professional management and narrative adjustments in the supply of news. The decision of not exploiting to the full the narrative possibilities
offered by the medium is based on conservative conceptions of the news business. The lack of investment on professional transdisciplinary teams, the journalists’ work overload and the use of social media networks as content creators distort the news products. Furthermore, the fact that companies do not give enough training and pay low wages, force journalists to train on their own (Amado, 2016b), at the expense of their own incomes. The combination of complex languages with precarious working conditions, lack of trust from the public and contemporaneity of events puts strain on the news space. Therefore, viralization of contents, which will later become news, seems to be one of the stable tools of the news market, and of the logics of production.

GOING VIRAL

There are several contents, which are not mediatized through the press institutions. In some cases, this is decided by the traditional application of newsworthiness criteria. In other cases, by censorship. Finally, there are events which are not mediatized because they do not comply with the concept of news. To understand this decision-making process, it should be stressed that news is “the journalistic construction of an event whose novelty, unpredictability and future effects upon society are publicly displayed for recognition” (Martini, 2000, p. 33, own translation). However, ranging from the social networks to the traditional press contents, the common elements are the number of clicks, views and shares they receive, and also the fact that, when they gain ground in the press, the topics are already widespread known as a consequence of their high exposure in social networks. “Gone viral” is usually the band these contents carry when incorporated by the traditional press. In this sense, the decision to publish a topic, which interest derives from the high sensation it caused on the Internet, is made to the detriment of the news scoop.

The concept of “spreadable media” (Jenkins, Ford & Green, 2013) might be useful to understand the complexity of this phenomenon. The users’ actions and participations go beyond the idea of contagion and strengthens the idea of performing a concrete action to encourage the circulation of content. Nevertheless, the tensions between the interests of the industry and those of the users, and those of the communities they belong to, should be part of the spreadable media context. According to Carlos Scolari (2008), the porosity of that border is sustained by negotiations and tensions that “might end in temporal cooperation agreements” (Scolari, 2013). In Latin America, the studies on the tensions between the borders and the center of the culture refer to certain concerns expressed not only in the literature of Borges (1974), but also in the scientific studies on the region’s communication and culture. The works of Jesús Martín Barbero (1987), Aníbal Ford (1994) and Néstor García Canclini (1990) had already dealt with the disputes between cultural industries and collaborative culture, and the work of Scolari (2008) analyzes the negotiations, borrowings and tensions between the logic of the traditional industry and the participation of the users in the networks. Even so, the institutionalized press is modified by the very same elements it loathes. First, because its informative and commercial interests do not generally coincide with those proposed by the users. And second, because a break in the negotiations would leave them with no public.

To understand the way in which this news selection methodology works, this chapter will focus on three examples: (1) The Lioness with the Green Uniform. Estela Morandi, an Argentinian doctor, who directed the Disaster Response Team of the City of Buenos Aires emergency medical unit SAME, suddenly died on April 13, 2015. A photo of her was taken during her work in a railroad tragedy that took place on February 22, 2012, at the Once Station of the Sarmiento Line (Devana, 2015). The photo went viral and, four days later, the traditional press decided to cover the story. However, the Government of
the City of Buenos Aires only held a small ceremony in her honor on May 1, 2015. (2) The revolts that broke out in Tunisia in 2010, and spread to the rest of the Arab countries. The events, known as the Arab Spring, allowed many youngsters to bypass the censorship of the ruling regime by resorting to the online social networks. Thanks to their posts, the world came to know events censored by their governments, triggering widespread political and social repercussions. (3) The chapter will refer to Chewbacca Mom, a video which first version reached 9,269,282 views on YouTube (Deak, 2016). Up to now, the video is the most viralized content in the history of Facebook, with 164 million reproductions (Payne, 2016). Furthermore, the appearance of the mom in “The Late Late Show with James Corden” reached 16,173,186 views on YouTube (The Late Late Show, 2016).

Anonymous Heroine

Estela Morandi devoted her life to Medicine. She always worked in the Public Healthcare System, with a high social commitment. Her relationship with the press media was not very good. Focused on her work in the emergency response team, she got mad when journalists, photographers and camera persons burst into the disasters zones, wanting to get a scoop, while she was saving lives. During her twenty years as head of the Disaster Response Team of the City of Buenos Aires emergency medical unit SAME, she organized the rescues of the victims of the attacks on the Embassy of Israel and the Argentine Jewish Mutual Aid Association; of the LAPA tragedy—the plane crash that took the lives of 62 passengers on August 31, 1999 (La Nación, 2014)— and of the Cromagnon club that caught fire on the night of December 30, 2004, leaving 194 teenagers killed (La Nación, 2012). The tragedy of Once took place when a brakeless train hit on the terminal station, leaving 51 persons killed (Sánchez, 2017).

Trained on emergency and health management, she was an outstanding professional. However, she did not feel comfortable when it came to public relations and preferred to establish personal relations. Her daughter, a young lawyer who works as a photojournalist, had taken a great picture of her mother working at the Once tragedy, in 2012. Dr. Morandi became known due to the visual impact of her expression, caught in all its essence by one of the persons who knew her most. Then, the photo went viral. Many interviews, prizes and a certain level of popularity, which she disliked, arose from that viralization. After that, she was always present in the different events of the busy life of the City of Buenos Aires. In the morning of April 13, 2015, she died unexpectedly at her house, assisted by her husband, Dr. Rafael Acunzo, and by an ambulance of the emergency team she had worked with.

Up to this point, many classical criteria for news selection were present: Unpredictability, proximity, and social relevance of the figure, even though she was not a widely known person. Few hours after her decease, social media was flooded with her photo, the one her own daughter had taken three years before. The photo shows her desperate and weeping face as she was carrying an injured man on a stretcher to the ambulance, in the middle of the train crash (Devana, 2015). The photographer’s friends, young journalists who had known Dr. Morandi, discussed the publication of the event in their newsrooms. But, almost in every case, the news companies decided not to cover the story. Only the website of the National Supreme Court, Infojus, published an article on the very same day. Her death coincided with the deaths of two well-known writers: Eduardo Galeano, from Uruguay; and Günter Grass, from Germany. In the meantime, fragments of The Open Veins of Latin America, Galeano’s pivotal work published in 1971, mixed with the photo of Dr. Morandi along with messages mourning her death. The overflowing number of shares, views, and comments made editors change their attitude and raise the topic. Once again, isolated from the audience’s interest, they had to reconsider. Five days later, the news
channel TN made an interview at her house. “A lioness with a green uniform” was the title chosen by journalist Julio Bazán (Telenoche, 2015). Her sons, nephews and husband were there. But they did not show the moving goodbye at the gates of the building where she had worked. The quality of the images captured by emotional non-professional cell phones users was not suitable for television. In any case, a story that had been analyzed as a topic of little interest found its way into the agenda, and broke yet another criterion related to periodicity. An event that had taken place five days before was updated by the force of viralization.

**Broken Fences**

There was a traditional conception of the regimes installed in the Arab countries: Authoritarian policies, censorship, and media control seemed to set a comfortable scenario to silence discontent. With the irruption of digital technology, the citizens began to have access to information forbidden to them. Moreover, they could start spreading unknown facts to other countries. Social media, along with its storytelling practices, interactions, collaborations, and participation, put the conflict on the social agenda, even though the local political leaders and media would not have included it. The revolts began in Tunisia. On September 17, 2010, Mohamed Bouazizi, a street vendor who had his wares confiscated by the police, set himself on fire in the middle of the street. He died on January, 2011 (Fisher, 2011). The protests, demonstrations and gatherings ended the ruling of Zin Abidile Ben Ali, who had been in power since 1987. The events known as the Jasmine Revolution were the first of a series of events that followed in other parts of the region. Protests broke out in Egypt, Libya, Algeria, Syria, and Yemen. Their governments had similar methodologies. All of them were presided by political leaders who had been in power for more than a decade, and who imposed censorship, isolated citizens and forbid the entry of foreign press (Soengas, 2013). In Egypt, Hosni Mubarak was overthrown on February 10, 2011, after 30 years in power (Lee, 2017). Social media and the collaborations of cybernautic activists from all over the world helped young people organize themselves, publish the information and circumvent the information fence imposed by the regime. Demonstrations spread all around the region. The conflict in Libya with Muammar Gaddafi was the first conflict to have major consequences. The opponents to the regime organized a Liberation Army that collided with the loyal forces resulting in a Civil War, spanning from January to October, 2011 (CNN, 2017). The intervention of the United States and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), both acting on the rebels’ side and throwing bombs over the country, ended with the execution of Gaddafi.

This topic was included in the agenda worldwide, although there are several reasons why it would supposedly not be included. Investing in the coverage of remote events does not imply that the return will match the expenditure of the news companies. Besides, the censorship and terror that characterize this type of regimes forbid the access of the foreign press. On the other hand, the local sources working on government propaganda do not add enough information to understand the conflict, and are not considered news input by the foreign press. The armed conflicts, the intervention of global forces, the famine deriving from them and, above all, the irruption of the publication of protests across social media add new elements in relation to the information flow and the forms of organization. The political impact of the events opens new forms of discontent, less bloody, but which also question the management of a society. The events, organized through digital tools, are now spread by news channels and imposed themselves on the global agendas by means of viralization.
The Laughter Mask

On May 20, 2016, Candace Payne posted a video wearing a mask of Chewbacca, the Star Wars character. Sitting inside her car, on the parking lot of a toy store in Texas, she was telling her Facebook followers that, although her son had asked her to buy him that toy, it was hers and only hers. In the meantime, she could not stop laughing. Only an hour after the posting, the video had 50,000 views. Later, it became the most seen viral video on the history of social media. Quickly, the traditional media covered it. The video was reproduced in the news around the world: Almost from one day to the next, Chewbacca Mom became a celebrity.

Which are the criteria used by the press to include in the news this kind of content? If we think of the traditional criteria, none of them applies. A woman has fun with a toy bought to her son and she says she is not giving it to him. What principles of the transmedia language become appealing and disruptive for the conventional storytelling practices? It is not possible to find other elements apart from instantaneity and the possibility of sharing content. There are no references to other contents because the material consists only on that: A lady laughs with a Chewbacca mask on. What are the elements that appear on this video and make it interesting for the global press? Analyzing the changes in information management, it is noticeable that the almost immediate huge number of shares and views guarantees the success of the product. Maybe the key of its success relies on the fact posed by Candace’s words: “Laughter is a universal language. My video was just joyful and had nothing to do with any agenda” (Williams, 2016).

CONCLUSION

These are only few cases considered to analyze the new forms of assessing the contents published in news media. Although the chapter incorporates events with a local impact in Argentina, the analysis of the Arab Spring, as an event organized through social media that had political consequences, and the Chewbacca Mom video, that transforms an insignificant event into global news, enable us to think viralization as a newsworthiness criterion within networking contexts. Along with other examples, these cases present inadequacy to traditional criteria as a constant. When events are newsworthy, according to traditional journalistic criteria, issues like censorship or information fences imposed on societies with non-democratic institutions help the events impose themselves on the social agenda, with the help of the new technologies. These practices, which question the institutions of the political systems, also question the credibility of the press. Interested on information segments related to soft news, audiences seem to demand explicit positioning from the media in relation to the coverage of political topics. Another phenomenon to be taken into account is the violence these irruptions carry when going beyond the bounds of social media. Microblogging, as a tool for political organization, also irrupts in the news as well as in the democratic practices of the current societies. At the same time, there is a direct correlation between the immediate access to information, tactics and viewpoints, and the impatience seen in other processes. From this point of view, questioning the traditional institutions is beginning to be seen as a problem.

Another factor that emerges from this research is the two-way game played by the online social networks over the media: Viralization puts on the spot the demand for certain ignored topics, while the strength of viralization makes those topics newsworthy. On the other hand, censorship on the media forces the flow of information to find other channels that will prove the importance of the content published. It is also interesting to see that contemporaneity changes the perceptions and expressions of the social
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tissue, which is now characterized by constant, instantaneous and, in some cases, shallow, demands. Contemporaneity operates upon the press decision-making processes and changes the hierarchy of the published topics. The use of metrics in the analysis of the topics proposed mixes together important and insignificant subjects. The importance of the click, the share and the view as newsworthiness values transforms the consumption practices but also the methods of news production. The stability of these tendencies and their impact on the knowledge and participation practices of the society requires further analysis. In the meantime, viralization seems to consolidate as a newsworthiness criterion, even though the possibilities given by transmedia storytelling can be developed further. The implications of viralization in transmedia journalism are directly connected to the core aspects of transmedia storytelling, in general, and transmedia journalism, in particular: Multiple media platforms, content expansion, and audience engagement (Gambarato & Tárcia, 2017). As the examples discussed in this chapter highlight, multiple media platforms are involved when the news worthy content migrates from social media networks and invades several other outlets, such as television, radio, and the printed media. The migration of content creates the conditions for the news to be expanded and further explored in different media environments. The audience direct involvement occurs when creating the content as well as when sharing and disseminating it online. Therefore, journalism transforms the force of viralization into a newsworthy criterion.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Contemporaneity: Spatial and temporal symmetry in which time and space do not necessarily coincide.

Gap: Difference of informational interests between the producers of information and the public.

Juxtaposition: The cultural scenario is thought as a patchwork in which the traditional press and the contents emerged from the web coexist.

Market: System of rules for the production of news in which actors compete with one another to achieve profitability and influence the public opinion.

Newsmaking: The process of construction of news in which sources, professionals, companies, and public opinion are involved.

Press: The information industry developed in markets by news companies, which consider news as a consumption product; the activity performed by communication professionals specialized in information management.

Social Networks: Spaces for virtual community interactions, emerging from the interrelations that take place within society.

Viralization: Process of massive circulation of contents through online social media networks and communities with shared interests.
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ABSTRACT
Among all factors that compose the journalistic routine, time plays an important role. It delimitates the period to produce content. Transmedia projects often need a faster pace than usual articles, mostly because the reporters need to plan before they leave newsrooms to capture content and, depending on the media used, work on different platforms to deliver the whole content. This chapter discusses the process behind three transmedia journalistic cases: Black Hawk Down (published by Philadelphia Enquirer, in 1997), Inside Disaster (released by PTV, in 2010), and Harvest of Change (published by Des Moines Register, in 2014). Using the case study method, they will be discussed, analyzing the process behind their publication. This reflection highlights how the adoption of tools and usage of paths to connect or publicize content on different media increased the relevance not only of time to create but the effort dedicated to plan the transmedia strategy.

INTRODUCTION
Breaking the narrative arc into various and interconnected stories is a strategy often used in the realm of entertainment, but transmedia narratives are used for journalistic purposes as well. Different from professionals from cinema or video games, journalists rarely have an extended time to think about the strategies and craft products before deadlines, mostly because stories are produced and published in minutes—except long pieces. As pointed by Jenkins (2011), to better understand these processes “we need to come back to the relations between media and not simply count the number of the media platforms.”
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Thinking about news, the “time to produce” factor shall be analyzed, observing how some products use the proper technical language and devices for transmedia content. It seems that these stories demand a new comprehension of time and technology, going from choosing texts and videos to connect paper and the Internet to immersive experiences in virtual reality that place the reader inside a scene.

Transmedia journalism is not just a collection of stories transposed from newspaper into one online homepage with a video published along the complete text transcribed. These are two examples of common routines for daily news with automatic actions defined by content-management systems (CMS). Frequently, these publications are not pieces that together form a bigger narrative that uses the best of its technology to communicate. To create a unified and cohesive narrative spread across multiple media platforms requires time to produce, even if they were not going to be “transmediated,” therefore, this procedure is commonly applied just for special content. Special stories not only give time to craft content but to test and drive audiences to new grounds. Within the journalistic routines, this configures a movement of change, when creators change their mindset of producing one piece to craft a series distributed across different platforms. To better understand transmedia journalism, this chapter will study three transmedia stories from three different periods. This selection also helps to understand how transmedia journalism evolved along the past two decades.

The first case is Black Hawk Down (Bowden, 1997), a production published by Philadelphia Enquirer in 1997, that used the Internet as a living repository for a printed series about the “Battle of Mogadishu,” with videos, audios, and sessions of “question and answers” with the lead reporter. It is relevant to map a transmedia initiative short after the term spread but before its massive adoption. The second one is Inside Disaster (PTV Productions, 2010a), a documentary by PTV Productions with extras and a game published online. Using short videos connected by a narrative tree, the viewer can experience through three different perspectives the aftermath of the huge earthquake that hit Haiti in 2010. The case is relevant to understand how content created for television can be edited again to produce a different experience in different platforms. Contemporary, the third case will be Harvest of Change (Des Moines Register, 2014). Published in 2014 by Gannett Media as a special section inside two newspapers, it was one of the first usages of virtual reality (using Oculus Rift) for daily news. The five-part series provided an in-depth view on how farming industries changed in the American state of Iowa, along with an online virtual experience. It immerses the audience in a farm, recreating an exploration of a three-dimensional rural environment.

To understand how time is a challenge to producers, this chapter uses the case study methodology (Yin, 2001) to observe how the content was produced and how professionals dealt with time, and discussing how the technologies used influenced the narrative.

The case study is preferred in examining contemporary events, but when the relevant behaviors cannot be manipulated. The case study relies on many of the same techniques as a history, but it adds two sources of evidence not usually included in the historian’s repertoire: direct observation of the events being studied and interviews of the persons involved in the events. Again, although case studies and histories can overlap, the case study’s unique strength is its ability to deal with a full variety of evidence—documents, artifacts, interviews, and observations—beyond what might be available in a conventional historical study. (Yin, 2009, p. 128)

This is helpful to understand each of the three projects and later discuss them, pointing at the time and technologies used. The main goal is to reconstruct their processes, using interviews about the projects,
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alongside press releases and other relevant information. With this mindset, it is possible to understand
the time factor and how it influenced the production processes. The cases are relevant because connect
transmedia with new technologies (Internet, newsgames and virtual reality) and demonstrate how time
management and new platforms are combined to tell stories.

DEADLINES AS LIMITS FOR TRANSMEDIA EXPERIENCES

Besides special sections or stories that demand deep reporting, news professionals are constantly run-
ning against deadlines to publish and deliver information. Even with the possibility to correct and edit
a story, one of the differentials of the content published in websites in relation to traditional media, is
the pressure to act quickly and without errors.

News is both constituted by and constitutive of time. On the one hand, time is one of the major factors
that shape and constrain the production of news. On the other hand, news narratives, in their represen-
tation and construction of societies’ past, present, and future, contribute to the shaping of public time.
(Tenenboim-Weinblatt & Neiger, 2017, p. 14)

The importance of time can is noticed when professionals “race” against rival companies to be the
first ones that published an important story. The urgency of some pieces leads professionals to broadcast
piece by piece of information concomitantly with the process of collecting new assets. Thus, deadline is
an important word, with its own folklore, and designates the “time by which copy must be submitted for
publication or broadcast” (Danesi, 2009, p. 88). It is the limit to finish the first version of the work—and
without changing it too much afterwards.¹

Transmedia projects enhance this problem because they are constituted not by one video or one re-
port, but by a series of tied items. The newsroom staff compromised to finish a project should work on
more than one platform and, sometimes, with colleagues from other departments, enhancing the need
to plan for its proper development. Then comes the first dilemma: This kind of projects seems to work
better when planned. It is not impossible, although it is hard, to create multiple outputs for a single theme
after the fact happened. A series about an accident cannot be planned, but the following pieces about the
same content and how it will be connected can be discussed after a story broke, like a deep reporting or
a series discussing the fact on the following days.

Any thoughtful study of contemporary transmedia must start with the vital caveat that transmedia is not
a new phenomenon, born of the digital age. Even if the term is new, the strategy of expanding a narra-
tive into other media is as old as media themselves; think of paintings dramatizing biblical scenes or
iconic nineteenth-century characters such as Frankenstein or Sherlock Holmes whose narrative scope transcends any single medium. (Mittell, 2014, p. 253)

Like other forms of storytelling, transmedia journalism is not new and did not originate from digital
technologies. Nevertheless, Internet and other digital changed journalism and, in parallel, made easier
to think about stories as series and with different approaches. The three projects later discussed in this
chapter were produced in conditions that faced their own deadlines, but they were outside the traditional
rush because they were developed as special projects. Even the Inside Disaster project, as it will be pre-
presented later, had a different news cycle. Notwithstanding, time is an important factor concerning news. As Tenenboim-Weinblatt and Neiger (2017, p. 4) proposes, there are temporal affordances related to journalistic content. They are related to the production, the reception and the permanence of stories and are defined as immediacy, liveness, preparation time, transience, fixation in time, and extended retrievability.

Drawing on affordances theory and scholarship on journalism and time, we define temporal affordances in the news as the potential ways in which the time-related possibilities and constraints associated with the material conditions and technological aspects of news production and dissemination are manifested in the temporal characteristics of news narratives. (Tenenboim-Weinblatt & Neiger, 2017, p. 3)

Special projects leverage this discussion to another level: Huge stories demand special teams to produce it (or help someone who is investigating a subject, as Mark Bowden during Black Hawk Down) and configure products with a different lifespan than a piece about a football team that won an important game or a daily routine of a president.

The preparation-time affordance refers to the amount of time journalists are able to invest in developing a news story, including the temporal extension of news narratives. This would include going backwards in time for contextual information and forward in time to evaluate possible implications of current events, or working on stories that go beyond the most recent events (e.g. investigative stories, analysis of social trends). (Tenenboim-Weinblatt & Neiger, 2017, p. 6)

Furthermore, the average amount of time dedicated to production varies by the type of story and media used. With transmedia projects, it is possible to state that this effort is multiplied by the number of platforms used, even when it is just an online version of a text previously edited to fit in a certain number of printed pages. Just the effort to read it all again, check spelling, copy from text processor to paste inside the content management system, pick a photo, place correctly inside text and publish it takes its own time.

Regarding the type of news media, preparation time is closely associated with the position of the various news outlets in the news cycle and the related affordance of immediacy. For instance, the 24/7 cycle of online news constrains the amount of time that can be invested in each story. (Tenenboim-Weinblatt & Neiger, 2017, p. 6–7)

Transmedia projects are outside these limits, but they have their schedules. The other factor can be noticed when a large amount of work that took so long to be produced often receive a special place over covers and inside broadcasted shows, along with headlines, when published for the first time. For online media, bottom areas of landing pages use to concentrate these features, sometimes even as placeholders. Another point is that online tools allow the reader to find the content later, using pages created by the journalistic companies with their legacy work or accessed through search engines (as long as the files are available). This factor is connected to the affordance of “Transience versus fixation in time” (Tenenboim-Weinblatt & Neiger, 2017, p. 7).

Journalistic use of transmedia storytelling (Jenkins, 2006; Gambarato, 2016; Gambarato & Tárcia, 2017) also reminds the slow journalism idea. It is not just a huge amount of content to read, but long
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pieces that require a different reading process, comparing it with traditional daily news. These pieces may be the result of a deep investigation but presented in a style that reminds literary journalism.

The journalistic equivalent of slow food keeps the reader informed about the provenance of the information and how it was gathered. More time is invested in both the production and consumption of the work, to discover things we would not otherwise know, or notice things that have been missed, and communicate that to the highest standards of storytelling craft. (Greenberg, 2012, p. 381–382)

Considering print media production cycles, long stories and slow ones often require more time to be published—and crafted—due to the high amount of effort and polish this kind of content demands. This is rewarded with a different degree of attention and may justify even the printing process and consequent acquisition by the readers, who prefer paper rather than digital screens. Transmedia stories borrow this combination of deep focus with strong products and try to bring this force to guide the reader through different platforms, also guiding audiences in a world of multiple possibilities.

At this point, we could generalise that slow journalism requires the time for deeper reflection and/or investigation about an original subject. It is not necessarily long form, but usually requires length. The stylistic focus tends to be narrative storytelling, in any medium, produced to high standards of the craft. This means telling stories using narrative techniques, not just the mechanistic expository style of hard news stories. (Le Masurier, 2014, p. 143)

Even with this resemblance with transmedia storytelling, slow news stories are different, among other factors, because they are produced by independent or alternative organizations, with the periodicity of its delivery in slow cycles, to increase the pleasures of production and consumption (Le Masurier, 2014, p. 143). On the other hand, Gambarato (2016) discusses how these two forms of journalism are alike, mainly due to the strong emphasis dedicated to the power of narrative.

The story is number one and works on multiple levels, or dimensions, creating a dynamic storytelling experience and leaving space for the content to expand across different media platforms. A storyworld is developed to support the expansion of content and multiplicity of media channels. Both TS [Transmedia Storytelling] and slow journalism embrace new technologies (mobile, locative media, for instance) and devices (smartphones, tablets, etc.) to tell compelling stories able to reach a diversified public. (Gambarato, 2016, p. 448)

The worldbuilding aspect of transmedia projects configures an important contribution of this kind of content for journalism. New technologies help storytellers to offer new perspectives to drive audiences to immersive fluxes, with new ways to experience a story. With new tools, such as computer-generated video in 360º or interactive virtual reality experiences, the journalistic ethics is recreated to not lead viewers to experiences that pervert the idea of a well-researched content and is took as novelty, with the information as just background.

Another important point of view about this relationship comes from the study of the convergence process saw inside some newsrooms, which started about a decade ago. Salaverría and Negredo (2008) propose the idea of integrated journalism, in which technology drives an important force orientating workflow, but the platforms and delivery constrain should guide the process of news creations. The
authors also state that journalists live in a constant process of “professional convergence” (Salaverría & Negredo, 2008, p. 48). Each decade, one task made by a specific person is absorbed by the regular reporter. From reporting to editing to the designing of a page, these skills demand more effort but, on the other hand, help workers to understand better the whole chain of steps from writing to publishing. Regarding the creation of transmedia projects, it is easier for the staff to plan how one main theme will explore the properties from each platform involved in the project. It is important to notice that the newsroom rhythm and its dynamics (people available to work and budget dedicated to the project, as examples) influence the creation of this kind of products. The knowledge of the staff is important too because short time leads professionals to lean on ways they are confident to express their ideas, rarely relying on experimental techniques. Transmedia projects may be developed as the stories unfold, such as the Black Hawk Down case, but publish this way with contemporary tools and platforms may characterize a poor usage of actual possibilities to communicate. With the Internet and other digital paths that offer no limits of time and space, plan before creating content became an important step, if not the most important one, for these communicational strategies. However, the initial discussion shall think not only about the content but about the medium and tools that can be used as well.

EVOLUTION OF THE JOURNALISTIC TOOLS

Our three case studies follow a 17-year production span, during which the technologies of content production, delivery, and consumer habits have widely changed. We address these changes from two standpoints: (1) the improvement of broadband connectivity as an enabler of richer experiences, and (2) the progressive incorporation of video and other languages that blurred boundaries between print and electronic media. These two movements are important to understand how new technologies (multimedia authoring tools and displays, as examples) enabled content developers to create transmedia experiences. The connection between text and video experience, that in the past was seen as novelty (like in Black Hawk Down), seeded experiences such as Harvester of Change that combines words, images and virtual reality 16 years later.

Since the early 1960s, the production, circulation, and consumption of digital video underwent a continuous improvement of technical and technological features. As a starting point of digital imaging in those days—with uses directly linked to the United States government investments motivated by the Cold War and the space race—the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) implemented the digital transmission of image data for the mappings made on the lunar surface and in the reception of visual data from their spy satellites (Gaskell, 2003). At the time, the first experiences of computer-assisted animation (Youngblood, 1970) were marked by a non-figurative character of the images. The digital video came close to everyday life through television sports broadcasts of the CBS television network in 1965 (Owens, 2007, p.158). The disc video recorder provided a replay of a major move or the freezing of a frame for debate more swiftly than the use of tapes for the same purpose. The digitalization of the tools of television production had a new impulse in 1971, with the CMX-600 editing system. As a result of a joint effort of CBS and Memorex, it was able to record 27 ½ minutes of black and white video at low resolution on hard drives, allowing the editor to try out different editing solutions (Schneider, 1997). The innovative concept was well received by the television editors, but it was not an agile and economically viable system enough to become more widespread than the linear television edition, which would still be widely used for the years to come. Other expensive and proprietary solutions, as the EditDroid developed
by Lucasfilm in the 1980s, implied that the use of digital tools in the production and circulation of video was still restricted to large companies. After Avid’s first Macintosh-based video editing platforms in the late 1980s, the concept of making video playback and editing independent of hardware came to personal computers with the release of the QuickTime multimedia component for the Apple Macintosh platform in December 1991. It was followed by Adobe non-linear editing software Premiere in the same month. Revised and expanded versions of these products continue to exist for over two decades.

Operating with QuickTime and Premiere 1.0, a user would have an image resolution of only 160x120 pixels, approximately four times less than that available in Video Home System (VHS) — the de facto standard of home video format of the day—and eighteen times less than that of a Digital Versatile Disc (DVD). As much as the Compact Disc Read-Only Memory (CD-ROM), a disc based media, did promise “full-motion video” or other catchphrases to its potential buyers, it delivered most of the times a subpar experience when compared to domestic tape-based media. By the end of the 1990s, the production of video content in personal computers would reach broadcast quality and continue to pursue High Definition (HD) and beyond in the first decade of the 21st century.

In parallel to the enhancement of the video editing resolution on personal computers, the circulation of video content also saw dramatic improvements since the late 1980s. The aforementioned QuickTime technology, its Microsoft counterpart Video For Windows (or its further developments) and open source Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) standards grew in two directions: Catered to more robust professional needs on television and film production as well as sorted out ways to transmit video online.

Before broadband connections, CD-ROM became the ideal medium to offer multimedia journalism and infotainment content. Achieving a quality rich experience required data transmission capacity that was greater than that available to most Internet users at the time. A “simple speed” CD-ROM had a transfer rate of 150Kb/s between the drive and the computer, sufficient for audio and images, but limited for video. A 33.6Kb/s modem did not exceed 4.5KB/s at best, resulting in a 33-fold difference. Disc-based magazines as Metatec’s Nautilus, published first in 1990 under a subscription model, took advantage of the storage space and media versatility of the new medium and inspired other titles as Medio, Substance and Blender, among others. The utopia of home multimedia consumption was identified with the inclusion of CD-ROMs in all domestic computers and the existence of over 10,000 titles globally, as defined by Negroponte (1995). Although it is uncertain how many of these titles actually did reach a large audience and raw numbers always leave questions regarding how they came upon, these arguments operate as a token of the importance dedicated to the disc-based recording media. CD-ROMs had many issues regarding its use in news and journalism, mostly regarding its long production time. The authoring tools, as Macromedia Director, took advantage of the media and managed complex projects but required a set of specific skills, different from authoring to web-based contents. The industrial part of the process, the mastering, pressing and distribution of the discs, could take as long as three months. This made them suitable for databases, documentaries or long subjects, but not for hard news. Some discs had links to online features, but the message recorded could not be updated. On the other hand, they could deliver video content on home computers, and this feature was a huge selling point due to the perceived crossing of boundaries between print and electronic media and its creative possibilities.

However, digital media, different from analog ones, are fields with constant experimental research that just require the publication of a new codec or software for the world to test, provide feedback and later use it (Pase, 2008). Therefore, on online media, the competition was fierce with several companies with incompatible standards offering gradual advances, such as Progressive Networks (Real Player), Vivo Software (VivoActive), VXtreme (VivoActive), among others. In 1997, Real Player 4.0 was re-
leased, which included Real Video technology. Built on top of Real Audio, launched in 1995, it offered the possibility of watching audio and video in synchrony over the Internet with modems of 33.6Kbps or higher. Mirroring the first few days of the video on personal computers, the size of the windows was 160x120 pixels at most, with 10 frames per second as usual mark. This fact stresses the innovation of Black Hawk Down reporting, that inserted video clips throughout the available media, encoded in Real Player format. Although many of the files are still available two decades later, their playback is still restricted by the installation of a proprietary browser plug-in. The online video came to a new standard after the release of YouTube in 2005, in which the flexibility to post and watch contents became the feature to be expected and, thus, being mirrored by competing services, such as Vimeo or Dailymotion.

The broadband Internet diffusion pointed out by Gilder (2001) and Castells (2008) facilitated the circulation of the contents and ended up making largely obsolete disc-based media, as delivery medium for journalistic contents. Time and investment restraints that remain pervasive in the professional field also suggest that the development of a delivery method that adapts to various screens and circumstances (as a browser or app-based reader) from a single source is more cost-efficient than undertaking two production efforts with different tools and specificities. However, these tactics may face the obsolescence too, like the content created for Inside Disaster. The product is a child of the last years of Flash as dominant language to produce rich content for the Internet. An heir of Macromedia’s Director and formerly called Shockwave Flash was a tool to author rich content that could be displayed just with one plugin, without one for each specific language or data compression. In addition, it offered a kind of protection to avoid content being stolen and published out of its Small Web Format (SWF) file. Websites could offer interactive animated content with text, images, and video.

Issues with mobile devices and the rise of new tools to develop applications for these devices, along with the development of HyperText Markup Language version 5 (HTML5), ruined the market share of the multimedia authoring tool. Even Adobe changed the creator software name to Adobe Animate in 2016 (Shankland, 2015). Shortly, when Flash Player will not be updated anymore (Bradley, 2017), a large part of rich content online will not be accessed anymore. Thinking about producers, the skill mastered during the last two decades will not be useful anymore, a fact that highlights that news producers must constantly learn—if possible even help to create—new programming languages. As pointed earlier, transmedia storytelling demands the proper connection between the platforms that carry the multiple information. The short history digression above illustrates the constant evolution—from technological to commercial aspects—that requires frequent updates from professionals and audiences. Moreover, journalism, as it is discussed later, is an important path for new literacies, as the three cases illustrate.

BLACK HAWK DOWN

The first case discussed here is Black Hawk Down: A Story of Modern War (Bowden, 1997). The story developed as a series of 30 pieces published by Philadelphia Enquirer from November 16th to December 14th, in 1997, about an American military operation in Mogadishu, Somalia, in 1993, called “Battle of Mogadishu” or “Battle of the Black Sea”. An American task force was designated to capture Mohamed Farrah Aidid, a leader of a Somali faction, but two UH-60 Black Hawk helicopters were hit during the operation and fell. Another group was quickly forged to rescue the crew but had to face a street-level combat to reach the soldiers and leave battleground.
The Battle of the Black Sea, as it is known, was the most serious firefight involving American troops since the Vietnam War. Eighteen American soldiers were killed, and more than 70 wounded, in 15 hours of ferocious fighting. More than 500 Somalis—not all of them, by any means, combatants—were killed, among more than a thousand casualties. (Finnegan, 1999)

Years later, the story became worldwide famous due to a movie with the same name directed by Ridley Scott, in 2002. The motion picture was nominated for four Academy Awards: Best Cinematography, Best Director, Best Film Editing, and Best Sound Mixing, winning the latter two.

Black Hawk Down: A Story of Modern War is characterized by: (1) year of release: 1997; (2) total time: 22 months, 21 months for reporting and one for publishing; (3) total crew: 16 professionals; and (4) media platforms involved: Print version of Philadelphia Enquirer, special website with extra features, CD-ROM, book by Penguin Press and a documentary. The effort by Philadelphia Enquirer was not framed originally as a transmedia project. It is a classic example of early adaptation of content from print media to the open space of the websites. The webpage reunites the options of the full content published in 1997 and links to buy the documentary and book. When the user enters “The Original Newspaper Series Online,” finds a deep exploration of the subject, with the texts, photos, videos, audios, maps, glossary of terms, and even a “who’s who” list.

Those who arrived a day or two later were preoccupied with covering the ongoing story of Mike Durant, who was being held captive. Task Force Ranger was strictly off limits to the press, and reporting in Mogadishu is tough. Nevertheless, Rick Atkinson of The Washington Post wrote a remarkably accurate account of the battle for that newspaper soon after it happened. Events move swiftly in international news, and newspapers and TV stations tend to be far more interested in what's happening today than what happened last week, or last month. (Bowden, 1997)

The whole work took almost two years, led by the main author and photographer Peter Tobia with support from other colleagues for the website. During the spring of 1996, Bowden discovered the story while working on another one. “I worked on the project part time for about a year and full time since February” (Bowden, 1997). The turning point came when he interviewed the father of one of the dead Rangers and noticed that were few untold stories about this subject. Before the mass usage of digital social networks, the website also hosted regular sessions of “questions and answers” of the readers with the staff, a classic but nowadays forgotten kind of interactivity between newsroom and its audience. Bowden states that sessions helped even with the content, correcting eventual errors during the whole narrative. “One of the great advantages of online journalism is that I can reach back and correct anything that’s wrong instantaneously” (Bowden, 1997). There were 16 people involved in the process: Two for the reporting process (Bowden and Tobia), other five for the print (and main) content, five dedicated to the documentary and other four for the website. Twenty years later, the website layout seems too simple, but it is efficient and clear, a mark of times when multimedia features had to use Flash and a bit of authoring process. During the series, about 70 people were interviewed, some of them to cross-check facts recollected by others.

I also have an official list of the injuries received, which serves as further hard evidence. Lastly, I have many of the accounts -- written either by soldiers in the fight or recorded after interviews with them in the days following the battle. Against that, I have several official Army accounts of the battle in varying
degrees of detail, and of course, the transcript of the command net. All of these things together have created the body of this narrative. (Bowden, 1997)

In 1997, Bowden expected that the “multimedia approach” would become a new standard. Even with the development of new technologies, something like this project received attention of the audience only fifteen years later when “Snow Fall, The Avalanche at Tunnel Creek” was released in 2012 (Branch, 2012). Back to the case, one story was published every day during a month, with extra content online. Even with the new format for a series, this approach was also criticized by some readers.

A number of people have complained about the short chapters. You have to remember this is, first and foremost, a newspaper series. The series has been averaging 30 to 40 inches of copy in the paper every day. That’s a long newspaper article. The Inquirer’s editor, Max King, is rightly concerned about giving readers too long a story every day for 30 days. The Inquirer does often run much bigger pieces, and the Sunday stories in this series have been up to 100 inches or so, which is a huge newspaper article. (Bowden, 1997)

The book and video piece were released later. In the end, it is possible to state that Black Hawk Down pushed the boundaries of the web to host in-depth content with more content than the news that fit to print. The project shows the strength of the journalistic content, and that a simple structure with clear access to its features does the basic and necessary for the readers to dive into the story. While it is not a self-called transmedia project, probably because it was published years before the word got attention (as in Jenkins, 2006), it forms one of the earlier journalistic usages of this strategy of storytelling. The crew had a clear goal, short stories with online extras, and made it during the month of publication. This case reminds the ideas of Salaverría and Negredo (2008) about the importance of focus on delivery process over the technology used, something that could be easily reproduced nowadays.

**INSIDE DISASTER**

Inside Disaster (PTV Productions, 2010a) is a project developed in 2010 by PTV Productions and the Canadian government. The project shows how the Red Cross International works after huge tragedies and the case witnessed was the tragedy caused by an earthquake in Haiti, in January 2010. It is composed of three main features: (1) a documentary in three parts, (2) a website with news and other important data about the tragedy in Port-au-Prince, and (3) a newsgame, also published online. “Consistent with the characteristics compiled by Jenkins referring to transmedia, there is no doubt that Inside Disaster is a representative of transmedia journalism” (Pase, Nunes, & Fontoura, 2012, p. 71). Inside Disaster is characterized by: (1) year of release: 2010; (2) total time: 14 months; (3) total crew: 19 professionals; and (4) media platforms involved: Television documentary series, weblog, website with deep content, and an online newsgame.

*Inside Disaster Haiti follows the disaster relief teams of the Red Cross as they mount the largest single-country response in their history. In Haiti, 600 trained humanitarians, from over 30 countries, are on the ground. Embedded in the Red Cross base camp, our cameras had unprecedented access to the gripping stories, compelling characters and intense drama that unfolded after Haiti’s horrific quake on January*
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12th, 2010. This intense and compelling series takes us behind the headlines of a large-scale disaster to document the emergency relief operation from first response to recovery. (PTV Productions, 2010b)

The project received its approval in September 2009. Before January of the following year, the team prepared themselves without knowing which kind of story they would report.

We had two film crews on standby ready to deploy the moment the Red Cross mobilized its international disaster response teams. Because we had no way of knowing whether we would be filming in the aftermath of a cyclone, a tsunami or an earthquake, we had to be prepared for every situation. We packed military food rations, water filters, sleeping bags, mosquito nets, satellite phones, a generator... and then we waited. (Pequenza, 2010)

During this time, the crew tracked warning signs, such as tropical storms, earth tremors, and rumbling volcanoes. As the director states in the press release, “then, the most unexpected disaster struck... at 16:54 on January 12th, an earthquake in Haiti” (Pequenza, 2010). One hour after receiving the news, Pequenza contacted Red Cross and two days later she and her colleagues arrived at Port-au-Prince. There, two teams recorded content, one dedicated to tracking Red Cross workers, while the other registered stories of survivors. This was a process that took six more months because it had to track the rebuilding process of Haiti, not just the case of arriving there, produce factual stories and leave as soon as possible. Thus, it captured the moment Red Cross Field Assessment and Coordination Team (FACT) arrived there for long-term recovery. FACT is a “multi-disciplinary team, trained to assess need, call in help, and oversee a disaster response” (PTV Productions, 2010b), with experts in health, relief, logistics, water, and sanitation.

Back before the earthquake, during pre-production time, they already defined that the goal was to create an interactive experience with three points of view: (1) the FACT workers, (2) survivors, and (3) journalists. With this idea in mind, the script was created by Pequenza and Michael Gibson, a game developer with experience in serious games. Nicolas Jolliet, co-director and author of the interactive experience, also traveled to Haiti. Online content was published first. Hours after the arrival, Jolliet started a weblog with raw content. It became the channel to track the progress of the crew, mixing journalistic stories with backstage information. “Throughout the month following the quake, InsideDisaster.com featured daily blogging, photos and mini documentaries direct from the disaster zone, uploaded nightly via satellite modem” (PTV Productions, 2010b, p. 19). Away from a newsroom or proper space, Jolliet used a Canon 5D video camera, sound gear, and a MacBook Pro. During a month in the country, he filmed and edited twenty mini-documentaries, shot hundreds of photos, and wrote over 25 blog posts. The main documentary was edited later and not during the initial rush of the coverage. The first structure was roughly composed of sequences of images and videos, but in August 2010 they had to fly back to shoot more material. Months later, the website relaunched during Autumn.

The newsgame is a “simulator” consisted of interactive video snippets that create a story based on life decision scenarios. The player must pick one character after the question “What decisions would you make as an earthquake survivor, aid worker, or journalist in Haiti after the earthquake?” (PTV Productions, 2010a)

As a transmedia initiative, Inside Disaster is a puzzle with many, but still measurable, parts, grouped into three segments that compose the main narrative. The individual cognitive intersection between different
segments of this story is a choice of each user, but the three parts are related to each other in a planned manner to form a cohesive and complete story. (Pase, Nunes, & Fontoura, 2012, p. 70)

The authors point that this project is based on the deconstruction of a linear reasoning and the classic production logic of traditional journalism. The attention given to content creation and the design of the experience, helped with the fact that the blog also produced content for the audience, the crew surpassed natural limits of time, even in a post-tragedy scenario. “There lies the challenge of the expansion of transmedia communication within the newsrooms of major media groups: the triad composed of time, market and cost” (Pase, Nunes, & Fontoura, 2012, p. 70). This is a strategy that can be deployed or used as inspiration by other teams.

The project also connects all content to build an immersive product. The user can play the game without watching the videos or read texts, but there will be some missed points. One of the purposes of the game is to test the audience, checking if the player got the message the journalists aimed to publish, and a game based on decisions can be seen as the perfect tool for this. As example, the track of the journalist is composed of moments when the player must define scenes, a form of checking if the audience has the comprehension of the fact desired by the crew.

Inside Disaster articulates this informational synergy in order to make the storyline immersive and critical. The simulator adds the perspective of several characters, and invites the audience to participate by making decisions. The background of this story depends on the path chosen by the interagent: for those who favor the articles of the site, the background becomes the simulator and the television documentary, but the reverse also applies. (Pase, Nunes, & Fontoura, 2012, p. 71)

The project took months to be created, even with initial planning. This shows that even emergency reporting needs its proper time to produce deep products. The multimedia authoring, in this case, use technologies more complex than the ones saw in Black Hawk Down, even with the fact that the videos used for the project were already digital. The newsgame and some parts of the content were authored in Flash.

In comparison to the other two cases discussed in this chapter, Inside Disaster involves a middle-point of complex skills. However, even with a transmedia mindset during the publication process, the act of coming back to shoot more images of Port-au-Prince months after the main quake highlights how content drives the whole process, a balance of the pendulum of content versus planning that regulates transmedia projects. The crew had a clear idea of what to shoot, a basic outline of the stories, and even though had to come back later to the scenario. This project shows how planning is important to avoid missing a key aspect that will not be possible to be captured later—luckily it was possible this time. It is impossible to plan everything that will be captured, and a keen journalistic eye will be necessary (more than during traditional reporting) to change the story, in case something important suddenly happens. This may be a small but important procedure to avoid the rush against time.

**HARVEST OF CHANGE**

The last project studied is Harvest of Change (Des Moines Register, 2014), an analysis of how farming culture changed in Iowa, United States, during the last decades. The project was published by Des
Moines Register, a newspaper owned by Gannett Company (owner of USA Today), and shows the life of the Dammann family, with a six-generation farming tradition. The project is characterized by: (1) year of release: 2014; (2) total time: 4 months; (3) total crew: 25 professionals; and (4) media platforms involved: A series of five-part stories on Des Moines Register, website with extras (such as 360º video) and an application for Oculus Rift.

At first sight, this case reminds Black Hawk Down: A series of stories printed on newspaper in five pieces during a week followed by online extras. The project discusses how aging of farmers, change of culture, immigration, new technologies, and globalization affects the traditional farming processes in Iowa. However, it became famous due to the usage of Oculus Rift to place the user inside the new scenario and compare with the previous one described in the stories. This was one of the first uses of virtual reality released as a journalistic piece and by a media outlet, using a product that was not sold to regular consumers (Oculus Rift Development Kits). Users without the gadget can experience it with versions for computers, playable online or offline (with the same version downloaded to use with Rift). Different from other stories, Harvester of Change experiments how an immersive new device could improve storytelling. Rift, the virtual reality headset, was first launched in 2012, in the crowdfunding platform Kickstarter with an initial price of $275 for the headset. By the time Harvest of Change was published, in 2014, 125,000 development kits had been sold, mostly to development companies and gamers (DeBarros, 2014). In the same year, Oculus was acquired by Facebook for $2 billion. The consumer edition was released only in 2016. Therefore, the option to do a virtual reality experience was a bet on a new medium, but with a familiar subject for the rural audience of the Des Moines Register. For most people, the experience can be downloaded as a desktop app for Windows and Mac. To produce it, the journalists had the help of Total Cinema 360, a New York City film company that shot the 360º videos.

In our project, viewers can take an immersive, self-guided tour of the farm, rendered in 3-D using the Unity video game engine. Along the way are a dozen 360-degree video segments in which the family and others in agriculture discuss their work and issues they face with technology, genetically modified crops, shifting culture and the future of farming in a time of rapid change. (DeBarros, 2014)

The interactive feature has the scheme of a game, created with Unity, a game creation language. The project allows the reader to see and explore a virtual version of the Dammann family farm. When interacting with several special locations, the story is expanded with more information about their lives and farm. Photos and infographics present extra information in a manner that resembles Role-Playing Games (RPG) with players interacting with objects to understand the scenario and advance on quests. Although today the Harvest of Change graphics may be seen as raw or unrealistic, they offer an interactive experience different from 360º videos that do not allow the user to explore the area like a “sandbox”, with a high level of detail to recreate buildings and places. “Aerial imagery was used to accurately place and size objects. Everything in the environment was built to scale, and several objects, such as buildings, incorporate actual textures from photographs” (DeBarros, 2014).

The Harvest of Change project highlights how a scenario can be created to place the reader inside the story, and it is very successful when it is combined with 360º videos, focusing on the characters’ stories. Even though it is called “explanatory journalism,” the project can be viewed as a documentary with a nonlinear narrative (Gayomali, 2014), and the viewer is encouraged to explore the whole area to form a bigger picture. To create a three-dimensional experience like this to discuss farming may seem an odd
idea, but the transition from past to present on the project helps the viewer to fill the gaps, compare and contrast the conditions in which the Dammann family is living and their challenges.

Among the three projects studied here, Harvest of Change is probably the most ambitious: It uses virtual reality, a headset that was not widely known at the time, a game engine and even 360º video. However, it was also the one with shorter time from planning to publish, only four months. To record the videos for Oculus Rift, a small crew followed the family for three months (Gayomali, 2014) to film and detail objects that were placed inside the virtual experience. There were more than 320 hours spent on the farms, 22 professionals involved, 17 hours of video transcribed and more than 16,000 words written. Even though it is one of the most ambitious projects, it is also the most aligned with current news—from the subject to the way of reporting—focused on the characters, with interviews and a more “traditional” approach. Like Philadelphia Enquirer before, this series was created by a company with the proper tools to present a different form of storytelling and eager to develop new experiences.

During its design and rendering time, Harvest of Change allowed the journalists to combine real video with virtual environments. The series indicates that these projects can reconstruct scenes, a good alternative to other journalism projects such as the ones based on historic events and education. Moreover, the idea of an immersive experience, even without image accuracy, can be used as a new form to present Hawk-Eye systems to the audience, offering a way to experience the vision a footballer had when he scored a goal, as example.

CONCLUSION

The three cases analyzed in this chapter help to understand the value—and therefore the function—of time within transmedia journalism. Transmedia projects offer an interesting path to test new ideas, borrow strategies from movie writers or game producers and introduce it into the realm of journalism. The mindset for creation is different, acting more like a “content designer” that thinks about the pieces of a puzzle of stories that will be published, expecting to catch audiences with one link or the full story. In a context that puts Journalism in a dangerous position, corroded by the torrent of content produced by reliable or non-reliable sources, transmedia configures a bet on time. More days to gather information or polish will not avoid errors, but bring different information that can influence the strategy of the whole experience. The challenge is to fit this content into regular editions and their cruel production cycles, combining fast and slow content. These stories may be produced by organizations with different goals than journalistic ones, but a careful process is a characteristic inherent to news producers.

If the main story is not a fact that is being developed as days pass by, like the earthquake in Haiti, a transmedia scheme can be designed with the proper time and without the rush to fulfill the deadline or publish before rivals. It is not a matter of time to be the first discussing a topic, but more time to build the scenario of the story, to build the world (Gambarato, 2016; Gambarato & Tárcia, 2017). With the diverse opportunities to discover new stories, from long video series published by Netflix to video games based on real cases, journalists face other rivals struggling for the attention of audiences. With ethical limits as basis and technological knowledge (or will to experiment), transmedia storytelling opens new paths to discuss the world. The technological development increased the importance of the time to craft, and planning is an act that may take its own time. Like in Inside Disaster, the team was preparing themselves while the perfect story was not available. When it happened, the team knew what to shoot
and interview. Black Hawk Down and Harvester of Change had different calendars. While the first is a consequence of a team that captured everything possible and later spread it over print media and its website, the latter one is a symbol of actual tools that allows the newsroom to think about a theme and quickly present it differently. It is not just the case to be the first to publish using a new gadget, but try to place journalism as a source for rich experiences.

Another issue that can be noticed through the three cases is that all of them have a little bit of experimentation. While Black Hawk Down tried to push the limits of a large story inside the (almost) infinite space of the Internet, almost publishing every information acquired, Inside Disaster opted to test the connection of traditional experiences with one driven by the audience, a newsgame. Inside their limits, the path to watch and think was the result of choices by the persons that had the freedom to think about which platform would be chosen to discover content and now have to think about the stories to play a game and mount the big picture of transmedia journalism.

The scenario is different for Harvest of Change. The support of a large media company and the will to bring readers to new forms to browse content, also being one of the first ones to test virtual reality for journalistic purposes, allowed the team to produce a whole project in a short period, but with a clear strategy. In addition, an external team was hired to shoot some videos and help them to produce it. Outsourcing is a measure used inside entertainment industries, helping teams to gather quality assets and maybe overcome short deadlines. Moreover, two aspects that may cause fear in some journalists should not be neglected: Trial and error. New technologies or new forms to use cutting-edge tools may not result in successful projects when used for the first time. Furthermore, the newsroom should consider the feedback provided by the audience, paying attention to the ways the project was enjoyed. Looking back to the response of Black Hawk Down, as pointed by Bowden (1997), readers may not be treated as “lords of expression,” and journalists have to walk the thin line between surprising the audience with interesting stories with forms that can be easily comprehended and, therefore, used.

The time factor is a byline for these projects. Transmedia requires deep planning and professionals should understand that time used to think about strategies is important. This may include even tests to check if something can be done, as checkpoints—another idea that comes from games. Above all, journalists must understand that the validation to apply transmedia strategies to journalism will come after a recurrent publication history of this kind of projects, and the constant process of improving the craft to tell stories.
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**KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS**

**360º Video:** Video recordings where a view in every direction is recorded simultaneously, using an omnidirectional camera or a collection of cameras.

**Avid:** A professional software-based non-linear editing system used in the television and video industry.

**Codec:** A portmanteau of coder-decoder. A computer program for encoding and decoding a digital data stream or signal.

**EditDroid:** A computerized non-linear editing system developed by Lucasfilms in the 1980s. It was later sold to Avid Technology.

**Flash:** A multimedia software platform used for production of animations, internet applications, desktop applications, mobile applications, mobile games, and embedded web browser video players.

**Oculus Rift:** A virtual reality headset that completely immerses users in virtual worlds.

**Sandbox:** A term for video games used to describe titles that offer freedom to explore scenarios and leave to the player the option to choose the order of the objectives or missions.
ENDNOTES

1. In 2016, the newspaper Washington Post created a bot using the communication service Slack to act as a virtual version of the Executive Editor Marty Baron. The tool could track how the newsroom was dealing with time and message reporters when their time was ending.

2. A modem with 33.6 Kbps was the standard speed offered by Internet service providers in the middle of the nineties.

3. Apart from the debate Apple vs. Adobe about Flash and its problems, such as the high usage of the random-access memory (RAM) of the devices, HTML5 was an open-source standard and even Microsoft’s NotePad could be used to edit these files, different from Adobe and its idea of freedom to use its codecs, but creating and editing content only with their tools.

4. The authors understand that journalists shall program, or at least develop basic notions of software programming. This shall happen not on a level of understanding how something can be made using Adobe Dreamweaver or Wordpress, as examples, but being able to read the code and comprehend how content display works.
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Immersive Journalism Design Within a Transmedia Space
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this chapter is to contribute to the theoretical frame of transmedia journalism by proposing a question-based model that focuses on transmedia design when an immersive journalism piece is integrated into a transmedia space. Immersive journalism is a new medium that could be effectively used to foster social empathy by means of virtual reality stories in journalism. The chapter is guided by the following ideas: (1) narrative strategies that may be useful in the design of immersive journalism experiences; (2) aesthetic principles of immersive experiences; and (3) inclusion of an immersive experience in a transmedia space. Thus, this chapter reviews the narrative techniques and aesthetics of immersive experiences that might contribute to the design of both the immersive piece and the transmedia space.

INTRODUCTION

Virtual Reality (VR) headsets such as Oculus Rift, Samsung Gear, HTC Vive, Google Daydream, Google Cardboard, and PlayStation VR are now cheaper and more portable than previous interfaces for experiencing virtual reality. Their presence makes the production and the consumption of immersive experiences for different purposes, including journalism, simultaneously easier and more widespread. VR has been used to produce immersive journalism: “the production of news in a form in which people can gain first-person experiences of the events or situations described in news stories” (De la Peña, Weil, Llobera, Giannopoulos, Pomés, Spanlang, & Slater, 2010, p. 291). In addition to these three-dimensional (3D) modeled environments, 360-degree video has been used to report in the field and to produce what could be called live action immersive chronicles and documentaries.

Immersive journalism has become a new asset of the transmedia journalism space. Transmedia space, according to Saldre and Torop (2012) “appears as a notion that integrates meta- and inter-communicative levels, presuming the interpretation of the same message as the sequence of proto- and meta-texts described in different discourses and fixed in different sign systems and media” (p. 41). An immersive
experience may function both as a *mothership*, that is, the main work from which other products derive (Jenkins, 2009), or it may function as an *extension*: Media products that have a complete meaning on their own but serve to enrich the main story (Scolari, 2013; Gambarato, 2013). When combining VR with other media in order to create a transmedia space, VR should have a clear, non-superfluous role in the whole user experience.

Since immersive journalism is a recent trend, it is necessary to develop a theoretical frame that assists in both the design and analysis of immersive journalism within a transmedia space. This chapter contributes as a theoretical-practical tool for journalists, researchers, and students of communication and journalism. Thus, this work includes a literature review from the fields of journalism, digital media aesthetics, virtual reality and transmedia storytelling. In order to write this chapter, the author explored different interfaces such as Oculus Rift, HTC VIVE, and Samsung Gear; downloaded different VR applications for general purposes; used different headsets such as Google Cardboard, Viewmaster, and VMAX; and downloaded different immersive journalism experiences on Android and IOS phones. The chapter is guided by the following ideas: (a) narrative strategies that may be useful in the design of immersive journalism experiences; (b) aesthetic principles of immersive experiences; and (c) inclusion of an immersive experience in a transmedia space.

**JOURNALISM AND VIRTUAL REALITY**

Journalism in this century has broadened its meaning. Van der Haak, Parks, and Castells (2012) argue that journalism is about telling meaningful stories on what is new or what is happening in the world, understanding it in context, explaining it to others, and making it available to the public so they can use it for their own needs. This demonstrates how journalism in this century is more contextual than it was in the past. Fink and Schudson (2014) explain how the rise and predominance of contextual journalism started in the 1960’s. Furthermore, they clarify the difference between conventional stories and contextual stories: Conventional stories answer the “who-what-when-where” questions, usually ignoring or only implicitly addressing “why”; they describe activities that have occurred or will occur within 24 hours; and they focus on one-time activities or actions. In contrast, contextual stories vary formally, have a wider focus, and describe more complex issues.

According to Menke, Kinnebrock, Kretzschmar, Aichberger, Broersma, Hummel, and Salaverría (2016), contemporary journalism, has been influenced by convergence culture and has been evolving over the last two decades. Van der Haak et al. (2012) insist that “good” journalists in the 21st century tell fact-based stories about the real world through text, audio, and visual media which people can relate to, share, and appropriate. Through the transmedia nature of journalism, a journalist should consider how every medium is used for doing what it does best (Jenkins, 2006) and ideally, as with any social or cultural transmedia project, active user participation should be included in the design (Lugo, 2016).

What virtual reality does best as a medium is to offer users the opportunity to “see for yourself” and “be there.” For Ryan (2015), virtual reality is the latest technology that attempts to erase the interface in favor of creating a believable experience. Wilson and Zoranzo (2015) declare that one of the main advantages of virtual reality is stereoscopic depth, which creates the illusion that the viewer is seeing objects in a virtual space. The advantage of VR is the ability to present stimuli in three dimensions. The power of virtual reality simulations is evident in fields as psychology and neuroscience studies because of the key feature of this medium that makes the user a participant: *Presence*. North and North (2016)
relate presence with the awareness of being in a place, with the realness and vividness of the place and experience, and with the behavior of users. It is considered a good sign that users behave as if the virtual world portrayed is real. When used for social purposes, VR offers the opportunity to be in somebody else’s shoes.

Through the use of VR, one may observe what it is like for a Syrian girl to live in the Za’atari refugee camp (Clouds over Sidra, Here Be Dragons, Arora & Milk, 2015); what it is like to be in the vicinity of a bombing in Aleppo (Project Syria, De La Peña et al., 2014); what it is like to live in a confinement cell (6x9: A virtual experience of solitary confinement, The Mill, The Guardian, Panetta, & Poulton, 2016); what it is like for a man to go into diabetic shock in a Los Angeles food bank (Hunger in Los Angeles, De la Peña & Virtual Pyedog, 2012); what it is like for three children in different locations around the world to see their houses destroyed and to be forced to leave their homes (The Displaced, Silverstein, 2015); what Fukushima is like years after a nuclear disaster (Fukushima, contaminated lives, Verdú, 2016). These are just a few examples of immersive experiences that try to connect average citizens with an unfamiliar situation experienced by others.

Chris Milk (TED, 2015), director of 360-degree VR documentaries, has claimed that VR technologies are “empathy machines.” Empathy created through VR could be explained as feeling in a similar way to the way one would feel in real life; thus, the immersive experience represents a situation that in real life would make people feel empathy. Empathy is a complex psychological response. It is studied in fields such as neuroscience and psychology. Empathy is an oriented emotional response congruent with the perceived welfare of another person (see Batson, Batson, Slingsby, Harrell, Peekna, & Todd, 1991). Decety and Ickes (2009) emphasize that empathy is a process in which observation, memory, knowledge, and reasoning are combined; they add that it is essential to recognize the other person as like oneself, while maintaining a clear separation between self and other. However, the empathy of users cannot necessarily be predicted nor controlled. Keen (2006) points out that users’ experiences differ from one another. In the VR realm, North and North (2016) consider that there are individual differences in the sense of presence when subjects are confronted with the same virtual environment. The individual’s personal experiences contribute to this factor and this is very difficult to be controlled by designers. It is important to add that users may possibly also have physical reactions to VR experiences: “One problem associated with using VR is that it can cause nausea and dizziness, a phenomenon known as ‘simulator sickness’” (Schuemie, Van Der Straaten, Krijn, & Van Der Mast, 2001, p. 188). However, there are high expectations that this new medium can foster empathy. In addition, empathy is not just seen as a reaction from the audience, but it is also viewed as a strategy in psychology and in narrative empathy studies. This chapter, therefore, explores the design of immersive journalism experiences, which in most cases up until now are stories. Theoretical explorations can be useful in inspiring designers to reflect on and analyze immersive journalism pieces from a storytelling and media aesthetics points of view.

IMMERSIVE JOURNALISM DESIGN

Empathy and Narratives

Batson, Lishner, Cook and Sayer (2005) state that humans can feel empathy for strangers in need and that these empathic feelings include sympathy, compassion, tenderness, sorrow, and grief, for instance. They add that “these feelings have been found to be a source of motivation to help relieve the empathy-inducing
need” (Batson et al., 2005, p. 15). According to Sillesen, Ip, and Uberti (2015), empathic responses increase as we gather more information about others. Hence, knowledge and time are important factors in the generation of empathy: Human contact should continue for at least thirty minutes for a person to feel empathy for somebody he/she does not know. Interestingly, empathy can be induced. For more than 20 years, Batson has conducted diverse studies related to the relationship between empathy, altruism, and the change in attitudes. Batson, Chang, Orr, and Rowland (2002) found that inducing empathy toward a member of a stigmatized group can improve attitudes toward the group as a whole. According to these authors, empathy inducement has been used to improve attitudes toward people with Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS), toward the homeless, and toward racial and ethnic minorities. These authors, who propose an improved model based on Batson’s et al. (1991) first model, add that their results provide reassurance about the practical value of using empathy as a technique for creating more positive responses to the plight of the stigmatized. Empathy changes not only attitudes, but also actions: “Those induce to feel empathy appear willing to put their money where their mouth is. And if they are, then there may be real reason for optimism” (Batson et al., 2002, p. 1666).

It is important to remember that immersive journalism productions are mediated experiences. The way in which designers decide to organize information may vary. Form is an essential aspect of empathy stimulation. In this sense, the power of narrative as a communicative form over other formats is clear. Oliver, Dillard, Bae, and Tamul (2012) highlight the power that narratives have to foster feelings of empathy and compare this to the power that narratives have to motivate actions and to alter beliefs and attitudes. In their study, they illustrate specifically how narratives help to reduce prejudices toward stigmatized groups (Oliver et al., 2012).

In the narratology field, Taylor, Hodges, and Kohányi (2003) discuss a concept they call narrative empathy and describe it as the sharing of feeling and perspective-taking induced by reading, viewing, hearing or imagining narratives of another’s situation and condition. Specifically in the field of journalism, Fink and Schudson (2014) mention, among other types of journalistic contextual stories, social empathy stories, which encourage readers to “be interested in, have compassion for, or empathize with the experiences and problems of people who are largely unfamiliar to them” (p. 11). According to Fink and Schudson (2014), these social empathy stories have the following characteristics:

- Describe a person or group of people not often covered in news stories.
- May answer the question, “what does it feel like to be this person?”
- Use personal experiences to talk about larger social problems.
- Often begin with anecdotal leads, using many direct quotes from their main sources.
- Structure narratives around the observations of sources rather than those of a detached observer.

Social empathy stories appear to follow part of the empathy model proposed by Batson et al. (2005), since this model implies two of the following steps: (a) adopting the perspective of a needy individual leads to increased empathic feelings, then (b) these feelings lead to a perception of increased valuing of this individuals’ welfare. Social empathy stories also appear to use what Keen (2006) calls ambassadorial strategic empathy, which refers to cultivating readers’ empathy for an in-group, often for a specific purpose, such as an appeal for justice, for recognition, or for assistance.

Oliver et al. (2012) showed that when there is compassion for a specific individual, such as a character in the story, then a certain attitude toward the group represented by the character is generated. This study was based on the model proposed by Batson et al. (1991). Oliver et al. (2012) discuss the importance
of taking the perspective of the other (e.g., the character represented) in the empathy process. However, from the storytelling point of view, the way that perspective-taking is induced in a narrative should be carefully crafted. Keen (2006) argues that the achievement of narrative empathy is frequently taken for granted via the use of a small set of narrative tropes, such as the use of first person narration and the interior representation of a character’s consciousness and emotional states. The author points out that more empirical testing is needed to make sure that these and other strategies can effectively promote empathy in readers.

In addition to avoiding false generalizations about “narrative recipes” to foster empathy, producers should be careful to avoid over-stimulating audiences. Maier (2015) explains how mass media have contributed to what has been described as compassion fatigue, which is an indifferent or negative attitude toward the pain and suffering of others. Readers are tired of formulas that over-simplify complex challenges and that stereotype victims. These hero-victim portrayals are a failure in storytelling when trying to promote an important cause; other failures in storytelling are caused by psychic numbing, sensationalism, and lack of context. When journalists and VR designers work together to design an immersive experience, they need to explore the aesthetics of this medium to tell stories, and they need to be innovative. However, there are no specific formulas for achieving this.

**Immersion and Narratives**

Immersion is defined by Janet Murray (1997) as a sense of being contained within a space or state of mind that is separate from ordinary experience. Since immersion could be considered both a personal and a psychological state, different media offer different degrees and methods of immersion according to the language of each medium. This is not an exclusive affordance of digital media, as theater, novels, and films are immersive as well. Ryan (2015) proposes three forms of involvement in narratives that appear especially suited for virtual reality: Spatial immersion, temporal immersion, and emotional immersion.

**Spatial Immersion (The Response to Setting)**

Ryan (2015) asserts that there is a difference between space and place, since the second has an emotional meaning for users because they are somehow emotionally and cognitively related to that space. Murray (1997) adds that immersive experiences are disrupted by the inconsistency and incompleteness of an environment and yet are reinforced by encyclopedic detail and a sense of vast spaces within clearly marked boundaries. Moreover, Jenkins (2004) presents the concept of environmental storytelling, which creates the preconditions for an immersive narrative experience in four ways: (a) by evoking pre-existing narrative associations, (b) by providing a staging ground where narrative events are enacted, (c) by embedding narrative information within their mise-en-scène, and (d) by providing resources for emergent narratives.

**Evoking Pre-Existing Narrative Associations**

In this case, users recognize the place. This could be because it is a real place, like Paris; because it represents the conventions of a narrative genre, for instance a horror movie; or because the space refers to a specific fiction that users know, such as spaces in the Harry Potter saga. Recognizing Hogwarts in a movie after having read the novel or recognizing the objects placed in a thematic attraction park after having watched the movie are examples of this. Evidently, this also fosters emotional immersion.
Providing A Staging Ground Where Narrative Events Are Enacted

In this situation, users are playing roles. For instance, in the Bioshock saga video games, or The Last of Us video games, users play a first-person role. The player interacts with objects and non-player characters, and when the player arrives at a specific place, spends certain amount of time in a given zone, or uses certain objects, then pre-determined events occur.

Embedding Narrative Information Within Their Mise-En-Scène

The Bioshock saga is particularly good at this. Much of what players learn about the nature of the setting and its history comes not from text or character dialogue, but rather from forgotten objects on the street, plaques on walls or (sometimes defaced) statues, puddles of blood next to protest signs, government posters warning about certain groups or activities, locked doors, etc.

Providing Resources for Emergent Narratives

In video games like The Sims or Minecraft, users can create identities, stock and trade belongings, and have interactions with other characters, whose relationships are not predetermined. This also happens in massively multiplayer online role-playing games (MMORPG’s) where the player can choose, form, and develop the identity of her character throughout the game.

These four strategies of environmental storytelling were proposed by Jenkins (2004) in reference to video games, but they can be applied to virtual reality in two ways: (a) determining how to use the space to tell a story and evoke memories, feelings and narrative genre conventions, what Jenkins calls creating evocative spaces; and (b) deciding how users are going to participate in the virtual space. Users can participate in a virtual space in the following three ways: (a) as witnesses observing what occurs around them; (b) as actors enacting a narrative in a first-person role; or (c) as explorers and builders, both exploring the space and building their own narrative.

Temporal Immersion (The Response to the Story)

The reader’s involvement in the process of time progression within a story is referred to as temporal immersion. The passing of time matters to the reader because it is a process of disclosure. Ryan (2015) notes:

The art of creating interest in a story requires an efficient interweaving of two temporal dynamics: the dynamics inherent to the temporal unfolding of the told events, of the causal chain that constitutes story, and the dynamics inherent to the telling, to the revealing or withdrawing of the information that enables readers to apprehend the logic of the story. (location 31%)

Emotional Immersion (The Response to Characters)

According to Schuemie, Van Der Straaten, Krijn, and Van Der Mast (2001), “Perhaps one of the most important consequences of presence is that a virtual experience can evoke the same reactions and emotions as a real experience” (p. 187). While Ryan (2015) describes this kind of involvement in relation to identification with characters, which is essential, it could be said that emotional immersion is a consequence of all the strategies used for the user to be present: Identification with characters, spatial
immersion, and temporal immersion. It is worthwhile to remember another affordance of digital media proposed by Murray (1997): Agency. Agency occurs when interactivity is meaningful and users directly see the power of their actions. Ryan (2015) proposes two criteria for classifying interactivity, according to the relationship between the user and the storyworld:

**Membership of the User**

The user’s interaction with the storyworld can be *internal*, when the actions of the user correspond to events in the story of the world, or *external*, when the user controls the story from a godlike perspective or is simply not “inside” the story.

**Creative Power of the User**

In an *exploratory* interaction, the user might be able to observe what exists in the world but not be able to change anything. In an *ontological* interaction, “the storyworld evolves as a result of the interaction” (Ryan, 2015, location 50%). The observations of these two criteria can then be presented in four combinations. User interaction may thus be one of the following: (a) *internal*-exploratory, (b) *external*-exploratory, (c) *ontological*-internal, and (d) *ontological*-external (Ryan, 2015).

In many immersive journalism experiences, users can just select where to direct their line of vision, but they do not belong to the story in an explicit way. This is the case of *Clouds of Sidra* (Here Be Dragons et al., 2015), which is an example of *external*-exploratory interactivity. In some works, such as *Underworld* (The Guardian, 2016) and *6x9* (The Mill and The Guardian, 2016), users take the place of a character that enacts a narrative that they cannot change. These works are examples of *internal*-exploratory interactivity. However, immersive journalism has yet to present examples of *ontological* interactivity, either internal or external. Even so, there are instances of *ontological* interactivity in VR applications, but not in the field of journalism. One example is *Tilt Brush*, where users can draw the world around them, in a similar way to what happens in the videogame *Minecraft*, where users create and inhabit their own world.

The combination *internal*-exploratory interactivity might appear to be the best option for VR because it promotes more involvement inside the world as a character and provides a sense of wandering and exploring. However, this depends on the purpose: While many immersive journalism projects will be focused on creating a contemplative aesthetic, some others might be more focused on creating an active experience through agency. This would be more like what is done in video games, where actions of the user are a priority. In this sense, the concept of *game aesthetics* coming from the game design field could be useful for VR. “Aesthetics describes the desirable emotional responses evoked in the player, when interacting with the game system” (Hunicke, LeBlanc & Zubek, 2004, para. 11). Nevertheless, immersive journalists will need to develop their own set of aesthetics. For now, some of the aesthetics stated by these authors could work as a base to clarify the specific emotions that the immersive journalism experience is trying to foster. From the list that Hunicke et al. (2004) propose, the most appropriate aesthetics for immersive journalism are the following: (a) sensation—game as sense-pleasure, (b) fantasy—game as make-believe, (c) narrative—games as story, and (d) discovery—game as uncharted territory.

Some immersive journalism projects are already exploring different levels of agency as well as more specific aesthetics focused on evoking emotional responses. For instance, in “Arctic 360: A virtual experience of a disappearing landscape” (The Guardian, 2017a), spatial immersion is most important, since the objective is to contemplate how the arctic is being destroyed. The emotional reaction desired might
be indignation. “See for yourself” and “contemplate” might be the main purposes to reach this emotion. In “First impressions: A virtual experience of the first year of life” (The Guardian, 2017b), users are placed in the perspective of an infant who is in her parents’ living room. Here the most interesting activity is exploring the point of view of a baby. In this story, temporary immersion is more important than spatial immersion, since the user can hear and see how the baby changes his/her outlook over time; in this experience, “wonder” might be the main emotion fostered.

In “Underworld” (The Guardian, 2016), the user can travel through London’s sewers. Here the user has a lamp, and by moving a joystick, he/she can explore the sewers guided by a narrator. Interaction goes beyond just directing the user’s line of vision. It is still an exploratory interactivity but because of its internal nature, the user might feel more active than just looking around. The environment attempts to foster curiosity and fear, and its interface is similar to that of a video game. The aesthetic of the experience is “discovery.” In “6×9: A virtual experience of solitary confinement” (The Mill & The Guardian, 2016), the user is invited to “hear the stories and experience the psychological damage that can happen during extreme isolation.” This experience makes the user step into the shoes of a prisoner in a confinement cell. In this case, 3D modeling, 3D animation, two-dimensional (2D) animation, audio and video are used in a masterful way. The emotions fostered could be anxiety, frustration, and indignation. The aesthetic is “narrative.”

**Immersion Production Technologies and VR Media Language Exploration**

The influence of immersive production technologies also impacts the affordances and constraints that filmmakers and VR designers have. 3D environments built into video game engines such as Unity and Unreal allow one to make up the story, as well as to design both the space and the interaction. 360-degree stereoscopic video cameras record live action, which helps to create immersion, especially in cases where settings are real world places and where it is very important that real characters are known by the user. However, due to their nature, 360-degree videos constrain the interaction of the user. In the following paragraphs, there is a brief comparison of how immersive journalism experiences, whose objective is to foster awareness and empathy, explore the aesthetics of the media used.

*Clouds over Sidra* (Here Be Dragons et al., 2015) is a mini documentary of a girl living in a refugee camp produced with a stereoscopic 360-degree camera. *Project Syria* (De la Peña et al., 2014) is a 3D-modeled environment based on real scenarios and contains real audio from bombings in Syria. 6x9 (The Mill & The Guardian, 2016) is a 3D modeled and animated immersive experience about being locked up in a confinement cell. These three immersive experiences have a linear temporal structure. Two of them include personal and real stories to connect to a bigger problem just as traditional social empathy journalistic stories do. In *Clouds over Sidra* and 6x9, characters narrate their story. In all three of these stories it is important that the user approximates a sensation of authentically being in the space in order to be immersed in that world: A refugee camp, a street in Aleppo, a 6x9-foot confinement cell. However, the power of the media and the explorations that authors make with media language used is very different in these three stories. In *Clouds over Sidra* (Here Be Dragons et al., 2015), identification is reached through listening to Sidra’s thoughts and observations about living in a refugee camp. Spectators can see her room, her school, the playground where children take turns playing. The user is an invisible witness, limited to only looking around. Sidra narrates her story as a first-person narrator but is not talking to the user. She is seen on the screen just three or four times; the rest is voice-over dubbed in English. She looks directly at the camera in only two shots. The camera movements are basic; there are no close-ups and
few possibilities to vary the camera shot. Audiovisual language is very basic in comparison to regular
2D live action films. In this film, the camera is always at a considerable distance from Sidra. In regular
videos, a close-up to see her expressions, the combination of subjective views, and a variation in angles
and shots could tell the story in a different and certainly even better way. Nevertheless, an emotional
impact, which is difficult to explain, remains. This might be due to the 3D stereoscopic vision. Seeing
real people, in a real situation, is very powerful.

In Project Syria (De la Peña et al., 2014), based on a 3D-modeled environment, the intention is similar:
Promoting awareness about the situation Syrians, especially children, are living in. There is a narrator
telling the audience facts. The environment is very well modeled, based on a real street and real people,
but the characters look fake, like robots. The user can move around the space but movement does little
to substitute the connection obtained from live action.

6x9 (The Mill & The Guardian, 2016) appears to be the best experience in its immersive design and
the exploration of media selection and media language. The purpose of this immersive experience, ac-
cording to The Guardian (2016), is that it “aims to highlight the psychological toll on those subjected to
such harsh incarceration for between 22 and 24 hours a day.” It presents temporal, spatial, and emotional
immersion strategies. Users are immersed in a virtual, but photorealistic 6x9-foot confinement cell that
was modeled based on a real cell, and they hear real stories and see fragments of real footage. In nine
minutes, users experience what it is like to be day and night in a confinement cell, since the piece has
a temporal structure. Selective lighting is used to direct the user’s attention to certain objects in the
room. When users look at the illuminated objects, stories emerge. Users are supposed to go through the
experience in first-person. The narrator invites the user to enter the cell and take part in the experience
directly. At the same time, the user is a witness who hears and sees visualizations of the thoughts, vi-
sions, hallucinations and daydreaming of the incarcerated based on the testimonies of prisoners that have
been in such confinement. This is done using 2D animation, simulating video projected on the wall of
the cell, and motion graphics.

Immersive language is very young. As with any other media from the past, virtual reality may bor-
row resources from other media and develop its own. For now, producers are experimenting with the
media and discovering how to use and how to extend it. Based on the concepts explained in this section
and on the work from Fink & Schudson (2014), Ryan (2015), Murray (1997), Hunicke et al. (2004), and
Jenkins (2004) —with original work from the author—some questions to be considered in the design or
analysis of immersive journalism narratives are posed in Table 1.

IMMERSIVE JOURNALISM IN A TRANSMEDIA SPACE

Immersive journalism experiences, especially if focused on awaking emotions, might be consider a com-
plete experience in the sense that new media easily promote wonder, surprise, and as producers claim,
they have a great potential to promote empathy. Following the trend brought by VR, these immersive
experiences appear to be a novelty, a new strategy to attract readers to online newspapers. Within just a
their first immersive experiences. While VR is a unique medium through which one can experience
stories, these stories are short experiences with a specific point of view and limited information. If used
for journalism, activism, awareness-raising or any other purposes related to citizenship, they are not
enough to increase knowledge or foster awareness alone. Maier (2015) claims that the news media can
impressive journalism design within a transmedia space

Influence people’s charitable and emotional responses to humanitarian crises, particularly when people are given mobilizing information. Immersive experiences could be the point of entry to a transmedia story, a transmedia game, a transmedia world or to journalism in general which could be considered a complex transmedia space. According to Saldre and Torop (2012), “understanding transmedia projects in terms of worldmaking instead of storytelling is justified by the scope of its applicability to both artistic and non-artistic as well as to narrative and non-narrative texts” (p. 28). This is very important in the field of journalism where many texts are non-artistic, non-narrative and non-fiction. The concept of transmedia space is also more suitable for integrating other recent assets into the transmedia journalism design such as newsgames, persuasive games, and data visualization.

As seen in the different examples provided in the previous section, VR allows users to immerse themselves in the world which was constructed or portrayed. The constructed world can be a literal, realistic, surreal, fantastic or symbolic space. Thus, immersive experiences can be a valuable part of transmedia space, presenting a rich panorama of an issue, complete with different points of view, diverse characters, expert opinions, and testimonies. For this reason, the immersive experience could also function as a mothership (Jenkins, 2009) or a nuclear text (Zorrilla-Abascal, 2016) that expands through other different media that complement the piece. In this way, users could immerse themselves not just in the VR experience but, as Rose (interviewed by Jenkins, 2011) states when talking about deep media, readers can delve into a story at any level of depth they like. In every extension users could also play different roles: As readers of news extensions, spectators of video extensions; participants, moderators, commentators and distributors of social media extensions; players in game extensions; and content producers or collaborators in the production of extensions (Lugo, 2016).

Currently, a few immersive journalism productions exist which are integrated with other media. For instance, the first The New York Times documentary that used immersion, The Displaced, is “a feature story, interviews, three photo essays and, for the first time in the history of The New York Times, a virtual-reality film” (The New York Times, 2015). Frequently, journalism productions are hypermedia (i.e., different media which converge on the same platform and are connected through hyperlinks) instead of transmedia (i.e., different media which are dispersed across different platforms) because online news-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Narrative and immersion design | • What is the intended purpose? Is it informative or persuasive? If persuasive, what should the user’s expected reaction be?  
• What are the different emotions that the piece should invoke in order to promote empathy? (in the case that it is a social empathy story).  
• Are any stylistic devices used for persuasion (e.g., metaphor, analogy, symbolism)?  
• Are there any game aesthetics involved? (e.g., narrative, discovery). Is this a contemplative or an active experience?  
• Is this a story based on characters, conflicts and drama or world-building? Does the user experience a story, a specific situation or a place?  
• What strategies are used to promote involvement and immersion? Are they temporal, spatial, or emotional?  
• How is the user inserted into the story? Is he/she placed in the shoes of a character? Is he/she an invisible witness? Does he/she enact or build a narrative in the immersive environment?  
• Does the environment promote agency (i.e., actions that are related not just to interaction but to the story itself)?  
• Is the immersive experience multimedia in nature (i.e., several media are used within the given environment) or hypermedia in nature (i.e., several media are used and the user can choose the surrounding scenery)? How does this affect the experience? |
Immersive Journalism Design Within a Transmedia Space

papers are interested in attracting reader traffic and keeping the reader on their own website in order to promote the sustainability of the website. However, a hypermedia focus can constrain the ways in which readers can participate in the experience.

A particularly good example of how an immersive experience can be included within a transmedia space is 6x9 (The Mill & The Guardian, 2016), as it fits the definition for transmedia storytelling proposed by Jenkins (2009): Each medium should be used for what it does best. This documentary, which reports on seven people in confinement, is comprised of a VR experience, which functions as a mothership for the following media: Audio testimonies, a video testimony, a podcast dedicated to psychologists who are experts on the topic of discussion, an audio documentary, a written report, and a multimedia chronicle. All these texts were published throughout the week from April 27, 2016 to May 4, 2016 by The Guardian.

Using intertextuality, 6x9 offers transmedia extensions in an exemplary way by quoting segments of interviews made with people in confinement and with experts. Therefore, the user is introduced to the characters’ more meaningful experiences in the immersive environment, but they can search for their complete testimonies separately. In fact, the immersive experience is partially a summary of the seven testimonies from people in confinement and from the expert testimonies. These complete interviews, available in podcasts, are much longer. Moreover, The Guardian dispersed some content on some other platforms. In addition to their website, audios were available on iTunes and on Soundcloud. Hyperlinks, interspersed throughout the written texts on the blogs, take the user to a whole other space, Solitary Watch (Casella & Ridgeway, 2013), a multimedia web-based project dedicated to the topic of solitary confinement in American prisons and jails.

Part of transmedia design is making sure that the content is not just a redundant offer for reader, but that the transmedia content is strategically dispersed, offering new and valuable content across different media platforms. Jenkins (2009), Scolari (2013), Pratten (2011), Gambarato (2013), and Zorrilla Abascal (2016) propose different transmedia design frames. Based on that—with original work from the author—Table 2 proposes key questions to be asked in the design of transmedia journalism spaces.

Table 2. Transmedia journalism design criteria questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Transmedia journalism design | • What are the properties of the constructed world? How does the concept of world building work for this transmedia piece? (In an abstract, literal or symbolic way).  
• What role is the immersive experience playing in the design of the whole piece in terms of transmedia design? Is the immersive experience supposed to work as a mothership or an extension? Does this depend on the user’s point of entry?  
• How is the world building and immersion constructed? How is this achieved through the immersive experience and the extensions?  
• What are the expansions? Are the pieces distributed in sequential or parallel moments?  
• Are they distributed throughout the online newspaper website or what other platforms are used?  
• How is the whole transmedia discourse built in relation to the immersive journalism piece? Is there any kind of intertextuality between the immersive journalism pieces and other expansions and among expansions that assist in promoting a deeper experience for the reader?  
• How will the user have the opportunity to participate in some or all of the pieces comprising the transmedia work? (Roles: Commentator, distributor, moderator creator, player, etc.).  
• What are the functions of expansions in terms of storytelling? (e.g., backstory of the issue, knowing other stories, knowing more characters of the same story, knowing more related issues, knowing more locations where the issue takes place, knowing different points of view or different voices, predicting future consequences). |
CONCLUSION

When discussing virtual reality in general, one may overlook the fact that there are at least two different media involved with different forms of logic: 360-degree stereoscopic videos and environments created in video game engines. Hence, the kinds of stories, the kinds of interactions, and the aesthetics of these two media are very different. To be immersed in a story, a user might be an onlooker or a main character who represents the group for which empathy is trying to be fostered. The point of view appears to be a complex matter when there is a camera that directs the user’s point of view, which can be partially changed by user, but which is limited by the fact that the camera does not allow close-ups. Although VR uses certain visual language conventions common to other media such as photography and movies, there can be different narrators competing in the space.

In immersive journalism now, social empathy stories are the most popular. Therefore, it is important to measure, through quantitative and qualitative techniques, how effective these immersion experiences are in terms of promoting social empathy and fostering certain actions or attitudes in people, not just during the experience, but in the short and long term afterwards. Game design theory and serious game theory might be useful for promoting empathy and emotional immersion in immersive journalism experiences where the user plays an active role in changing reality. Role-playing games allow players to explore institutional, geographical, and temporal settings that would otherwise be inaccessible, allowing players to learn from the consequences of choices made in the game world that would be impractical or dangerous to experience directly (Raphael, Bachen, Lynn, Baldwin-Philippi, & McKee, 2010). There might be a crossover between immersive journalism, newsgames, and serious games. Transmedia activism, for instance, works at exploring not just how to disseminate content and attitudes through art and media, but also how to promote these attitudes so that people apply them to their public life.

In immersion, it is also important to consider ethical aspects within the discourse of the virtual environment. This field of ethical discourse should be developed along within immersive experiences. The frame for video game discourse proposed by Pérez-Latorre (2015) could be a useful starting point. The author divides the discourse into the representation of the world, the representation of the gameplay, and the representation of the characters. Translated to VR environments, the representation of the world, the representation of the characters, the role of the user, and the actions of the user could be initial categories for ethical discourse in immersive experiences.

As pointed out in this chapter, immersive experiences have a great potential for promoting empathy, since virtual environments allow the user to be present in a place where he/she can experience moving/touching situations. However, it is important not to assume that an immersive experience inevitably fosters social empathy. In order to foster social empathy, it is necessary to have storytelling abilities, to wield new tools and conventions that are emerging, as part of virtual reality as a medium. It is essential to innovate, not only in technology, but also in discourse creation, in response to a compassion fatigue tendency that has been triggered by mass media.

It is best practice to implement immersive experiences as part of transmedia spaces and not on their own. This is due to the existing constraints on the media, which include costs, limited duration of experiences, the need to tell contextual stories in contemporary journalism, along with the commercial imperatives for online newspapers, such as generating more visitors or keeping visitors within the newspaper website. Thus, newspapers and news agencies need to consider other issues besides spreadability in
order to get the audience to participate more actively in transmedia spaces, especially since journalism involves not only business but also social good. The theoretical review and the questions presented here intend to contribute to the academic toolbox for the analysis and design of transmedia journalism narratives and spaces, whenever they include immersive journalism experiences. Further studies should be made to broaden this frame.
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**KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS**

**Agency**: The power of the user to participate actively in virtual environments.

**Compassion Fatigue**: Newspapers readers’ and spectators’ unwillingness to get involved with social empathy stories as a result of mass media strategies that have desensitized them.

**Contextual Journalism**: Journalism that goes beyond informing news. It goes deeper, explores more complex social issues and contextualizes readers.

**Immersion Aesthetics**: Immersion media language and principles important to consider in immersion design.

**Immersive Experience**: Environment or film created in order to immerse the user in a situation. It can be created with different techniques such as 360° cameras or 3D video game engines.

**Immersive Journalism**: The use of immersion spaces usually through virtual reality environments so readers experience different kinds of journalistic stories.

**Narrative Empathy**: The narratology field of study that considers how empathy is fostered through authorial strategies and what happens with the aesthetics of reception in relation with empathy.

**Presence**: The subjective sense of users of virtual reality environments to react to virtual spaces as if they were a real space.

**Social Empathy Stories**: Contextual journalistic stories that promote empathy for a specific group or cause.
Chapter 6
Designing Transmedia Journalism Projects
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ABSTRACT

This chapter explores the design and execution of transmedia journalism projects to inform professional production and academic experimentation. It draws on the author’s current project to illustrate real-world production planning. The chapter opens with a discussion of how design thinking and audience targeting apply to this task and contribute to project success. The chapter then elaborates the flow of decisions required for a thorough transmedia plan and finally presents the Refuge project as a design example. This pilot transmedia story network focuses on the single issue of refugees: those who migrate by force, either to escape suffering and deprivation or to build new, more hopeful lives elsewhere. It is the first in a networked series of similar projects that will explore the issues that polarize the electorate in the American West, from economic stratification to religious identity, environment, and gun ownership rights.

INTRODUCTION

A transmedia project in any other industry must first build a storyworld, a superbly imagined, detailed space and culture the characters inhabit and in which the public may immerse, as described by Frank Rose (2011) and by others (Jenkins, 2006, 2009; Ryan, 2006, 2014). Journalism, however, works within the real universe (often as it is in the process of falling apart). For the transmedia journalism project creator or analyst, this refocuses the question: How does a transmedia journalist build a project that does not fall apart? For a transmedia story to function most effectively it should leave much less to chance than that to which journalists are accustomed. Thoughtful, comprehensive design is imperative.

Deep and pre-planned design is a relative rarity in journalism. The task of covering an ever-changing world and the role of check and balance on governmental and social structures leaves journalists reacting to news as it emerges. Other media industries, however, must design the production and delivery of all content they produce. In journalism, rarely enough thought is given to how that work may better reach critical publics across a complex mediascape—there just is not enough time in the news cycle. Though
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not all stories should be given a transmedia structure, and though the news business will always be a heavily reactive one, journalism can certainly benefit from applying transmedia storytelling techniques to longer-term, investigative and socially concerned work.

This chapter will explore the broad idea of design thinking as well as audience targeting that is applicable to the design and execution of transmedia journalism projects, and it will draw from the author’s own current project to inform academic experimentation and professional production. As discussed in the growing body of literature (Gambarato & Tárcia, 2017; Moloney, 2011, 2015; Ryan, 2013) and throughout this book, transmedia storytelling in journalism differs as much from its counterparts in other media industries as it is similar. To illustrate this, the chapter will elaborate the flow of decisions required for a thorough transmedia plan (Moloney, 2015, pp. 99–101) and will finally present as a design example the Refuge project, being launched by the author and a team of transmedia journalists as of this writing. For practicing journalists, this example could be used as a customizable template in the design of new projects. For academics, this example can help inform the study and critique of transmedia journalism production decisions.

DESIGN THINKING AND TRANSMEDIA STORYTELLING

There are many essentialist traps in the study and production of transmedia storytelling. Definitions of transmedia logic vary by media industry and by the researcher describing it. In journalism, understanding of the term and how to implement it differ between publisher and between editors or reporters. Similarly, as Johansson-Sköldberg, Woodilla and Çetinkaya (2013, p. 132) note, the concept of design thinking defies essentialist description as its character and use changes between academics and industry, and between analysts and designers. Despite this lack of codification, the common elements among these many views on design thinking are a valuable entry point to transmedia journalism project design. They can help journalists bring the care they put into the creation of traditional single stories into the planning of a complex project constructed of many interconnected parts.

Definitions

Johansson-Sköldberg et al. (2013), in their comprehensive examination of the history of the term, divide design thinking into two broad discourses. The first, designerly thinking, includes academic analysis along with the “creation of artefacts,” a “reflexive practice” (the self-critique of cognitive perspective), a “problem-solving activity,” and the “creation of meaning.” The second discourse, design thinking, they largely attribute to management practice and a business manager’s role in building and maintaining a creative environment of the creation and marketing of products. This discourse, they describe as including design thinking as “a way of working,” as a “necessary skill for managers” and a “part of management theory.” Their analysis is clearly an academic one, declaring the latter discourse to be “less thoughtful and robust than contributions to the designerly thinking discourse that have been argued and reflected on by scholars over several decades” (p. 127). In simpler, less taxonomic terms, the two discourses might be better discussed as practices of creation and implementation. These terms place the discourses they astutely identified at a more equal level of importance. Creativity without implementation (or public
accessibility) is as low in ultimate value as is the implementation of uncreative work. Though their analysis of both discourses is thorough and complete, their greater valuation of the creative acts within designerly thinking appears biased toward the academic world.

Of most relevance to this chapter is the design thinking realm of implementation. Crafting a good individual story—using anything from tried-and-true legacy reporting methods to cutting-edge game forms—is universal to journalism and is of enormous value. The design of a more complex transmedia journalism project is an act of implementation and management. It coordinates the creative work of content production to build an effective storyworld. In industry, the powerhouses of design thinking include Stanford University’s d.school and IDEO, a company founded by Stanford engineering professor David Kelley. In the Harvard Business Review, IDEO chief executive officer Tim Brown, described the company’s design thinking process as “best described metaphorically as a system of spaces rather than a predefined series of orderly steps” (2008, p. 88). He continues:

*Design projects must ultimately pass through three spaces. We label these “inspiration,” for the circumstances (be they a problem, an opportunity, or both) that motivate the search for solutions; “ideation,” for the process of generating, developing, and testing ideas that may lead to solutions; and “implementation,” for the charting of a path to market. Projects will loop back through these spaces – particularly the first two – more than once as ideas are refined and new directions taken. (pp. 88-89)*

These very broad spaces are certainly applicable to the design of transmedia journalism projects, and one could consider the inspiration space as where a project’s story world is identified, ideation as where that storyworld is delimited and refined, and implementation as how both the individual stories and their wider network can reach the publics that can best use them. “Put simply,” Brown writes, “it is a discipline that uses the designer’s sensibility and methods to match people’s needs with what is technologically feasible and what a viable business strategy can convert into customer value and market opportunity” (p. 86).

In *Design Thinking* (2010), editor Thomas Lockwood of the Design Management Institute collects articles on design thinking theory and practice from the organization’s *Design Management Review*. The articles explore design thinking from a management perspective while acknowledging the broad scope of theory and practice that fall under the term. Despite that broad scope, Lockwood identifies five key tenets of design thinking that cross between these perspectives. The first is to engage observational and ethnographic research into consumer insights and unarticulated needs—to understand the market rather than to market your understanding. The second tenet he identifies is to collaborate, both with users and with multidisciplinary teams. “This helps to move a company toward radical innovation, rather than incremental improvement, and of course seeks added value” (p. xi). The third tenet is to learn through hands-on experimentation and rapid prototyping. Failing early and often fuels quick and comprehensive learning. The fourth tenet is to visualize key concepts through sketches, rough physical mockups, stories, role playing or storyboards. “The objective is to make the intangible become tangible, and visualization is the best way to do that” (p. xii). His final tenet is the use of concurrent business analysis through the duration of a project, rather than as a post-facto success measure or as a limit on extreme creative thinking. “This can be a tricky balance,” he writes. “But the key is to enable integrative thinking by combining creative ideas with more traditional strategic aspects in order to learn from a more complete and diverse point of view” (p. xii).
Creation

Traditional business strategy concerns fueled the creativity of one of the world’s best known (if accidental) transmedia stories. When Lucasfilm Ltd. negotiated for the *Empire Strikes Back* sequel they reclaimed all merchandising rights for the series, expanding not only transmedia engagement but the fiscal market that continues to fuel it today (Fleming, 2015). In *The Art of Immersion: How the Digital Generation is Remaking Hollywood, Madison Avenue, and the Way We Tell Stories*, Frank Rose (2011) breaks down how Lucasfilm was able to turn the chaotic spin-off and merchandising success that followed the original 1977 film into a cohesive transmedia storyworld:

*Star Wars* had its own, unique problem. The licenses turned out tons of stuff—novels, comics, lightsabers, action figures, video games, radio adaptations, what have you. Some of it was great—like Boba Fett, the bounty hunter who started life onscreen as an obscure character in a 1978 TV special and ended up, thanks to the fans’ response to the action figure that came out afterward, a significant figure in the movies. But try to put it all together and you have a confused jumble. If it wasn’t Marvel conjuring up a giant bunny1, it was Luke Skywalker in the 1978 novel *Splinter of the Mind’s Eye* (Foster, 1978) getting affectionate with Princess Leia—who five years later, in *Return of the Jedi*, would turn out to be his twin sister. (p. 71)

With these apocryphal story texts erupting without apparent control, Lucasfilm refocused on the comprehensive, long-term design of the *Star Wars* storyworld—an activity within Brown’s *inspiration* and *ideation* spaces discussed above. At least until the Walt Disney Company’s purchase of Lucasfilm in 2012, the design of the transmedia story and its characters would be guided by *The Holocron*, a database of characters, events, worlds, languages and other details of the *Star Wars* galaxy. The Lucasfilm *Holocron* illustrates a kind of “storyworld bible,” described in 2009 by experience designer Lance Weiler as the important first step in transmedia experience design:

*The process starts with the creation of a storyworld bible, a document that provides an overview of the experience that I wish to create. It shows the relationships between storylines, characters, locations and interactions online and in the real world. Media consumption habits of the audience are considered and there is focus placed on how to build story bridges that provide seamless flow across devices and screens. (2009)*

In transmedia fiction, the storyworld bible helps define how the storyworld expands and where the characters might go over the timeline. Useful templates and examples of storyworld bible building for transmedia fiction projects are available (Hayes, 2011; Phillips, 2012) and their guidelines may act as conceptual starting points. In transmedia journalism, however, the storyworld bible must constrain the storyworld—defining the limits of topic coverage, who and what the subjects will be and where coverage will stop. As the real world is interconnected in an all-but-unlimited way, haphazard expansion of subjects and ideas resembling the early days of *Star Wars* is likely if clear borders are not drawn. The author saw this very problem when analyzing the 2014 *Future of Food* project produced by the National Geographic Society (Moloney, 2015). In the case of this mammoth early transmedia journalism project, one particular channel that developed impressive influence in the story network—*The Plate* blog series (Fulton, McKenna, McMillan, & Rupp, 2014)—clouded the definition of the storyworld through too
little planning and relatively unsupervised production. This story channel had been an afterthought in the project’s design but proved to have deep and wide connections to communities of interest that gave the project its greatest traction. As D.W. Harding (1963, p. 166) wrote, “The most important thing is not what the author, or any artist, had in mind to begin with but at what point he decided to stop.” In transmedia journalism, delimitations on the issue, topic, characters and focus of the project—the storyworld—are critical. Later in this chapter a template list of questions illustrates how these delimitations may be drawn.

Brown’s space of ideation and Lockwood’s tenet of collaboration combine in the planning structure of transmedia entertainment powerhouse Pixar Animation Studios. Pixar president Ed Catmull (2014) describes the company’s Braintrust, a flexible collective of writers and producers assembled for each film to “push us toward excellence and to root out mediocrity.” He continues, “Its premise is simple: Put smart, passionate people in a room together, charge them with identifying and solving problems, and encourage them to be candid with one another.” That candor, he writes, is the critical element in the process. “This isn’t some pie-in-the-sky idea—without the critical ingredient that is candor, there can be no trust. And without trust creative collaboration is not possible” (pp. 86-87). Most journalists would argue that candor is never a scarcity in a working newsroom. The high-speed pressure of filling a news publication’s content feed strips most interactions of delicacy. Conversations can be blunt, serious and often loud. However, Catmull is not describing this often-caustic candor that is thinly veiled in newsroom politics, status and personality. Effective collaboration, he argues, requires not only clear honesty, but “humility and ego, openness and generosity” (p. 87). These qualities also require maintenance, a role performed by Catmull and Pixar general manager Jim Morris:

_The fear of saying something stupid and looking bad, of offending someone or being intimidated, of retaliating or being retaliated against—they all have ways of reasserting themselves, even once you think they’ve been vanquished. And when you do, you must address them squarely._ (p. 87)

Transmedia journalism is, by necessity, a team effort. Building complex projects made of serialized, interrelated parts while reporting on timely and complex issues is beyond the scope of a single person. Collaboration in the transmedia planning process is critical, and Pixar’s candid model is a great improvement over the hierarchical and tense decision-making structures of daily journalism. This candid and equal-status collaboration also fuels another philosophy that Pixar shares with other design innovators: to “fail early and fail fast.” Innovation in design requires experimentation, and with it, risk of failure, as Lockwood also described in his third tenet above. “Mistakes aren’t a necessary evil,” Catmull writes. “They aren’t evil at all. They are an inevitable consequence of doing something new (and, as such, should be seen as valuable; without them, we’d have no originality).” This, he argues, is not as simple as it sounds. People fear failure. It tends to spark personal feelings of shame and inadequacy developed in childhood by Western educational systems. The answer, he notes, is for its leaders to inspire a fearless culture. “Part of the answer is simple: If we as leaders can talk about our mistakes and our part in them, then we make it safe for others” (pp. 108-109).

**Implementation**

For most journalists, Brown’s “space of implementation” is limited to simply publishing material. At legacy journalism organizations, Brown’s “charting the path to the market” means that the content goes exclusively to the wholly-owned channels controlled by the organization. _New York Times_ content is
found first and often exclusively on its own printed pages, websites and mobile applications. This is fueled partly by the need to keep audience eyes on the advertising that funds these organizations, and partly by habitual practice. For two centuries prior to the Internet revolution, news organizations had captive audiences and could depend on the public to come to them for content. Now, however, readers across the globe have constant access to nearly every publication produced anywhere. The audience has scattered. Here, Brown’s space of implementation is best seen through the eyes of other media industries where audiences are very specifically targeted. The entertainment and advertising media work not to appeal to mass audiences, but to talk directly to the most efficient publics.

Transmedia producers in all industries and the scholars who study their work describe the building of community and active engagement as key qualities. To accomplish this, the design of transmedia journalism projects should target publics as other media industries do. Most journalists conceive of their audience as they report, interview and craft their stories. In the end, they talk to those readers through their work. This is typically a “gut instinct” about who those readers are, built on assumption, knowing vaguely who makes up the audience, and the interactions a reporter has with the engaged readers with whom they come in contact. Though the organizations track demographic data and engagement, this data is generated mostly for the benefit of advertising sales teams and rarely do reporters seek it out. By contrast, story designers in other media industries rely on this and other data to model their audiences and determine where to most effectively find them. A well-targeted transmedia journalism project has a much better chance of succeeding in its communication goals.

The tools used by advertising media buyers are the most thorough and effective for both modeling the audience and knowing through what media channels it can be found. These tools—such as Simmons Research (2017) and Kantar’s SRDS (2017) in the U.S., for example—are extremely expensive. They are a sizable investment for a large organization, and an impossibility for small groups of independents working together on a transmedia project. Other tools are available, however. Statista (2017) is an online statistics, market research and business intelligence aggregation and interpretation portal from Germany. The organization boasts 1.5 million statistics on 80,000 topics serving both industry and academia. Their regularly-produced infographics can be a valuable source for story topic insights, and their volume of data can help model the audiences for the individual stories in a transmedia project. The pricing ranges from limited free accounts, through affordable premium, corporate and university accounts. Though this quantitative resource is familiar to many researchers, it is less familiar to journalists. For the latter, it and others can assist in project design from the creation stage of designing interesting and relevant journalistic storyworlds to the first implementation design stage of understanding what publics can best use that transmedia reporting. If the demographics and psychographics—age, gender, brand preferences, political affiliations, activities, religions and more—of a target audience are modeled, they can be invaluable in selecting what media channels will reach that audience.

The tools used by advertising media buyers, such as SRDS in the U.S., are also expensive to access. The high price is due to the exclusive datasets built by media buying research organizations and the scale of the economics of the advertising and marketing industries. They are thorough and their data is specific. Often databases can be accessed through university libraries. SRDS and Simmons are available for free in many institutional libraries, but the data provided for library use is three or more years old. Though this is often adequate for journalistic purposes, other options can provide good data for Internet engagement—which evolves rapidly—and this can often be extrapolated to print and broadcast
media as well. The most popular Web engagement data service is Google Analytics Solutions (2017). Though it is heavily used in tracking Web engagement, the statistics it generates are private, provided only to the owner of a URL. This does not render them completely out of reach, however. If negotiating for the publication of a transmedia project story, the channel a journalist wishes to use may provide demographic and psychographic data. Quantcast (2017), however, makes the tracking data it collects for online media that contract its services free and publicly accessible. This relative newcomer to the digital engagement data industry is now one of the world’s most influential, and it provides a valuable way to select media channels for transmedia project implementation. By correlating the psychographics of target audience groups, media channels used by publics with that psychographics can be selected to deliver transmedia content.

The design of an effective transmedia journalism project is a complex process, beginning with the definition of a topical storyworld to be covered, through collaborative brainstorming, experimentation and creation of a series of stories designed for digital, analog and brick-and-mortar media channels. The richness of the creative design should fuel deep engagement from readers and move them through the story network to maintain that engagement over a longer period. That design then places those stories directly in front of the readers who can best use the information reported. By targeting media channels that reach critical publics, a transmedia journalism designer can make the project more efficient as a public good.

TRANS MEDIA JOURNALISM DESIGN DECISIONS

Collaborative design thinking is a post-structuralist act. By its nature, creativity is best accomplished in a uniquely balanced condition of freedom and constraint (Saleh, 2015) and within delimitations discussed in the previous section. When in a designing mode, however, one tends to minimize structure and often pays the price for that excessive freedom. The following decision flow is intended to help transmedia journalism designers achieve a more successful implementation of their creative work by posing questions that should be asked of most projects at the initial stages of the design process. This list of questions is meant as a starting point as each project requires a unique set of decisions specific to its goals. Each decision below inevitably leads to a new series of questions:

1. **What Is the Storyworld?** As discussed above, defining a real-world storyworld is an act of delimitation rather than expansion. As any subject taken from the real-world interconnects infinitely with every other, more than a broad subject identification is required here. In this initial design stage, you must decide on the timely issue or topic covered, what are the individual stories and characters that will put a face on that issue and how those stories interconnect with each other across a complex mediascape.

2. **What Are the Starting-Point Stories?** Like a good news lede, the initial stories set a tone or an operatic overture for what will come after. Here the scope of planned stories is examined to determine which story for each separate media channel will quickly engage the target public while also alluding to what more will come through subsequent stories the series. Though transmedia projects are inherently nonlinear in structure, story elements published early in a project timeline should still act as an overture for what is to come.
3. **What Are the Continuing Stories, and How Will They Unfold?** Continuing story elements should be planned to embrace this nonlinear nature. Though each must add new information, context and perspective, producers must assume that they will be engaged in random order as the public discovers them. Though producers may time the release of stories or explicitly direct their publics to read these individual pieces, it will be rare that such direction functions. As journalism, each story should be able to both stand alone as if it were the only story found, and add new value for readers who engage with more than one story.

4. **Who Are the Key Publics for Each Story?** Here one should think in great detail about who can best use the information from individual stories or their extensions. Are they young? Old? Rich? Poor? Do they play games? Liberal? Conservative? Are they policy makers or voters? Do they hunt or fish? Cook or play chess? One should “talk” to them through the stories. Most good journalists have a reader in mind as they write, photograph, produce or edit.

5. **What Media Channel Would Best Reach Those Publics?** This also requires specific and detailed research using, if possible, the demographic and audience research databases used in advertising. Identify in very specific detail, what media channels are most likely to reach the publics that can best use the information gathered. Partnerships will likely be necessary to get those stories published, and agreements that are beneficial to both transmedia producer and publisher are possible.

6. **What Media Forms Will Best Tell the Story?** One should think critically here about what works, not simply what one is most confident producing. Text is best for context. Video tells powerful stories that have a strong narrative arc and puts the flesh on characters better than almost any other form. Still photos isolate discrete moments. Audio engages the imagination. Games describe systems. Artifacts connect. Illustration accesses the camera-inaccessible. The channel necessary to reach one’s public may create a limit on the possibilities here. If necessary, channel could be revisited in light of the best form for the story.

7. **What Genre, Length or Structure Will Best Serve a Story’s Public?** Different channels encourage different levels of engagement. A *New Yorker* magazine reader flips open the cover expecting a 10,000-word story, but a *Vice* reader might expect a quick short-form video. One should provide content that appeals to attention spans that may vary from 30 seconds to two hours. Most journalists are comfortable selecting the appropriate genre for a story; however, much may be learned from the demographic study of the target public. Stories should be produced for the reader, not for the journalist him- or herself.

8. **How Should These Stories Interconnect?** The network one builds is the key to good transmedia storytelling. Carefully plan what stories will interlink. Are they hot-linked in digital spaces? Referred to in analog spaces? Are source materials and external content available with a click to provide transparency? This planning could extend to the design of a reader’s investigative path through the project either as a trail of breadcrumbs or with a more gameful quality if desired. Whether the public follows that path or not, the design will only improve project structure. The project should allow the most engaged readers to build mastery of the subject, and by doing so, they will become the most powerful social advocates—both online and offline—for the project (Moloney, 2015, p. 54).

9. **How Can These Stories Be Conversations?** As all media become social, producers of transmedia journalism must engage the many-to-many cultural production ethos of the digital age (Lessig, 2009). A successful production will enable social commenting, sharing, remixing and amateur
production of the work produced. Though these varying forms of public engagement are often seen as separate phenomena, the author argues they should be seen collectively as different degrees of user contribution. In traditional journalism comment blocks on digital stories are common, they alone do not make for a conversational space. Engagement will increase if the reporters and producers of a transmedia journalism project enter that conversation with responses and updates. Public contribution should allow engaged readers to help build stories with the producers or contribute their own for consideration. This will increase their ownership in the story and their engagement, and it will enable more transparency and a multi-perspective view on the subject. These spaces cannot be left journalistically unattended, though. Public contribution should face the same editorial rigor as the contribution from contracted journalists, or the space should be clearly identified as amateur production.

10. **Who Is on the Team?** First, assemble a Pixar-inspired Braintrust (Catmull, 2014, pp. 108–109) as a check and balance on your thinking. Few brilliant ideas are generated in social isolation or free of candid critique. Select individual story producers who both understand the goals of the overall project and will produce content at the quality level expected of professional journalism. If you are assembling a production group of like-minded independents, seek out people with needed skillsets for business management and fundraising as well as good reporters.

11. **Where Does the Money Come From?** Complex, long-term projects are expensive. Your time is valuable. If you are producing a transmedia journalism project in a large media company with a sizable staff, be sure your budget calculations are thorough and accurate so you can maintain the support of the company for the project. Independents must decide from where their operational and reporting budget will come. Is it grant funded? Crowd funded? Private donor funded? Is time donated? After this can content created as part of the project be licensed to target media channels at rates high enough to pay for the reporting and producing time?

12. **What is the Timeline?** Decide how the project will launch, set target points for key elements of the project along the way, and define when and how the project ends. Though reporting and publishing may end, does the project remain on its publication channels as an archive? Which stories might be fleeting in accessibility and which should not?

Change is a constant, and though some answers to these decisions will necessarily change, likely multiple times, from concept to finish, a thorough and comprehensive plan will result in a more cohesive, fluid, engaging and successful project. Constant iteration from within the borders of the storyworld will inevitably improve the outcome.

**UNDER CONSTRUCTION: THE REFUGE PROJECT STORYWORLD BIBLE**

The storyworld bible need not be complex. The example that follows as a real-world illustration of these ideas is from a simple, shared Google Docs document that acts as a working outline for the author’s current transmedia journalism project. Though it will continue to evolve and refine the subject delimitations and implementation plans of the project, it is frozen here as of this April 2017 writing. This is a transmedia journalism storyworld bible in the very early stages of project development.
REFUGE

What Is the Refuge Project?

Refuge is a pilot transmedia story network that will focus on the single issue of refugees: those who migrate by force, either to escape suffering and deprivation or to build new, more hopeful lives elsewhere. It is the first in a series of similar projects that will explore the issues that polarize the electorate in Colorado and the American West, from economic stratification to religious identity, environment and gun ownership rights.

The American West has always attracted dreamers, from 16th-century silver-hunting Spanish explorers, to gold rushers, homesteaders and entrepreneurs. But it has also been a magnet for those escaping social, political or economic oppression. Many of those same Spanish silver hunters that settled New Mexico (Chávez, 2012; Simmons, 1993) and southern Colorado as early as 1598 were Jews fleeing the Inquisition (Chávez, 1974; Orme, 2014). Former slaves, tenant farmers, Mormons and others preceded more recent resettlements of Japanese-Americans locked into camps for the duration of the Second World War, Holocaust survivors, former urban gang members and exhausted police officers, hippies and survivalists escaping the grid, property rights activists invading public lands, and, of course, migrant workers and war refugees.

Storyworld

Refuge will define its storyworld around the characters of contemporary westerners who have fled real or perceived oppression, from across the social spectrum and political divide, humanizing their stories. It will build a “sense of place” for their particular refuge and, when possible, the situation they escaped.

Why Does It Matter?

Why Now?

Immigration and refugee policies are perennial issues in American politics, dating all the way back to American founding father Benjamin Franklin’s 18th-century disdain for low-class German immigrants (Franklin, 2006), through 19th-century refugees of the Irish potato famine, 20th-century fear of Mexican migrant farmworkers and, most recently, Syrian war refugees. The 2016 U.S. presidential election made more raw the ongoing rhetoric on immigration policy, refugee resettlement and border security. The current highly-polarized debate would benefit from a cross-political and cross-cultural look at refugees of all origins, from Syrian and Iraqi refugees to Holocaust and Japanese internment survivors, Soviet defectors and others.

Why Here?

As noted above, the West is perceived as a place of reinvention, bootstraps hope and possibility as open as its spaces. Whether this mythology actually holds true or not, the region provides a scope for this work and an emotional connection for readers.
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Why Us?

Kevin Moloney is a transmedia designer and scholar, a veteran international journalist and descendent of the American West’s first European refugees. He is one of the world’s earliest researchers of transmedia journalism and an internationally recognized visual storyteller and teacher.

Matt Slaby is a polymath westerner with deep experience covering, engaging with and working toward solutions for marginalized communities. He and his company LUCEO are internationally recognized transmedia storytellers.

Who and What Are the Subjects?

With an eye on the liberal and conservative, expected and unexpected, subjects and characters will be researched and vetted from the realms of:

- Political refugees.
- Cultural refugees.
- Economic migrants and refugees.
- Environmental migrants and refugees.
- Urban “refugees.”

Reporting will focus on the emotional experience of loss and relocation, and the hope of reinvention. Much has already been done on the horrors of war and imprisonment or the difficulties of starvation or discrimination. This will be covered enough for context, but the internal emotional life in this situation shows the universal in the experience. In addition to character-driven visual storytelling and interview, content that develops a sense of place for each character’s story will be gathered—images, audio and other content that conveys either the place escaped and/or the refuge found.

Starting-Point Stories:

(These are not necessarily in order of publication. The first is under imminent threat of deportation. Another two, who are in their 80s-90s, should be interviewed and photographed soon.)

- **Ingrid Latorre** is in sanctuary at a Denver Mountain View Quaker Meeting House. The illegal Peruvian immigrant mother of two faces deportation and separation from her U.S. citizen children.
- **Bob Sakata** was interned by the U.S. government in the Tanforan Race Track (2017) and Topaz (2017) relocation camps in 1942. Later that year he was released to perform sponsored farm work in Colorado, a refuge for Japanese-Americans thanks to the foresight of level-headed republican governor Ralph Carr (2017). Carr’s political career floundered after he opposed the internment of Japanese-American citizens. After the war Sakata, moved his father and siblings to Colorado and built one of the most productive large-scale vegetable farms in the region.
- **Walter Plywaski** survived multiple Nazi death camps during the Holocaust, systematically working to move from camp to camp to avoid death and cajoled his way into the U.S. “I like the idea of low population density,” Plywaski said of his wish to move into the mountains above Boulder. “I don’t like big crowds,” he added about the concentration of the Nazi camps. He more recently had
to flee a wildfire that destroyed his home. Or Fanny Starr, who survived Auschwitz, and relocated to Denver after a long journey through displaced persons camps in Europe and new homes in the U.S.

- **Neal Schwieterman** was a first-responding sheriff’s deputy at the Columbine high school shooting in 1999. The first-hand experience with the horrible event pushed Schweiterman and his wife to move to rural Paonia, Colo., where he became first a bicycle-bound police officer and later mayor of the quiet rural town.

- **The Lack of Legal Immigration Options** consistently foils those wishing to move to the U.S. legally. Though the political right often argues that immigrants should follow legal procedure, very few options for long-term or permanent immigration to the U.S. actually exist in 2017. Can a subject abroad with whom few Americans would have objections, and document their extreme struggle to follow federal immigration laws be found?

- **More to come.**

**Secondary Stories**

Multiple interesting support characters surround the main subjects—those who help, protect, teach, support or advocate for refugees and immigrants. Short interviews may be made for use on social media feeds as additive content or for use in external channels. Examples may include:

- **Dan Carr:** Attorney and grandson of 1940s-era Colorado governor Ralph Carr who risked his political career to support Japanese-American citizens during WWII internment.

- **Hans Meyer:** Denver-based immigration attorney, who represents illegal immigrant Jeanette Vizguerra—herself named one of *Time* Magazine’s 100 Most Influential People in the World (“Time 100,” 2017)—and fights to require Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) to secure a warrant before arresting those appearing in Denver courts for immigration violations.

- Sanctuary Church Pastors.
- Sanctuary City Organizers.
- Refugee Relocation Workers.
- Friends and Family Members of Primary Subjects.
- More to come.

**How Will It Look and Feel?**

**Sensitivity to Unequal Degrees of Suffering and Loss**

This is a wide-ranging set of subjects, from those who simply up-and-left a situation that had become uncomfortable to those who survived the modern era’s most horrific atrocities. The project producers must avoid any mistaken understanding that it puts these disparate experiences on equal footing. Consultation with relevant communities will help determine how material is published for pairing, interconnection and order.
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Is the starting point going to be with subjects escaping situations that put their lives and families at very mild risk (like Neal Schwieterman, for example) and progress to Syrian atrocity refugees and Holocaust survivors? Or does the project limit subjects to those on the same scale—fewer subjects that include only atrocious events from the Holocaust to Stalin’s gulags, Cambodia, the Balkans, Kurdistan, Syria and others on varying horrific scale?

The philosophy behind the wider perspective is to ease the reader ultimately into the horrific space. Kevin would like to use the closer-to-us-all ideas of escape to carry readers incrementally to the more hellish. This will hopefully make the atrocious more real and immediate than it might otherwise be, and to liberate it from political rhetoric, national origin or economic class.

What Media Forms Will Be Used and How?

This will be a largely visual storytelling project, making use of video, still photography, audio and artifact in early stages, and lecture as a final stage. For sake of scale the project uses a small set of the many possible media forms.

- **Video:** Extended 30-minute videos when justifiable for Web, cable or over-the-air use, to short 3- to 5-minute Web segments, to Instagram-length for social media use. Web-length videos will pair interview clips and moving portrait clips with archival images and clips of the story spaces (location left behind, and/or refuge found) in a randomized diptych and triptych screen format. Separate and exclusive video portrait clips will be held out along with short interview statements for social media use. Documentary-length television segments will be edited for the standards and aesthetics of the potential partner channel.

- **Stills:** At the time of interviews, intimate and highly-polished portraits of the subject for gallery or museum exhibition will be made. These can be created digitally, though Kevin envisions medium- or large-format black and white silver prints. This work can imply both permanence and scarcity to the images, and provide a way for those deeply engaged with a story to take it home into their lives through purchase of a portrait or landscape print. Behind-the-scene digital images for Instagram will also be made to give the community a peek into coming stories as the pace of the project accelerates.

- **Audio:** Interview audio can be edited for independence from the visual elements of the story, allowing for over-the-air radio, podcast and use by the visually impaired. For Web audio, stories read by voice actors could remove a layer of bias. Stories centered on the emotional stress of rebuilding a life in a new culture would be aimed at making these experiences universal and help listeners of all political or cultural backgrounds internalize the experience.

- **Text:** Though this is a visually-driven project, transcribed interview text should be provided for those engaging with the project in quiet spaces and for those who prefer to read rather than listen. Like all other forms in use here, additive information will be provided in all text, encouraging engagement with all media forms in use. It will not simply be a repurposing of interview audio.

- **Artifact:** When possible, physical objects related to each story’s experience will be borrowed for careful and respectful display in exhibition spaces. Artifacts like this add direct physical presence with a story better than any other media form. Items will be insured, packaged and transported with extreme care and documentation and receipts provided in accordance with museum collection best practices.
• **Community-Generated Content:** The editorial system will allow for meaningful community-generated contribution to the project. Unsegregated space will be provided to contribute vetted comment and story. Though this material must meet project journalistic standards, the community will be able to add meaningfully to our work.

Options:

• **Game:** Simple gamefulness could be created with a minimum of design demand using the voice-acted audio described above. Deep engagement could be encouraged from listeners by asking them to identify when and/or from where a refuge seeker originated, but without the clue of accent. This form is best planned and created by experienced game designers.

• **Lecture:** A small series of lectures or forums may be produced late in the project publication process to foster community conversation over the issue, and to provide community members with the opportunity to hear from and meet project characters.

**What Media Channels Will Be Used and How?**

Our project will use digital, analog and brick-and-mortar channels to reach targeted publics. As rich and powerful as digital channels are, the rare, singular and physical of the analog world add invaluable depth to story. Our publication goal is to place our work in people’s paths rather than hoping they will just happen upon us.

• **Web:** A story hub will be created interconnecting as many pieces of the larger story as possible. While much of the work will be available on the site, it will not be intended to be the project’s final destination. Well-targeted external channels will be the final destination for the varying project elements. Its design will allow for as much nonlinear story interaction as possible. Off-the-shelf Web technologies will be used—content management and display through Wordpress, video hosting through Vimeo, audio through Soundcloud or similar systems—to pilot the easiest possible construction and to avoid the pitfalls of singular, personally-coded systems.

• **Mobile:** Wordpress (if used) content can easily be fed to app-like mobile templates providing deep access to the project to the fastest-growing media channel technology. As above, however, our aim is not to create a destination channel of our own, but to feed our content to targeted high-traffic external channels. Here digital social media is an important piece of our mobile strategy, with non-repetitive and targeted content distributed through Instagram, Twitter, Facebook and other online social spaces.

• **Digital Social Media:** Here exclusive and native content that adds to story depth is included rather than simply using social to link to full stories elsewhere. Content should be designed as if this will be the only place readers may find the story, but coax them into the wider digital and analog story network. In similar projects, Instagram has proven to be an excellent channel for behind-the-scenes looks into the project and Twitter as a discussion and dissent space. Facebook is now an excellent storytelling channel where new publics can be reached with greater depth.

• **Galleries:** Highly-polished portrait and landscape imagery and artifacts will be used to bring these stories into physical space. Each portrait will be paired with a scene-setting image of a space key to the story. For example, an intimate and provocative portrait or Bob Sakata could be paired with
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an image of the Topaz Relocation Center today, or of his vast farming empire on Colorado’s Platte River. Artifacts from his story would stand in a case near the images. Potential gallery spaces include the display space on the Concourse A bridge at Denver International Airport where an extremely broad population waits in security lines or passes transit time. More targeted options may include the Mizel Museum in Denver, a social justice organization centered around the Jewish experience, to local community centers in less urban areas of the state. In small scale spaces care will be taken to display work that conforms to local filter bubbles in pair with that which does not.

- **Links to Existing External Projects:** Following Google’s Law of the Internet—the more you send people away, the more they keep coming back—other reporting and social engagement projects operating in the same spirit will be linked to *Refugee*. Links through which the public can act on the information produced will be also provided, allowing deeper investigation into topics or related organizations.

Options:

- **Lecture/Forum Spaces:** In a similar vein as the galleries, in-person interaction with willing story subjects, project producers, local issue activists and politicians will be coordinated to create analog social media spaces. These may be in pair with gallery openings, as part of larger community events or in collaboration with local educational institutions.

- **Legacy Media:** Content may be distributed through the online, print or broadcast channels of commercial and public media in the region capable of reaching new targeted publics (Figure 1). In order to break filter bubbles, broadcast or publication of stories that are more recognizable to their demographics could be paired with those that upend expectations.

*Figure 1. The Refuge project storyworld visualized*
Who Should It Reach?

The goal is to reach more than the choir—those within various social or political bubbles—with this project. The work will be not only to reach the Trump voter with a compelling and relatable view on refugees, immigrants and others looking for sanctuary in the American West, but to reach refugee-supporting liberals with a broader view of refuge. For both poles, the hope is to convey that one person’s refugee is another’s threat.

To achieve these goals, first there will be exploration of published research and reporting into regional attitudes about refugees, immigrants and the concept of sanctuary to make sure gut-level understanding of these attitudes is supported and to expand that basic understanding. On more broadcast-oriented media content from both perspectives will be paired. Channels where more specific demographics could be most efficiently reached will be identified. The project will foster comparisons between situations with which a reader or viewer may agree and another with which he or she may not.

Targeting

Initial target media channels will be determined through research into the demographics of the users of these channels. The team currently has access through university libraries to databases like SRDS for legacy media, Quantcast for much online media, Simmons OneView for demographic cross-tabulation of interests and media consumption. For other channels, such as brick-and-mortar gallery spaces, demographic and traffic information is likely available from the source. This data will assist in determining which stories land in which channels, and how they are paired or arranged to most effectively engage each audience. *Refuge* should not rely on legacy journalism’s simple “spray and pray” distribution model.

When Will It Happen?

Initial Launch Schedule for an 18-Month Production and Publication Timeline

- **April:** Moloney and Slaby continue to refine the project definition and map the storyworld limits and set storytelling and publication goals. Research into public attitudes about refugees and immigrants will be initiated.
- **May:** Production begins on four to six initial stories. The first one will be with Ingrid Latorre because of possibly short availability before deportation, and follow with nonagenarian subjects like Bob Sakata and Walter Plywaski. Work on defining target audiences and how to reach them will be initiated.
- **June:** Infrastructure building for Web, social channels, content management and backup archiving systems. Story production continues as subjects arise. Consider attending a Quaker retreat on the sanctuary movement to be held at Ghost Ranch, N.M. for background reporting.
- **July:** Begin feeding preliminary story elements to social media channels.
- **August:** Launch first full Web stories.
- **October:** Begin negotiation with external publication channels—regional legacy and online media, brick and mortar exhibition locations. Plan and book lecture series locations and schedule.
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- **April**: Opening of exhibitions at brick-and-mortar locations such as Denver International Airport, public gallery spaces on the Western Slope and rural Colorado and other western states.
- **September**: Lecture series launch (Figure 2).

**How Will It Be Funded?**

Beyond initial investment in time and resources by the producers, a scale-up of the project would require funds for content gathering and distribution to venues that would not or could not pay to license the content. Though most producers named below would be likely to donate their work to the goal, this project hopes to pay market rates for content production and provide at least a modest stipend to administrators.

- Moloney and Slaby will work with the Colorado Nonprofit Development Center (CNDC) on a fiscal sponsorship to ease the workload in fundraising and accounting. This arrangement will last through the wider Divided Colorado series of transmedia projects.
- Initial needs could be met through a crowdfunding campaign to produce content.
- Ongoing needs may be met through topical grant funding sought with the aid of the CNDC. Funding will be sought from organizations that support refugee, immigration, journalism and documentary projects.

**CONCLUSION**

If implemented thoughtfully and carefully, transmedia storytelling shows promise for journalists as a possible answer to an ever-more complex mediascape. The required design and planning of transmedia projects can be a foreign idea for journalists accustomed to reacting to a rapid news cycle. This chapter described design thinking as a loose structure for effectively planning transmedia journalism projects and briefly examined cases where too little design planning led to complications of their storyworlds. In answer to those complications, the author proposed a decision flow to aid transmedia journalism design-

*Figure 2. Refuge project tentative production and publication timeline*
ers and analysts in understanding how to prioritize the needs of a project and iterate its design without losing sight of its purpose. This decision flow was demonstrated with an early-stage storyworld design document for a developing transmedia journalism project: Refuge.

For the bulk of traditional, day-to-day newsgathering, the classic design of journalism is usually enough: Report double-sourced, timely and relevant information; verify it; craft it into a compelling story; publish it to the appropriate section of a preexisting channel with social media links and start over again the next day. This cycle is a difficult one to escape because by the time one round is finished, new events and issues have arisen that demand a journalist’s attention. This process also persists because it has worked for more than two centuries and still works adequately enough to keep most journalism organizations afloat for now. Because it is a fast-paced, stressful and important job performed largely in the public eye, journalists like this author must give it an almost religious purpose to endure it. Like all religions, dogma and tradition make it very slow to change.

Other media industries do not often see their work through such idealistic lenses. No matter the importance or social value of the product being created, all methods to reach an efficient public are explored and coordinated with other methods. This has led to the rise of transmedia storytelling there far sooner and more rapidly than it has in journalism. Their eyes-on-the-prize focus on measurable success also requires detailed start-to-finish planning of projects to achieve their goals. To be most effective, transmedia journalism must be thoughtfully designed to achieve its goals too. A careful user-centered design that is both constrained and liberated by a prioritized set of decisions is critical to ensure that the project does not fall apart.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Audience Targeting: Strategic placement of advertising, entertainment, or news content in media channels to reach predetermined segments of the public.

Decision Flow: An ordered set of decisions in which the prior questions are ideally answered before the subsequent.

Demographics: The statistical characteristics of a population, including age, race, gender, income, and others.

Design Thinking: The problem-solving process of creating, marketing, and implementing products or services with a focus on end-user utility and satisfaction.

Essentialism: A view that every entity has an essential set of attributes that define it. The Linnean taxonomy of biological organisms is an example of an essentialist structure.
Lede: (/lid/) An American journalism spelling differentiation that clarifies it from the similar pronunciation of lead. A lede is the paragraph of a news story that introduces the subject. A lead (/lid/) is a clue to follow in reporting and well as the leader of a reporting team. Lead (/led/) is also the space between typeset lines of text, named for the heavy metal used in early letterpress typesetting.

Psychographics: Statistics that classify populations by psychological characteristics, such as preferences, affinities, fears, and social values.

ENDNOTE

1 Marvel released a series of apocryphal comics following the success of Star Wars that included Jaxxon, a giant rabbit-like alien as an Empire-battling character alongside Han Solo and Chewbacca. After a canonical absence of 20 years, he has since reappeared in games and Web comics (“Jaxxon,” n.d.).
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ABSTRACT
Multi-channel structures within the convergence era, both as crossmedia and transmedia phenomena, have become increasingly important, and have completely changed the role of the audience, undermining the notions of authority and authorship, shaping society, and influencing media habits. This has created a mediascape in which readers can vicariously enter fictional and non-fictional spaces that can be explored through multiple media windows. Starting from the assumption that transmedia design can address not only the entertainment market but also the non-fictional field, this chapter aims at exploring journalism through the design lens. The first part of the work is devoted to a description of the contemporary communication scenario, and the second part aims to suggest guidelines for the application of a transmedia approach within the Italian news business, in the form of a conceptual and operational tool.

INTRODUCTION
Along with the development of social interconnections through digital technologies, nowadays multi-channel structures, both as crossmedia and transmedia systems, have become increasingly important, undermining the notion of authority and authorship. While “crossmedia” are concerned with the process of adaptation (Long, 2007), “transmedia” are concerned with the building of a story world (Wolf, 2012) through different channels to enhance the role of the audience (Jenkins, 2006; Pratten, 2015). Therefore, transmedia practice (Dena, 2009) is a phenomenon that allows audiences to participate in the meaning-making process and change the relationship between the mainstream media and the participatory culture (Jenkins, Ford, & Green, 2013). This chapter starts from the assumption that, as a result of story-building
processes capable of fostering audience engagement, *transmedia design* can address not only the entertainment field, but also the issue of contemporary complexity, through a phenomenological approach to the coeval reality (Ciancia, 2016).

This chapter focuses on the non-fiction field of journalism, a domain in which transmedia storytelling can be “a method for journalists to target their work to an increasingly dispersed public across an unlimited array of both digital and analog media” (Moloney, 2012, p. 2). The work proposes an exploration of journalism through a transmedia approach, considering the following core points: How multi-channel strategies are changing journalism practice; how aesthetic, technological and economic issues work together in the “news business;” and what are possible transmedia forms in the journalism field? Is *transmedia design* an approach able to support networks and broadcast opportunities?

The first part of this chapter (*Authors, Audiences and Media Texts: A Continuous Balance of Power*) is devoted to the description of the contemporary mediascape (Appadurai, 1990). Subsequently, the section focuses on the journalism field, presenting national and international case studies to illustrate some reflections on the ethical aspects of reporting versus telling a story within news media production. This section aims to also tackle issues related to the role of the audience within processes such as open publishing, in which the process of news creation is open to readers, and thus to a certain extent can impact on editorial decisions, and citizen journalism, described as “a citizen, or group of citizens, playing an active role in the process of collecting, reporting, analyzing and disseminating news and information” (Bowman & Willis, 2003, p. 9), bottom-up phenomena of the 21st century fostered by the spreading of social media and the consequent creation of social networks.

The second part of the work suggests a transmedia approach in the specific context of the Italian news business. The first part of this section gives a definition of the term “transmedia,” and identifies three key features: 1) building of story worlds; 2) the distribution of these story worlds across multiple media channels; and 3) audience engagement. It also describes how, and to what extent, transmedia practice can be considered a design practice. Finally, a design model is proposed to explore 1) what are the possible transmedia forms of a news story; 2) what is the role of the designer in an Italian newsroom; 3) what are the distribution models of transmedia news; and 4) what all of this means in terms of audience engagement.

**AUTHORS, AUDIENCES AND MEDIA TEXTS: A CONTINUOUS BALANCE OF POWER**

The contemporary widespread use of digital videos, pictures, audio, and text and their distribution across social media has led to the rise of new consumption behaviors and the spread of new narrative forms that rely not only on technological developments, but also on the spontaneous practices of audience engagement (such as user-generated content). Moreover, people are surrounded by many forms of media, in which they can vicariously enter fictional and non-fictional spaces that can be explored through multiple media windows according to the multi-channel paradigm.

Today’s societal context is one in which changes in the business and social environments have created a complex landscape where the relationship between the mainstream media (*top-down*) and participatory culture (*bottom-up*) have completely changed, undermining the notions of authority and authorship. As a result, now more than ever, fictional and non-fictional narratives are experienced on the small screens of our portable devices, such as laptops, tablets, and mobile phones, and the viewer/user/player (Dine-
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hart, 2010) can choose how and when to interact with them: He/she “[…] transforms the story via his or her own natural cognitive psychological abilities, and enables the Artwork to surpass medium. It is in transmedial play that the ultimate story agency, and decentralized authorship can be realized. Thus, the VUP becomes the true producer of the Artwork” (Dinehart, 2008).

Currently, the contemporary mediascape is addressing three main issues: 1) audiences and their habits, 2) the technological developments that lead people to interact with a digital vision of reality, and 3) the participatory processes related to the socio-cultural dimension. This scenario is making audiences more and more knowledgeable and eager for information, which is now spread across several devices, platforms, and channels. Thanks also to technological innovation, which has become an important tool for how we envisage the future, people are putting together different messages stemming from everyday life to shape the collective imagination. Three fields—audience, technology, and engagement—exist in a situation of interchange, and have given rise to the following concepts that have shaped the media field: Textual poaching (de Certeau, 1980; Jenkins, 1992), remediation (Bolter & Grusin, 1999), convergence culture (Jenkins, 2006) and participatory culture (Delwiche & Henderson, 2013; Jenkins, 1992, 2006; Jenkins et al., 2013; Lessig, 2008; Miller, 2011).

The first concept—textual poaching—is strictly related to the audience field. Since the dawn of time, people have tended to individualize mass culture and media consumption (Bauman, 2000), looking for a personal meaning-making approach to media texts. Michel de Certeau was the first to identify such active reading, in *L’Invention du Quotidien. Vol. 1, Arts de Faire* (1980), and coined the term “braconner”, “poacher” in English, to describe readers as travelers that “move across lands belonging to someone else, like nomads poaching their way across fields they did not write, despoiling the wealth of Egypt to enjoy it themselves” (de Certeau, 1984, p. 174). This concept taken up by Henry Jenkins in his seminal work *Textual Poachers: Television Fans and Participatory Culture* (1992), devoting to the description of the relation between industrial strategies and fannish tactics, an evolving tactical relationship between the audience, authors, and media texts, that faces a continuous balance of power.

Bolter and Grusin (1999) coined the concept of remediation in 1999. With this term, they expressed the idea that media are not isolated, and that technology is articulated through the relationships between infrastructure and social networks (in terms of social structures intended as social entities). This is a process that started far before the digital revolution, and that has existed through the centuries in Western visual culture (Bolter & Grusin, 1999, p. 11). Certainly, digitization; that is, the process of transforming analog information into digital bits of 1s and 0s, and digitalization, which shapes the social life around digital media infrastructure, fosters the spreading of new media. But according to Bolter and Grusin, “[w]hat is new about new media comes from the particular ways in which they refashion older media and the ways in which older media refashion themselves to answer the challenges of new media” (Bolter & Grusin, 1999, p. 15).

The third concept—convergence culture—is related to the emergence of a cultural change that led people to cross the boundaries of the single medium, looking for new information and connections. Convergence culture is a concept that overcomes the idea of access, moving toward a process of participation and engagement that connects technological issues and socio-cultural dimensions (Jenkins, 2006). Thus, the concept of convergent culture theorized by Jenkins (2006) highlights not only how media develop according to remediation theory (Bolter & Grusin, 1999), but also how they can interact with each other, creating a fertile communicative space.

According to Jenkins (Scott, 2013), if the focus of textual poaching was on reception and production, in talking about participatory culture the focus has moved toward the concept of circulation. “The reality
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is that the ‘digital revolution’ has resulted in real, demonstrable, shifts in media power, expanding the capacity of various subcultures and communities to access the means of media production and circulation” (Scott, 2013, p. xxiii). Based on the findings of Jenkins (Scott, 2013), it can be argued that the concept of participatory culture pushes the idea of participation further, going beyond not only spectatorship and consumption, but also the nomadic approach of poaching.

These concepts shape a networked society in which people are “no longer dependent upon the particular forms of dialog to which we have grown accustomed and new forms will have to be developed” (Burnett, 2011). The first two—textual poaching and remediation—refer to narrative structures that give people more tools for telling and listening to stories. Consequently, there are new generations of interactive narratives able to change the connection between the mass media and the participatory culture. Instead, the last two—convergence culture and participatory culture—are related to how people, thanks to developments in technology and media habits, can interact with each other, creating collaborative networks: a way that allows audiences to experience narratives spread by non-linear communication systems through collective intelligence (Lévy, 1997), and to participate in the meaning-making process. This is a change in the media structures that embraces not only the entertainment field, but also non-fictional areas, such as journalism, documentary making, and social innovation.

**Crowd Intelligence: From Documentary Making to the Journalism Field**

An illustration of the ways in which people can be engaged by content, thereby contributing to the spread of crowd intelligence—a notion strictly connected to Pierre Lévy’s concept of collective intelligence (1997)—comes from Associate Professor Mandy Rose (2011), Director of the Digital Cultures Research Centre (University of West England) in Bristol. While Pierre Lévy conceptualized the idea of collective consumption, describing a knowledge-based culture sustained by the shift of knowledge among individual and collective, Mandy Rose provides a categorization of projects (specifically documentaries), according to the type of contribution made by the audience: The Creative Crowd, the Participant Observer, the Community of Purpose, and the Traces of the Multitude.

In the first model—the Creative Crowd—the participants contribute to the entire project with their fragments. The individual units may not be self-sufficient, but their value is increased when they contribute to the construction and the aesthetics of the main text as a whole. An example is the project *Evolution of Get Lucky* (PV Nova, 2013) in which the French author, composer, singer, videomaker, and blogger PV Nova proposed a cover of the famous song *Get Lucky* (Daft Punk, 2013), and then asked to the audience “to playfully build the pieces of a participatory music video” (San Cornelio & Roig Telo, 2015, p. 85). In the second model—the Participant Observers—people decide whether and to what extent they want to contribute. According to Mandy Rose (2011), a paradigmatic example is *Life in a Day* (Macdonald, 2011), a 94-minute documentary edited from the material filmed by people during a single day (24 July 2010), an experience that was repeated in Italy with *Italy in a Day* (Salvatores, 2014). On October 26, 2013, people were asked to use a camera or a mobile phone to record something about themselves. The final aim of the project was to describe one day in the life of Italian people. In the third model—the Community of Purpose—a group of people (the participants) take part in the production, sharing a specific aim related to social good. In this specific model, the collaborative process is more important than the final product. Again, the example is an interactive documentary from the National Film Board of Canada, *Out my Window* (Cizek, 2010). This was a collaborative project that involved over a hundred people, including photographers, journalists, architects, residents, activists, developers,
and researchers, which aimed to collect and tell the stories of the suburbs of 13 cities: Chicago, Toronto, Montreal, Havana, Sao Paulo, Amsterdam, Prague, Istanbul, Beirut, Bangalore, Phnom Penh, Tainan, and Johannesburg. The fourth model—the Traces of the Multitude—introduces the idea of anonymous collaboration among contributors thanks to social media content. An example is #18DaysInEgypt (Elayat & Mehta, 2011), a crowd-sourced documentary that grows as a choral story of the Arab Spring, alive and constantly updated, constituted by the individual stories of people gathered through personal media.

Based on the findings of Mandy Rose (2011), it can be argued that the evolution of digital technologies, online networks, and distributed production tools have enabled participatory practices that are shaping the contemporary communication scenario in terms of production and consumption: “[…] a specific set of social practices that deal with the decision-making practices of actors situated in imbalanced power relations […]” (Carpentier & Dahlgren, 2013, p. 309). This evolution has also affected the role of the audience within the news media production field.

**Audience Participation in the Media Stream**

This section does not aim to trace the history of the evolution of journalism practice, but it will be useful to identify the main processes and forms of the news business. Media scholars have observed emerging trends in the journalism field that merge the concept of multimodality (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2001), open publishing and multi-channel distribution. This led to the definition of new forms for the news business, such as citizen journalism (Bowman & Willis, 2003; Rodriguez, 2001), convergent journalism (Quinn & Filak, 2005), and transmedia journalism (Alzamora & Tárcia, 2012; Ford, 2007; Gambarato & Tárcia, 2017; Moloney, 2012; 2011; Renó, 2014).

In open publishing, the process of news creation is open to readers, who can affect editorial decisions to a certain extent. They can contribute with stories that are filtered as little as possible, usually uploading content directly. This scenario has witnessed the rise of sub-practices of content control, according to Linus’s Law “[g]iven enough eyeballs, all bugs are shallow” (Raymond, 1999, p. 30). Furthermore, people can become involved in editorial decisions and can redistribute news (always in an open publishing platform). It is possible to cite as an example *Wikipedia*, which began in 2000 as a complementary project to *Nupedia*, an online encyclopedia that, founded by Jimmy Wales and Larry Sanger, should be based on the peer review mechanism. Given the slow pace at which the entries were developed, they decided to launch a *wiki*, a platform that allows teams to work collaboratively on a project, then write and edit shared content. In a short period of time, these entries exceeded those on the original project, and *Wikipedia* was officially launched in 2002. According to Lessig (2008, pp. 156–162), *Wikipedia* establishes a set of rules and depends on contributions from a community whose reasons go beyond the economic reward. Another interesting project from the Wikimedia Foundation is *Wikinews*, a collaborative journalism program based on a neutral point of view policy that distinguishes it from other citizen journalism projects.

As anticipated in the Introduction, citizen journalism describes “how ordinary citizens, empowered by digital technologies that connect knowledge throughout the globe, are contributing to, and participating in, their own truths, their own kind of news” (Bowman & Willis, 2003, p. v). It is a form of journalism that merges citizen media, a term coined by Clemencia Rodriguez in 2001 to describe how audiences became participants in the media stream, using new digital technologies, devices, and platforms (such as blogs, vlogs, and podcasts that can be easily distributed online), and user-generated content. These technological developments not only allow people to access the news worldwide, but also to report news
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and events more quickly than broadcasters and official reporters. Renowned examples of citizen journalism projects in which the audience has played an important role in reporting major events by going beyond infrastructural and political problems are the aforementioned Arab Spring (#18DaysInEgypt, Elayat & Mehta, 2011), the Occupy Wall Street movement, which began on September 17, 2011, and the 2013 protest in Turkey.

According to Quinn and Filak (2005, p. 3), “convergence is a revolutionary and evolutionary form of journalism that is emerging in many parts of the world.” As a result, journalists must understand the evolution of the contemporary mediascape in terms of fragmented audiences, availability of cheap technology, and changes in the balance of power between media companies and consumers in order to reach people across multiple media (Quinn & Filak, 2005, pp. 7–8). This situation led many scholars (Alzamora & Tárcia, 2012; Ford, 2007; Gambarato & Tárcia, 2017; Moloney, 2012; 2011; Renó, 2014) and also practitioners (Gomez, 2010) to connect the concept of transmedia storytelling (TS) to journalism because, according to Heinrich (2011, p. 2), the “number of producers and disseminators of news as well as the instantaneity of global news flows indicate that journalistic practice is changing.” Since “[a]ctually, our brain is transmedia” (Renó, 2014, p. 8), and the multi-channel news distribution is already a reality, Kevin T. Moloney (2012) described journalism as a post-digital narrative, applying the Seven Core Concept of Transmedia Storytelling identified by Jenkins (2009a, 2009b) to the journalism field (Moloney, 2011).

DESIGN PRACTICE IN TRANSMEDIA JOURNALISM

The evolution of social interconnections through digital technologies has emerged from a phenomenological approach to the contemporary mediascape. Multi-channel structures within the convergence era, both as crossmedia and transmedia phenomena, have become increasingly important, and completely changed the role of the audience, fostering the sharing of meaning-making processes between producers and audiences, shaping society, and influencing media habits. This in turn has allowed for the development of widespread creativity through collaborative creation and the collective consumption of fictional and non-fictional narrative worlds.

According to Moloney (2012, p. 2), TS can be “a method for journalists to target their work to an increasingly dispersed public across an unlimited array of both digital and analog media.” There have been many attempts to define the meaning of transmedia. In consequence, there is conceptual confusion regarding the term and misleading use of it. First, it is necessary to clarify the way in which the term is used in this research by describing the key features of the transmedia phenomenon in order to go beyond the buzzwords. TS was conceptualized by Henry Jenkins in 2003, starting from the work of Marsha Kinder (1991) that use the term “transmedia” in reference to the franchise entertainment super-system that works “to position consumers as powerful players while disavowing commercial manipulation” (Kinder 1991, pp. 119–120). In 2006 Jenkins went further, defined TS as “Stories that unfold across multiple media platforms, with each medium making distinctive contributions to our understanding of the world, a more integrated approach to franchise development than models based on urtexts and ancillary products” (Jenkins, 2006, p. 293). In this work “transmedia” is intended as the practice concerned with the building of a story universe through different channels in order to enhance the role of the audience.

Considering these premises, it can be concluded that a new discipline at the intersection of media studies and design cultures is about to arise. Transmedia Design is a field of research that allows re-
searchers and practitioners to analyze, develop, and manage multi-channel narrative-based communication systems. The design lens allows researchers to consider transmedia as a practice that operates both as a problem-solver and a sense-maker, reflecting the roles of design as highlighted by Ezio Manzini (2015). Transmedia is therefore a discipline in which the problem-solver side has an impact on aspects of production, as well as on the development processes of multi-channel communication systems; while the sense-maker aspect links sense-making procedures and the development of narrative media texts capable of allowing people to become aware of their prominent role in the contemporary media scenario (Ciancia, 2016, pp. 162–163).

As a result of this digital shift and the growing emphasis on a storyteller’s ability to support multiple points of view, journalists must become practitioners who possess several skills and competences in addition to their traditional ones. Thus, this work aims at exploring the role of a communication designer, or better, a transmedia designer, within an Italian newsroom, in accordance with the idea that nowadays designers are cast as mediators. Indeed, in the contemporary scenario, communication designers can play a dual role: As story listeners, they collect stories from real life, the audience, and their repertoires; and as storytellers, they organize these stories into news and experiences, according to the idea that narrative could be considered a primary modeling system (Scolari, 2009).

The Italian News Business: Four Main Obstacles to Face the Digital Shift

To address the need for professional figures suitable for a new kind of newsroom in the Italian context, this work adopts a design-based perspective. To examine transmedia practice as a design practice (Ciancia, 2016), the workflow of the publishing model must be rethought. In order to do this, this research began with the Transmedia Design Framework developed by Mariana Ciancia (2016) and was carried on by Michele Mattei (2016), employing a variety of integrated methods:

1. With the aim of approaching the world of journalism from a scientific point of view, the starting point has been the reading of journalism, media, and technology predictions 2016 (Newman, 2015), plus the analysis of quantitative data presented in several reports, such as the Digital News Report published by Reuters Institute in 2015, and in-depth study of the full New York Times Innovation Report, written by a team of journalists from the New York Times in 2015.

2. Seven in-depth qualitative interviews of chief editors and deputy directors, chosen from the most renowned Italian newsroom, with the aim of understanding how they manage the daily workflow and retracing the main issues, controversies, and biases related to the digital shift. The publishing models of the main Italian newspapers (Sole 24 Ore, Corriere della Sera, La Stampa, La Repubblica, Gazzetta dello Sport and Quotidiano Nazionale) have been further scrutinized through ethnography, spending a full day in their newsrooms and comparing that experience with the publishing models declared by the international newspapers.

3. In order to complete the analysis of the possible forms of news, the researchers have performed a stylistic analysis of some news content produced by the abovementioned Italian newspapers and other renowned international players (Buzzfeed, ESPN, First Look Media, The New York Times, The Huffington Post, Vice News, Medium, Quartz, Storify, Flipboard).

The interviewed Italian deputy directors and chief editors highlighted the four main obstacles that slow or block changes in their newspapers, which are described below.
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Move Away From Competitors

As noted by some of the interviewees, generalist newspapers have to find a way to stand out among the large number of publishers offering the same content, the same comments, and the same points of view. MC, deputy editor at La Stampa, highlighted how readers pay gladly for high-quality premium contents if they understand the relevance, brilliance and uniqueness of this newspaper (personal communication, January 22, 2016). MM, Newsroom Managing Editor at Il Sole 24 Ore, went further, explaining that their advantage is that they add value to the content, while for other newspapers with general content it is difficult to make news attractive enough to overcome the subscription barrier (personal communication, October 28, 2015).

Optimize Newsrooms

The second issue is time. Indeed, the timing of the production of digital news is very tight, sometimes few hours, often minutes; but in the newsrooms, there is a kind of “reasoned mess” for years, with the days marked by fixed appointments, which are almost rituals, with the aim to make the newspapers for the following days. ADC, deputy manager at Gazzetta dello Sport and manager of Gazzetta.it, identified how they had to find the right balance between the journalists who write for the paper, and the people who deal with the digital area, without creating “elephants” on one side and “small Steve Jobs” on the other side (personal communication, January 28, 2016).

Maximize Revenue

Discussions of the business side of a newsroom led the interviewees to talk about return on investment. The production effort should always lead to an income maximized by spreading the product across as many platforms as possible, so as to achieve different audiences with different parts of the same product. MM pointed out that there is no perfect recipe, but only the quest for balance between high-quality news on one side, and focused attention to the unique visitors on the other side. This is a topic often discussed in the editorial offices, and one that strongly affects the business model of the newspaper (personal communication, October 28, 2015).

Retain Readers

Finally, it is necessary to enhance the brand awareness of the newspaper through the creation of a relevant audience. Hence, every newsroom should focus on building an audience, understanding people, their demands, and their needs as readers. The journalist and author Mario Calabresi, in his first speech as Director of the Italian newspaper La Repubblica, stated that what they need to do is to give interpretive keys and, as in the first issue of La Repubblica, they must have the patience to explain the facts and speak to their readers. While once they had to go and find readers, now the reader can easily come to them (Calabresi, 2016).

To address the research questions stated in the Introduction, the comments, feedback, and reflections from the interviewed practitioners were linked to an analysis of the news form and the publishing models. This lead the authors to propose the use of a transmedia approach to Italian newsrooms, addressing the issue of the digital shift.
A TRANSMEDIA APPROACH TO ITALIAN NEWSROOMS

Given the developments in the contemporary media scenario highlighted in the first part of this chapter, all the interviewees agreed in their identification of the main obstacles that Italian journalism faces. According to these practitioners, one of the main aspects is content quality, which should be high to engage and attract the reader. Mario Calabresi (2016) stated that years ago, when people bought a newspaper, the reading experience took place on that piece of paper, while now the world, photographs, travel, e-mails, and friends are just one click away. As researchers in the media field, it is reasonable to talk about possible and optimized ways to reach and engage readers, in order to achieve high levels of reliability while ensuring good income to justify investment.

The news field is characterized by different points of view, and it is not easy to find a publisher with clear ideas that is able to face cutting-edge projects, even though almost the entire news field agrees that it is not enough to work on repackaging the news (no matter how technologically advanced this is), and it is not enough to redesign platforms. ADC went further, saying that if the newsroom is well organized, pronouncing the sentence “the paper will die” would mean that only one of the outputs would be shut down, not the whole company. Therefore, starting from now it is necessary to change how newsrooms are organized and how news is handled and published (personal communication, January 28, 2016).

The evidence and the interviews suggest that it is necessary to rethink the workflow and reorganize the habits inside newsrooms, focusing on news gathering, the distribution process, and the economic issues according to specific aims (Figure 1).

Therefore, this work proposes the use of the transmedia approach to news in order to support networks and broadcast opportunities. Applying this approach to newsrooms means a complete redesign of workflow, inspired by the one used in the development of the content and production of movies, TV series, video games, and entertainment. The transmedia approach may allow publishers to distribute content able to engage and retain audiences, while at the same time moving away from competitors.

As stated before, the outcome of this work is a set of guidelines for the application of a transmedia approach within Italian newsrooms, in the form of a conceptual and operational tool. Specifically, the proposal suggests: 1) the concerted use of several media and devices; 2) changing the process schedule in terms of organization and timing, starting from the arrival of a breaking news item until its publication; and 3) a new project workflow, composed of two news management models and an operational tool that can help journalists to organize their work and their resources inside the newsroom.

Figure 1. Needs and strategic aims of a newsroom after the digital shift
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The first point of this proposal is a reflection strongly connected to the definition of TS proposed by Henry Jenkins (2006, p. 293): In the same way as in the entertainment market, it is possible to use several channels to convey news, according to the specific contribution that each medium can give. Since the outcomes of the second and the third points are two management models and a tool, they will be described in depth in the following sections.

Revising the Process Schedule

The second point of this proposal is related to the review of the process schedule inside newsrooms. Mario Calabresi (2016) explained the different habits of journalists within different newsrooms, such as traditional and digital ones. While journalists in the traditional field arrived at their offices late in the morning and finished work after dinner, usually during the night, in order to have their articles ready as close as possible to the newspaper’s print time, their colleagues in digital news work in the early hours of the morning, according to their readers’ habits. To stress this point, Mario Calabresi (2016) brought up the case of Luna Rossa, the Italian sailboat racing syndicate that raced in the America’s Cup in the first decade of the 2000s. Calabresi (2006), in his first speech as Director of La Repubblica, posed the question “Do you remember when all the newspapers followed Luna Rossa and the newsrooms were open until 2.30 in the morning to know how it would end?” Then he explained that it was called “the battle of the night”. However, now all is changing, and even if something happens at 4 am, 5 am, or 6 am, the “battle” should not be based on how fast the news is published, but on the publisher’s intelligence in proposing a different point of view that allows them to move away from their competitors. He continued by explaining how today’s battle is in the morning, in terms of telling immediately, at the first meeting, all that has happened. He stated that he did not know other people’s habits, but the first thing he did in the morning was to read the news on his phone, while he was still in bed, and that he loved to read the newspaper during his breakfast to better understand something related to the happenings of the day before (Calabresi, 2016). Thus, if a newsroom no longer has to face the “battle of the night,” it can think about print newspapers as one possible medium for conveying the news, possibly dedicated to an in-depth exploration of the previous day’s news. This in turn could lead to a change in newsroom staff’s working hours.

As a result, this work proposes a revision of the newsroom process schedule: Specifically, an increase in the number of editorial meetings, from two to three (Figure 2). The first should be early in the morning, followed by a second meeting late in the morning, and a third mid-afternoon. The final aim is the closure of the office before dinner. Under this new process schedule, the first morning meeting is devoted to the creation of the overall structure of the main daily news items and their digital forms and adaptation. The two other meetings are dedicated to taking stock of the relevant in-depth material, providing editorial guidelines, and the inclusion of breaking news into the news management cycle.

Revising the Project Workflow

The third point of this proposal has two components: Two news management models and an operational tool. Moloney (2011, p. 12) highlights that “[d]aily journalism, with its time-constrained brevity, is not a viable option. Transmedia must be designed carefully and developed with a lengthy lead time to be effective.” Assuming the chance to manage the editorial line of a newspaper from the beginning, the possibility of choosing between two news management models emerges, each of which differs in terms of
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the design, construction, distribution, and archiving of news stories. These involve two different working methods, each with their own characteristics, which can meet different goals: Dealing with news with a high level of depth and offering a transmedia production and distribution, with the aim of satisfying different audiences and moving away from competitors; or conveying breaking news without any great depth, but in a manner designed to be visually and interactively engaging.
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The first management model, the “low-rotation content model,” is based on the idea of slow journalism (Gambarato, 2016; Le Masurier 2015) and is suitable for the production and consumption of low-turnover contents. However, it requires choosing only arguments with a high level of newsworthiness, which can be described through a transmedia storytelling system. Producing content with a high level of depth, newspapers managed under this model can move away from the breaking news as told by their competitors. To put the low-rotation model in action, content is published with distant pauses: For example, a main update during the early hours of the morning and a second one after lunch. Editors should not be afraid of the low rate of news updates, because this content needs that: In-depth stories, with several reading levels, and strong multimedia material distributed in a different manner across each channel. Certainly, this kind of wrap-up for a news item needs more time to be realized, but it provides great enjoyment to the readers. The news stories should be proposed through teaser activities (like trailers in the movie industry) right up to the time of publication, telling each content item like a news-event. The slow rotation of the new items gives time to the editors to design a complete and in-depth story, with the aim of retaining the public and differentiating themselves from their competitors, pushing the audience to contribute not only to the content creation, but also financially (such as crowdfunding practices). According to Gambarato (2016, pp. 448–449), “The audience engagement is a central point for both [TS and Slow Journalism] to involve the audience as collaborators and create a more valuable experience. In order to do so, more time is invested from the side of authors/producers as well as from the public.” In addition, it may be possible to apply a business model with different subscription barriers designed for different audiences.

The low-rotation content model performs best if it is supported by the “high-rotation content model,” which deals with breaking news designed for social networks and mobile sharing in order to keep the reader active throughout the day. The focus of the team managing this high-rotation model is to control the balance between reliability of the newspaper and the low-quality contents. With regard to this, it may be useful to openly separate the high-rotation model from the low-rotation one to avoid breaking loyalty agreements with the target audiences. The work during the production stage is optimized by moving most of the resources (which in the low-rotation model are focused on the production of in-depth quality contents) toward the search for different kinds of packaging or different interaction models, in order to be as fast as possible during the distribution phase. Accordingly, it is important to be constantly up to date with the ultimate technical and visual solutions, designing the news content to be shared on every social platform (such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube and other social networks) to maximize income with a relatively small effort during production. In terms of skills and knowledge, it will be sufficient to arrange small multidisciplinary teams able to distribute the same breaking news on different platforms in a short time span. Finally, the use of multiple channels allows the implementation of a business model with revenues from unique visitors, and income from publishing agreements with social networks. The revisions of the project workflow (Figure 3) also introduce the need for a person responsible for coordinating the two different production models, ensuring the continuity of the news life cycle.

Each news item is singular according to several factors, including its newsworthiness: The quality of how much of a news item can be told in depth, how easily it can reach different targets, and if it is easily expanded and extended on different devices and channels. When a new story arrives in the newsroom, it must be evaluated to determine the editorial guidelines, organize the work, and understand if it should be managed with the high-rotation model or the low-rotation one. For that reason, this study proposes the introduction of the “Switch,” a small team composed of chief editors and communication design-
ers, which offers multidisciplinary skills including journalism, communication, and management. The Switch’s first task is to lead the three editorial meetings and coordinate the newspaper staff throughout the day. This small team is known Switch as result of its second task: It must decide which management model should be used with each news item as it arrives in the newsroom. For example, breaking news must be produced in a way suitable for multimedia and published without waiting for the next editorial meetings. In contrast, if a news item is managed by the low-rotation model the process is longer and involves professionals with cross-disciplinary skills (visual designers, video-makers, illustrators). In this case, the Switch’s task is to provide editorial guidelines, coordinate the timing and resources, and choose the appropriate expertise. As a result, this work also proposes an operational tool, the *Transmedia News Building Model*, with the purpose of supporting the Switch and defining a default process.
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The Transmedia News Building Model

With the short timeframes and limited budgets available, the different personalities, backgrounds, skills, and approaches to work of the journalists and technical staff are the perfect ingredients to create chaos during the production stage. For that reason, the authors have developed a tool that aims to support the coordination work of the Switch. This shared management tool is intended to provide a useful guide to the designing, planning, and dissemination of news required when developing transmedia distribution of content (e.g., as suggested with the low-rotation content model). It is predominantly aimed at the Switch team, not only for those editors and collaborators who are experienced in designing multi-channel distribution of content, but also for those who are new to the field.

A working instrument was developed from the Transmedia Building Model (Ciancia, 2016) that suggested guidelines, tools, and existing online platforms for the development of a transmedia project within multidisciplinary teams. Specifically, the model comprises four main sections (storyworld, narrative context, functional specification, and production specification) for the activation of an iterative design process, each of which requires specific skills.

The application of this framework to the journalism field led the researchers to propose the Transmedia News Building Model: A list of questions related to these four main sections, with the aim of helping the chief editors to define what to tell, how to tell it, how to engage the audience, and how to organize the workflow. Each stage produces a visual artifact, a diagram that allows the understanding of the content in terms of storyline structure, and the specific roles of the people involved during the production phase. Although the Transmedia News Building Model is currently a simple paper sheet (Figure 4), the idea is that in the future it could become a project management software package: A comprehensive guide for editors and their collaborators involved in the creation of transmedia news.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Based on the need to understand how esthetic, technological, and economic issues work together in the news business, a conceptual and operational tool was developed according to expert reflections on the use of multi-channel strategies, revision of the process schedule and a new project workflow that combines two elements: Two news management models and an operational tool, the Transmedia News Building Model.

Thus far this research has focused on the design aspect. The next step in this work will be the application of the proposed models and tool, and the consequent assessment of readers’ engagement. In terms of application, it may be interesting to apply the editorial models described to a zero-based design of an Italian newspaper; however, using this design approach in the redesign of a process beginning “[...] from scratch, without preconceptions or existing models to guide you, beginning with your goal in mind” (Polak & Warwick, 2013, pp. 400–401). For instance, the application of the proposed models and tool to a newspaper that wants to make small changes in order to survive is possible, but this could be more difficult and lead to poor quality results.

As stated previously, zero-based design involves the ability to create a new publishing model from scratch and it is a common situation for brand-new publishers, but that might also happen in traditional newspapers, such as the newsrooms in which is it possible to recognize “astral alignment,” as MM stated
**Figure 4. The Transmedia News Building Model**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workflow Stages</th>
<th>Stage Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>WHAT I HAVE TO TELL?</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO IS THE MAIN CHARACTER AND THE OTHERS?</td>
<td>I HAVE TO FIND ALL THE STORY-LINES AND ORDER THEM BY PRIORITY.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHAT IS THE MAIN STORY-LINE?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARE THERE SECONDARY STORY-LINES?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOOL:</strong></td>
<td>PLOT POINT CHART</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HOW CAN I EXPLAIN THIS?</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHAT ARE THE CHANNELS?</td>
<td>I HAVE TO UNDERSTAND THE BEST CHANNELS AND THE RIGHT DEVICES.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHAT'S THE MAIN FUNCTION ABOUT EACH CHANNEL?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHAT KIND OF CONTENT?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHAT DEVICES ARE USED?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HOW CAN I ENGAGE THE AUDIENCE?</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHAT IS THE RABBIT HOLE?</td>
<td>I'VE TO THINK ABOUT THE WAY TO INTERACT AND TO ENGAGE THE AUDIENCE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHAT ARE THE POINTS OF ENTRY?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHAT IS THE ENGAGEMENT STRATEGY?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOW TO MANAGE THE AUDIENCE CONTENTS?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOOL:</strong></td>
<td>PLATFORM ACTION CHART</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HOW CAN I ORGANIZE THE WORKFLOW?</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHAT CONTENTS TO PRODUCE?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHAT CONTENTS ARE READY TO PUBLISH?</td>
<td>I'VE TO FIND THE BEST SKILLS INSIDE (OR OUTSIDE) THE NEWSROOM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHAT ABOUT THE VISUAL GUIDELINES?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHAT KIND OF COMPETENCE I NEED?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHAT IS THE DEADLINE?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOOL:</strong></td>
<td>TRANSMEDIA ROLL OUT + TIME TABLE SCHEDULE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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(personal communication, 2015). These are publishers where the business owner, the editorial director, the chief editors, and most of the journalists are moving in the same direction.

Starting from scratch, the two proposed models (the low-rotation and the high-rotation content models) should be designed at the same time. The former should not take priority over the latter, but at the same time, the second cannot exist without the first. Moreover, further steps in reflecting on contemporary journalism in Italy should relate to understanding the particularities of the Italian context and the analysis of the latest technological and social trends.

As researchers in the media field, it is necessary to take into account that in Italy the news field is mainly in the hands of non-specialist publishers. This means identifying the correct model to apply, according to the identity of the publisher and the newspaper, in order to retain the uniqueness of the message and to add value. In this sense, the chosen editorial and business model should be able to create a reference audience and a trusting relationship between readers and journalists, to face their fears of fake news, as stated by Nic Newman (2016, p. 2): “[K]ey developments will center on fears about how changing technology is affecting the quality of information and the state of our democracy.”

Finally, publishers must study technological and social trends to keep pace with developments in the mediascape. For instance, it is only since 2016 that those inside the news industry in Italy have talked about new smartphone notification systems, new editorial and economic contracts with social networks, new ways to communicate with “dialog devices” (e.g., chat-bots) or through vocals system (e.g., Amazon Echo and Google Home), and new ways to use virtual and augmented reality systems for content consumption. Currently, it is uncertain which of these technological systems will be the most important for the news industry in future years. This is why it is very important to create a second “extremely fluid” and “light” editorial model, always up to date with technological changes and able to exploit their features to reach the highest number of people, while simultaneously maximizing revenue.

FINAL REMARKS

As stated at the beginning of the chapter, this work proposes an exploration of journalism through a transmedia approach, developing a conceptual and operational tool for the Italian news business. A further step in this research will be the application of the proposed framework within an Italian newsroom.

The first section of this chapter—Authors, Audiences and Media Texts: A Continuous Balance of Power—is devoted to describing how the development of the media scenario has been shaped by a networked society in which the relationships between authors and readers have completely changed. As a result, media scholars have been witnessing how multi-channel strategies are changing journalism practice and the role played by readers, leading to the spread of participatory forms that merge the concepts of multimodality, open publishing, multi-channel distribution, and circulation of the news. A transmedia mind-set emerges within the news media business, requiring journalist to be audience-centric, story-driven and tool-neutral (Kolodzy, 2012), in conveying stories across platforms (Gambarato & Tárcia, 2017).

Reflections on the “media ecology” of the information field and the emerging forms of news are tackled in the second part of this chapter—Design Practice in Transmedia Journalism and A Transmedia Approach to Italian Newsrooms. These sections propose guidelines for the application of a transmedia approach according to the design lens, considering transmedia as a practice that operates as problem-
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solver and sense-maker. The design perspective was applied because “[d]esign research creates a place to braid theory and practice to make the work stronger” (Lunenfeld 2003, p. 10). Therefore, a design-oriented approach can support research in fields characterized by the intersection of theory and practice, such as journalism.

This led the researchers to reply to the last question: Is transmedia design an approach able to support networks and broadcast opportunities? Considering the results presented, it can be concluded that transmedia systems, in which the creation of storyworlds leads to the enactment of social values, are able to sustain innovation, collaboration, and participation of the reader (now viewer/user/player, according to Dinehart, 2010). However, this opens up a whole set of reflections on the ethical aspects of reporting versus telling a story.

The use of stories and storytelling practice has been spreading in many areas over the last decade, not only related to the entertainment field, but also in “real life,” such as in marketing, advertising, and political communication. The result has been the abuse and exploitation of these words, leading to conceptual confusion and fear of the storytelling practice itself. According to Christian Salmon (2010), the art of telling stories has been manipulated by politicians and marketers, becoming a scientific tool of persuasion and propaganda: A sort of shift from telling stories to telling tales. Therefore, talking about storytelling within the journalism field, an area whose main moral obligation is the faithful reconstruction of reality and facts, seems ambiguous. Over the years, two positions have emerged from the ongoing debate: On the one hand, those practitioners who promote the idea of journalism as narration; and on the other hand, reporters who do not share the tendency of Italian journalism to create stories.

Davide Pinardi (2011), writer, author, and lecturer, talked about the relationship between storytelling and journalism, saying that journalism is narration. Often, the problem is a misunderstanding. He criticizes the widespread misconception that makes a division between a journalism of facts and a journalism of opinions. He underlined that journalism IS narration. Making documentaries or taking pictures IS narration. This implies that the focus is different: Real-life stories should be honest, and should not invent anything. People live in a society in which images are powerful: Images can be shown and edited in many different ways, bringing the narratee, the one who receives the narration, to read different realities (Cracco, Galli, & Pinardi, 2011, pp. 26–27).

Luca Sofri, director of the digital publisher ilPost.it, went further in the ongoing debate regarding the use of storytelling within journalism. In a blog post released in August 2015 (Sofri, 2015), he shed lights on the ambiguous expression “tell a story,” describing how there are different shades of gray between the act of telling and the act of building a story. According to him, the problem within Italian journalism is the disequilibrum that leads reporters too close to the “dark gray” area. The evidence suggests that two ways coexist: The telling tales way, to indicate who is lying or novelizing a news item, and the storytelling path.

AB, professional storyteller and author for Nòva—Il Sole 24 Ore, Corriere Innovazione, and CheFu-
turo!, declared that in his opinion storytelling is a technique, and not something that can shape good or bad news, or a true or false presentation of facts. He believes that in the journalistic field, storytelling allows both the author and the reader to reach aspects of the news that people cannot enjoy via traditional modes of consumption. Thus authors, and hence journalists, should never lose sight of the criteria and norms that outline their position toward an ethical discourse (Bettini, personal communication, January 20, 2016).
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To conclude, storytelling has always been a powerful tool, not only in building relationships and mutual understanding, but also in manipulating a crowd in the search for consensus (Salmon, 2010). Since the transformative power of stories in shaping and sharing the imagination of many can be so powerful, journalists should not lose sight of the ethical aspects of narration in everyday practice. Indeed, in the development and distribution of news there can be no confusion between reality and fiction. Readers, now audiences, must always be informed about the nature of what they are enjoying, in order to respect them, thereby maintaining their loyalty.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

**High-Rotation Content Model:** News publishing model that aims to publish breaking news as soon as possible, taking full advantage of the technological and social tools currently available.

**Low-Rotation Content Model:** News publishing model that allows the creation of high-quality content conveyed across multiple channels with many depth levels.

**Switch:** A team that manages the daily workflow in the newsroom. Composed of chief editors and communication designers, it comes into action when a news item arrives in newsroom. The Switch must define the editorial guidelines and decide which of the two publishing models is the best to manage that item.

**Transmedia Design:** A field of research, at the intersection between *media studies* and *design cultures*, that allows researchers and practitioners to analyze, develop, and manage multi-channel narrative-based communication systems.

**Transmedia News Building Models:** An operational tool to support newsroom coordination. This shared management tool is intended to provide a useful guide to the design, planning, and dissemination of news required when developing transmedia distribution of content.

**Transmedia Storytelling:** A practice concerned with the building of a story universe through different channels to enhance the role of the audience.

**Zero-Based Design:** A design approach mainly used in redesigning process, workflows, and business plans. The primary approach is to begin from scratch, with the goal in mind, without preconceptions or existing models.
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ABSTRACT

The news coverage of the 2016 Rio Summer Olympics in Brazil encompassed multiple media platforms and the flow of information in the intersection between mass media (especially television) and social media (especially Snapchat and Instagram). The 2016 Rio Olympics was the Games of Snapchat stories and filters along with Instagram stories for news coverage. This chapter aims to investigate how transmedia features are structured and implemented in the news coverage of the 2016 Olympics by the official Brazilian broadcaster, Globo Network. The theoretical framework focuses on transmedia journalism of planned events, and the methodology is based on the analytical model for transmedia news coverage of planned events developed by Gambarato and Târcia (2017). The research findings indicate that the coverage presented systematic content expanded throughout various media platforms (a core characteristic of transmedia journalism) but involved limited mechanisms of audience engagement, particularly in terms of citizen participation.

INTRODUCTION

This chapter aims to investigate how transmedia features are structured and implemented in the news coverage of the 2016 Rio Summer Olympics by the official Brazilian broadcaster, Globo Network. Globo Network (Rede Globo, in Portuguese), the largest Brazilian network, bought the broadcasting rights for the Olympic Games until 2032. The broadcaster has the non-exclusive right to transmit the Games on
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television and has the exclusive rights for cable television, the Internet, and mobile phones (UOL, 2015). The International Olympic Committee (IOC) owns the global broadcast rights to the Olympics, including broadcasts on television, radio, mobile, and Internet platforms. The Brazilian broadcaster, which invested in important technological advancements (such as holographic projections and online live-streaming) for the transmedia coverage of the 2014 Fédération Internationale de Football Association (FIFA) World Cup, expanded its investment for the largest and most comprehensive sports coverage in the network’s history (Rede Globo, 2016c). During the Rio Games, Globo Network (in partnership with the Japanese broadcasting organization NHK) broadcasted live in the ultra-high-definition 8K format, using dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) technology (Lobo, 2016). Other innovations, as a strategic move to gain market share and boost Globo Network businesses domestically and internationally, included sports commentators’ use of augmented reality and, especially, images in high-definition on the network’s Internet streaming service, Globo Play.

It’s not just Brazilian athletes who are under pressure to perform well at the first Olympic Games to be hosted by their country. Brazil’s Grupo Globo, Latin America’s biggest television network, will also be gunning for gold in Rio de Janeiro as its rolls out a battery of state-of-the-art TV technology. Relaying images of key Olympic moments in 8K and using virtual reality to spice up commentaries are among the novelties Globo plans to roll out. But more than just a special feature for the Games, the cutting-edge visuals are crucial components in Globo’s longer-term strategy to retain and grow audiences and advertisers as the fight for them gets ever fiercer. (Hopewell, 2016, para. 2)

As a means of building this transmedia journalism case study, the theoretical framework of the chapter focuses on transmedia journalism (Moloney, 2011; Renó, 2014; Renó & Flores, 2012) of planned events (Dayan & Katz, 1992; Gambarato, Alzamora, & Tárcia, 2016; Gambarato & Tárcia, 2017; Getz, 2012; Hepp & Couldry, 2010). The methodology used in this research is based on the analytical model for transmedia news coverage of planned events developed by Gambarato and Tárcia (2017). The research findings indicate that the coverage presented systematic content expanded throughout various media platforms (a core characteristic of transmedia journalism) but involved limited mechanisms of audience engagement, particularly in terms of citizen participation. Interaction prevailed to the detriment of audience participation.

TRANSMEDIA JOURNALISM OF PLANNED EVENTS

Henry Jenkins’ (2006) conceptualization of transmedia storytelling draws on Marsha Kinder’s (1991) studies of “commercial supersystems of transmedia intertextuality” (p. 3), referring to robust franchises distributed across multiple media platforms. Transmedia storytelling involves the unfolding of storyworlds throughout diverse media outlets and embraces audience engagement as a core element of transmedia experiences. Although Kinder and Jenkins primarily considered the entertainment realm and Freeman (2016b) identifies the origins of transmedia phenomena with advertisement strategies, the transmedia storytelling principle has expanded to nonfictional spheres, such as activism, branding, politics, education, and journalism, among others. Kerrigan and Velikovsky (2016) argue that transmedia forms applied to nonfiction follow the same features and definitions of fiction transmedia, and the authors acknowledge that this phenomenon continues to increase. Thus, transmedia journalism presents dynamics similar to
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those of transmedia entertainment, expanding news narratives through distribution over platforms that include citizen participation. Audiences can be involved in adding, editing, and sharing news via digital media. Gambarato and Tárcia (2017) conclude:

*In sum, we consider that transmedia journalism, as well as other applications of TS [transmedia storytelling] in fictional and nonfictional realms, is characterized by the involvement of (1) multiple media platforms, (2) content expansion, and (3) audience engagement. Transmedia journalism can take advantage of different media platforms such as television, radio, print media, and, above all, the internet and mobile media to tell deeper stories. Content expansion, as opposed to the repetition of the same message across multiple platforms, is the essence of TS [transmedia storytelling] and, therefore, should be the focal point of transmedia journalism as well. The enrichment of the narrative is facilitated by the extended content. Audience engagement involves mechanisms of interactivity, such as the selection of the elements to be explored, the option to read a text, watch a video, enlarge photographs, access maps, click on hyperlinks, and share information through social networks. Audience engagement deals with participation via, for instance, remixing content and creating original user-generated content.* (p. 1386)

Another relevant characteristic of transmedia storytelling that has direct implications in transmedia journalism is the *ad hoc/*contingent and the planned/strategic aspects of transmedia creations. Fast and Örnebring (2015) discuss the *ad hoc/*emergent nature of transmedia storytelling, referring to the fact that transmedia worlds can evolve over time and be co-created by professionals and amateurs alike, and the planned/strategic essence of transmedia productions, considering the media companies careful structuring and portioning of narratives across multiple media platforms. Among these features, transmedia journalism combines the “carefully orchestrated company strategies” (Fast & Örnebring, 2015, p. 2) and the commodification of media texts (Bolin, 2007; Freeman, 2016b) with the *ad hoc* nature of audience engagement within transmedia experiences. Gambarato and Tárcia (2017) emphasize the planned aspect involved in the optimization of transmedia journalism because it becomes a proactive planned process with journalists assuming responsibility for structuring a storyworld in which the audience can be engaged. Although transmedia-breaking news journalism is possible, Moloney (2011) argues that “daily journalism, with its time-constrained brevity, is not a viable option. Transmedia must be designed carefully and developed with a lengthy lead time to be effective” (p. 12). In addition, Renó (2014) reinforces the need to design and plan not only the content to be produced but also how the audience will experience it. Per Renó (2014),

*the construction of content must be developed from a transmedia script, which is programmed so that all the linked fragments relate cognitively to each other and, at the same time, does not assume the role of cross-media content, in other words, the same content in distinct platforms.* (p. 11)

Planned events are temporal occurrences well schematized and publicized in advance. They are noteworthy occurrences within a special set of circumstances at a given place and time, with a detailed program and schedule known in advance (Getz, 2012). Getz (2012) proposes an experiential typology of planned events, embracing mega-events, media events, participant events, and so forth, which are organized consistent with their functions and meanings: (1) cultural celebrations (festivals, carnivals, heritage commemorations, religious rites, etc.), (2) business and trade (meetings, conventions, fairs, exhibitions, etc.), (3) arts and entertainment (concerts, shows, installations, award ceremonies), (4) political and state
(summits, political congresses, military events, etc.), (5) private functions (rites of passage, weddings, funerals, etc.), and (6) sport and recreation (championships, tours, fun events, etc.). The term media event was introduced and gained visibility with Dayan and Katz’s (1992) mass communication studies focused on live, real-time broadcasting of extraordinary, pre-planned public events. Hepp and Couldry (2010) extend the conceptualization of media events, discussing the globalization and multifaceted power structure of communication processes reinforced by the role of the Internet and multiplatform production in media cultures in the Digital Age. Likewise, recent publications about media events (Fox, 2016; Mitu & Poulakidakos, 2016) draw on Dayan and Katz’s (1992) concepts and challenge the live broadcasting and printed media assumptions typical of mass communication, incorporating the social media reality into the debate. Thus, transmedia news coverage of planned events is comprehensive and encompasses much more than the sports sphere. The relevance of transmedia journalism of planned events relies on the fact that these events usually entail (1) ad hoc/emergent aspects, attracting large domestic and international audiences, potentially engaging and integrating them in the news-making process, and (2) planned/strategic aspects, involving a significant amount of human, technical, and financial resources, and providing numerous protagonists and primary and parallel stories (Gambarato & Tácio, 2017).

As discussed by Gambarato et al. (2016), multiplatform news coverage of global planned events with citizens involved in producing and distributing content is a practice that gained traction especially during the 2012 London Summer Olympics. Due to the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) coverage of the 2012 Olympic Games, London Olympics is considered the “first truly digital Olympics” (O’Riordan, 2012, para. 3). The Olympic Games held in London in 2012 (with multiscreen production) and in Sochi in 2014 (with the addition of discreet hints of transmedia features in the coverage) confirmed the emergence of a distinct scenario in journalism, a hybrid of the mass media logic of transmission and the social media logic of sharing, a hybrid blurring of distinctions between professionals and amateurs, producers and users. This blend of production and consumption of information/content, or produsage (Bruns, 2008), and its subsequent engagement of audiences, creating communities around the storyworlds and user-generated content (UGC), is a core principle of transmedia experiences (Jenkins, 2006), in the fiction and nonfiction realms. UGC concerns media content freely created, circulated, and consumed by the public, including, for instance, “blogs, wikis, discussion forums, posts, chats, tweets, podcasts, and pins, delivered in text, image, video, or audio modes” (Smith, Stavro, & Westberg, 2017, p. 59). The ethics related to this type of unpaid user labor (Gambarato & Nani, 2016) is a subject extensively explored by critical media studies scholars (Andrejevic, 2009; Fuchs, 2010, 2012; Hesmondhalgh, 2010; Terranova, 2000), who consider the dark and bright sides. On one hand, there is the discourse that the co-creation model encourages free-labor exploitation by generating surplus value that is extracted by media industries (Fuchs, 2010, 2012; Stanfill & Condis, 2014; Terranova, 2000). On the other, there is empirical evidence that this model produces enjoyment and collectivity, and users do not perceive co-creation as exploitation (Allan & Thorsen, 2009; Banks & Deuze, 2009; De Kosnik, 2012). The tension between the exciting opportunity for audiences to co-create and participate in fictional and nonfictional transmedia experiences and the commodification of users’ creativity in favor of the commercial interests of media industries is part of the complex communication process behind transmedia storytelling (Gambarato & Nani, 2016; Sokolova, 2012). The celebratory and critical approaches to UGC are not mutually exclusive (Gambarato & Nani, 2016), and believing that audiences are exploited in the context of participatory culture ignores the joy of generating content and sharing experiences and most importantly, contradicts the capacity audiences have to simply stop doing what they do (Baym & Burnett, 2009).
Lewis (2012) suggests that “the struggle between the professional logic of control, embedded in journalism’s ideology, and the participatory logic of free engagement, embedded in the substance and culture of digital media” (p. 850) is paving the way for the emergence of “a hybrid logic of adaptability and openness: a willingness to see audiences on a more peer level, to appreciate their contributions, and to find normative purpose in transparency and participation, à la open-source technology culture” (p. 851). Notwithstanding, in the case of the Olympics, the IOC imposes a strict set of rules and regulations on athletes, coaches, officials, and media organizations, among others, that can deliberately interfere in such a hybrid process (see International Olympic Committee, 2015, 2016). According to the Olympic historian David Wallechinsky (Barkho, 2016), over the years, the IOC has wanted to control the way the Olympics are perceived and therefore, has closely guarded content based on dated, conservative rules. The relevant role social media networks play today in the produsage of the Games is fairly new. “For instance, at the 2004 Athens Summer Games, Twitter (2006) did not exist, and at the 2008 Beijing Games, Instagram (2010) had not been released” (Gambarato & Tárcia, 2017, p. 1387). Although the hashtag #Rio2016 was an official Olympics trademark distributed across various social media platforms (such as Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook), only in 2008 was the first Olympics hashtag (#beijing2008) created by Twitter users, not the IOC (Barkho, 2016). The hashtag #Rio2016 was the most tweeted hashtag of 2016, followed by #Election2016, second, and #PokemonGo, third (Kottasova, 2016). The 2010 Winter Olympic Games in Vancouver, Canada, “solidified Facebook’s role as the home of live updates for the official Olympics accounts” (Barkho, 2016, para. 6), and the 2012 London Olympics consolidated Instagram as the premier photo-sharing media platform online (Barkho, 2016). The 2016 Rio Olympics was the Games of Snapchat stories and filters along with Instagram stories for news coverage worldwide, including Brazil, the host of the Games (Barkho, 2016; Rede Globo, 2016a; Zirondi, 2016). “Snapchat, a direct messaging platform not designed to be a news source is trying to adjust its services to enable it to provide news services in an attractive form, such as live videos, to its audiences” (Bialy & Svetoka, 2016, pp. 28–30). Moreover, Snapchat is an emergent social media network with a strong appeal for younger audiences. First released in 2011, the platform gained more traction in 2015 with the “Live Stories” feature, which allows users to compile photos and videos into storylines. This feature became the platform’s signature product. Globo Network established a partnership with Snapchat, and the public could follow live behind the scenes of the Olympics from various angles. In addition, the application included special content produced by Globo Network for the Olympics in the section devoted to publication in real time (Zirondi, 2016).

Live Stories draw 10 million to 20 million pairs of Millennial eyeballs every day. (...) The platform is compelling precisely because it is interactive, it is temporary, and it is a glimpse into another life—just like television was for previous generations. (Dodson, 2015, para. 5)

Social media as a source of news is a trend confirmed by recent studies conducted by renowned institutions, such as the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) Strategic Communications Center of Excellence (Bialy & Svetoka, 2016), the Pew Research Center (Gottfried & Shearer, 2016), and Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism (Newman, Fletcher, Levy, & Nielsen, 2016). In addition to the current labels of being a tool for entertainment and engaging with others, social media has become a platform for gathering information, and the latest updates on domestic and international events (Bialy & Svetoka, 2016; Gottfried & Shearer, 2016; Newman et al., 2016). The 2016 study by the Pew Research Center claims that 62% of American adults get their news on social media (Gottfried & Shearer, 2016, p. 2). In agreement with these research findings, in January 2017 Facebook announced The Facebook
Journalism Project, whose focus is three dimensions: (1) collaborative development of new products (new storytelling formats, local news, emerging business models, and hackathons), (2) training and tools for journalists (e-learning courses, CrowdTangle, and help with eyewitness media), and (3) training and tools for everyone (promoting news literary and continuing efforts to curb news hoaxes; Simo, 2017). Fidji Simo, Facebook’s director of product, states,

we’re announcing a new program to establish stronger ties between Facebook and the news industry. We will be collaborating with news organizations to develop products, learning from journalists about ways we can be a better partner, and working with publishers and educators on how we can equip people with the knowledge they need to be informed readers in the digital age. (2017, para. 2)

The news coverage of the 2016 Rio Olympic Games reflects these communication trends, as depicted by the following transmedia analysis of Globo Network’s coverage of the Games.

ANALYTICAL MODEL

The analysis of transmedia strategies for news coverage of planned events aims to contribute to a clearer understanding of transmedia news production and to boost and improve transmedia journalistic practices. The method chosen for the transmedia analysis of Globo Network news coverage of the 2016 Summer Olympics is the analytical model for planned events proposed by Gambarato and Tárcia (2017). The model addresses the specificities of such multiplatform news productions, clarifying how transmedia features are structured and implemented. Identifying transmedia strategies of journalistic coverage assists the analytical purposes of scholars and journalists in the interest of the contemporary news media industry. As proposed by Freeman (2016a), “our role as media industry studies scholars is perhaps to be brainstormers and analysts to help theoretically advance cutting-edge media industry workings” (p. 205). The method draws on the transmedia project design analytical model developed by Gambarato (2013) and establishes 10 main topics and subsequent practicable questions, regarding, for instance, news storytelling, media platforms, and audience engagement. The rationale behind this transmedia journalism model’s incorporation of several characteristics commonly related to fictional transmedia is that nonfictional and fictional transmedia productions share the same core principles and features (Gambarato & Tárcia, 2017; Kerrigan & Velikovsky, 2016). A concise description of the model is provided in Table 1. In a similar milieu, this model has been applied to analyze the transmedia dynamics of Russian news coverage of the 2014 Sochi Winter Olympic Games (see Gambarato et al., 2016) and Brazilian news coverage of the 2014 FIFA World Cup (see Gambarato, Alzamora, Tárcia, & Jurno, 2017).

TRANSMEDIA ANALYSIS OF GLOBO NETWORK COVERAGE OF THE 2016 RIO SUMMER OLYMPICS

Premise and Purpose

The 2016 Summer Olympics, known as Rio 2016, took place from August 5 to August 21, 2016, in Brazil. More than 11,000 athletes represented 205 National Olympic Committees, including first-time
entrants Kosovo, South Sudan, and the Refugee Olympic Team. Three hundred six events spanning 42 sports disciplines occurred across 32 competition venues over 16 days (Long, 2016). Rio de Janeiro became the first South American city to host the Summer Olympics. These were also the first Games held in a Portuguese-speaking country. The last Olympics held in the Southern Hemisphere was in 2000, in Australia.

Although the fundamental objects of the coverage were the competitions, the athletes, and their performances, the media also had to be aware of issues connected to the coverage. This scenario included the coverage of (1) social and political demonstrations and controversies, (2) an ongoing outbreak of the mosquito-borne Zika virus in Brazil, (3) the pollution of Guanabara Bay, whose waters were used for sailing and windsurfing competitions, (4) political instability and economic crises, (5) crime in Rio de Janeiro, and (6) the Russian doping scandal and participation restrictions, for instance.

**Structure and Context**

For the 2016 Summer Olympics in Rio, Brazilian television channels Globo Network, Record Network, and Bandeirantes Network were responsible for generating the international radio and TV signals. The accreditation of more than 25,100 official media professionals started three years before the event (Mioli, 2015). More than 7,000 hours of video and audio coverage were produced and distributed to an audience of six billion people in 220 countries (Long, 2016). Globo Network planned multiplatform coverage of the Games, including online streaming, social media networks, mobile applications, and websites. The websites remain live and are updated.

Globo Network’s journey toward the 2016 Rio Olympics began in August 2009, shortly before the Games were awarded to Brazil for the first time. The company, which aired its first Olympics coverage in 1992, secured the domestic rights to the event as the head of the consortium that included the other two Brazilian media companies (Record Network and Bandeirantes Network). Under the terms of the contract with the IOC, Globo Network was obligated to broadcast a minimum of nine hours of free-to-air coverage per day. However, the network aired at least ten hours of programming each day, as well as a suite of comprehensive programming across cable, video-on-demand, and online services. The broadcaster’s free-to-air offering included a total of 160 hours of content throughout the Games fortnight, more than 100 hours of which were broadcasted live and in prime time. SporTV, Globo Network’s cable sports channel, provided high-definition transmission on television, the Internet, and mobile platforms (SporTV, 2016). The round-the-clock video-on-demand service, SporTV Play, and a dedicated mobile application, SporTV Rio 2016, rounded out the free coverage (Long, 2016).

During the Games, the company’s technical workforce was increased by more than 2,000 individuals. The team was split into two groups: One group was positioned at Globo Network headquarters in Rio de Janeiro, and the other was based in a newsroom situated inside the International Broadcast Center (IBC). The broadcaster’s public-facing operations took place inside the network’s Olympic Studio facility located in the heart of the Olympic Park. Constructed almost entirely out of glass, the 500-square-meter, three-storey facility was the set for the many news shows and on-air interviews aired during the Games (Long, 2016). Anchoring the coverage was what the network called its “dream team,” comprising a dozen former star athletes. Globo Network allegedly invested around US$250 million in this coverage (Feltrin, 2016). This structure and large investment corroborated to effectively execute the planned transmedia strategies of the news coverage.
**2016 Rio Summer Olympics and the Transmedia Journalism of Planned Events**

Table 1. Concise description of the analytical model regarding transmedia news coverage of planned events (Gambarato & Tárcia, 2017, pp.1389–1391)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Practicable Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Premise and Purpose: The nature of the event, its magnitude, and comprehensiveness influence the journalistic coverage.</td>
<td>What is the planned event agenda? What is its core theme? What is the fundamental purpose of the event? What is the magnitude of the event? Is it a local, regional, or global event? Which areas are involved in the coverage (sports, culture, politics, economics, etc.)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Structure and Context: The organization of the transmedia journalistic coverage, the professionals involved, and the infrastructure available depict how the operations were planned and executed.</td>
<td>Which media enterprise is covering the event? How big is it? What is the available coverage infrastructure offered by the event organizers? What is the media enterprise budget for the news coverage of the event? Is the journalistic coverage planned to be transmediatic? How does the coverage end? Do some extensions continue to be active after the event ends?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. News Storytelling: The news coverage of the event involves primary and parallel stories.</td>
<td>Primary and Parallel News Stories: What elements of the news story (who, what, where, when, why, and how) of the event are involved in the coverage? What is the timeframe of the news story? Does the news coverage utilize gaming elements? Does it involve winning or losing? Is it possible to identify intermedial texts in the news stories?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Worldbuilding: The storyworld in which the news is placed should be robust enough to support multiplatform expansions.</td>
<td>Where is the event set? Does the storyworld involve any fictional characteristics? Are different time zones involved in the news coverage? If yes, what are the potential issues related to it and the alternative strategies for each platform? What are the regulations and policies related to the journalistic coverage? Is the event big enough to support expansions throughout multiplatform coverage?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Characters: The characters implicated in the coverage could be journalists, characters of the news stories, sources of information to be reported, and the audience as collaborators.</td>
<td>Who are the main characters presented by the coverage? How many? Are they aggregated to the coverage a posteriori? Who are the primary and secondary sources of information regarding the event? What is the approach of these sources? Are the sources official, unofficial, or both? Can the audience be considered a character as well?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Extensions: News stories meant to spread throughout multiple media platforms should not simply transpose or repurpose the content from one medium to another but expand the news, taking advantage of the media platforms available.</td>
<td>How many extensions are included in the news coverage? Are the extensions mere reproductions of the same content or genuine expansions of the news stories across various media? Is there a plan to keep the content updated in each extension (for instance, on blogs and social media networks)? Do the extensions have the ability to spread the content and provide the possibility to explore the narrative in-depth? How long does the event last? If the event is overlong, how does the coverage proceed to maintain audience interest throughout the entire period?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Media Platforms and Genres: In addition to telling news stories with more than one medium, transmedia news coverage can embrace several journalism styles, such as news articles, reports, and opinions; a number of journalism genres; and different technological devices.</td>
<td>What kind of media platforms (television, radio, print media, Web, mobile) are involved in the news coverage? Which devices (computer, tablet, mobile phone, etc.) are required by the coverage? Is there a roll-out strategy for launching each coverage extension? If yes, what is the plan to release the platforms? Which journalism styles (news articles, reportages, opinions, etc.) are included in the coverage? Which journalistic genres (sports, celebrity, investigative journalism, etc.) are presented by the coverage?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Audience and Market: Scoping the audience is fundamental for a more appropriate delivery of the transmedia news coverage.</td>
<td>What is the target audience of the coverage? Who is the intended reader/viewer/listener? What kind of readers (methodical or scanner; intimate, or detached) does the project attract? Does other journalistic coverage like this exist? Do they succeed in achieving their purpose? What is the coverage business model? Does it involve open platforms, open television channels, cable TV, satellite, pay-per-view, monopoly, etc.? Is the event coverage successful revenue-wise?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Engagement: The relationship between the story and the people interested in it is an essential aspect of transmedia strategies.</td>
<td>What percentage of the public participates in the event in loco, and what percentage of the audience accesses the event via news coverage? What are the mechanisms of interaction in the transmedia strategy of coverage? Is participation involved in the coverage? If so, how can the reader/viewer/listener participate in the open system? Is there user-generated content (UGC) related to the event (parodies, recaps, mashups, fan communities, etc.)? Are there any policies restricting the disclosure of UGC? What activities are available to the audience within social media networks related to the event? Is there a system of rewards and penalties? For example, can the audience have its comments/photos published, can people get rewards for social media activities, and can they have comments blocked/removed?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Aesthetics: The visual and audio elements contribute to the news coverage and enhance the overall transmedia experience unfolded across multiple media platforms.</td>
<td>What kinds of visuals (video, photo, infographics, news games, animation, holography, etc.) are used in the coverage? Is the overall look of the coverage realistic or a composed environment (usage of graphism, holography, immersive journalism, augmented reality)? Is it possible to identify specific design styles in the coverage? How does audio work in the coverage? Is there ambient sound, sound effects, music, and so forth?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
News Storytelling

The news coverage of the 2016 Rio Games involved different kinds of stories. In general, the primary stories broadcasted, especially on television, were directly related to the sports events, such as the Olympic competitions, games’ results, and stories about the athletes being portrayed as heroes. However, parallel stories, especially when shared via social media in conjunction with mass media, were also diffused widely. Some of the highlighted parallel stories included (1) American Olympic swimmer Ryan Lochte fabricating a story of being robbed at gunpoint during the Games, (2) two boxers arrested and accused of trying to rape housekeepers, (3) Patrick Hickey, a top Olympic official, arrested after illegally selling tickets to the Games, and (4) an Olympic media bus attacked on a highway. The secondary stories, in conjunction with the primary ones, enriched the coverage and functioned as crucial elements of content expansion of the transmedia coverage.

World-Building

The event was set throughout Rio de Janeiro, which provided the opportunity to build worlds in different aspects. Numerous artistic demonstrations and shows were programmed during Olympic events. Although the storyworld did not involve fictional characteristics directly, two official mascots were named by the public after two of the most renowned artistic figures in the country: Vinicius de Moraes and Tom Jobim. Globo Network also had its own mascot named Globolinha (a diminutive form of Globo ball). The broadcaster built the concept “we are all Olympians,” upon which the network based its actions to involve and engage the audience. The warm-up for the Games started in March 2016, and around 2,500 news pieces on the subject were aired before the Opening Ceremony.

The Olympics were big enough to support expansions throughout multiplatform coverage. Globo Group, comprising Globo Network (television), Globosat (cable television), Infoglobo (printed media), and Globo Radio System (radio), involved several of the group’s content platforms in this coverage. This group coverage did not occur during the coverage of the 2014 FIFA World Cup (Gambarato et al., 2017). This time, Globo Group created different concepts for each media platform, a core characteristic of transmedia storytelling and consequently, of transmedia journalism. Cable television, with more than 1,000 professionals involved in the coverage, provided a broad experience of the Games. Printed media, under the premise of “digital first,” delivered material to websites, mobile applications, and e-books, in addition to special magazines. Furthermore, a free printed tabloid paper was distributed, as well as a guide to the Olympics. A special digital environment was created that followed the competitions in real time and focused on interactivity with users. Infographics, photo galleries, videos, quizzes, mini-documentaries, etc., were also available. Specific actions were conducted on social networks to encourage users’ involvement through posts and comments. The coverage also offered a competition-based game, divided into stages in which the player scored points by answering questions related to the Games. The mobile application was developed to provide information and news about competitions, as well as itineraries for the event’s day-to-day schedule. For example, the application provided information about at which bars one could watch competitions, venues where fans from a certain country were getting together, as well as other services. The newspapers focused on stories about citizenship, optimism, overcoming difficulties, inclusion, and other Olympic values. With information about and services for how to make the most of their stay in the city, Infoglobo served as an alternative for brands wanting to play host to tourists and communicate directly with them. The radio operations concentrated on information, thrills,
and humor throughout bulletins and programs, always striving to present Olympic sports in an easier and practical manner to the audience. Moreover, the Construindo Campeões [Building Champions] project visited schools in Rio de Janeiro and neighboring municipalities, offering students the opportunity to experience the role of radio reporters and commentators in broadcasting their schoolmates’ games (Grupo Globo, 2016).

Characters

According to Jenkins (2007), “most often, transmedia stories are based not on individual characters or specific plots but rather complex […] worlds which can sustain multiple interrelated characters and their stories” (para. 4). That is what happens during mega-events such as the Olympics, a complex storyworld with multiple characters highlighted by journalists and/or by the event organizers. Several characters, in addition to the array of international athletes, were the focus of the news coverage in 2016. Although the regulations imposed by the IOC are considered strict, especially regarding social media, the visibility of the Globo Network studio in the Olympic Park created a different phenomenon in these Olympics. During the main televised broadcasts, many people crowded in front of the building and ended up being incorporated into the show. At times, the broadcaster transferred its interviews to the outdoor environment, where invited athletes could be seen at the news desk. Even with this initiative, the excessive control, regulations, and economic interests restricted the audience’s overall capability to actively participate in the news coverage. Therefore, the audience cannot be considered a leading character in the media coverage.

Data collected daily during the Olympics coverage highlighted numerous prominent athletes and non-athlete characters. For instance, despite Olympic officials’ efforts to avoid an uncomfortable scenario, Brazilian residents loudly booed interim President Michel Temer as he opened the Games. He did not receive an introduction to the crowd, which is standard for the leaders of the host countries. The event was one of the first official gatherings that Michel Temer had attended since becoming the country’s president on August 31, 2016, after President Dilma Rousseff was impeached and removed from office. Olympics fans, in general, and social media users, in particular, were neither necessarily aware of nor worried about the IOC restrictions. During the Games, spectators wearing T-shirts criticizing Michel Temer were expelled from Olympic venues. In addition, spectators were ordered by members of the security forces to put away signs with political messages. A Brazilian federal judge ruled in favor of allowing peaceful political protests at the Olympic Games in Rio. Globo Group covered this controversy on all platforms.

Another character highlighted by the media was Vanderlei Cordeiro de Lima, a former long-distance runner who specialized in marathons. He was internationally acclaimed after a spectator attacked him at the 2004 Summer Olympics marathon, while he was leading the race. Following the incident, he fell back from first to third place, winning the bronze medal. He was later awarded the Pierre de Coubertin medal for sportsmanship for that race. During the Opening Ceremony of the 2016 Summer Olympics, he carried the Olympic flame and lit the Olympic cauldron. Gisele Bundchen was also featured at the 2016 Olympics Opening Ceremony. The world’s highest-paid supermodel walked the length of the Maracanã Stadium to the sound of “Girl from Ipanema.” Spotify reported that the song was streamed more than 40,000 times the day after her appearance, representing an increase of 1,200% (Bromwich, 2016). The 2016 edition of the Games was also distinguished by the team of 10 refugee Olympic athletes. One of them, swimmer Yusra Mardini, had an extraordinary backstory explored by the media. She and her
sister are responsible for helping to save the lives of 20 people, including their own, after they jumped off their sinking dinghy into the Aegean Sea and pushed their boat to land.

Extensions

Despite the restrictions imposed by the IOC, Globo Network planned the “biggest coverage in the broadcaster’s history after the inauguration of its Olympic Studio” (Rede Globo, 2016c, para. 1). Primarily, the extended coverage involved all the Globo Group media platforms: television, printed media, Internet, and radio. For instance, Globo Group’s cable sports channel SportTV broadcasted live 100% of the competitions, using 56 signals across television and the Internet. Subscribers could choose from among 56 broadcasting options available in applications for computers, tablets, and smartphones. The video-on-demand platform SportTV Play offered special programs and an interactive video player that displayed pause and rewind options, allowing users to choose events according to the date and the sport (Rede Globo, 2016a). Likewise, the SportTV Rio 2016 mobile application granted users exclusive access to the channel’s schedule and medals table. In this application, which operated with augmented reality technology, the user could activate alerts to receive notifications about the events schedule and information about their favorite athletes, as well as access to a services guide to Rio de Janeiro that showed tourist attractions, means of transportation, bike rentals, police stations, hospitals, and health centers in three languages: Portuguese, Spanish, and English (Rede Globo, 2016b).

This distinctive coverage, although it still prioritized a mass media logic of transmission, included several multiplatform extensions based on the Olympic Studio. The content aired in the multiscreen environment enabled various possibilities of exploring journalistic content and interacting via social media networks. During the broadcasts, public participation in online social media, mediated by the hashtag #SomosTodosOlímpicos [#WeAreAllOlympians], was exhibited live on a large screen at the Olympic Studio. The aim was to update the content on the different media platforms used during the news coverage, while promoting audience engagement generated via social media interactions. Although feed updates on social media networks, such as Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram, prioritized the televised coverage, according to the linguistic particularities of each social media platform, a genuine extension was observed on Snapchat. In an unprecedented partnership (Rede Globo, 2016a), the profile “Snaprede-globo” offered specific content for the feature “Live Stories” on Snapchat, including photos and videos behind the scenes of the event recorded by journalists, commentators, and fans. Thus, a news coverage strategy based on multiplatform broadcasting was established, in which specific content was allotted to certain extensions to foster engagement.

Media Platforms and Genres

The multiplatform perspective that outlined the news coverage of the Olympic Games produced by Globo Network involved numerous journalistic styles, such as news stories, articles, interviews, and opinion pieces. Television broadcasts prevailed among the journalistic strategy adopted by the broadcaster, particularly in relation to national news programs and sports programs on its public access channel, such as Globo Esporte. Public access broadcasts favored the most popular sports in the country, such as football, volleyball, and gymnastics, as well as competitions in which Brazilian athletes participated. Broadcasts on cable channels favored specific sports. In both cases, there was a strong correlation with the Internet via websites, applications, and profiles on online social media networks.
The website globoesporte.com, for instance, broadcasted 100% of the Olympic Games events on two live streaming channels, and scores were updated in real time on the website’s homepage. The video-on-demand platform Globo Play offered free content, complementing the public access channel on a 24-hour basis. Users could also access on-demand material from competitions that had already happened in a catalogue organized according to the athletes, sports, and participating nations. Among the exclusive content produced by globoesporte.com, a series of special narratives containing infographics, videos, and specific interactive spaces stands out. Among them are (1) Mapa das Medalhas [Medals Map], in which users were able to filter results by athlete, sport, and chronology of the medals since the beginning of the competitions; (2) Biotipo dos Atletas [Athletes’ Biotype], for which 60 athletes, at least one from each sport, were photographed to display how the practice of sports influences body shape; (3) Baía de Guanabara [Guanabara Bay] with profiles of residents and workers of the region that sought to depict the area’s safety and its urban features; (4) Medalhões Olímpicos [Olympic “Big Medals”], athletes’ profiles in comics and animations; (5) Time de Ouro [Golden Team], a series of videos that profiled 11 Globo Network commentators, who had been acclaimed athletes during previous Olympic Games; (6) Meu Pódio Olímpico [My Olympic Podium], an application showcasing caricatures in which users could choose their favorite athletes, with the option to share the experience on Facebook; and (7) Mapa da Tocha [Torch Map], the Olympic Torch relay with data on dates, people, and places (Esporte e Mídia, 2016).

Although the multiplatform coverage of the event focused mainly on television and the Internet, radio and printed media were also included. Globo Group temporarily launched the CBN Globo Radio Station, aggregating Olympic content in a 24-hour schedule produced by Globo Radio and CBN Radio. The radio station was also available online and on mobile applications. The printed newspapers O Globo and Extra jointly launched the digital platform Infoglobo Rio 2016, providing exclusive services and highlights of the Games behind the scenes presented in real time. Furthermore, the editorial content prepared for Infoglobo included supplementary inserts in printed newspapers, such as (1) Rio Olímpico, uma nova cidade [Olympic Rio, a new city], regarding the transformations in the city for the Games; (2) Guia dos Jogos Olímpicos Rio 2016 [Guide to the 2016 Rio Olympic Games], a complete guide of the Games; (3) Cadernos de esporte especiais–Jogos Olímpicos Rio 2016 [Special sports supplement–2016 Rio Olympic Games], comprising daily special coverage; and (4) Cadernos especiais gratuitos [Free special supplements], a free bilingual publication distributed at the Olympic Park and its vicinity (Propmark, 2016).

In sum, the content produced by Globo Network in the scope of the broadcaster’s multiplatform coverage of the Olympic Games was complementary and eventually redundant, favoring users’ choices according to their mediatic consumption habits. In this sense, it was possible to identify the valorization of second screen applications and geolocation, as well as the interaction on online social media networks, stemming from journalistic content offered by the broadcaster.

**Audience and Market**

The multiplatform audience of Globo Network during its Olympic Games coverage registered an unparalleled growth rate. The cable channel SportTV, Globo’s main channel for the coverage, reached 38 million people during 2,400 hours of broadcasting in 17 days. This number is 27% bigger than the sum of spectators of the broadcaster’s three direct competitors (ESPN, Fox, and BandSports) and 29% bigger than the total number of spectators reached by SportTV during the 2012 London Olympics coverage. During the Rio Olympics, SportTV and SportTV2 took the lead in prime-time cable television (Stycer, 2016).
Regarding the impact made by the event on different media platforms involved in the network’s news coverage strategy, televised broadcasting registered an increase of 40% of people reached compared to the 2012 London Olympics. Between August 3 and August 21, 2016, the free-to-air Globo Network channel reached 177 million people, a sum that represents 53.5 million people more than during the 2012 London Games, corresponding to a 43% increase. The group’s digital platforms registered 6.5 million users, the audience peaks related to the transmissions of the Opening and Closing Ceremonies of the Games. The broadcast of the Closing Ceremony drew a 27 audience rating, the highest since the 1996 Atlanta Olympics. Furthermore, globoesporte.com reached a daily average of 15 million accesses during the Games, and a historical record was set during the women’s football semi-final between Brazil and Sweden: 20.1 million views (Mermelstein, 2016). These numbers show that the multiplatform coverage strategy was successful: Globo Network beat audience records and became the leader of that segment, reaching a varied public with a robust and diversified editorial project. However, this does not mean that citizen participation widely permeated the editorial planning, even if participation was discernible in specific contexts, notably on the online social media networks.

**Engagement**

According to the study disclosed by the marketing company SocialBrain (Soutelo, 2016), Globo Network attained the most engagement of any brand on online social media during the 2016 Rio Olympic Games. Throughout the Games, Globo Network’s profile on Twitter posted 1,800 tweets, generating around 180,000 shares. The hashtag #SomosTodosOlímpicos, created by the broadcaster, was mentioned 234,000 times on Twitter between August 3 and August 21, 2016, 10 times more than, for example, the hashtag #NBCOlympics of the American television network NBC, which registered 22,000 mentions on Twitter during the same period. Globo Network’s coverage became a trending topic on Brazilian Twitter 509 times and on the global Trending Topics list 165 times. Facebook registered around 830 posts with the hashtag #SomosTodosOlímpicos, which generated around 6 million accesses. On Instagram, this hashtag was deployed for around 630 posts, with nearly 5.8 million likes. On Snapchat, the broadcaster’s profile registered about 730,000 daily visits (Soutelo, 2016).

The engagement generated on online social media networks, especially when mediated by the hashtag put forward by Globo Network, indicates that the hashtag acted as a symbolic articulation of the broadcaster’s posts on social media. This mechanism of interaction stimulates social involvement in news dissemination based on contemporary habits of information consumption. Therefore, social engagement around this hashtag boosted Globo Network’s presence on online social media connections. This element is extremely important for the editorial strategy adopted by the company in its multiplatform coverage of the event, because it emphasizes the relevance of online social media networks in the diffusion of journalistic content.

In this sense, the Olympic Games became the most talked-about event ever on Instagram, with 916 million interactions between 131 million Instagram users (G1, 2016). For the event, Twitter Brazil organized the challenge #TweetCampeão [#ChampionTweet], which designated whoever achieved the highest number of views on their profile and mentions on social media the winner. Ana Paula Renault, a participant in the Globo Network Big Brother Brazil reality show, won the contest with a tweet that yielded 3.4 million views and 35,000 mentions. As a reward, her tweet was projected on Arcos da Lapa, one of the many tourist attractions in Rio de Janeiro. She celebrated her victory on Twitter by using,
among others, the hashtag #SomosTodosOlímpicos (Joven Pan, 2016). This action demonstrates the social pervasive ness of the hashtag created by Globo Network for the Olympic Games, in the social interactions on Twitter during that period and in the online/offline connections. Overall, the broadcaster’s audience engagement strategy privileged interaction to the detriment of participation. Interaction presupposes that the audience can “act/react/interact but cannot interfere with the narrative” in the sense that the “audience can decide the path to experiencing it, can click here or there, can react to social media entries, but it is not able to collaborate and co-create” (Gambarato, 2012, p. 76). Participation implies co-creation, engaging the audience “in a way that expresses their creativity in a unique, and surprising manner, allowing them to influence the final result” (Gambarato, 2012, p. 74). In this scenario, the IOC rules and regulations played a major role, decreasing the opportunities to foster participation during the Games.

Aesthetics

The aesthetic perspective of the Globo Network coverage of the Olympic Games excelled in journalistic accuracy, combined with technological innovation. On one hand, no language innovations were observed in relation to, for instance, initiatives of incorporating virtual reality narratives or newsgames in content expansion. On the other, editorial planning produced sophisticated strategies of broadcasting and information access, made available by the broadcaster throughout multiple media platforms. As an example, the use of augmented reality in mobile applications, such as Globo Rio 2016, allowed the audience to, for instance, point their smartphones at a competition venue and receive in real time information about what was happening at that specific location. Globolinha, the coverage’s mascot, could be visualized by users when accessing data about ongoing matches based on geolocation, in a similar aesthetics as Pokémon Go. Thus, augmented reality added to the Games transmissions in real time and enriched the audience experience.

Technological advancements were highlighted by holographic projections and by the partnership established between Globo Network and the Japanese broadcasting organization NHK for live transmissions in the ultra-high-definition (UHD) 8K format during the Opening and Closing Ceremonies of the Games. The 8K technology defines a cutting-edge standard in image quality, offering a resolution 16 times better than the current high-definition (HD) used in digital television (Lobo, 2016). This noteworthy broadcasting, however, did not result directly in possibilities of transmedia expansion in the journalistic narrative.

The series of special narratives produced by globoesporte.com—which employed infographics, comics, and animations extensively—is another example of the preoccupations regarding the creation of a refined aesthetic, grounded in the production of autonomous and complementary narratives in the digital connections of Globo Network news coverage. However, as in other examples, this element presented limited possibilities for citizen participation, a crucial aspect for the development of transmedia narratives.

CONCLUSION

Transmedia journalism essentially implies (1) multiple media platforms, (2) content expansion, and (3) audience engagement. The Globo Network news coverage of the 2016 Rio Olympics embraced, to a certain extent, all three core dimensions of transmedia phenomena. In relation to diversified media platforms,
Globo Network took advantage of the consortium of subsidiary media outlets within the Globo Group, incorporating television, Internet, printed media, social media, and radio. The tentpole of the coverage was television and the second-screen experience offered to the audience. Notwithstanding, social media networks, such as Instagram and Snapchat, played a major role in the expansion of content and audience engagement. The 2016 Summer Olympics was the most “instagramed” event in history (G1, 2016), and this was the Games of Snapchat stories and filters (Barkho, 2016). Globo Network established an unprecedented partnership with Snapchat to offer live behind-the-scenes broadcasts of the event from various perspectives. Social media as a source of news is a global trend verified by multiple studies conducted by renowned institutions (see Bialy & Svetoka, 2016; Gottfried & Shearer, 2016; Newman et al., 2016), and the Olympics followed this trend. This occurrence is so prevalent in news that although the Snapchat platform is not designed to be a news source, the firm adjusted its services for insertion in transmedia journalism. A highlight of the Globo Network coverage of the Games was the carefully orchestrated strategy and proactive planned process with journalists that structured an up-front transmedia approach. This planned/strategic aspect (Fast & Örnebring, 2015) of the coverage, noticeable in 2016, is a step forward from what the broadcaster offered on the occasion of the 2014 FIFA World Cup. Two years later, Globo Network created distinctive concepts for each media platform involved, articulating content originated by various Globo Group media outlets. Differently from what occurred during the 2014 FIFA World Cup coverage (see Gambarato et al., 2017), during the 2016 Olympics, there was a more solid transmedia plan aimed at creating transmediality to build a storyworld designed for and with various integrated media platforms. The ad hoc/emergent aspect (Fast & Örnebring, 2015) of transmedia creations manifested in the audience engagement potential of the coverage. Globo Network focused on interactivity with users to the detriment of effective citizen participation. The opportunities for the public to interact involved infographics, quizzes, polls, posts, comments, and sharing, for instance. The mobile applications developed by Globo Network for the event contributed to audience interaction, for example, via the augmented reality tools and the geolocation systems incorporated into the applications. Few hints of participation appeared in specific situations, especially connected to the broadcasts direct from the Olympic Studio in the middle of the Olympic Park, where people crowded in front of the studio and were incorporated into the transmission. Nonetheless, the strict set of regulations foisted by the IOC on the public and the media organizations allegedly interfered in the hybrid logic of adaptability and openness (Lewis, 2012) inherent to audience participation in journalism.

In a nutshell, the Globo Network coverage is aligned with the essential features of transmedia storytelling, investing in content expansion across different media platforms within technological advancements, but the coverage presented limited mechanisms of audience participation. Technological innovations, such as holographic projections of virtual athletes, augmented reality, and 8K ultra-high-definition transmissions, contributed to offer the audience a kind of immersive experience, in which the public could feel absorbed in the coverage. The Brazilian coverage of the Rio Olympics represents an advance in the transmedia coverage of planned events in relation to what Globo Network had previously offered in news coverage of similar major events. The transmedia planning and integration of multiple media platforms disseminating content via mobile applications, live-streaming on the Internet and on social media networks, and an immersive experience based on technological innovations were the transmedia highlights of the Globo Network coverage. However, improvement in audience engagement, especially in terms of citizen participation, is still to be achieved.
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**KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS**

**8K**: Refers to the horizontal resolution of 7,680 pixels, forming the total image dimensions of 7680 \( \times \) 4320 pixels.

**Ad hoc**: A Latin phrase meaning “made for this specific purpose or need, not planned before it happens.”

**Augmented Reality**: Technology that superimposes computer-generated images on the user’s view of the real world.
CrowdTangle: A tool for surfacing stories, measuring their social performance, and identifying influencers.

FIFA: *Fédération Internationale de Football Association* is the international football association responsible for organizing major football tournaments, notably the World Cup and the Women’s World Cup.

Newsgames: Games that apply journalistic content to their creation, aiming at providing context for complex situations.

Pokémon Go: A location-based augmented reality game for mobile devices.
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ABSTRACT

This chapter discusses the participatory flair of transmedia journalism within the concreteness of urban spaces by examining The Great British Property Scandal (TGBPS), a transmedia experience designed to inform and engage the public and offer alternative solutions to the long-standing housing crisis in the United Kingdom. The theoretical framework is centered on transmedia storytelling applied to journalism in the scope of urban spaces and participatory culture. The methodological approach of the case study is based on Gambarato’s (2013) transmedia analytical model and applied to TGBPS to depict how transmedia strategies within urban spaces collaborated to influence social change. TGBPS is a pertinent example of transmedia journalism within the liquid society, integrating mobile technologies into daily processes with the potential for enhanced localness, customization, and mobility within the urban fabric.

INTRODUCTION

The ever-changing waters in Heraclitus’ river appropriately illustrate the fluidity issues well considered by Bauman (2000) in his liquid society. A liquid society in which changeability, flow, uncertainty, and conflict are constant. Deuze (2008) relates journalism to Bauman’s liquidity, reflecting upon the fact that “Media as social institutions do not escape the sense of accelerated, unsettling change permeating liquid modern life, and it is exactly this notion of volatile, uncertain (global and local) flux that professional journalism fails to come to terms with” (p. 856). Furthermore, Deuze advocates that the involvement of audiences in rich forms of transmedia storytelling paves the way for the so-called “liquid journalism” (ibid., p. 859), in which news industry tries to integrate “disruptive technologies” (ibid., p. 856), such as the Internet. Transmedia journalism absorbers Bauman’s fluidity combined with Deuze’s conception of
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liquid journalism, encompassing multiple media outlets and narrative expansion with integrated actions between journalists and citizens. Transmedia journalism ought to be participatory, broadly exchangeable, and essentially expandable (Alzamora & Tárcia, 2012).

In this scenario, the aim of the chapter is to discuss the participatory flair of transmedia journalism within the concreteness of urban spaces by examining The Great British Property Scandal (TGBPS), a transmedia experience designed to inform and engage the public and offer alternative solutions to the long-standing housing-crisis in the United Kingdom (UK). The journalistic project was created by Channel 4, one of the largest British television broadcasters. Architect George Clarke, the project’s host, started a personal crusade against the British housing problem after discovering how many livable homes were empty or being demolished, while a significant number of families needed a home. The project appeals to audiences’ civic and social sense for not wasting empty properties as a result of the difficulties faced by private owners to bring them back into use. Therefore, the core goal of TGBPS was to report the issue and force it on the government agenda, seeking for actual policy amendment and, consequently, social change within the urban fabric. The main proposition of TGBPS was the creation of a low-cost loan fund established to support empty property owners, who would like to refurbish their properties and put them back into the market.

TGBPS, a transmedia experience that weaves people, participation, information, and storytelling in the city space, collaborates to a new perception of the context, in which cities achieve an enhanced hybrid function. Moreover, “It is likely that urban media content will gradually develop into content that can provide storytelling, not just information, to receivers” (Kim & Hong, 2013, p. 9). Thus, this chapter focuses on the analysis of the transmedia strategies of TGBPS to demonstrate how this production contributed (1) to make the public aware of the senseless waste of a million empty homes in the UK (Syndicut, n.d.); and (2) to offer opportunities for the audience to take action and change government policies in order to promote the revitalization of abandoned properties in the cityscape. “Inspiration to action” (pursue intervention by the public in real actions seeking solutions to problems) is one of the core features of transmedia journalism proposed by Moloney (2011) and the highlight of TGBPS.

The theoretical framework of this chapter is centered on transmedia storytelling applied to journalism (Alzamora & Tárcia, 2012; Gambarato & Tárcia, 2017; Moloney, 2011) in the scope of urban spaces (Bachelard, 1997; Calvino, 1974; De Certeau, 1984) and participatory culture (Carpentier & Dahlgren, 2014; Jenkins et al., 2013). The methodological approach of the case study is based on Gambarato’s (2013) transmedia analytical model and applied to TGBPS to depict how transmedia strategies within urban spaces collaborated to report an issue and influence social change. The research findings point to the transformative potential of TGBPS, which is increased by the participatory nature of the project. Concrete tools for taking action and fostering social change are offered to the audience. TGBPS is a pertinent example of transmedia journalism within the liquid society (Bauman, 2000), integrating mobile technologies into daily processes with the potential for enhanced localness, customization, and mobility within the urban fabric.

TRANSMEDIA PRODUCTIONS AND URBAN SPACES

Transmedia storytelling involves the unfolding of a storyworld (Jenkins, 2006) in which installments of the narrative are distributed across multiple media platforms to engage the audience and offer a more meaningful experience. Transmedia storytelling “is clearly premised on a macro-story that weaves it-
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self throughout the various story pieces” (Kim & Hong, 2013, p. 7). Bernardo (2014) emphasizes that “In the past decade, transmedia has proved invaluable as a communication strategy. Its real value lies in its prioritization of a dynamic storytelling experience as opposed to a more or less static broadcast” (p. 125). The classic examples of transmedia storytelling are often related to entertainment, as the case of The Matrix (1999) by the Wachowskis: In between each feature film, additional content (including graphic novels, animations, video games and memorabilia, for instance) were launched, offering the audience a richer understanding of the storyworld and the opportunity to keep engaged (Gambarato, 2013, p. 85). Nevertheless, transmedia storytelling goes beyond fiction, encompassing journalism, as the project TGBPS demonstrates.

Gambarato and Tárcia (2017) consider that transmedia journalism, as well as other applications of transmedia storytelling, basically involves (1) multiple media platforms, (2) content expansion, and (3) audience engagement. The challenge of transmedia journalism is to build a participatory environment in which journalism turns into a conversation, as regarded by Anderson, Dardenne, and Killenberg (1994). In addition, Moloney (2011) stresses that the relevance of transmedia journalism relies on telling compelling stories and allowing them to be a conversation that “draws people deeper by giving them a sense of ownership in that story. Through transmedia journalism we can, as public journalism hoped, build relevance to the public and engage in a conversation about what news matters” (pp. 58–59).

In the midst of new trends in current media, which involve narrative, participation and experience, space acquires an active role in communication processes, in general, and in the transmedia realm, in particular. Narrative space (Cooper, 2002), which also includes the unseen, engages audiences in collective experiences. Participatory space, anchored in the technological developments, enable innovative ways to tell, to listen and to experience stories. Experiential space, connected to the collective process described by Lévy (1997), amplifies the complexity of transmedia storytelling distributed across multiple media platforms. In this context, the urban fabric becomes a space of possibilities for fiction and nonfiction transmedia productions; the city-text proposed by De Certeau (1984) and discussed by Collie (2013) indicates that “Pedestrians, in effect, tell urban stories through their movements” (p. 11).

Michel de Certeau (1984) differentiates the concept of place from space. According to the author, “A place (lieu) is the order (of whatever kind) in accord with which elements are distributed in relationships of coexistence. (…) A place is thus an instantaneous configuration of positions. It implies an indication of stability” (ibid., p. 117). Space, on the other hand, embraces vectors of directions, velocities and time variables.

In short, space is a practiced place. Thus, the street geometrically defined by urban planning is transformed into a space by walkers. In the same way, an act of reading is the space produced by the practice of a particular place: a written text, i.e., a place constituted by a system of signs. (ibid.)

De Certeau’s city-text (1984) is in consonance with Calvino’s imaginable cities (1974). Italo Calvino, in his acclaimed Invisible Cities, describes the imaginary city of Tamara, which belongs to the group City and Signs in the book, as a space where:

Your gaze scans the streets as if they were written pages: the city says everything you must think, makes you repeat her discourse, and while you believe you are visiting Tamara you are only recording the names with which she defines herself and all her parts. (Calvino, 1974, p. 14)
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Describing the group City and Memory, Calvino (ibid., p. 10) states that the city consists of the “relationships between the measurements of its space and the events of its past,” however, the city “does not tell its past, but contains it” (ibid., p. 11). In addition, Gaston Bachelard, in The Poetics of Space, introduces the concept of “topoanalysis” as “the systematic psychological study of the sites of our intimate lives” (1997, p. 8). Bachelard advocates the idea that it is space, not time, which invokes memories:

*Of course, thanks to the house, a great many of our memories are housed, and if the house is a bit elaborate, if it has a cellar and a garret, nooks and corridors, our memories have refuges that are all the more clearly delineated. All our lives we come back to them in our daydreams. A psychoanalyst should, therefore, turn his attention to this simple localization of our memories. I should like to give the name of topoanalysis to this auxiliary of psychoanalysis.* (ibid.)

Bachelard, therefore, emphasizes the experience behind our relationship with space and time. In the interplay between narrative and experience, Jenkins (2002) highlights the role of spatial stories and environmental storytelling. Environmental storytelling intertwines story elements and the physical space in which the story is experienced. Jenkins (ibid.) describes four ways environmental storytelling creates the conditions for immersive narrative experiences: (1) evoked narratives (spatial stories evoke pre-exiting stories or draw upon well-known genre traditions); (2) enacted narratives (spatial stories can provide a staging ground where the narrative is enacted); (3) embedded narratives (spatial stories may embed narrative information within the *mise-en-scène*); and (4) emergent narratives (spatial stories provide resources for narratives to emerge). TGBPS, which has characteristics of emergent narrative, creates conditions for nonfictional stories to emerge from the cityscape by means of audience participation, as the comprehensive analysis of the project depicts.

In the transmedia realm, environmental storytelling is, not only, but specially connected to the portmanteau transmedia. Pratten (2015) describes three types of transmedia stories: Franchise, portmanteau, and complex transmedia experience. Franchise includes a series of individual and independent media outlets, such as films, video games, and comic books that cover different narrative spaces, such as prequel, sequels, and spin-offs (ibid., p. 15). *The Matrix* is an example of franchise. Portmanteau is a kind of puzzle in which multiple interdependent platforms contribute to a single experience (ibid., p. 16). This is the case of Alternate Reality Games (ARGs). An ARG is “an interactive narrative that blends real life treasure hunting, interactive storytelling, and online community” (Gambarato, 2013, p. 86). A prominent example of ARG is *Why So Serious?,* produced in 2007, which played out for 15 months before the release of Christopher Nolan’s film *The Dark Knight* (2008), and involved phone calls, coded websites, printed posters, newspaper ads, and live events, for instance. Complex transmedia experience (Pratten, 2015, p. 16), combines franchise and portmanteau, offering the audience a broader experience. The TV series *Lost* (ABC, 2004–2010) is an example of this type of transmedia production because it incorporates traces of franchise (TV series, mobisodes, books, and more) and an ARG called the *Lost Experience,* produced in 2006.

ARGs involve a recurring shift between the real and fictional realities offered by the experience, drawing participants into both online and offline activities. In this sense, the urban space plays a key role in ARGs. “The capacity of lived environments to be repurposed and to acquire new meanings is what makes environmental games and alternate reality games (ARGs) possible—and, perhaps, necessary” (Ruiz, Stokes & Watson, 2012, p. 7).
TRANSMEDIA JOURNALISM AND PARTICIPATORY CULTURE

TGBPS incorporates the urban space into the journalistic storytelling but, moreover, engages the public into a participatory experience for social change. This topic of “inspiration to action” (Moloney, 2011) could cause controversy in the sense since some may question whether the role of journalism is to lead the public to take meaningful action (Gambarato & Tárcia, 2017). However, contemporary journalism is currently moving toward user-generated content and concrete action. Moloney’s proposition to pursue audience intervention in real actions for problem solving, reinforces audience engagement and content expansion, which are fundamental characteristics of transmedia journalism.

According to Carpentier and Dahlgren (2014), “participation captures a specific set of social practices that deal with the decision-making practices of actors” (p. 45). Participatory transmedia projects invite audiences to engage in a way that expresses their creativity, allowing them to influence the final result. Participation occurs when audiences can, with respect at least to a certain aspect of the project, influence on the set of components, such as the story and change the outcome of the project (Gambarato, 2013, p. 87).

TGBPS exemplifies grassroots circulation practices in which “a media text becomes material that drives active community discussion and debate at the intersection between popular culture and civic discourse—conversations that might lead to community activism or social change” (Jenkins et al., 2013, p. 168). However, what motivated people to participate and take action, and embrace TGBPS? Drawing on Bradham’s (2013, p. 122) list of motivations, individuals, in this case, would like (1) to challenge themselves to solve a tough problem; (2) to contribute to a large project of common interest; (3) to share with others; (4) to collaborate on housing issues; (5) to protect house safety and household welfare; and (6) to make a difference in society. Nanì (2013) adds “publics participate and get engaged because of the rise of a new culture that enhances the co-creation of ‘spreadable’ texts” (p. 20). Among the series of models of engagement, such as the dragonfly effect by Aaker and Smith (2010), the equation proposed by Nani (2013) seems to clearly describe the major focuses that should be involved in the development of transmedia projects for social change in the scope of participatory culture: “civic engagement = specific proposition + design to call attention + publics’ empowerment” (p. 36).

Following the equation, a specific proposition refers to offering the public concrete goals. “Goals that are not specific are usually vague, risking, therefore, not being meaningful … and most likely unclear, ergo lacking engaging power” (ibid.). Design to call attention concerns the use of text and audiovisual features across multiple media platforms to attract people’s attention to the project and, consequently, to the cause behind it. Publics’ empowerment is about “the synergy between producers and publics in the co-production of meaningful texts” (ibid., p. 37). TGBPS has as its specific propositions the goal to report empty homes to the authorities and establish a low-cost loan fund to support empty homes owners, who want to refurbish their properties and put them back into use. The design of the Channel 4 project calls attention with a contemporary layout, the good technical quality of the audiovisual content, and the leadership of a well-known host. The publics’ empowerment of TGBPS gives people the opportunity to demonstrate their support by reporting empty homes via mobile application and by signing an online petition to pressure the government to launch a low-cost loan fund in favor of the renovation of empty properties. Around 10,000 empty homes were reported, over 118,200 petition signatures were gathered within the project and, as a result, £17 million were allocated for the new low-cost loan fund in the UK (Channel 4, n.d.b).
METHODOLOGY OF ANALYSIS

The analytical model developed by Gambarato (2013) is the method chosen to examine the case study of TGBPS because this model contributes to a qualitative understanding of the design process of transmedia projects. The model was elaborated in 2013 as a tool to facilitate the analysis of transmedia projects in the fictional and nonfictional realms. Therefore, it is appropriate for transmedia journalism analysis. For other analyses applying this model see Gambarato (2014, 2016) and Gambarato and Medvedev (2015a, 2015b, 2017). The structure of the model involves ten specific topics that are guided by a series of practicable questions. A brief description is presented in Table 1.

THE GREAT BRITISH PROPERTY SCANDAL ANALYSIS

Premise and Purpose

TGBPS reports the housing-crisis affecting England, Scotland, and Wales. Moreover, this transmedia project proposes alternative solutions for the fact that there are two million families in need of a home and one million empty houses in the UK (Syndicot, n.d.). The aim of the journalistic project is to raise awareness about the housing issue and take action, through audience engagement, to change government policies in order to promote the revitalization of abandoned properties. The proposal is to achieve this goal by means of the establishment of a low-cost loan fund designed to support empty property owners, who are willing to refurbish their properties and put them back into the market.

According to the housing and homeless charity Shelter (n.d.), in England alone there are 1.7 million households enrolled in housing waiting lists, while living in temporary accommodations. TGBPS emphasizes that this situation is unacceptable when considering that more than a million homes currently lie empty in the UK (Owen, 2014).

Narrative

The storyline of TGBPS revolves around the fight against the senseless waste of a million empty houses, which are being preferably demolished instead of being renovated and put back into use. Architect George Clarke, together with non-governmental organizations such as Shelter (http://england.shelter.org.uk) and Empty Homes (http://www.emptyhomes.com), wrestled with the general unwillingness of government officials to create the low-cost loan fund and seriously lobbied for this alternative strategy to deal with the housing-crisis. After a year, they succeeded.

Clarke begins the Channel 4 journalistic TV series with interviews in which people are complaining about the housing issue. This is the starting point for presenting the facts and, consequently, raising awareness about the real extent of the problem in the UK. In his journey looking for supporters, Clarke portraits the struggles, failures, emotional experiences, and wins of TGBPS. On the one hand, the storytelling focuses on Clarke’s crusade to change state policies and, on the other hand, showcases the real cases of families in need of a home. Negative capability, which leaves gaps into the story in order to generate tension and interest in continuing to follow the narrative, is specially used to maintain the suspense if the families are going to receive the help they need.
## Table 1. Concise description of the transmedia project design analytical model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Practicable Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. Premise and purpose  
State clearly what the project is about and why it exists. |  
What is the project about?  
Is it a fiction, nonfiction, or mixed project?  
What is its fundamental purpose? Is it to entertain, to teach, or to inform? Is it to market a product? |
| 2. Narrative  
It is the structure that storyworlds evoke in the transmedia milieu. |  
What are the narrative elements of the project?  
What is the summary of its storyline?  
What is the time frame of the story?  
What are the strategies for expanding the narrative?  
Are negative capability and migratory cues included?  
Is it possible to identify intermedial texts in the story? |
| 3. Worldbuilding  
A storyworld or story universe should be robust enough to support expansions, going beyond a single story. |  
When does the story occur?  
Which is the central world where the project is set?  
Is it a fictional world, the real world, or a mixture of both?  
How is it presented geographically?  
Is the storyworld large enough to support expansions? |
| 4. Characters  
The features of the characters and how they appear across all the platforms should be consistent. |  
Who are the primary and secondary characters of the story?  
Does the project have any spinoffs?  
Can the storyworld be considered a primary character on its own?  
Can the audience be considered a character as well? |
| 5. Extensions  
Transmedia storytelling involves multiple media in which the storyworld will unfold and be experienced. |  
How many extensions does the project have?  
Are the extensions adaptations or expansions of the narrative through various media?  
Is each extension canonical? Does it enrich the story?  
Are the extensions able to spread the content and provide the possibility to explore the narrative in-depth? |
| 6. Media platforms and genres  
A transmedia project necessarily involves more than one medium and can also embrace more than one genre (science fiction, action, comedy, etc.). |  
What kind of media platforms (film, book, comics, games, etc.) are involved in the project?  
Which devices (computer, game console, tablet, mobile phone, etc.) are required by the project?  
How does each platform participate and contribute to the whole project? What are their functions in the project? Is each medium really relevant to the project?  
What is the rollout strategy to release the platforms?  
Which genres (action, adventure, detective, science fiction, fantasy, etc.) are present in the project? |
| 7. Audience and market  
Scoping the audience is fundamental for a more appropriate delivery of the transmedia experience. The TS involves some level of audience engagement. |  
Who is the target audience of the project?  
What kind of “viewers” (real-time, reflective, and navigational) does the project attract?  
Do similar projects exist? Do they succeed in achieving their purpose?  
What is the project’s business model?  
Was the project successful revenue-wise? Why? |
| 8. Engagement  
All the dimensions of a transmedia project, at a lower or higher level, are drawn into the experience of people when engaging with the story. |  
Through what point of view (PoV) does the audience experience this world: first person, second person, third person, or a mixture of them?  
What role does the audience play in this project?  
What are the mechanisms of interaction in this project?  
Is there any participation involved in the project?  
Does the project work as a cultural attractor/activator?  
Is there UGC related to the story (parodies, recaps, mash-ups, fan communities, etc.)?  
Does the project offer the audience the possibility of immersion into the storyworld?  
Does the project offer the audience the possibility to take elements of the story and incorporate them into everyday life?  
Is there a system of rewards and penalties? |
| 9. Structure  
The organization of a transmedia project, the arrangement of its constituent elements, and how they interrelate can offer concrete elements for analysis. |  
When did the transmediation begin? Is it a proactive or retroactive project?  
Is this project closer to a transmedia franchise, a portmanteau transmedia story, or a complex transmedia experience?  
Can each extension work as an independent entry point to the story?  
What are/were possible endpoints of the project?  
How is the project structured? |
| 10. Aesthetics  
The visual and audio elements of a transmedia project should also contribute to the overall atmosphere and enhance the experience spread throughout multiple media platforms. |  
What kinds of visuals are used (animation, video, graphics, a mix) in the project?  
Is the overall appearance realistic or a fantasy environment?  
Is it possible to identify specific design styles in the project?  
How does audio work in this project? Are there ambient sounds (rain, wind, traffic noises, etc.), sound effects, music, and so forth? |
The TV series is the introductory and inspirational part of the narrative. The storyworld is extended across social media networks (Facebook, Twitter, YouTube), website, mobile application, where the supportive audience can gather more information and take action, for instance, by signing a petition to pressure the government and reporting empty homes they are aware of, which is an activity developed across urban spaces. All the project’s extensions have rather clear migratory cues, such as hyperlinks and direct speech of the host, motivating the audience to access the other extensions of TGBPS.

**Worldbuilding**

Geographically, TGBPS is located in the UK. The project’s host itinerary includes a wide range of destinations, such as London, Manchester, Newcastle, and Leeds. The development of the project occurred between the end of 2011 and the end of 2012. Throughout the TV series episodes, references to war zones arise: From the portrait of depopulated and dilapidated areas in the cityscape to the frequent use of war metaphors such as “crusade.” This scenario emphasizes the dramatic situation of the housing-crisis and contributes to motivate both politicians and citizens to take action and ignite social change. Since this problematic issue is wide spread in the UK, the world built by TGBPS is robust and rich enough to be unfolded across multiple media platforms in a transmedial way.

**Characters**

The protagonist of TGBPS is its creator, George Clarke. Clarke is a British architect, television presenter, lecturer, and writer, who hosts the project. After the successful achievements of TGBPS, he became Independent Empty Home Advisor to the government. As the main “hero” of the story, Clarke confronts a series of antagonists, such as local council’s representatives, politicians, and red tape, who represent obstacles in his journey. However, Clarke is not alone. He counts on the support of celebrities such as the popular singer Will Young and the British designer Kevin McCloud, for instance, who help to call attention to the transmedia project. Moreover, Clarke is supported by an “army of online heroes” (Channel 4, n.d.a): ordinary citizens who experience the urban spaces and report empty homes and sign the petition to pressure the government to act to solve the housing-crisis. The audience, in this case, has an effective role in building the narrative within the urban fabric and specially in helping the project to achieve its main goal of changing policies and implementing the low-cost loan fund for the refurbishment of empty houses. They write their own chapter in the history of British housing. Notwithstanding, there are as well numerous secondary characters, such as the families in need of a home and voluntaries who help them to accomplish their objective.

**Extensions**

TGBPS has multiple extensions throughout different media platforms. Distinctive and valuable installments of content are distributed to provide the audience with the opportunity to explore the narrative in-depth and change government policy. The extensions are presented as following (see Table 2):

In addition to the TV series (two seasons, three episodes in total), which is the mothership of the project, Channel 4 broadcasted simultaneously two other TV programs integrated into TGBPS storyworld: *Phil’s Empty Homes Giveaway* and *Kevin’s Grand Design*. The single episode of *Phil’s Empty Homes Giveaway*, presented by journalist Phil Spencer, was totally dedicated to the homeless issue. The
two episodes of *Kevin’s Grand Design*, presented by designer Kevin McCloud, discussed the building of affordable and sustainable homes.

The website serves as a hub to redirect the audience to the other extensions and, above all, is the platform for the online petition. Facebook and Twitter accounts promote the project and become an important source of information about other initiatives related to the housing-crisis, such as the ones offered by organizations like Shelter and Empty Homes. The YouTube account spread, for instance, the trailer of the project that went viral and helped to call people’s attention to the project and to the housing-crisis. The iOS mobile application Empty Homes Spotter enable the audience, while experiencing the city, to make photos of empty properties and report them to the authorities. Overall, the set of extensions contribute to expand the content and, considering the general success of TGBPS, all of them consolidate the effectiveness of the project.

### Media Platforms and Genres

A transmedia project is characterized by the expansion of content across diverse media platforms, fostering audience engagement. Each medium shapes the audience experience based on its own inherent characteristics. TGBPS combine television, Internet (website and social media networks) and mobile media. The devices necessary to access all the nuances of the project are a TV set, a computer or tablet, and a smartphone. In this case, one restriction of the project is related to the fact that the mobile application *Empty Homes Spotters*, a key extension within TGBPS, was available exclusively for iOS mobile operating system devices (iPhone, iPad, and iPod Touch). *Empty Homes Spotters* was considered

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extension</th>
<th>Media Platform</th>
<th>Date of Launch</th>
<th>Commentary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| The Great British Property Scandal TV series season 1 | Television Channel 4 | December 5, 2011
   | | December 6, 2011 | 2 episodes |
| The Great British Property Scandal: Every Empty Counts TV series season 2 | Television Channel 4 | November 7, 2012 | 1 episode |
| Phil’s Empty Homes Giveaway | Television Channel 4 | December 7, 2011 | 1 episode |
| Kevin’s Grand Design | Television Channel 4 | December 8, 2011
   | | December 15, 2011 | 2 episodes |
| The Great British Property Scandal website | Internet http://www.channel4.com/programmes/the-great-british-property-scandal | December, 2011 | The petition was available in the website |
| Facebook page | Internet [Social Media]
   | | https://www.facebook.com/propertyscandal | December, 2011 | Not available anymore |
| Twitter account | Internet [Social Media]
   | | @emptyhomes #propertyscandal #emptyhomes | October, 2011 | 9,691 followers
   | | | | 2,263 tweets |
| YouTube Channel 4 | Internet [Social Media]
   | | https://youtu.be/N3OPITEEsw | November, 2011 | TV series trailer has 199,667 views |
| Empty Homes Spotter iOS mobile application | Mobile | December, 2011 | Free app
   | | | | 10,000 empty homes reported |
among the best iPhones applications (Skinner, 2012) and, most importantly, enabled 10,000 homes to be reported via the app (The Project Factory, n.d.).

The Empty Homes Spotter app gave them the tools to make an impact. Using their smartphones, viewers could upload basic details about empty properties they’d spotted in their community, also supplying a photo with the app submitting these details automatically to the Empty Homes Officer responsible, using GPS to identify the correct local council. (ibid.)

Documentary/journalism is the predominant genre throughout all media platforms of the project, incorporating user-generated content. The diversity of TGBPS media platforms has an impact on attracting different audiences, for instance, a less active and mobile group of people mainly interested in TV broadcasting and a more active portion of the audience ready to not only access information about the project online but to get engaged in the participatory opportunities TGBPS offers.

**Audience and Market**

The primary target audience comprehends the residents of the areas covered by the project: England, Wales, and Scotland. They could be citizens directly affected by the housing-crisis or conscious sympathizers of this very important cause. Channel 4 has an international penetration; therefore, a larger audience contingent could be reached abroad as well. TGBPS engages different types of viewers, comprising real-time and navigational ones. According to Murray (1997), stories will have to work for two or three kinds of viewers in parallel. The real-time viewers are the ones who enjoy each single episode and the navigational viewers appreciate the connections between different installments of the story and the multiple arrangements of content (Murray, 1997, p. 257; Jenkins, 2006, p. 119). The navigational viewers are most likely the ones who effectively participated into the project and took action towards policy and social change.

Channel 4 already had previous experience with transmedia projects dedicated to policy and social change. In 2010, the public service broadcaster initiated *Fish Fight*, a transmedia project designed to “draw the public’s attention to the reckless discarding of caught fish because of the quota system intended to conserve fish stocks in the domain of the European Union (EU)” and, consequently, to “pressure the authorities to change the EU Common Fisheries Policy” (Gambarato & Medvedev, 2015b, p. 43). TGBPS, produced by a public service broadcaster, was not planned for profit. All the platforms involved in the storytelling are offered totally free of charge, which contribute to the spreadability of the content and, consequently, massive response from audiences.

**Engagement**

The opportunities of audience engagement offered by TGBPS are key for the successful achievements of the project. Besides interaction with other members of the audience and the producers, TGBPS presents participatory contexts in which audiences could actively be part of the story and, moreover, influence on the results of the project. The audience is encouraged to participate by: (1) signing the petition on the website, (2) reporting empty homes they are aware of via the mobile application, and (3) being a volunteer able to help with the renovations needed to put back into use empty properties. During the first season, the emphasis relied on the petition and the reporting. More than 10,000 homes were reported
and the greatest *Empty Home Spotter* of them all was John Fraser, who lives in Hartlepool, UK, and alone reported 612 homes (The Project Factory, n.d.). The mobile app allows and incorporates in the storyworld user-generated content. The audience could easily take pictures of the properties they want to report and the GPS (Global Positioning System) built into the app facilitates the precise identification of the location and automatically submits the details to the Empty Homes Officer of the correct local council (ibid.). In the second season, people were inspired to be immersed into the story and get physically involved to help rebuilding and restoring empty properties.

The audience experience the story in second-person, when they are directly invited to get involved in the project and in third-person, when the audience follows Clarke’s narrative. Some of the “online heroes” can be seen experiencing the story in first-person, when presenting themselves in a series of videos available online (see Channel 4, n.d.a).

**Structure**

TGBPS was designed since the beginning to be transmediatic. “Pro-active transmedia projects are considered up front, full of tie-ins planned from the beginning” (Gambarato, 2013, p. 87). Audiences have access to independent entry points into the story universe. TGBPS is structurally organized with the TV series taking center stage and having two other TV programs being aired simultaneously on Channel 4. Gravitating around the television, there are the Internet extensions (with extra content and the petition) and the mobile application (directly related to the urban space with the reporting of empty homes). Although most of the content related to TGBPS can still be accessed online, the project ended with the second season of the TV series in 2012, which portrayed the achievements of the process of pressuring the government and raising public awareness about the senseless waste of empty properties.

**Aesthetics**

The main visuals presented by TGBPS are video (for TV and Internet), Web and mobile application design. The design elements are relatively simple, with emphasis on the typical black & yellow safety stripe, characterizing the hazards that could surround depopulated and dilapidated properties as well as under construction sites. This kind of tape is a symbol of risk and work in progress, a warning to not cross the line. The project’s message is clearly communicated: There are several empty houses around and the community should force the government agenda to refurbish these places. The visual communication is quite straightforward and the eye-catching contrast between black and yellow corroborates for the clearness of the message.

The TV and Internet videos take advantage of animated texts that pop up in the middle of the screen with facts and figures about the housing-crisis, highlighting and reinforcing the gravity of the problem in the UK. The soundtrack of the project is dynamic and dramatic, presenting rhythmic elements such as basic pop beats to create an intriguing atmosphere.

**RESEARCH FINDINGS AND FINAL REMARKS**

The achievements of TGBPS demonstrate that the project connected to the community and the cityscape and was able to inspire audiences to take action regarding the deep-rooted housing issue in the UK.
According to Channel 4 (n.d.b), TGBPS succeeded in the following ways: (1) over 118,200 petition signatures (100,000 within a week of launching TGBPS), (2) 10,000 empty homes were reported, (3) £17 million allocated for the new low-cost loan fund in the UK, and (4) George Clarke was appointed Independent Empty Home Advisor to the Government.

The traditional role of producers and consumers was blurred and the prosumers (Toffler, 1980) effectively shaped the spatial story and influenced on the project’s outcomes. Organized via social media networks, prosumers followed the flow of information across multiple media platforms and contributed generating content, sharing the experience, supporting the cause and, ultimately, promoting social change, especially with the government approval for the low-cost loan funds.

TGBPS’s transformative potential increased with the participatory nature of the project and the transmedia approach empowered audiences with concrete tools for taking action and fostering social change. Transmedia journalism is inserted into the media convergence process involving society in fluid, participative environments. TGBPS is a relevant example of Bauman’s (2000) liquid society, incorporating mobile technologies into everyday life processes with the potential for enhanced localness, customization, and mobility within the urban fabric.

Despite all the initiatives connected to TGBPS, the endemic housing-crisis in the UK is far from a resolution. Another core dimension of the problem is the fact that “by some measures British property is now the most expensive in the world, save in Monaco” (The Economist, 2015). The highlight of the 2015 New Ideas for Housing Competition in London is floating homes as a sustainable alternative to the housing shortage (Dowdy, 2015). Other alternative currently being discussed in the UK is the fact that, for instance, “more than 2.5m homes could be released on to the property market if older owners were given better incentives and information on downsizing, the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (Rics) has claimed” (Osborne, 2015). These homes “could be released if homeowners received greater support to move into specialist retirement or smaller properties” (ibid.). However, this is a controversial move because there is an especially strong emotional dimension to people’s homes, as emphasized by Bachelard (1997). Rics is another organization fighting for the government to be more effective in bringing empty properties back into use, suggesting that the local authorities should make available the details of their empty houses stock and publish a measurable timeline for getting them into the market (Osborne, 2015).

In a nutshell, TGBPS is a genuine example of transmedia storytelling applied to journalism, aiming at promoting social good. Anita Ondine, creative director of Transmedia Next (transmedia production and training company in London), discusses the overall pertinence of transmedia storytelling:

*Will we still be talking about transmedia a few years from now? Well, maybe the word itself will go away, but we certainly will be doing transmedia. To me, I like to think about it sort of in the way that we used to talk about e-commerce a few years ago, when we were referring to buy books or booking flights online. Now, that is just how we do business, it is how we get stuff done. In the same way, we call it transmedia now but in a few years from now, it is just the way we will be telling stories. (Ondine, 2012)*

Transmedia storytelling will be simply the way to tell stories, including news stories. TGBPS already take advantage of transmedia features and strategies to tell a compelling story within urban spaces able to inform the public and motivate audience engagement for social change.
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**KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS**

- **Cityscape**: The urban equivalent of a landscape.
- **Crusade**: A vigorous campaign for political, social, or religious change.
- **Customization**: The process of modifying or creating according to individual or personal specifications or preferences.
- **Grassroot Movement**: A bottom-up structure to foster community participation in politics.
- **Liquid Society**: The reality in which society considers highly what is transitory rather than permanent, the immediate rather than long term.
- **Migratory Cues**: Signals towards another medium—the means through which multiple narrative paths are marked by authors and located by users.
- **Mise-En-Scène**: The settings or surroundings of an event.
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ABSTRACT

The National Geographic Society (NGS) has always sought to incorporate new ways of media production into its working routine, thus defining standards of journalism both in technical and narrative terms. As a logical result, the NGS also relies on cross media strategies, focusing on transmedia storytelling in order to connect its audience. The “Future of Food” project is one of the largest transmedia projects in journalism. The chapter first outlines the concept of transmedia storytelling and discusses 10 qualities in the context of journalism. Secondly, the authors systematically discuss the case study “Future of Food” by applying the transmedia qualities to the project. This provides insights into the modes and combinations of story elements and allows to draw attention to challenges and opportunities for researchers, producers, and users.

INTRODUCTION

The National Geographic Society (NGS) is regarded as one of the most influential organizations for the development of international photojournalism (Godulla & Wolf, 2016). In the past decades, the foundation has always sought to incorporate new ways of media production into its working routine, thus defining standards of journalism both in technical and narrative terms. According to its own mission statement, the global nonprofit membership organization is driven “by a passionate belief in the power of science, exploration and storytelling” (National Geographic Society, 2016). However, the
days of doorstep newspaper delivery, listening to a live radio show or being part of a national audience watching the debut of a hit TV show are mostly over. Instead, today’s audiences enjoy reaching for content when, where and how they want it. (Clendenin & Stuckey, 2016)

Therefore, for the NGS extending its media brand to the digital world is a wise move as “we have entered an era of media convergence that makes the flow of content across multiple media channels almost inevitable” (Jenkins, 2013). Furthermore, the relevance of online and mobile platforms to access media brands for both news journalism and longform journalism has increased (Wolf & Godulla, 2016; Wolf & Schnauber, 2015).

As a logical result, the NGS also relies on strategies of transmedia storytelling in order to connect its audience “of more than 700 million people a month through its media platforms, products, events and experiences” (National Geographic Society, 2016).

The concept of transmedia storytelling has been applied in various contexts to date, including its integration into journalism (Gambarato & Tárcia, 2017). In this context, transmedia journalism is defined as projects that allow “a story to unfold across multiple media—analog, digital and even brick-and-mortar—in an expansive rather than repetitive way” (Moloney, 2014).

In 2014, the NGS launched its most ambitious transmedia project so far. “The Future of Food” was launched in May 2014, involving 823 stories and 472 social media posts on 41 different digital and analog channels, including three magazines, a cable TV series, museum exhibits and organized travel experiences (Clendenin & Stuckey, 2016). True to the motto “The new food revolution. Serving more than 7 billion every day” (National Geographic Society, 2014b), National Geographic reached out to its audience, asking people to collaborate by discussing global food trends or co-create by sending pictures of places connected with the production and consumption of food, calling these places “Foodscapes.” By creating several cover stories, National Geographic Magazine attracted enormous attention to the topic, accompanying the discussion on social media using the hashtag #FutureOfFood. Being able to use a huge variety of media platforms, the foundation is able to react to an ongoing trend. Following Pratten (2015), it is important to integrate communications and customer feedback mechanisms into the storytelling and experience design because the audience avoids and mistrusts advertising. By adopting this entertainment-marketing duality, the audience will advocate on your behalf and share content because it meets their personal and social needs, not because you have bribed them with promised rewards. (Pratten, 2015, p. 5)

Therefore, the authors consider this project to be an ideal example of transmedia storytelling in journalism. The paper will first outline the concept of transmedia storytelling and draw on ten qualities in the context of journalism. Based on Jenkins (2009a, 2009b) and Moloney (2015) this chapter focuses on Spreadability, Drillability, Immersion, Extractability, Worldbuilding, Seriality, Subjectivity, Continuity, Multiplicity, and Performance. Secondly, the authors will systematically discuss the case study “Future of Food” to provide insights into the modes and combinations of story elements and to draw attention to challenges and opportunities of transmedia storytelling in journalism for researchers, producers, and users.
TRANSMEDIA STORYTELLING IN JOURNALISM

Due to the long period of parallel existence of different media such as newspapers, magazines, radio, and television, one could argue that “journalism itself was born transmediatic” (Gambarato & Tárcia, 2017, p. 1382). Even user interaction and participation are not a new phenomenon created by Internet media, considering for instance phone calls to television shows and letters to the newsrooms. Due to the lack of a congruent usage of the term “transmedia storytelling” in journalism both on a practical level and in the research literature, this section begins by clarifying different terms like cross media, transmedia, digital, and multimedia storytelling.

After elaborating on a clear hierarchy and structure of these four different phenomena, attention is drawn to the fundamental qualities of transmedia storytelling. Following Jenkins (2009a, 2009b) and Moloney (2015), these qualities allow to refer to a set of categories which can be applied to journalism and later used to systematically analyze the “Future of Food” case study. Furthermore, this chapter also focuses on a core element of transmedia storytelling: Audience participation. In recent times, there has been much discussion about user participation under the heading of catchwords such as open journalism and co-creation. This marks a fundamental turning away from closed production processes in journalism where editorial offices controlled all parts of a story toward a more open approach that allows users to get involved in the media product itself by creating and contributing parts of the storyworld themselves.

Defining Transmedia Storytelling

Considering transmedia storytelling in general as well as in journalism in particular, there is a large variety of definitions and terms which are actually not identical. For example, in journalism, cross media storytelling, transmedia storytelling, digital storytelling, and multimedia storytelling are often used synonymously. However, some authors already claimed differences and discussed them. These differences will be referred to in the following section.

From the authors’ perspective, cross media storytelling describes different editorial strategies. One of these can be transmedia storytelling. While both terms can—but do not necessarily have to—relate to digital media, multimedia storytelling solely exists as part of digital storytelling. The latter term, however, refers to an established narrative principle which is transferred to Internet media: To tell stories (see Figure 1).

In this paper, cross media storytelling is considered to be the widest term. Since the adoption of Internet media as a new means to publish journalistic content, there has been an inflationary usage of “cross media” (Wolf, 2014, p. 105). Moreover, it can be observed that different disciplines such as media management, advertising, strategic communication, and journalism all seem to have a different understanding of the term and its characteristics (Vogelsberg, 2006). As a minimal consensus, many authors agree that cross media refers to a combination of different institutionalized media platforms (e.g. Erdal, 2011; Gambarato, 2016).

Focusing on journalism, these media sets will most of the time focus on print media (book, newspaper, magazine), broadcasting media (radio and television), as well as online and mobile media (websites, apps, social networks). Nevertheless, depending on the diversification of the media organization, there might be other media integrated as well (Godulla & Wolf, 2017, p. 47). Different authors also agree on the fact that cross media strategies in general are implemented to increase the media company’s (potential) audience (Gambarato & Tárcia, 2017, p. 1384; Moloney, 2015, p. 39; Wenzlaff, 2013).
In order to maintain a central position in this extended media network encompassing internet platforms, and to transform the tensions between old and new media, between payment markets and free product markets and between producers and users, the main solution chosen by the old media companies has been to deliver content across media platforms. (Bechmann, 2012, p. 889)

Therefore, since the rise of Internet media as a core part of journalism business, these cross media strategies are of constant interest in journalism research. However, different levels of cross media strategies must be considered. Firstly, a diversification on the organizational level, focusing on the media brand, which publishes for different markets. Secondly, a diversification on the content level which includes different strategies of cross media storytelling (Godulla & Wolf, 2017, p. 47; Panis, van den Bulck, Verschraegen, van der Burg, & Paulussen, 2014; Westlund, 2011).

The former is applied, if a television program and a printed magazine are published under the same media brand, but there is no exchange of ideas and content nor any relevant linking among the different media formats. Hence, this can also be described as a strategy of autonomy (e.g. Brüggemann, 2002). Furthermore, existing research also indicates that many media organizations rely on a strategy of repurposing content for different media that belong to their brand family. This allows synergies on the production level (e.g. Erdal, 2009; Quandt, 2008). Another possible cross media strategy focuses on references linking different media platforms. This strategy offers a clear added value for the users because it allows them to receive complementary content by shifting from one media platform to another (e.g. Brüggemann, 2002; Grüner, Kretschmer, & Täubig, 2010). However, if the reason for referring to other media platforms owned by the same media organizations is simply used to advertise for other media outlets, this should correctly be addressed as cross (media) promotion (Panis et al., 2014; Zacher, 2010).
Following this line of argument, online and mobile media may be part of cross media storytelling, but they do not necessarily have to be included. A cross media strategy on the content level might as well only link a printed newspaper and a television magazine produced by the same media brand. However, it has been the institutionalization of Internet journalism which has led to fundamental changes in editorial organization and acquired professional competencies: Newsdesk and newsroom models and convergent editorial offices producing for several media platforms have become widespread in many countries (Avilés, Meier, Kaltenbrunner, Carvajal, & Kraus, 2009; Wolf, 2010, 2014; Zhang, 2012).

Besides the two forms of cross media storytelling mentioned earlier, repurposing content and referring to other platforms, the authors suggest considering transmedia storytelling as a third strategy. The connection of platforms and content in this case reaches far beyond the two other strategies, because the different platforms are all used to contribute to the development of the story. Hence, transmedia storytelling is one possible outcome of cross media strategies (Gambarato, 2013). It can be described by three basic characteristics which are: The usage of multiple media platforms, content expansion, and audience engagement (Gambarato & Tárcia, 2017).

In the ideal form of transmedia storytelling, each medium does what it does best—so that a story might be introduced in a film, expanded through television, novels, and comics; its world might be explored through gameplay or experienced as an amusement park attraction. (Jenkins, 2008, pp. 95–96)

The main distinguishing element from repurposing content and referring to other platforms is that via transmedia storytelling all parts of the story published on different media platforms contribute to the development of a narrative “with new and relevant content in each and every media platform involved” (Serious Science, 2016). Hence, this draws on the second characteristic, that is content expansion (Gambarato & Tárcia, 2017, p. 1386). Like already known from fictional storytelling, a coherent storyworld is an important factor for transmedia stories in journalism as well:

A transmedia narrative tells altogether one big pervasive story, attracting audience engagement. It is not about offering the same content in different media platforms, but it is the worldbuilding experience, unfolding content and generating the possibilities for the story to evolve with new and pertinent content. (Gambarato, 2013, p. 82)

Although many media organizations have established cross media strategies, the majority still does not take advantage of the potentials of connecting all their media brands and platforms to create a coherent storyworld. As Moloney (2015) states, one reason might be seen in the established barrier between journalism and other media branches such as the film or advertising industries. Both journalists and journalism researchers consider their discipline as “work of a higher order” (Moloney, 2015, p. 63). This makes them blind to recognizing “how similar their economic models, story structure and position in the mediascape are to fellow media producers” (Moloney, 2015, p. 63). Considering this lack of openness in journalism, Moloney (2011) has published a miniature manifesto for transmedia journalism:

We journalists need to find the public across a very diverse mediascape rather than expecting them to come to us. The days of the captive journalism audience are over, and if we hope to serve our ideals of democracy, human rights, environment and positive social change, we need to find a broad public. To make our stories salient we need to engage the public in ways that fit those particular media. We
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lose an opportunity to reach new publics and engage them in different ways when we simply repurpose the same exact story for different (multi) media. Why not use those varying media and their individual advantages to tell different parts of very complex stories? And why not design a story to spread across media as a single, cohesive effort? (Moloney, 2011)

Because digital media today constitute an inherent part in the user’s media repertoire (for news, see for example Newman, Fletcher, Levy, & Nielsen, 2016; Wolf & Schnauber, 2015, for longform journalism see Wolf & Godulla, 2016) many transmedia stories include digital and multimedia storytelling. Therefore, these two last terms connected with the phenomenon will be explained as well.

Following Alexander (2011), the authors define digital storytelling as “telling stories with digital technologies” (Alexander, 2011, p. 3). Hence, it is related to an ancient human tradition which can be observed from cave paintings to Aristoteles, and from the bible to fairies, up to contemporary literature (Godulla & Wolf, 2017, p. 51).

While other media industries like film, games or advertising primarily use storytelling to transport messages, journalism has always tried to avoid the impression of inventing stories, as opposed to reporting facts. Established journalistic genres only include certain narrative elements. However, due to the permanent access to information from manifold sources it has become even more challenging to create uniqueness and added value. Therefore, a kind of narrative turn can be observed in journalism toward transporting information in a more personal, emotional and immersive way (Godulla & Wolf, 2017, p. 51). This, however, has been made easier by combining different media elements in online and mobile media platforms. This makes multimedia storytelling a potential form of digital storytelling (see Figure 1): “[D]igital storytelling using multiple media can be seen as a potential but not a necessary element of added value to an online journalistic presentation […] In other words: online journalism is not synonymous with multimedia journalism” (Deuze, 2003, p. 141).

Following Deuze, the authors can state that multimedia storytelling is often used as a synonym for digital storytelling although the latter does not necessarily have to include different media elements. On the other hand, the usage of different media elements alone does not turn the content into a multimedia story if the elements do not add relevant aspects to the story. The goal of multimedia storytelling is to build a complementary story by telling different aspects with different media elements. Digital longforms like The News York Times’ Snow Fall can be seen as “a clear example of multimedia storytelling at an advanced state. They use text, photographs, video, maps and interaction to tell that story” (Moloney, 2014). In this case, multimedia storytelling is “the heart of its narrative structure” (Hiippala, 2016, p. 2).

Open Journalism and Co-Creation in Transmedia Storytelling

A further relevant component of transmedia storytelling is the role of the user: Interaction and participation can be seen as “crucial component[s]” (Gambarato, 2013, p. 87). If transmedia storytelling only allows users to select from different pre-produced options or to choose from various paths through the story the audience remains excluded from the process of storytelling (Gambarato, 2013, p. 87). This relates to the principle of closed journalism in a more general way which can be considered as having been the main mode of journalistic content production and publishing for many decades. From this perspective, the “conception and production of media content is a creative process that lies at the very heart of media companies” (Malmelin & Villi, 2015, p. 182).
Since several years, however, a new paradigm of open journalism and co-creation can be observed in different genres of journalism, for instance inviting users to report news, integrating crowdsourcing processes in investigative reporting or financing certain projects via crowdfunding (Aitamurto, 2015; Howe, 2008). Hence, for transmedia storytelling a second category of projects can be observed which “invites the audience to engage in a way that expresses their creativity in a unique, and surprising manner, allowing them to influence the final result” (Gambarato, 2013, p. 87). This process of co-creation is not limited to journalism:

Co-creation is based on a wider trend in society whereby consumers are no longer content with their traditional end-user role, and want to be involved in creating and developing products and services, and share their thoughts and experiences with other consumers. (Malmelin & Villi, 2015, p. 184)

Most of the time initiated by Internet media, the recipient changes his or her passive role into a prosuming one where he or she is actively involved in the development of the narrative (Malmelin & Villi, 2015, p. 184; Moloney, n. d.). This can be seen as an instrument that can be used to grow the user’s involvement and his brand loyalty. As an unplanned but very successful example Star Wars can be cited: “Unintentionally, Lucasfilm set the stage for a highly successful transmedia franchise. Only reluctantly have they let some of the reins of storytelling pass out of their direct control” (Moloney, n. d.).

The main principle of this new form of co-creation in journalism can be summarized as “many stories rather than one, [...] expansively rather than redundantly” (Moloney, 2015, p. 39). Hence, the former closed universe of producing journalistic content has been opened for a participatory co-creation process where the audience is able to add aspects of the story themselves: “Participation occurs when the audience can, with respect at least to a certain aspect of the project, exert influence on the set of components, such as the story” (Gambarato, 2013, p. 87). This openness also means that media organizations are no longer the one and only authority that creates the story. The single narrator in this case is replaced by many narrators including both professionals and amateurs.

**Qualities of Transmedia Storytelling**

After defining the concept of transmedia storytelling, it is possible to focus on the question which qualities this specific form of cross media storytelling offers for journalism. Following other authors like Jenkins (2009a, 2009b) and Moloney (2015), transmedia storytelling can be categorized and described by specific qualities: Spreadability, Drillability, Immersion, Extractability, Worldbuilding, Seriality, Subjectivity, Continuity, Multiplicity, and Performance.

Although originally applied in fictional transmedia projects, these core principles developed by Jenkins and later referred to as qualities by himself offer a systematic tool to analyze transmedia storytelling projects in journalism. Due to the fact that all dimensions will later on be applied to the case study of the National Geographic Magazine, “Future of Food,” each term will be discussed in this section.

**Spreadability**

As already explained, digital media are often an inherent part of and a main motor for transmedia stories. Social media are an important platform both to reach a broad audience in a short period of time and to
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create interaction and participation. Hence, the spreadability of a transmedia project means its quality to “move and evolve through fan interaction” (Moloney, 2015, p. 49). This includes the important characteristic of transmedia stories to “expand its economic value and cultural worth” (Jenkins, 2009a) through and during that process of viral success. Besides spreading the content through social media platforms owned by new Internet intermediaries, media organizations have the opportunity to create and include their own social hubs that offer users options for personalized interaction and participation.

Drillability

By creating a narrative complexity that is beyond stories published only on a single platform, transmedia stories offer the possibility to trigger a certain curiosity in its users and fans to dig deeper and deeper into the topic. In contrast to the short-term engagement for large numbers of people created by spreadable stories, drillable media content focuses on long-term engagement for people really interest in the story and its details (Jenkins, 2009a). While the first quality allows to enlarge the audience, drillability allows to keep the audience’s attention in the long run. Journalism even benefits from the complexity of the real world in creating drillability: “In fictional storyworlds drillability must be created along with the core content. In dealing with real worlds, however, journalism has the advantage of only needing to engage the public’s natural curiosity and enable its sleuthing” (Moloney, 2015, p. 50).

Immersion

Known especially from games or movies, immersion describes the state of letting fans dive deeply into the storyworld, forgetting about the real world around them. By integrating different media into a transmedia story journalism also has the chance to create immersive transmedia projects that allow first-person exploration of certain events or allow to see stories through different eyes (Jenkins, 2009b; Moloney, 2015, pp. 51–52). Moreover, with the rise of virtual reality (VR) technology and its adoption into journalistic storytelling, journalism has gathered a powerful immersive tool. Some media organizations like The Guardian have already experimented with VR. For example, the project “6x9: A virtual experience of solitary confinement” (The Guardian, 2016) allows the user to have a realistic experience of the life in a prison’s cell using a 360° video application.

Extractability

Compared to immersion, extractability offers the audience an opposite direction of interaction with the transmedia story and its elements: “In immersion, then, the consumer enters into the world of the story, while in extractability, the fan takes aspects of the story away with them as resources they deploy in the spaces of their everyday life” (Jenkins, 2009b). These “aspects” of the story might appear in different forms, for instance physical as merchandising products referring to core characters, elements or content of the story. Moreover, they could also be philosophical or behavioral, which draws on normative aspects or facts included into the transmedia story that might have impact on the users’ thoughts and actions (Moloney, 2015, p. 52).
Worldbuilding

Worldbuilding is a quality which has a long history in the genre of science fiction and fantasy where often many different stories are connected and intertwined. Applied to the nonfictional world, users might also become interested in getting to know other stories which are also taking place in the same setting. By creating interrelations of different parts of the story in a storyworld the complexity of certain aspects can be illustrated more efficiently. The challenge for worldbuilding in journalism will always be its limitation, as the real world already offers a highly complex storyworld that fictional storytellers first have to create. Therefore, in the context of journalism, transmedia storyworlds should still be masterable (Moloney, 2015, p. 53). Nevertheless, when “we enter a nonfiction storyworld our cognitive effort is certainly lower as we have our individual lives to help understand and contextualize the story” (Moloney, 2015, p. 53).

Seriality

A transmedia story which is published regularly in small parts can be mastered by its users although the whole storyworld might be huge. Although within transmedia storytelling the different parts of the story might be consumed in any order, journalistic transmedia stories also might follow a certain seriality (Jenkins, 2009b).

We can think of transmedia storytelling then as a hyperbolic version of the serial, where the chunks of meaningful and engaging story information have been dispersed not simply across multiple segments within the same medium, but rather across multiple media systems. (Jenkins, 2009b)

Subjectivity

Transferred to journalistic transmedia storytelling, subjectivity can be interpreted as the opportunity to get to know different perspectives and opinions on a complex subject. In doing so, each piece of the story might focus on another point of view (Jenkins, 2009b).

Journalists routinely bring the voices of both supporters and detractors into a story. However, in a transmedia storyworld these voices would more likely stand apart as singular stories alongside other reporting, offering personal viewpoints on a subject or issue. They provide an opportunity to express the complexity of views of the same world. (Moloney, 2015, p. 56)

Continuity

Well known from fictional stories, for fans of complex storyworlds continuity in every detail is very important to experience the transmedia story as a plausible and coherent combination of “the scattered bits” (Jenkins, 2009a). For journalism, this is always the case, if the transmedia story is based on real world facts. However, it might become difficult for the users to identify continuity if the transmedia project is presented in too many unconnected episodes that do not indicate a certain direction of the story.
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Multiplicity

On the contrary, multiplicity offers the same aspects of a story from different perspectives with alternative outcomes. “Like its oppositional pair continuity, multiplicity is valuable if well organized and presented as an alternative to a clearly continuous storyworld” (Moloney, 2015, p. 51).

Performance

Performance refers to the possibility of “fans telling bits of the story” (Moloney, 2015, p. 56). Hence, this quality applies to the (new) realm of open journalism and user co-creation mentioned earlier where users may be actively encouraged by media organizations to directly contribute to the storyworld.

TRANSMEDIA STORYTELLING AT NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC

National Geographic Society: From Foundations to Future of Food

The NGS is headquartered in Washington, D.C. (United States). It is among the 50 most influential non-profit organizations on the Internet (Top Nonprofits, 2017). Its work is focused on science and education alike, including topics such as natural science, geography, archeology, culture and history. According to its self-characterization, the NGS aims to gather knowledge on a scientific base, putting this information to good use for humanity: “The National Geographic Society is a global nonprofit organization committed to exploring and protecting our planet. We fund hundreds of research and conservation projects around the world each year and inspire new generations through our education initiatives and resources” (National Geographic Society, 2017b).

Today, the NGS is a joint venture with 21st Century Fox, reinvesting “27% of proceeds to help fund the conservation and education efforts of the National Geographic Society” (National Geographic Society, 2017b). Since 1896, periodical journalistic photographs have been regularly published in the National Geographic Magazine, the monthly publication has become one of the central publication bodies of international press photography (Godulla & Wolf, 2016). Many of the photos published in the flagship magazine with the iconic yellow portrait frame have won several awards and have gained global recognition (National Geographic Society, 1987, 2013a, 2013b). On that basis, the NGS has become an innovation leader in contemporary journalism. Thanks to its cross media diversification strategy, the NGS is linked to its line extensions, its books, its mobile applications, its websites, its own television stations (with different branches) and even its own museum. In scientific journalism, no other provider has such a major influence on the setting and design of topics.

The idea behind the transmedia project “Future of Food” is to use this unique position in order to include the audience into telling the complex story of modern production and consumption of food. Chris Johns, editor in chief of National Geographic Magazine, describes the core idea of the whole project: “Food, like water and air, is life. Starting this month and continuing through the end of the year, we will focus on food and the challenge of feeding the global population of nine billion projected by 2050” (Johns, 2014). A pending process of organizational restructuring created the necessary environment for a new transmedia philosophy:
It moved its editorial staff from compartmentalized offices to a new collaboration-encouraging open floor plan, welcomed a new chief executive officer and faced persistent struggles to maintain its prominence in a competitive industry that had already seen the loss of venerable publication titles. In the middle of all this, the NGS was actively rethinking how it tells stories. (Moloney, 2015, p. 59)

This process of “rapidly adopting home-grown transmedia techniques as a method to increase engagement in a complex mediascape” (Moloney, 2015, p. 59) laid the foundation for a storyworld of tremendous scale. It is not only one of the biggest projects in transmedia journalism ever, but also one of the best documented ones (Moloney, 2015).

Transmedia Qualities in the Context of Future of Food

Based on the transmedia qualities already discussed and defined, this chapter offers a systematic overview of their usage in the context of “Future of Food.” Spreadability, Drillability, Immersion, Extractability, Worldbuilding, Seriality, Subjectivity, Continuity, Multiplicity, and Performance are connected to specific aspects of the project. Although there is no single core element for the story, this chapter repeatedly focuses on the NGS flagship magazine in this part of the discussion. This makes it possible for further research to relate to this still available material.

Spreadability

Fan interaction is a very important aspect for the success of “Future of Food.” As Moloney (2015, p. 87) counted, social interactions on 26 enabled channels reached a total of around 1.7 million likes, nearly 100,000 shares and more than 6000 comments. Summed up, the average story was the trigger for a total of 1149 social interactions. Instead of giving away the lion’s share of traffic to intermediaries like social networking sites, the NGS managed to place its own platforms at the heart of the project. Nearly half of all social interactions happened on their own news page (NEWS.nationalgeographic.com), directly followed by their nutrition centered website “The Plate” (THEPLATE.nationalgeographic.com), where another quarter came up. Claiming to serve “daily discussions on food,” this platform sparked discussions on a variety of aspects. Instead of focusing the discussion on health aspects only, the journalists gave their audience the chance to interact on almost anything related to food. The NGS (2017a) explained “The Plate” to be “at the intersection of science, technology, history, culture and the environment” created in order to explore “the global relationship between what we eat and why.” Even though more than a third of Americans under thirty used to consume news primarily through social networking sites (Pariser, 2011, p. 8) when “Future of Food” was created, the journalists chose to avoid especially Facebook when promoting their stories. According to Multimedia director Mike Schmidt, there was a strong preference for YouTube instead:

*We need to go where the audience is, and YouTube is where the audience is. The traffic that we get on our site is great, but it is a small fraction of the traffic that we get from the exact same video asset on YouTube.* (Moloney, 2015, p. 65, emphasis in original)

Facebook was considered by Schmidt to be a less attractive platform because of its asymmetric interpretation of media partnerships: “We can’t monetize that, we can’t get the metrics off of it, so, I’d rather
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just put it on YouTube where we can do those things… They’re a terrible partner” (Moloney, 2015, p. 65, emphasis in original). As a direct result, the ten most shared stories related to the transmedia world of “Future of Food” appeared on NGS own platforms. Instead of focusing on engaging readers in distributing content through social networks, the foundation preferred to expand activity on its own webpages.

Drillability

Obviously, the NGS is in a unique position in the contemporary media landscape. There is an enormous variety of horizontal, integrated cross media places where content can be distributed, including magazines, websites, social media and TV channels, books and even museums. Therefore, the foundation is able to reach its audience almost everywhere. Although the storytelling was not focused on the flagship magazine with the famous yellow border, it could still be used as a kind of narrative backbone for the whole project. From 2014/05 to 2014/12, the journalists would use the flagship magazine in a strong cross media connection with the related tablet magazine app in order to place multifaceted stories of high complexity. These stories show the depth of nutrition related issues, inviting the audience to gather more information on the other platforms and to interact there. There was a big story in all eight issues, connected with a rather broad question. This question cannot be answered in a simple way, making it necessary and interesting for the audience to investigate certain details, related issues and the context of the stories.

NG 2014/05 (Foley, 2014): “A five step plan to feed the world. It doesn’t have to be industrial farms versus small, organic ones. There’s another way.” Question: “Where will we find enough food for 9 billion?”

NG 2014/06 (Bourne, 2014a): “How to farm a better fish. The world now produces more farmed fish than beef—and that’s just the beginning.” Question: “Can the ‘blue revolution’ solve the world’s food puzzle?”

NG 2014/07 (Bourne, 2014b): “The next breadbasket. Why big companies are grabbing up land on the planet’s hungriest continent.” Question: “Can Africa’s fertile farmland feed the world?”

NG 2014/08 (McMillan, 2014): “The new face of hunger. Millions of working Americans don’t know where their next meal is coming from.” Question: “Why are people malnourished in the richest country on Earth?”


NG 2014/10 (Folger, 2014): “The next green revolution. Modern supercrops will be a big help. But agriculture can’t be fixed by biotechnology alone.” Question: “Science prevented the last food crisis. Can it save us again?”


NG 2014/12 (Pope, 2014): “The joy of food. Food is more than survival. With it we make friends, court lovers, and count our blessings.” Question: “What is it about eating that brings us closer?”

By giving the audience a reason to feel curiosity and activate its sleuthing instinct, the whole project inspires deeper drilling. Far beyond simple letters to the editor, the audience is given this opportunity not only in social interaction, but also in multimedia storytelling. On the periphery of the main stories
discussed, especially the app contains selective content where the audience can choose to change the shape of data visualizations or access additional videos and animations not visible in the print product.

**Immersion**

At first sight, immersion does not seem to play a strong role in journalism. Its focus on the presentation of nonfictional information seems to contradict the idea of creating an autonomous world that pushes aside the daily life of the reader. In addition to the use of visual communication and its ability to reach the audience in a very direct and immediate way, the editorial staff decided to break the boundaries of print and online communication when choreographing this transmedia project. To do so, the position of a project manager was created to coordinate the 823 stories told in the context of “Future of Food.” This position can be approximately compared to the position of a showrunner in modern quality TV, observing all the storylines and pulling the strings for the good of the project. Based on this coordination activity, unconventional aspects like a hackathon or an ice cream truck became part of the storyworld, making it possible to break into ordinary life in a very unspent way (Moloney, 2015, p. 67). NGS even seized the opportunity to open a food related exhibition at National Geographic Museum in Washington: “FOOD: Our Global Kitchen” invited the audience to “take a journey from farm to fork” and opened on World Food Day in 2014. According to the official press release, the program strived to activate a variety of cognitive and sensual experiences:

*The National Geographic Museum will join the “farm-to-fork” process through an 18-foot-tall, hydroponic vertical growing system in the exhibition that will grow a variety of herbs to showcase sustainable food-growing techniques and agricultural biodiversity in increasingly urban habitats. Other highlights of “FOOD” include a life-size re-creation of a 16th-century Aztec marketplace, ingredient smelling stations, an interactive cooking table and a look at plates of food enjoyed by famous historical figures including Mahatma Gandhi, Jane Austen and Kublai Khan. ([National Geographic Society, 2014a](https://www.nationalgeographic.org/))*

Another part of the exhibition included a test kitchen where professional cooks would prepare different kinds of food for the visitors. In order to spread awareness for the project even further, NGS also organized forums and lectures.

**Extractability**

Extractability is another quality that rarely occurs in contemporary journalism. Other than fictional stories, professional coverage of real life events does not depend on merchandising to gain credibility. Therefore, there has not been a focus in the NGS plans on becoming a player in the food industry to supply its audience with natural products related to stories. But there are other subtler aspects of extractability that have been transported through “Future of Food.” Above all, there was a lot of information provided related to the preparation of food—something that can be implemented into the daily lifestyle of the audience. “As the NGS’s project unfolds extractability reveals itself not only with that cake recipe, but also with clear sustainable food consumption and production practices” (Moloney, 2015, p. 52).
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Worldbuilding

Surely, “Future of Food” was not created to build its own world, but to represent a true portrait of a certain part of reality. Apart from the aspects of journalistic qualities, the whole storyworld can be interpreted as an embodiment of the NGS mission statement, claiming to “believe in the power of science, exploration and storytelling to change the world” (National Geographic Society, 2017b). Therefore, the foundation’s official self-characterization is especially true for this transmedia project:

*Through the world’s best scientists, photographers, journalists, and filmmakers, National Geographic captivates and entertains a global community through television channels, magazines, children’s media, travel expeditions, books, maps, consumer products, location-based entertainment and experiences, and some of the most engaging digital and social media platforms in the world. (National Geographic Society, 2017b)*

On this foundation, “Future of Food” created not a completely autonomous, but very consistent and prominent part of the NGS media activities. For example, the project gained a high recognition value by using recurring claims, layout designs and logos.

Seriality

“The analytical or investigative series is an old journalism form, with stories unfolding in chapters in newspapers, magazines, television and radio. This principle acknowledges the lengthened engagement provided by the serial, keeping a subject on the mind of the public longer” (Moloney, 2015, p. 55). This principle is also true to “Future of Food,” where different media were used to continuously raise awareness for the issues covered. Other than in a storyworld that would consist of only one media channel, this project followed very different rhythms within its own time frame. While the flagship magazine would appear every month, especially social interactions on topics covered would follow a comparably swift change of information and opinions.

Subjectivity

This quality played a strong role for the whole project in one of the most classic ways known to journalism: By telling stories from different perspectives, a principle very popular in the flagship magazine, subjectivity was embodied in the biographies, viewpoints and actions of the persons involved. For example, the kick-off story “A five step plan to feed the world” (NG 2014/05) contained more than a dozen portraits of farmers (in that order) from Mali, Peru, The United States, Ethiopia, Ukraine, Bangladesh, Indonesia and The United Kingdom. Three issues later, “The new face of hunger” (NG 2014/08) gave glimpses into the daily life of US-citizens who cannot afford to eat on a regular or healthy basis. The app enriched these stories by showing videos of the daily struggle of these people. The final issue “The joy of food” (NG 2014/12) dealt with food rituals all over the world, portraying people during the preparation or consumption of food. By combining all these very individual situations, the flagship magazine made it possible to reflect on food and the results of its production as a global phenomenon.
Continuity

The term continuity is strongly linked to the idea of preserving the coherence and plausibility of a storyworld. In fictional storytelling, it is crucial to avoid the creation of inconsistent fictional events that destroy the logic of the whole cosmos. Certainly, this problem is very unlikely to occur as long as the journalists in charge stick to the facts. The presentation of different positions, for example in a sub story covering a controversial issue, is also not a contradiction to this principle, but a proof of journalistic diligence. Because of the sheer abundance of aspects covered, it is rather difficult to create continuity for the whole storyline of “Future of Food.”

Multiplicity

Although the parts do not stand in disagreement, the ordinary recipient will not always be able to identify a dominating direction for the project. According to Multimedia director Mike Schmidt, this phenomenon is part of the strategy to relate to different audiences: “No one is going to see all of your content. And if they do, that’s not so bad because the overlap is small. The people that read our magazine are not the same people that look at our YouTube channel. They’re just not” (Moloney, 2015, p. 66). In this context, multiplicity may weaken the continuity of the whole project by blurring the visibility of the main storyline. In the case of “Future of Food,” this problem is accepted in favor of the opportunity to stretch out for further audiences.

Performance

By promoting the hashtag #FutureOfFood, National Geographic offered audiences a variety of options to contribute their own bits to the whole story. The hashtag is usable in any kind of social network, making it almost impossible to predict every possible outcome of this creative process. A higher level of control was established by using the very popular user-contributed photo site “Your Shot” in the context of “Future of Food.” Readers were asked to contribute food-related photographs, offering their personal approach as an inspiration to fellow recipients.

CONCLUSION

As a conclusion to his monograph dealing with “Future of Food,” Moloney (2015, pp. 99–101) formulated questions, such as how the stories interconnect or how can these stories be conversations, that could serve as a starting point to build a transmedia project in journalism. These questions are valuable to anyone who strives to create a transmedia project. For practitioners, not only these though-provoking impulses are relevant, but also the project itself. Even though the borders of “Future of Food” are blurry sometimes and its direction not always clear, it is a relevant best practice example for transmedia journalism. But journalists are not the only professionals who can learn from reviewing this project. It is also relevant to scientists and lectures alike, showing contemporary problems in apparent resilient approaches to gathering and sharing knowledge. Apart from these occupational groups, the audience itself is also challenged to develop new strategies of media consumption leading to the greatest possible benefit. In order to give more food for thought for all of these groups, these statements shall be worked out now.
Media researchers should accept the fact that single method designs are not fit to grasp the complexity of an elaborated transmedia design. The reception of a project like “Future of Food” goes along with social interactions on different scales. Apart from liking, sharing and discussing content in the digital world, recipients talk face-to-face about the stories or are even inspired to take actions. On a small scale, they may simply decide to bake a banana cake. On a larger one, they may decide to completely change their lifestyle. Life plans affected cannot be grasped by simple content analyses or surveys. Instead, it is important to understand that transmedia journalism shares many qualities with concept art: Once the performance is over, the remnants cannot do the relationship between story and audience real justice. Scientists are well-advised to accompany projects like that in the making, because many aspects of transmedia stories are volatile and will not come back for further investigation. The remains of “Future of Food” have already started to disappear: Some links on webpages are broken, some comments have been deleted by users on social networks. Without the flanking measures on the digital channels, the stories of the flagship magazine do not stretch out to a living media environment any more. When trying to observe the production, reception and impact of a transmedia story, scientists should ideally prepare their instruments long before the real show starts to run.

The impact on media education is also enormous. Back in the days before cross media, the clear majority of journalists would more or less deal with one medium in his or her daily working routine. Cross media has changed that. Contemporary media companies expect journalists to be able to know at least the foundations of almost every medium. Transmedia journalism takes these expectations even further. Although journalism is based on facts instead of fiction, media lectures should reflect on the principles of fictional storytelling. When contemplating on “Future of Food,” it becomes clear that—from time to time—modern journalism might even benefit from a basic knowledge in event management, making it possible to plan the appearance of a story-related ice cream truck or the promotion of a public lecture. The NGS invested not only resources, but also fantasy and imagination into this project. This does not point to a lack of interest in well investigated facts, but to a will to engage and activate the audience. By embracing this chance and following the example of “Future of Food,” media education may open up new career prospects for their students, not only in the realm of money and safety, but also in terms like creativity and self-actualization.

Finally, it is important to mention the problem of media competence. Vast parts of the audience are still used to the idea of being part of the environment of journalism. Apart from commenting on social networking sites, there is not much to do. Transmedia journalism is radically changing that. “Future of Food” could not have worked without the active participation of the audience, making it possible to include user-generated content, such as the upload of photographs into media environments managed by professional journalists. It is vital for the active participation of the audience to understand and use these chances in order to expand them. Because of the vastness of this and other storyworlds, one must also understand that the complete reception of a whole story with all its subtleties could become impossible.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

**Co-Creation:** Co-creation marks a fundamental turning away from closed production processes in journalism where editorial offices controlled all parts of a story toward a more open approach that allows users to get involved in the media product itself by creating and contributing parts of the storyworld themselves. The contribution may vary from inviting users to report news, integrating crowdsourcing processes in investigative reporting or financing certain projects via crowdfunding.

**Cross Media Storytelling:** Cross media storytelling describes three different editorial strategies which all refer to a combination of different institutionalized media platforms. Focusing on journalism, these media sets will most of the time focus on print media (book, newspaper, magazine), broadcasting media (radio and television), as well as online and mobile media (websites, apps, social networks). Nevertheless, depending on the diversification of the media organization, there might be other media integrated as well. Firstly, cross media strategies include a diversification on the organizational level, focusing on the media brand, which publishes for different markets. Secondly, a diversification on the content level which includes different strategies of cross media storytelling. Thirdly, transmedia storytelling where the connection of platforms and content reaches far beyond the two other strategies, because the different platforms are all used to contribute to the development of the story.

**Digital Longform Journalism:** Digital longforms are a specific form of digital storytelling where journalistic narrative content is especially produced for online and mobile devices. Digital longforms combine established journalistic content qualities with Internet specific qualities like multimedia, selectivity, interactivity, participation, and linking combined with adapted utility and usability. Digital longform journalism can be part of cross media and transmedia storytelling projects.

**Digital Storytelling:** Digital storytelling in journalism refers to telling stories with digital media technologies, such as online and mobile media devices. While other media industries like film, games or advertising primarily use storytelling to transport messages, journalism has always tried to avoid the impression of inventing stories, as opposed to reporting facts. Established journalistic genres only include certain narrative elements. However, due to the permanent access to information from manifold sources it has become even more challenging to create uniqueness and added value. Therefore, a kind of narrative turn can be observed in journalism toward transporting information in a more personal, emotional and immersive way. This, however, has been made easier by combining different media elements in online and mobile media platforms.

**Multimedia Storytelling:** Multimedia storytelling is a potential form of digital storytelling. In this case, different media elements like text, photo, audio, video, graphics and/or animation are combined to tell a journalistic story. Each element adds relevant aspects to the story. Hence, the goal of multimedia storytelling is to build a complementary story by telling different aspects with different media elements.

**Transmedia Qualities:** Transmedia stories in journalism can be categorized by referring to ten specific transmedia qualities. These qualities are: Spreadability, Drillability, Immersion, Extractability, Worldbuilding, Seriality, Subjectivity, Continuity, Multiplicity, and Performance.

**Transmedia Storytelling:** Transmedia storytelling is one possible cross media strategy which can be described by three basic characteristics which are: the usage of multiple media platforms, content expansion, and audience engagement. The different platforms (and authors) are all used to contribute to the development of the story by adding new and relevant aspects of a narrative.
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ABSTRACT

This chapter analyzes the transmediality of the record-breaking podcast Serial with regard to three specific contexts: organizational structures and innovation, journalistic production, and user engagement. This case study shows that the transmedia approach of Serial cannot only revitalize long-form journalism, particularly in the case of investigative journalism, but it can also strengthen forms of slow and networked journalism. This case allows us to look at fan communities not only as an engaged audience, useful for commercial purposes, but also as a source for story development and production—even if both the journalistic production and the user engagement are confronted with specific ethical issues with regard to selective transparency and participation.

INTRODUCTION

Transmedia storytelling, coined by Henry Jenkins (2003) with regard to fictional content, has recently become a buzzword within journalism practice as well (Maloney, 2011; Serrano Tellería, 2016). The concept of transmedia storytelling involves the idea and the strategy of creating content across multiple platforms, genres and formats, that adds up to a unique story world with a cohesive narrative. In addition, it also includes activities that engage the audience by offering content that permeates the user’s life (Jen-
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The advantage of transmedia journalism, in the context of the new journalism ecosystem, is that it allows news organizations to take advantage of the increased communicative possibilities, where interactivity, participation as well as engagement are playing a central role—what Lewis, Holton and Coddington (2017) may call reciprocity in the journalism-audience relationship. However, transferring the concept of transmedia storytelling to journalism requires some amendments to Jenkins’ original concept, as will be possible to see further down the road of this chapter.

Until today, research dealt with transmedia journalism mainly in relation to current and planned events (Gambarato & Tárcia, 2017; Gambarato, Alzamora, & Tárcia, 2016). This chapter takes a different approach by looking at a specific phenomenon that evolved over time. The object of study is the podcast Serial, a spin-off of a radio program called This American Life, hosted by the journalist and producer Sarah Koenig and aired on the network WBEZ. The podcast, realized in collaboration with WBEZ, “tells one story—a true story—over the course of a season. Each season, we follow a plot and characters wherever they take us” (About Serial, n.d.). What made Serial so special was that the weekly episodes a) were not based on current and ongoing events, but rather on an old (crime) story revitalized through an investigative approach; and b) became a true transmedia product thanks to the continuous interaction between the journalist and the followers, who were so deeply engaged with the story that they became in fact fans.

Notwithstanding the fact that Serial season one was an international hit, being one of the podcasts most listened to in the world (Crook, 2014), scientific research that looks into the transmedia journalism side of the case is lacking. Hence, this chapter analyzes the case of Serial from three different angles: First, it examines structural aspects like organizational and economic strategies. Second, the chapter investigates the journalistic practice by looking at the use of different platforms as well as journalistic formats in order to build a cohesive “storyworld.” Third, it studies the user engagement, looking at the materials that were produced around the story by fans and spread through different platforms. In addition, it analyzes how the author of Serial, the journalist Sarah Koenig, interacted with users.

This Serial case study may well demonstrate that transmedia journalism can actually revitalize long-form journalism, particularly in the case of investigative journalism. In other words, it can stimulate the collaborative “search for clues,” a property inherent to every good transmedia story (Phillips, 2012). Therefore, producers of the podcast take advantage of the contemporary participatory culture (Jenkins, 2006) and capitalize on it by building a transmedia narrative model—even if the starting point of the success story is an “old” media such as the radio. The case study also shows how (journalistic) archives can be put to a good use, allowing journalists to build new stories on past and already published news or even on “cold-cases.” Finally, the case of Serial allows to look at fan communities spontaneously built around the story not only as an engaged audience, useful for commercial purposes, but also as a source for story development and production.

Serial is an excellent starting point to study how transmedia journalism could look like in the digital age for several reasons. Firstly, its large popularity makes it an interesting case not only in the realm of transmedia journalism but also in the more general realm of transmedia productions. Secondly, it started a trend and became an object of imitation and transformation within the journalistic podcast realm. It provides a unique take on transmediality by embracing both traditional and transmedial storytelling techniques and by offering also a contemporary example of slow journalism. In addition, Serial experiments a new and interesting model of monetary success for podcasts. Lastly, Serial is also a cautionary tale in terms of engagement: It shows that there are also risks for journalism when it becomes truly transmedial, especially with regard to journalism ethics and the complex relationship between journal-
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ists and their publics (Goldstein, 2014). Therefore, the paper also sheds light on issues like withholding facts for the purpose of storytelling and drama, ultimately challenging ethical principles like transparency or the truth. Based on the empirical analysis, the chapter shows how transmedia storytelling is a promising but complex activity, which is, however, still confronted with practical and ethical problems when applied to journalism.

BACKGROUND

Media and communications industries have changed dramatically over the past decade, from a technological and a social point of view. Digitalization and convergence pose many challenges and redefine the news ecosystem within which content is created and disseminated—reshuffling the networks between individual actors, institutions and information markets as well. According to Normann (2001), the consonance between the firm and the business environment is a central issue and essential for success. He maintained that the systemic nature of the business idea requires coherence: The relation to the external environment depends on the services a firm can offer, which in turn depend on the organizational components such as structure and capabilities. This is the starting point for the analysis of the structural aspects of Serial’s success.

Serial arrived during the golden age of podcasting, at the tipping point in maturity, with over 350,000 podcasts listed on iTunes (Berry, 2015a, 2015b): Technology made the experience of podcasting simpler, moving it from a niche to a mainstream media platform. Nowadays, podcasting is more accessible, requiring fewer skills from the users in terms of usability and less time to get used to the interfaces. It is in this context that the Serial podcasts, freely available on the Internet, either by streaming from the Serial website or downloading from a platform like iTunes, became a cultural phenomenon. The audience data for Serial demonstrates its popular impact: According to the numbers released by the producers (Binge-worthy journalism—Backstage with the creators of Serial, n.d.), the podcast reached 175 million cumulative downloads. Apple data also revealed that Serial was the fastest podcast to reach 5 million downloads and streams in iTunes’ history.

From an economic point of view, while advertising constitutes the dominant revenue stream for podcasts, producers are experimenting with a wide range of revenue streams (Quirk, 2015). Serial is no exception to this phenomenon: During the first season, all staffers were funded by This American Life (all Serial staffers are employees of WBEZ Chicago Public Media, as are all This American Life employees). Some ad slots were available in 15-second segments at the beginning and end of the show while Koenig voiced the post-roll ads, and the email-marketing service MailChimp, a frequent podcast advertiser, was the main sponsor. The second season was made possible by donations: Towards the end of the twelve-week run the producers appealed for listeners to donate money for a second series, and for additional sponsorships. However, since the industry is still in its infancy, a business model for podcasting has yet to be established. Once again, technology gives flexibility to podcasting, which requires a smaller budget and a smaller staff.

From a narrative point of view, Serial is a non-fiction weekly podcast. The podcast’s name refers to the story format and intends to provide the same experience of a TV series drawing out a single story for an entire season. The focus of the first and most popular season is the case against Adnan Syed, a Baltimore high school student who had been convicted of murdering his ex-girlfriend, Hae Min Lee,
in 1999. The focus of the second season is on Bowe Bergdahl, an American army soldier who left his base and was captured by the Taliban. He was later exchanged for five Guantanamo Bay detainees. This type of offering fits the listener’s taste. Over the last three decades, a massive growth of crime programming in television schedules occurred, ranging from crime dramas (such as Law & Order or CSI) to real crime programs. Reality crime programs present true stories about crime, criminals and victims, and are a hybrid form of programming merging aspects of news and entertainment programs (Fishman & Cavender, 1998, p. 3). The appeal of these programs relies on the general feeling that crime is a serious social problem attracting people’s attention.

Considering the internal factors, a significant role has been played by the production team, made by expert and skilled people. The producers of the show, Sarah Koenig and Julie Snyder, are also producers of the popular radio show This American Life. Koenig, originally an investigative journalist, acts as the narrator. Serial was overseen by executive producer Ira Glass, whose storytelling (as well as ad) techniques were used to full effect (Berry, 2015b). Today, the team counts more than 21 members, among producers, researchers, sound designers, and other staff members. This group of professionals was able to lift the quality of the show in a way to become the first podcast to win a Peabody Award for public service achievement in the media.

By taking both the successful narrative structure as well as the structure of the team into account, a high consonance between the firm and the economic environment can be observed. This fit leads to the concept of value constellation or what in this chapter is defined as a particular setup of actors, who perform social transactions to extract value from existing and emerging business. In Serial’s value constellation, listeners are expected to play an important role in creating this value and success. As will be explained in detail below, Serial fans took to the Internet to share their opinions on their favorite podcast. On Reddit’s r/serialpodcast thread, hundreds of listeners went from merely debating the podcast to attempting to solve the crime themselves. During the season, more and more listeners supplemented their experience of the podcast with the additional investigation provided by these so-called “keyboard sleuths” (Dickson, 2014). This activity can be categorized as a hybridization between traditional fandom practices and citizen journalism, “a range of web-based practices whereby ‘ordinary’ users engage in journalistic practices” (Goode, 2009, p. 1288), another aspect that will be thoroughly analyzed in a specific section later in the chapter.

Previous researchers studied Serial from different perspectives. Economic theory backs Siegelman’s (2016) work, which focuses on the central question of the series—the guilt or innocence of Adnan Syed—dealing with asymmetries of information. Durrani et al. (2015) assume an anthropological perspective to talk about why Serial was so popular. They consider Serial as a great example of how a podcast medium could be a robust site for new multivocal experiments in ethnographic representation. Closer to our approach, Berry (2015a) considers the show within a context of technical change and podcast histories and denotes it as a cultural object. He suggests that Serial occurred at the intersection of technical and social change and, therefore, may serve as a gateway through which new listeners (re) discover the medium. Buozis (2017) examines the way Serial used the accused’s voice to challenge institutional truth claims from within the textual space of crime journalism. He interrogates modes of truth production and representation. Cramer (2014) explains Serial’s success in terms of high quality content able to keep the targeted audience interested. Podcast networks and other miniature videos are playing a key role in declining interest in longer television shows and programs.
WHY IS SERIAL INNOVATIVE?

Serial was meant to be experimental and innovative, and many traced its newness to its serialized format and specifically to the very long form reporting of a complicated case in both seasons. It must be remarked, though, that this form of storytelling is not something new in itself. In fact, Serial revitalizes a popular genre of radio of the 1930s: Many radio crime programs (such as “True Detective Mysteries” or “Treasury Agent”) dramatized real police cases as radio crime entertainment. This genre have repeatedly appeared in many movies and TV crime shows since the 1940s. The overlapping among journalism and (crime) entertainment goes back to the mid-1970s: Journalists and police worked together to produce the “Crime of the Week” for creating the American “Crime Stoppers” series (Carriere & Richard, 1989). As Goldstein (2014) points out: “By employing a multitude of tactics typically utilized in fiction—cliffhangers, hunches, personal asides—Koenig’s narration lands somewhere between straight reporting and something more personal.” In the 2000s, a diverse range of series, podcasts, and documentaries share common concerns around the law and how it can be represented, particularly with regard to central concepts such as truth, evidence and miscarriage of justice. These true crime documentaries are hugely popular (Bruzzi, 2016).

Moreover, serialized forms of entertainment have been growing in popularity in recent years, leading to the widespread impression that “serialized products are more sophisticated, more complex and just plain better than other forms of mass-produced entertainment” (Denson, 2011). Jenkins (2009) himself (re-)introduced the concept of seriality into his writings, defining it one of the seven core principles of transmedia storytelling: Splitting a story into different chunks, connecting the different installments for instance through cliffhangers on different platforms, represents a meaningful way to offer a compelling experience. In this perspective, Serial is part of a trend and can be considered one of the most successful examples rather than its initiator. Concerning the technological aspect, which is undoubtedly another part of Serial’s success, it must be remarked how radio is a medium that is growing in confidence and relevance thanks to the liberation afforded by digital technology and online and mobile delivery systems. Indeed, a relevant element for Serial success was the flexibility given by the digital only approach: Listeners can either go along (every Thursday) or can binge-listen all episodes have been released at once (Lurie, 2014). On the production side, podcasting allows some flexibility as well, as it unshackles the producers from broadcast conventions and schedules, as personal and subjective approaches to storytelling become possible. A very long-form storytelling was chosen. Serial stretches out one story during an entire season, asking listeners to take the time to listen and wait an entire week to find out what happens next. For podcasts, this is darn near revolutionary (Cramer, 2014). Moreover, each episode can be as long or short as it needs to be—another great advantage of podcasting. Being backed by WBEZ is a significant advantage, particularly with regard to the positioning of the product in the market. The association with This American Life reinforces not only Serial’s innovative character (Edmond, 2015), but it exerts a positive effect on its positioning as well: The original radio show already had a huge public in terms of listeners (Desta, 2016). But what makes Serial even more innovative is the mix of established journalistic practices with new forms of expression and participation, as will be shown in the following lines.

FROM TRADITIONAL TO TRANSMEDIA JOURNALISM

What makes Serial so peculiar is the combination of traditional, hands-on investigative practices grounded on truth and facts, with innovative approaches in the use of different platforms, the participatory and
networked approach to journalism and by strictly abiding to the principle of transparency. Bringing together different practices in relation to the editorial production largely defined the podcast’s success. Right from the beginning, this strategy was carefully planned and implemented as can be seen in the publicity material for one of Koenig’s public talks, where she describes how,

“[a]t a time when being first and being fast dominates the media, and quick sound bites are offered at every turn, Serial did exactly the opposite […] taking its time and proving that slow-motion journalism could captivate and sustain its vast podcast listenership. (Koenig cited in O’Meara, 2017)

Koenig specifically refers to the slow-motion characteristic of Serial, what somehow reflects the concept of slow journalism: This understanding of journalism tries to counterbalance the “fast news culture”—similarly to the slow food philosophy that evolved out of a protest against the fast-food culture—by using an approach to journalism grounded on narrative storytelling techniques, thorough research, non-sensationalistic and community oriented reporting, transparency and, last but not least, an ethical treatment of subjects and of producers (Le Masurier, 2015; see also Greenberg, 2012 and Gambarato, 2016).

Koenig’s podcast is apparently part of the tradition of investigative journalism, particularly in its liberal understanding as watchdog journalism covering the role of a fourth estate. The investigative characteristic of the podcast is also reflected by the number of episodes dedicated to each of the cases analyzed. The dedication to and extensive coverage of a single case is what differentiates investigative reporting from daily news coverage, as Ettema and Glasser (1984, p. 6) described in their study on the epistemology of investigative journalism:

*Because the hard news produced by investigative reporters tends to by less timely than the hard news produced by daily reporters, and because investigative reporters are able to utilize more and better resources than their daily counterparts, the hard news of the investigative reporter can be distinguished not only on the basis of its scheduling characteristics but on the rigors of inquiry to which it is likely to be subjected.*

The thorough investigations into the different cases chosen by Koenig have shown their ability to revitalize long-form journalism, particularly in the case of investigative journalism, even if “old” media such as the radio are the starting point. Mainly because they can stimulate the “search for clues,” which is a property inherent to every good transmedia story (Phillips, 2012).

However, although Koenig repeatedly insisted that her investigative approach to the cases was grounded on what Zelizer (2004, p. 103) described as “the originary status of fact, truth, and reality,” her representation of the main characters such as Syed were unique in the sense that she focused primarily on the biography of the indicted. It is the focus on the prisoner’s biography that challenges not only the way established crime journalism and court reporting is carried out, but also how evidence is taken into account:

*This interrogation of biography as a way to arrive at objective truth, which Koenig facilitates and participates in, hints at the epistemological weakness of other forms of knowledge in criminal justice contexts, such as forensic science, eyewitness testimony, and psychological profiling, and offers an example of how journalistic practice, which tends to reinforce the epistemic strength of these knowledges, can also be turned into a critical tool for questioning them. (Buozis, 2017, p. 13)*
The representation of Adnan Syed’s case through his own voice, accompanied and commented by the show’s host, becomes therefore not only a critique of the judicial system and its procedures in itself, but it challenges also established forms of journalism practice. The fact that Adnan Syed has been granted a new trial proves that this specific editorial strategy works, although—as can be seen in the subsequent section on the involvement of fans—the narrative structure alone is not enough.

Although Koenig follows an investigative approach when it comes to her thorough analysis of Adnan Syed’s case, she also applies a principle that entails several issues in relation to investigative journalism:

*What Koenig does that we don’t normally do share our thoughts and views as we research a story. Normally we do all that work before publishing. We give our audience the most intelligent assessment we can. We go through the same hard work of interviewing and researching as Koenig – and we suffer through the same anxieties and soul searching. The difference is, we never make that work public. She breaks new ground because she makes journalism more transparent – and in my view, adds tremendous credibility to our field.* (Barnathan, 2014)

Yet, transparency is a delicate issue when it comes to investigative reporting: In many cases it is vital to protect sources from being prosecuted, for instance, if they act as whistleblowers. Nevertheless, transparency is a central ethical norm and Houston (2010, p. 45) explicitly quotes it as a principle that will be vital for the future of investigative journalism. In addition, transparency is also relevant with regard to the concept of slow journalism: According to Le Masurier (2015, p. 143), a slow approach to journalism includes not only being factual and accurate, but the editorial output needs to be verifiable and traceable in terms of the sources—as long as they are not endangered. From this perspective, transparency plays also a central role when it comes to holding journalists accountable for what they produce (Eberwein & Porlezza, 2017).

Transparency is not only important when it comes to Serial as source transparency, but also as a normative guideline. It can be understood, following Karlsson’s (2010; 2011) reflections, in two different ways: First of all, transparency means openness. Koenig radically respects this notion by discussing cases where her investigations were falling down a rabbit hole, situations in which she was not able to find relevant information or to interview people she would have liked to have on the show. She also talks about her doubts and her anxieties in relation to Syed’s case, but even more remarkable, she communicates her worries with regard to the podcast itself, to the format that she is using to tell Syed’s story. This kind of radical transparency brought fellow journalists to define her approach as “show-your-work journalism” (Haglund, 2014).

In journalism, transparency has also been related to participation, as it allows the audience not only to understand how the podcast has been produced and what kind of problems it encountered during the production, but it gives the audience also the opportunity “to monitor, check, criticize and even intervene in the journalistic process” (Deuze, 2005, p. 455). Serial’s popularity was also due to the listener’s opportunity to participate—not so much directly in the news production process of Serial, but in the form of user engagement, letting people feel as if they were part of the investigation. In fact, discussion forums about the podcast mushroomed, which eventually led to a networked community of engaged publics and to what Beckett (2008) defines networked journalism—a phenomenon that perfectly embodies the digital culture of participation (Jenkins, Ito, & boyd, 2015).

This networked form of journalism is essential in order to build a transmedia journalism experience, not only to foster user engagement, but also—as it can be seen in the next section—in terms of content.
expansion, as users started to investigate Syed’s on their own, and the involvement of multiple media platforms by the provision of additional material and imaginary on their webpage. This triptych that characterizes transmedia journalism (Gambarato & Tárcia, 2017) demonstrates at the same time how Serial can illustrate the potential of journalism to become part of the convergence culture (Jenkins, 2006): “(…) cinema, radio journalism, television and digital content can influence and interact with one another, as can the producers and consumers of this intermedia” (O’Meara, 2017).

Ultimately, the traditional investigative journalism approach, combined with the notion of transparency—not only in terms of openness, but also in terms of participation (Eberwein & Porlezza, 2016)—and the captivating storytelling that, altogether, challenged current journalism practices, allowed Serial to become a huge success and one of the few phenomena of transmedia journalism not related to a planned event.

AUaDIENie NAGE Aqumu Aco-CREAtioN

The main way a podcast’s audience is generally measured is through downloads. Download data, however, is limited: The statistics do not identify if the downloaded podcast was actually listened to, how long, and by how many different people (Resler, 2015). But most of all, the available metrics do not take into account fan engagement, which is crucial to establish the popularity of Serial.

In Serial’s value constellation, listeners were expected to play a crucial role in creating the value and success of the podcast. Based on this, Serial was conceived, since its launch, as an interactive experience, especially in regard to its online extensions. Producers’ direct acknowledgement and questioning of their audience, their effort to complement audio storytelling with visual digital materials such as supplementary images and interactive maps, the constant dialogue unrolling between them and fans through social media platforms, are all traits that made Serial a unique interactive experience. Despite all of that, it was all but obvious that the crime podcast would become a participatory experience.

Something must be made clear at this point: Interactivity is not the same as participation. While interactivity refers to properties of the technologies which are designed to enable users to make meaningful choices that personalize the experience (Jensen, 1998), participation refers to properties of the culture where groups collectively or individually make decisions that have an impact on their shared experiences (Jenkins, 1992). So one interacts with something, while one participates in something. In other words: Technologies are not participatory, while cultures definitely are. Moreover, participatory culture is related to a community built around content. As soon as a fan community developed around the weekly crime podcast, Serial stopped being simply interactive and started to become fully participative. According to Jenkins’ seminal work Textual Poachers (1992), fandom has in fact been a crucial element in shaping the contemporary participatory culture. Historically, fans were often early adopters of new media platforms and practices and experimenters with new modes of media-making. They were also among the first to interact within geographically dispersed communities of interest.

When fandom massively migrated online, a new cultural shift took place: The collective intelligence between media producers and consumers (Jenkins, 2006). Serial was able to capitalize on the traditional experimental and collaborative attitude informing fan communities and on the so-called “collective intelligence shift” by building a transmedia narrative model which “encouraged forensic fandom with the promise of eventual revelations once all the pieces are put together” (Mittell, 2015, p. 314). The main revelation promised for devoted fans was the answer to the classical crime question “did he do it?” Sarah
Koenig explicitly asked Serial’s fans to help her solve the puzzle and to collaborate with her (episode 4). Supplementary “evidence” was strategically posted on Serial’s website in order to encourage listeners to join forces and to engage with the series more deeply.

Another aspect that was crucial in fostering this “forensic fandom” was the choice to produce Serial as a single story told from a number of different angles: This opened up different entry points to dig into the crime story. It was in consequence of this stimulating technological and narrative environment that a sub-Reddit community emerged with the specific aim to “find information about the podcast and to discuss your theories, predictions and other aspects of the show and case” ([r]serialpodcast introductory statement). The community on the sub-Reddit, with more than 51,584 “listeners” as of March 2017 and an average of 95 comments per post, was by far the most important online community devoted to Serial. It was this unofficial platform that contributed to develop a constant and interactive dialogue between the different subjects involved in the podcast. Nevertheless, the analysis of the [r]serialpodcast community allows to observe that it was not only the “whodunnit” element to the story that kept people engaged. Indeed, the majority of Reddit users declared themselves unsure about Syed’s innocence or guilt, even after the end of season one. What the ongoing discussion inside the community and with the producers of the podcast lead to was the belief that, regardless of his innocence or guilt, the justice system did not have enough to convict Syed.

Serial then turned into a holistic and immersive meditation on American justice, journalism, and the notion of “truth.” This becomes clear if one looks at the high number of posts about the American justice system that the series provoked: Syed’s case was compared to similar ones, particularly to those where evidence was, supposedly, wrongly discarded. Within the community, there is also a group of fans that shows more interest in the “making of” of Serial, and in questioning Koenig’s take on the case. There is a specific section called “meta,” devoted to reflections on the editorial construction of the podcast and Koenig’s style of reporting. Serial producers nurtured this type of meta-discussions in turn by incorporating details concerning the construction of the podcast into the show. For instance, during some of the episodes, an automated voice from the prison phone introducing the calls between Koenig and Syed can be heard. The cutting and mixing of different tapes is evident and Koenig often talked about the construction of the podcast. In this way, Serial invites its most passionate listeners to look at the backstage of the investigation and ultimately to become part of it.

This type of meta-reflection both on the justice system and on the podcast format could also be a consequence of the mature age of the participants in the sub-reddit community, which different surveys revealed to be mostly between 40 and 59 (DRNC, 2015). To explain this age range, which seems unusual for an online community, it is necessary to take into account that the development of the Serial fan community profited from its producers’ network of already existing fans, who were following the previous works on This American Life. As a storytelling gambit, This American Life had been proved a success long before Serial came along. Indeed, many users of [r]serialpodcast declared in their initial posts their previous experience as listeners of Koenig’s main program. The age range is therefore not surprising: According to radio ratings provider Arbitron, the median age of NPR radio listeners is 55. According to the Audience insight and research group internal to NPR, however, the median age drops to 48 among NPR.org users, while users of the NPR News iPhone app have a median age of 38. Podcast listeners, however, are the youngest with 33 years, a full 22 years younger than the general radio audience (Gallivan, 2010).

As stated by Jenkins (1992), a key trait of participatory culture is the adaptation of content produced by others and building upon their work. Similar to many other fan-beloved media products discussed
on Reddit, Serial spawned parodies and meme within the community, with specific sections devoted to the sharing of such materials. The r/serialpodcast community is also a testament to the addictive nature of Serial documenting the obsessive and heated activities sprouting from the podcast such as googling names and locations, searching for and reading additional texts and documents, and discussing theories. It must be noted, though, that in this specific case, users generally focused on sharing information about the case or about the podcast itself. One of the main traits of the r/serialpodcast community was in fact its ability to reuse the information given by Koenig during the podcast, or the materials shared by the producers on the official website to build a parallel narrative universe with regard to the Syed case.

The Reddit community expanded Sarah Koenig’s investigation in uncharted territories. Examples are the posts adding graphic visualization to help listeners better understand the information given by Koenig during the podcast such as the one titled “Visual Timeline” offering three different versions of the events of October 23, 2014. This post generated a discussion of the events narrated within the podcast that produced 66 comments and provided visual support to the so-called “investigative fans.” Among the comments, many declared the importance of this kind of post in order to support listeners’ independent investigation of the case, which was developing in parallel with the one by Sarah Koenig. To use their words: “This is exactly what we need to help sort this out” (Visual Timeline, n.d.). Those type of posts illuminate the fact that fans played, or rather felt that they played an active role in the construction of the podcast.

Remarkably, Serial also applied the concept of participatory culture by incorporating its most active investigative fans’ efforts into some of the official episodes of the podcast. In doing so, the producers of Serial acknowledged that within a participatory culture perspective no story is ever complete. This concept of process journalism, coined by Jarvis (2009), is equally true for digital journalism: “We really are about process. Journalism and news is a process that doesn’t begin and that doesn’t end. When you think like that, I think you open up your world to collaboration.”

But what was the specific value of this fan community to the producers of Serial? When it comes to a media product created and spread within a participatory cultural context, the content itself moves between commercial and non-commercial economies, creating possible dilemmas. For the producers of the show, the podcast represented a commodity. For the fan community, Serial was perceived as a resource or a gift (Benecchi, 2014). This means that Serial fans made the decision to pass the content along and to participate in the community connected to it, based on the social or sentimental value of the content itself. In this perspective, Koenig’s openness to the listeners included her constant sharing of self-doubts and speculations about the cases such as in episode 2, when she asks

See what I mean? All this information, every scrap, it is currency for whatever side you’re on. Spin. And the trouble with spin is that you can’t totally disregard it, be cause swirling around somewhere inside, some tendril of it, is true. (Serial podcast, Episode 2).

Additionally, the form of the show as well as her own narrative style are instilled with what radio scholars (MacLuhan, 1994) call “the illusion of intimacy,” which is part an affordance of the technology itself and part of a deliberate creation: From the earliest days of broadcasting, radio practitioners have actively sought to cultivate “a sense of spontaneity and sincerity, enabling listeners to enjoy the illusion of a direct and intimate conversation” (VanCour, 2008, p. 383). Following in the footsteps of the most successful radio speakers, Sarah Koenig sought to sound familiar and intimate in order to reach people
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at a remarkably personal level, thus fostering the construction of an active and pro-active fan community around Serial.

Serial’s success was partly due to the way it motivated listeners to discuss the show’s content (O’Meara, 2015). There are many examples of how fan labor activities can add to and affect media product development, marketing, distribution (Benecchi & Colapinto, 2011; 2010). Not surprisingly, Serial producers have turned directly to their fanbase to fund the second season of the podcast.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The show smashed all previous podcasting records upon its release in 2014, and helped to introduce a broad audience to the new and unexpected possibilities of a rather classic (radio) format. However, the ease of access and the simple ways the audience could follow as well as participate in the show made the podcast a unique experience. As suggested by Berry (2015a, 2015b), the combination of story, technology and skill helped to ensure Serial a place in podcast history. In addition, the perfect consonance between Serial, the existing market in that particular moment in time, the technological environment, and the eagerness to experiment with a new format by implementing innovative processes fostered its success. Regardless of their achievements, it has to be taken into account that being a spin-off of This American Life helped Serial both in terms of its positioning and financing. Nevertheless, it must also be remarked that Serial reached one million unique listens per episode, the same as This American Life, which averaged one million podcast downloads an episode.

The success can be explained by the characteristics of the product itself. The team was able to find dramatic, underreported stories in season one, and to report chops and mine for subtle emotions in season two. Particularly when it comes to the journalistic practice, Serial shows its innovativeness as they apply new approaches in terms of production, distribution and style. The journalistic production differs from the one of a traditional newsroom, shifting from a linear and top-down production to a more collaborative and networked form of journalism. This involves the fact that Koenig and her team of journalists transcended the boundaries of their newsroom and included materials of their most active fans in several episodes, but established a collaborative nature—and mentality—in order to unfold all possible details of the cases treated in their shows. This means that (certain) newsrooms stop being the closed fortresses they were in the past decades. And it also means to acknowledge that the contributions of their publics can be fruitful and that the materials generated by fans are worth being included in the editorial content.

Moreover, what distinguishes Serial from its traditional radio counterparts is its radical transparency when it comes to the actual journalistic production. This not only refers to problems and issues the team, and Sarah Koenig in particular, encountered during the collection and the analysis of the material and the interviews. It applies especially to the voiced doubts about the presented format and whether and to what extent such a podcast could, ultimately, lead to a potential re-opening of the process about Adnan Syed. However, this transparency might also cause issues when it comes to a program with such a high participation of the audience, particularly of high engaged fans. The case study clearly showed that fans were not amused when it became known that Sarah Koenig withheld information for dramatic purposes. Once you have established an apparent full transparency, you have to stick to it.

On the other hand, the radical transparency both in terms of the published photo materials on the website as well as the missing information represents an invitation for the audience to engage with the show. In this sense, the show clearly builds on the concept of what game designer Neil Young called “additive
comprehension” (Jenkins, 2009). As stated by Moloney, “we can carry those techniques to predesigned transmedia narratives so that, once engaged, the public has somewhere to find more. Through transmedia implementation we also open many more access points for the public to find our story” (Moloney, 2013).

The uniqueness of Serial in terms of its journalistic style is, however, not limited to the implementation of a networked form of journalism or the radical transparency. It is also related to Koenig’s particular vision of audio journalism, applying a narrative approach to storytelling (and combining thus slow and transmedia journalism) that unfolds a (real story)-universe across multiple media channels. By seizing successful principles such as serialization from TV shows, she was able to revolutionize investigative radio journalism, by blending techniques used in fictionalized content with traditional reporting techniques—even if serialization is nothing new to radio journalism either, given that already in the 1940s fictional content was often serialized.

From our case analysis, it is clear that even in an on-demand world, shared experiences remain important. Serial applied participatory culture to perfection: A classic journalistic format that implements transmedia storytelling techniques to reap the benefits of a loyal fan base (Moloney, 2010). In this perspective, the producers of Serial did not wait for the public to come to them, but they reached out to the public wherever it was, connecting with it on its own terms. Serial also showed that the widespread circulation of media content through the conscious actions of dispersed networks of participants “tends to create greater visibility and awareness as the content travels in unpredicted directions and encounters people who are potentially interested in further engagements with the people who produced it” (Usher, 2010). In fact, media conglomerates have become aware of this in recent years, increasingly adopting forms of networked journalism and collaboration, fostering—as shown above in the section on the journalistic implications—“more relational forms of exchange among users in the network” (Lewis, Holton, & Coddington, 2017, p. 169).

In this sense, the distribution strategy of Serial is radically different from those of traditional news outlets: It is not limited to the distribution of the product across different channels and platforms such as webpages or social media, but it actively encourages and includes the fans’ activities and their use and sharing of the published materials. The fact that these contributions are also included in certain episodes shows that the distribution strategy is closely related to the editorial production as it goes beyond the placement of the product on different platforms. Nurturing user engagement, participation, and using the fans’ contributions pushes the boundaries of transmedia journalism even further, as transmedia storytelling becomes truly implemented in Jenkins’ (1992) vision of shared experiences that culminate, eventually, in a co-creation where the content produced by Koenig and her team served, for the fans, as material to build upon. Thanks to this so called forensic fandom, the user generated materials, in turn, found their way back into the editorial product, resulting effectively in a collective intelligence between media producers and consumers (Jenkins, 2006)—a new trait to transmedia journalism.

However, this kind of open and interactive relationship, so crucial to determine Serial’s success and to transform this podcast into a transmedia experience, did not come “free of charge.” Listeners were repeatedly asked and encouraged to switch from observer to participant—and the Reddit community in particular was obsessed with the quest to solve the murder case. However, the participation required to connect with and enjoy the transmedia narrative format raises an ethical conundrum: The kind of engagement and participation necessitated from the Serial fan community matches those related to fictional products (Benecchi, 2014), but Serial is no fictional product. The podcast involves real people and a real murder case. This contrast is inscribed within the nature of Serial, a hybrid product between a journalistic and an entertainment product that raises ethical dilemmas.
If one considers Sarah Koenig a journalist in the context of Serial’s production, one would also expect her to take journalism ethics and editorial standards into account. Koenig repeatedly puts some aspects of traditional journalism ethics such as objectivity and independency into question: She often speculates, although she admits that she is aware of doing so. In one occasion, she even confesses that she does not consider herself a proper crime reporter. Nevertheless, Koenig, who was in fact a reporter for the Baltimore Sun in her early years, explicitly calls herself “the reporter” in more than one occasion throughout Serial’s first season. In addition, she also refers to a code of conduct and professional ethics she reckons must be respected when reporting about the people involved in the story and the materials collected during her research. Thus, by her own standards she plays the role of a journalist in Serial, which is why Serial should be judged by the ethical standards applying to journalism.

In this perspective, the first ethical dilemma raised by Serial is the decision to accept tips, calls and information provided by listeners and to integrate them within the transmedia narrative. It might occur that people who contacted Koenig and her team after the beginning of the podcast, especially the ones personally connected to the case, changed their story to reshape their own role to look better to the audience. This could happen consciously or unconsciously, but in the end, the divulged story might not longer be accurate. It is also possible that the witnesses who came forward after the first episodes were influenced by Koenig’s version of the “facts,” or just wanted to be part of what was clearly becoming a popular product. In particular, the Reddit community developed into an important source of crowdsourced information based on the leads offered within the podcast. The question remains: How reliable can this type of information be, particularly in a format where editorial and entertaining aspects cohabit? And how could it harm the real people involved?

This leads to the second ethical dilemma raised by Serial: Even if one expects Koenig to respect the ethical norms connected to her profession (such as respecting the privacy of the people involved in the story), the same does not apply to the listeners and fans. People engaging with this transmedia product were able to discover personal information and intimate details concerning real individuals, even the ones not mentioned inside the podcast. This was possible by simply using the materials shared by the producers on the Serial website. In particular, the r/serialpodcast community collected and shared a high amount of information about the people involved in the case, although the group abided to the general rule that doxing was inadmissible. Even if not shared explicitly, there were numerous hints to the materials in different threads and a list of people involved in the story was eventually made available.

This connects to the third ethical dilemma raised by Serial: If online fans (such as Redditors) start to play the role of amateur detectives, they can threaten the reputation and life of people wrongly accused or identified as possible suspects. This is exactly what happened in the days after the Boston Marathon bombings when Reddit became a source of false accusations, causing a debate about the responsibilities of digital media platforms. At the time, Reddit’s general manager Erik Martin (2013), recognized that “activity on Reddit fueled online witch hunts and dangerous speculation which spiraled into very negative consequences for innocent parties.” This also demonstrates how Reddit is a sort of attention aggregator, but no replacement for news reporting.

There is also an ethical concern when it comes to publishing (new) information about people linked to a specific case without knowing how the case is going to end or what kind of effects the publications might entail. Even if you declare the relativity of the published information, it could end up in a defamatory cause or influence the witnesses’ opinions and memories (see Goldstein, 2014). Even if the apparent application of transparency can be regarded as an asset, it remains a selective—and unethical—process if it is sometimes sacrificed for dramatic purposes. One must keep in mind that Serial gave its listeners
a lot of information about the case, but applied a journalistic selection to the contents shared and the people included as “voices” of the program. Many theories discussed among Redditors were therefore influenced by the selections, the perspectives as well as the style used by Sarah Koenig, a white woman investigating a community of immigrants and minorities.

To conclude, Serial’s practices are not unethical per se, but they put the show in a complex position: To what extent should journalistic podcasts involve fans and more generally listeners into the process of building and expanding the story they tell? Ultimately, this leads to the central question of how far one can develop a transmedia approach in investigative journalism before a product becomes a means to entertain rather than to inform?

Serial raises questions about the real-life consequences of this innovative form of reporting and its popularity encourages to reflect not only on the cultural significance of such a product but also on its responsibilities.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Certainly, this explorative study into the transmedia strategies of Serial presents some limitations. First of all, a single case study is limited in terms of its scope of analysis and qualitative approach. However, given that it is the first investigation into the transmedia strategy of Serial, the exploratory nature of the study is justified and allows for other follow-up studies to build on this research findings. A follow up study on similar podcasts could shed light on whether the strategies implemented by the team around Sarah Koenig have been adopted by other actors as well. It would be interesting, in the future, to compare different podcasts, maybe even in different countries, and to establish whether the innovations brought to both the podcast and the radio format have been a game changing and thus structural improvement for the specific media sector, or whether it was a unique phenomenon limited to Serial. In addition, it would also be useful to know more about the economic grounds on which such podcast would be based: What business models work best for transmedia products, particularly if they are carried out by small organizations or, another area to study, journalism startups. In any case, the Serial case study is useful to push forward the research in the area of transmedia journalism, particularly because it is not specifically related to either a planned event and because it had the potential to revitalize long-form investigative (radio) journalism. However, it would be relevant to check, whether this promise can actually be kept or not.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

**Doxing**: Involves the publication of personal information about people without their consent. Personal documentation posted online with malicious intent may include a physical residential address, or information protected by law (social security numbers, medical records, and so forth).

**Forensic Fandom**: A type of fandom encouraged by transmedia narrative and its promise of eventual revelations once all the pieces are put together. Within this mode of fandom, people are invited to dig beneath the surface to understand the complexity of a story and its telling.

**Hybrid Business Model**: It is a model that combines the conventional ways of doing business with the technical means made possible by the Internet. Media hybrids can also combine some elements of private market support (e.g., advertising revenues) with some elements of public or philanthropic support (e.g., tax-deductible donations from individuals, or grants made by foundations).
**The Transmedia Revitalization of Investigative Journalism**

**Media Accountability:** The media’s obligations for the quality of their contents and performances towards their stakeholders and, specifically, to their publics. It transcends therefore the narrow focus on the media’s responsibility, but focuses on the practices and instruments through which the publics can hold the media to account for their conduct.

**Networked Journalism:** A collaborative form of news production, where professional journalists and amateurs work together across brands and newsroom boundaries.

**Slow Journalism:** A specific type of journalism that does not follow the hasty production cycles of breaking news and that applies thorough research, narrative storytelling techniques, a non-sensationalistic reporting style based on clear ethical standards.

**Transmedia Journalism:** It is a form of transmedia storytelling applied to the journalistic field. The concept of transmedia storytelling involves the idea and the strategy of creating content across multiple platforms, genres and formats, that add up to a unique story world with a cohesive narrative. In addition, it includes activities that engage the audience by offering content that permeates the user’s life.

**Value Constellation:** Nowadays, the competitive advantage relies on the capability of reconfiguring roles and relationships among a constellation of actors—suppliers, partners, customers—in order to mobilize the creation of value by new combinations of players.
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ABSTRACT

In the last few years, sociopolitical events have been marked by the presence of hashtags on social networks, creating a direct dialogue with street protests. This chapter aims to investigate how media activism movements appropriate hashtags to expand the narrative through social engagement. In this sense, hashtags appear as signic processes that perform a mediating function. They articulate common positioning that creates hybrid and transmedia storytelling using online and offline dynamics. From the theoretical-methodological support of semiotics by Charles Sanders Peirce and the principles of transmedia, this study analyzes the news production by the Brazilian media activism group Mídia Ninja [Ninja Media]. The results point to a transmedia journalism anchored to the social use of hashtags by the association of new signs to semiosis, generating provisional action habits from collateral experience.

INTRODUCTION

In the communication processes related to the convergence culture (Jenkins, 2006), located in the connection between the transmissive dynamics of the mass media and the associative dynamics of social networks (Castells, 2012), it is possible to perceive an accumulation of records that leave various traces. With the increase in access to mobile devices, the production and sharing of contents have become a common practice by individuals. Sociopolitical events, which once gained visibility only through the traditional media agenda, are now also recorded and mainly disseminated by ordinary citizens. Records are organized in large files in programmable environments, under the influence of algorithms that design the network dynamics. This means a decentralization of communication tools, raising a controversial debate about journalistic practices.
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This new media ecosystem (Canavilhas, 2014; Scolari, 2013), which incorporates collaborative production, has offered visibility to manifestations and protests around the world (Castells, 2012). Although they are born in the streets, they find a fertile and promising soil for the expansion of the stories on the Internet, shaping an organic network of content production. There is an occupation of the public space that gains notoriety and legitimacy through the shared narratives on social networks. This scenario is also marked by the distrust of corporate media, which leads to the strengthening of the free media format. After the appropriation of cyberspace by movements that began in the Arab world and then expanded through Iceland, Spain and the United States, it is possible to notice the emergence of sociopolitically organized groups that seek the apparent democratization of information, instigating the participation of the common citizen in the processes of verification, selection and production of news (Bentes, 2015).

This propagation of sociopolitical events has used hashtags to gain engagement in social networks. It favors the emergence of a new media agenda, which passes through the Trending Topics of the digital platforms, showing the relevance of certain subjects from the volume generated by the conversation on the network within a short period of time (Groshek & Groshek, 2013). However, although hashtags were created to group and monitor content on the Internet, with Twitter as their primary platform, they have played a major role in setting boundaries in common positioning inside and outside the digital environment. Their function extrapolates the physical condition of their trail to become an important agent in the production of meaning.

Thus, in this work, hashtags are understood as signic processes that fulfill a mediating function in the creation of new meanings. For Peirce (CP 2.308), the notion of mediation is tied to the idea of semiosis, containing three elements: Sign (representamen), object and interpretant. Semiosis is a reticular process involving the determination of a preceding sign (object) and the representation of a posterior sign (interpretant). What mediates the object and the interpretant is the sign (representamen) in order to produce another triad sign and so forth. The interpretant is the formation of a new sign that guarantees the vitality of semiosis.

This happens in the hashtags case because, in social networks, they are initially linked by the socio-technical action of their index trail. In addition, through repetition and intermedia behavior (Müller, 2010) and by expanding content across multiplatforms, they also assume a normative function that indicates the construction of the thought. The same happens when hashtags are used on T-shirts and posters in street protests. Hashtags become signs that seek the determination and representation of an object (Alzamora & Andrade, 2016), which turns to be a complex semiosis (signification) process with infinite possibilities. For this reason, hashtags are used repeatedly in news production by media activism groups, as a feature that points to transmedia storytelling (Jenkins, 2006; Scolari, 2013).

The concept of transmedia journalism still generates many inconsistencies, especially in relation to professional practices. The exercise proposed in this chapter is to find new ways to elucidate this concept from the structuration of media activism groups, which seek narrative expansion through the integration between multiplatforms and the heterogeneity of points of view (Bentes, 2015). In this sense, the object used for the discussions is the Brazilian group Mídia Ninja [Ninja Media], which gained relevance after the manifestations of the 2013 June Journeys, an important Brazilian social movement that began with students’ request for a reduction in the public transportation fare and then progressed to police violence and political corruption. The event was fundamental for the strengthening of new channels of information production and distribution in the country (Malini & Antoun, 2013). The group emerged as an alternative to the coverage of established media outlets, named “coup media” by the protesters. This scenario has established a new journalistic dynamic, producing and sharing content in a reticular way.
The narrative constructed by Mídia Ninja uses hashtags as a strategy for propagating a sociopolitical positioning, becoming a reference in the public debate. Hashtags are often created by the protesters themselves and then incorporated into journalistic content. In other cases, the group creates and shares its own hashtags, which also take effect in street protests. It is an organic process of creating news that gains vitality through social engagement. By showing a predilection for left-wing sociopolitical movements, the Mídia Ninja wishes to present itself as a transparent and partial vehicle, different from the dynamics of the traditional media. During the President Dilma Rousseff impeachment process, in 2016, the group became a benchmark in the sharing of several hashtags against the president’s impeachment on various digital platforms, as well as a major influencer of the hashtag #nãovaitergolpe (written with the accent signal, because the spelling makes a difference to the Twitter algorithm in the grouping of content) [#therewillbenocoup], which has become a symbol widely used in discussions generated on the Internet and on the streets (Alzamora & Andrade, 2016).

In addition to having a hypertextual nature, which groups related content, hashtags today operate in the intermedia dynamics (Müller, 2010), extrapolating to Twitter and in force on other media platforms. With this, hashtags come to encompass the peculiar characteristics of each environment, impacting the formation of new meanings. For Elleström (2010), intermedia behavior indicates the forms of production, circulation and media consumption, configuring its interpretative capacity. In this sense, the news production by Mídia Ninja takes place in the intermedia and transmedia domains. In addition to being valid in several media environments, it is a narrative that arises from the social use of hashtags and gains visibility only through collective intervention in multiplatforms, in the interface between the networks and the streets. They are stories that complement each other and gain meaning through the mediating function of hashtags. Through the collateral experience and the incompleteness of the interpretant (Colapietro, 2011), a network of mobile meanings is created from the new associations, which guarantees the transmedia character of these semiosis.

This happens because the representative capacity of the sign is limited by its impossibility of covering the whole object that determined the sign, which demands the association of other signs (collateral experience) in the formation of the interpretant. The collateral experience concerns the prior familiarity with the object denoting the sign, a necessary condition for semiosis, operating by proximity and alterity with the object. According to Bergman (2010), the Peircean notion of collateral experience describes the impossibility of any contact with the objects of representation, or references, except through signic mediations. And since this process depends on social engagement, as in the case of hashtags, the creation of the interpretants is incomplete because it always points to new signs. Semiosis is a series of successive interpretants that prevent its closure. Thus, transmedia journalism reflects this plurality of possibilities of representation contained in the semiosis of hashtags, presenting a rich variation of mediatic arrangements through intermedia dynamics.

In order to understand these relations, this study has as a theoretical-methodological contribution the Semiotics by Charles Sanders Peirce and principles of transmedia storytelling (Gambarato & Tárcia, 2017; Jenkins, 2009; Scolari, 2013). An overview of the journalism productions by Mídia Ninja in 2016 is presented through investigation of the trajectories generated by the semiosis of the hashtag #foratemer [#outtemer], used in reference to the current president of Brazil during the narrative creation by the group. Subsequently, an analysis ensues in order to identify the potential of the mediations generated by this hashtag in the composition of transmedia journalism.
NON-FICTION TRANSMEDIA

Applying the specificities of transmedia storytelling has been a complex work for journalism. Jenkins (2006) consolidated the concept around fictional narratives, which are better suited and have more freedom to work with the characteristics of transmedia storytelling. Because journalism was born in the context of transmissive dynamics, it has experienced difficulties in adapting to the dynamics of social network sharing. This difficulty is attributed to the convergence scenario (Jenkins, 2006), which brings new paradigms for the production and distribution of information. There is integration between vertical (media corporations) and horizontal (individuals and groups) communication processes in digital connections. Convergence provides for a cultural transformation that encourages consumers to search for new information and make connections from scattered media content. This determines the migratory behavior of media audiences (Jenkins, 2006).

With the expansion of the media ecosystem (Canavilhas, 2014; Scolari, 2013), the circulation of content has become reticular, comprising the use of different media systems and seeking the active participation of consumers in the production and distribution of information, mainly through the mobility and connectivity offered by mobile devices. In Jenkins’s (2006) view, this means that consumption has become a collective process, which increases the degree of complexity of the relationships between old and new media. This process of convergence is a central theme for journalism at the beginning of the 21st century, which calls into question the business model of corporate media (Moloney, 2015). However, as Alzamora and Tárcia (2012) demonstrate, the concept of convergence offers multiple paths, being too comprehensive to refer to such diverse phenomena.

In this context, Jenkins (2006) uses the term transmedia storytelling to indicate the processes of language and media expansion in the narrative production. Every text that unfolds in media environments needs to contribute in a distinctive and valuable way to the whole. As Scolari (2013) states, this is not an adaptation process that happens on multiple platforms but a complementary creation that integrates communication in several environments by overlapping mediations. Each generated text becomes a fundamental piece for the construction of narrative sense. However, it is important that each text also makes sense alone. Transmedia storytelling is the sum of independent texts that refer to a determining narrative, but which also construct meanings alone. Thus, according to Alzamora and Gambarato (2014), transmedia dynamics can be taken as a pragmatic branch of semiosis in the media, as will be shown below.

This idea means rethinking the whole path already taken by traditional journalism. Transmedia storytelling is important movement, according to Scolari (2013), because although the concept of transmedia was born in the field of entertainment, the use of transmedia in a non-fiction narrative has a latent potentiality. According to Canavilhas (2014), the difficulties of translating the concept into the field of journalism lie in the complexity of professional activity and in the multiplicity of concepts that already exist, such as multimedia, cross-media, intermediality and hybrid media, among others. For Scolari (2013), all these terms are part of the same semantic galaxy, and each contributes to the illumination of specific points of transmedia storytelling.

From this, Canavilhas (2014) tries to demonstrate that Web journalism has been working with several characteristics close to the universe of these concepts, mainly for acting with multiple platforms and languages (text, image, audio, video and infographic). Similar to Scolari (2013), Canavilhas believes that the concept of transmedia absorbs all others, its distinction being the convergence of content to a single
end. Alzamora and Tárcia (2012) complement this understanding by stating that the focus is not only on the use of various platforms and languages but also on content production. It is “an effort to not lose focus of what is important in this discussion, placing excessive emphasis on technology (technocentrism) or on the media” (Alzamora & Tárcia, 2012, p. 28).

Alzamora and Tárcia’s (2012) dialogue with Scolari (2011) explores the necessary resources for the sharing dynamics of transmedia storytelling. For Scolari (2011), stories need to seek the best of each medium to expand themselves. For this, they need to rely on prosumer collaboration in the development of the narrative world. This prosumer is a mix of a consumer and a producer, who take an active role in the process of expanding the narrative. “This is one of the points necessary to observe a transmedia structure: the expansion of the storytelling from the interactivity” (Renó, 2014, p. 7). In the field of journalism, this means an amalgamation of genres and formats through the integration of the communicational dynamics of transmission and sharing (Alzamora & Tárcia, 2012).

In this case, for Canavilhas (2014), the media have always stimulated social interaction, promoting discussions around themes essential to society. This participation could become strong fuel for news development, especially in a confluence with social networks. However, he asserts that not all journalistic genres are conducive to absorbing transmedia storytelling. The genres truly adapted to this dynamic are those natives of the Web and the great news stories, which present themselves as a transversal genre to all the media. In the second case, the possibility of deepening the narrative and the maturation time of the news are the factors that allow the transmediation of content.

Alzamora and Tárcia (2014) affirm that intermediality is an essential characteristic for the creation of transmedia storytelling, as the intersection between platforms favors the propagation of contents by the component of complementarity characteristic of these systems. Intermediality is the process of interweaving between different genres and media formats, resulting in differentiated aesthetic experiences (Müller, 2010). From this point of view, Alzamora and Tárcia (2014) present some types of narratives that can be configured today as transmedia journalism. The first is immersion journalism, which can put the public as the protagonist in the situations or events described in a news report. With the new media platforms, lived experience becomes more intense and can stimulate effective participation by the user. The other possibility is newsgames, experimental projects with public participation. Within this area, there are the current games, which are inspired by the daily repertoire to produce information quickly and with easy distribution. There are also interactive infographics, which allow users to change data and results in the system, proposing a collective way to update news. Finally, there are documentary genres, which facilitate the interaction and performance of the users, contributing to the construction of the narrative universe.

At the confluence of this notion, Canavilhas (2014) proposes four characteristics that must be present in the qualification of transmedia journalism. The first is interactivity, encouraging the relationship between content and between users. The second is hypertextuality, which allows linking content blocks by means of a link. This feature denotes a strong connection with the traces left during navigation, to be explained later. The third is integrated multimedia, as the organization of content seeks a specific goal in the use of multiplatforms. The last characteristic is contextualization, marking the antecedents and the conditions in which the event occurred. This characteristic facilitates the understanding of the narrative within the migratory behavior of the public. The degrees between contextualization and interactivity differentiate transmedia storytelling.
Narrative Expansion and Social Engagement

According to Canavilhas (2014), journalism’s main challenge is to work with variations of time and space to encourage and deepen public participation. In this case, intermediality is fundamental for enriching the story being told. It is necessary to offer new entrances and itineraries to stimulate public interest. For Gosciola (2014), a narrative game promoted by intermediality contributes to the increase in public understanding, encouraging the public’s curiosity and interest in the story narrated. This is because there is a significant change in content consumption due to increasing mobility and consequently, changes in the media textures (Jansson, 2013), that is, in the creation of communicative tissues. “Texture refers to the symbolic-material processes and arrangements through which communication and space co-constitute one another” (Jansson & Lindell, 2015, p. 81). From the transmedia dynamics, these textures become more integrated and flexible, revealing new consumption habits from certain spatiotemporal arrangements. “This is in regard to both how individuals navigate and orient themselves through representational spaces and flows, and how their media practices amalgamate with other activities in everyday life” (Jansson & Lindell, 2015, p. 79).

In Madianou and Miller’s (2013) view, this scenario presupposes the concept of polymedia, articulating a complex media ecosystem that influences everyday life. In addition, it offers additional layers of meaning, creating a dynamic of overlapping mediations. This is because, for the authors, the media environment is similar to an integrated structure of possibilities. In the case of the transmedia texture, this is enhanced by the course of individual choices. This condition is decisive for news consumption, for, despite the intermedia power of multiple platforms, they are not always adapted to personal preferences. There are a variety of entry points, forming liquid consumption patterns. “These processes not only give rise to new compositions and experiences of news materials, but are also part of the ongoing texture of everyday life” (Jansson & Lindell, 2015, p. 82).

This transmedia texture is at the heart of participatory culture. For Shirky (2010), the way consumers are articulated today in media environments, especially online, presupposes a collaborative style of content production. This collaboration is a result of the desire for constant connectivity, which shapes the social use of technologies. In the field of entertainment, this participation is visible through fan culture, in which fans show interest and persistence in participating and updating content (Jenkins, 2006). However, Scolari (2013) states that it is possible to stimulate this participation in non-fiction narratives. However, it is necessary to horizontalize the creative control so that prosumers can contribute to the expansion of the narrative.

In this case, if consumption patterns are liquid, the focus may not be on the technical condition of the platform but on how the story is narrated (Scolari, 2013). This is what Scolari (2013) calls “journalism 3.0,” which brings the citizen to the center of the news. If this transmedia texture also corroborates a texturing of daily life, the organic experiences on social networks are fundamental for understanding these processes. This even changes the media agenda, as it places peer-to-peer conversation at the center of social discussions. Proof of this is the constant updating of the Trending Topics on digital platforms, which show the intense flow of key terms and hashtags over a short period of time (Groshek & Groshek, 2013). These realized operations place hashtags as fundamental elements in the construction of meaning of the narratives, exploring the creative capacity of semiosis.

Groshek and Groshek (2013) note the emergence of Agenda Trending, which provides a rich scenario for thinking about the intermedia dynamics between traditional media and network conversations. Through an empirical analysis, the authors demonstrate a possible crossing between traditional and social media
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agendas. Despite the differences between the two, there is promising ground for thinking about how one influences the other. On one hand, this can increase the critical aspect of news production, broadening the spaces of debate. On the other, however, the authors warn that the expansion of monitoring and collective production tools can also end up homogenizing the public agendas. This homogenization reveals a decline in content diversity in news production. Thus, it is believed that a more in-depth discussion about transmedia dynamics and its potential in journalistic narrative expansion is essential, about the mediating function of hashtags.

THE MEDIATING FUNCTION OF HASHTAGS IN MEDIA ACTIVISM

At the intersection of media agendas are the guidelines for activist demonstrations, which have gained new formats through the integration of online and offline environments. If there was tension before between social manifestations and traditional media coverage, now the visibility of these events is also at the heart of the creation and production of collective information (Castells, 2012). In this way, Srivastava (2009) rethinks activism in the current media system based on participatory culture. According to the author, the transmedia dynamic offers new possibilities for movements with social change initiatives. There are decentralized actors who create entry points for issues and solutions linked to the topic across multiple platforms and languages. This favors the creation of strategies to generate social impact, influencing the perception and construction of communities.

As stated by Srivastava (2009), it is possible to notice the configuration of a “transmedia activism,” which happens through the process of generating awareness, engagement, action and structuring change. For this to be achieved, a narrative goes through and encompasses the central theme. The shared contents trigger small fragments of this story from collective and collaborative work. The focus is to connect audiences and change agents with a particular worldview or specific action through local stories. This type of activism has as its main point the use of the local voice, aiming at community-centered participation. Through digital projection, these narratives gain visibility and can be expanded to a global level. Thus, activists use multiple platforms to achieve cultural appropriation in order to cross borders to promote transformation.

One of the ways to spread content quickly on social networks is through the use of hashtags. During protests, one can see the strong use of this tool. Yang (2016) signals the growth of “hashtag activism,” which sets itself up as a discursive protest by the use of hashtags on social networks, carrying a social or political claim as content. This hashtag is a creative and communal narrative agency. The author argues that in the study of digital activism is neglectful of its narrative form. One way of thinking about this narrative structure is through the social use of hashtags. “I consider narrative agency in hashtag activism as the capacity to create stories on social media by using hashtags in a way that is collective and recognized by the public” (Yang, 2016, p. 14).

According to Bruns and Burgess (2015), the use of Twitter to coordinate social and political discussion has grown significantly in recent years, especially in electoral processes, activist movements and cultural, sports and television events. In this sense, hashtags have always been at the heart of the organization of these issues on the platform, operating in contexts ranging from general discussion about a topic to discussions that take place at local, state and national levels. The discussions may come as a reflection of a well-planned movement, created for a specific event, but may also be born from the spontaneity
of networked conversations. For the authors, the most important thing is that hashtags are not static, as social use often changes their meaning by connecting them to other hashtags and platforms.

Although hashtags initially have the sole function of tagging and classifying tweets that are related to a specific topic through the hash (#), hashtags also enable communication between people and communities of interest. The use of hashtags was proposed in 2007 by Chris Messina, a Web developer, and was intended to gather content on Twitter to facilitate monitoring of the platform. His idea was to improve the listening experience, so that users could have more selective attention (Bruns & Burgess, 2015). At first, there was resistance to using hashtags because they were not part of the users’ media habits. However, for Bruns and Burgess (2015), space for hashtags was won because it is an indexing system that imposes no rules or limits on users. They can create and share new hashtags whenever and however they want. In the view of the authors, this creates a process of “cultural generativity,” since it intensifies and transforms public communication.

In this work, hashtags’ capacity for connection is understood as a mediating function, capable of connecting one instance of meaning to another by sociotechnical linkage and social use outside the media environments (Alzamora & Andrade, 2016). In the first case, it has been observed that hashtags have not only permeated conversations on Twitter but have also appeared on Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, blogs and other digital platforms, even without performing the role of aggregating content in some instances. For Bruns and Burgess (2015), this is the result of improving the communicational use of hashtags, which are now at the heart of social and political discussions. This sets up intermedia behavior (Müller, 2010) that influences the construction of the meaning of hashtags. In the second case, the appropriation of hashtags by street protests shows the improvement in communication by the construction of ideas and thoughts. Outside usability as a content indexing monitoring tool, hashtags become effective on signs, t-shirts and printed materials as symbols of a common positioning (Alzamora & Andrade, 2016). This creates a transmedia dynamic, as we shall see later, as the hashtag spans several platforms and environments to construct new semiosis.

Therefore, a hashtag can be seen as a sign capable of representing a positioning, creating an interface between the online dynamics of programmable environments and the offline dynamics of the streets. This is because, for Peirce (CP 2.230), a sign is, in a way, something that represents something to someone, understanding semiosis as a process of interpretation ad infinitum, because the meaning of a sign is always another sign, over and over again. Thus, it is possible to affirm that the process of semiosis is also a process of mediation (Peirce, CP 2.308), because a sign always produces an effect in a mind, human or not, in order to represent the object that determined the sign:

A sign, or representamen, is something which stands to somebody for something in some respect or capacity. It addresses somebody, that is, creates in the mind of that person an equivalent sign, or perhaps a more developed sign. That sign which it creates I call the interpretant of the first sign. The sign stands for something, its object. It stands for that object, not in all respects, but in reference to a sort of idea, which I have sometimes called the ground of the representamen. (Peirce, CP 2.228)

This relationship arises from the logical engendering that exists among the sign (representamen), the object, and the interpretant (Peirce, CP 2.230). In later writings, Peirce (CP 2.308) defines media as the mediating function of the sign through which the sign produces communication and cognition. However, dependent on the collateral experience to form the interpretant, a sign can only partially re-
veal the object. This experience anchored in the baggage and in the accumulation of knowledge of each interpreter (agent), associates new signs with semiosis, creating connection dynamics through signic approximations (Colapietro, 2011). This sets up a network that is constantly expanding, ensuring that the reference to the object is maintained without compromising the creative ability of semiosis.

For Colapietro (2011), a sign is a place that a particle occupies within a short period of time. Thus, when hashtags are considered signs, within the sharing dynamics on social networks and the interactive dynamics of the streets, it is possible to realize that they relate to the objects that determine them in different and provisional domains of representation. In the category of firstness, the sign presents itself as an icon in relation to the object, referring to a mere quality (feeling), which cannot be apprehended or described. At the level of secondness, the sign is an index that establishes a physical connection, leaving a trail that points directly to the sign’s object. Finally, thirdness perceives that the sign operates by the force of a law, of a convention, becoming a symbol by indicial repetition (Peirce, CP 2.230).

Thirdness provides the mediation between firstness and secondness, establishing a purpose for action (Colapietro, 2011; Peirce, CP 2.230). This shows that one category dispenses with the other, forming Peirce’s concept of mediation, which is empirically linked to his notion of sign. These processes culminate in the network of meanings of a hashtag as a sign. It presents a feeling (firstness) that determines its physical inscription through the hash # (secondness), making the production of thought (thirdness) possible. This thought constitutes an action habit, as the outcome of the mediation between the feeling and the physical inscription of the hashtag. This happens because when the hashtag is understood as a sign, its action rarely happens alone, temporally or spatially, promoting a strong connection with other hashtags. This feature summons the audience to conversations on social networks connections at the interface with offline environments. Recursively, hashtags are updated by sharing, generating a network of logical connections. This creative dynamic offered by collateral experience articulates the chain of hashtags, enhancing the process of semiosis, which lies alongside the creation of transmedia storytelling.

In this sense, it is pertinent to understand the mediating function of hashtags in two complementary ways. On the one hand, hashtags promote the mediation between a common sociopolitical positioning, which is the sign’s object, and a socio-technical link effect that triggers a new communicational context, the sign’s interpretant. On the other, hashtags connect one instance of meaning to another by linking hashtags, creating a dynamic that can legitimize or reconfigure the initial sense of a hashtag. This space-time trajectory, shaped by mediation processes, imposes new challenges for the creation of transmedia storytelling on social networks, in a continuous flow with offline environments.

In this logic of connections, activism media groups consolidate in Brazil. They approach the narratives generated by protesters to create a news production different from those produced by major corporate media. For Malini and Antoun (2013), the heterogeneous voices of the crowd shape the processes of self-organization (autopoiesis) of networks with hashtags. Without the monopoly of speech, instituted by the large media groups, new forms of narrative experience emerge in the media ecosystem. In Bentes’ (2015) view, this is a kind of “multitude-media,” which is strictly linked to this mass media consumption. The author points to the emergence of post-journalism, which does not rule out professional techniques and practices but opens up to an experience of collective subjectivities within a transmedia scenario.

However, as Poell and van Dijck (2015) argue, a critical look at new forms of content production on social networks is needed. Despite the characteristics of customization and instantaneous circulation of information, a power war still prevails in this scenario. Although activism is less dependent on traditional media, it does not mean that activists have more control over the media ecosystem. On social networks,
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technological mechanisms and algorithmic selections of new social media corporations (such as Twitter, Facebook and YouTube, among others) guide the connections between users. This can significantly alter the path traced by narrative strategies:

As social media penetrate deeply into day-to-day personal communication in ways alternative media have never been able to do, activists can reach categories of people who would otherwise not be reached by activist communication. At the same time, the interactions and interests that tie dispersed social media users together to form protest movements, generating instant moments of togetherness, inevitably dissolve when social platforms algorithmically connect users to the next wave of trending topics. (Poell & van Dijck, 2015, p. 534)

Thus, because temporal and spatial dynamics are multiple, it is possible to visualize hashtags’ semiosis networks only at the moment that new interpretants are formed (sign association by collateral experience). Therefore, considering the fluidity and dynamism of the analyzed objects, the theoretical-methodological procedures of Peircean semiotics serve as an aid to verify the trajectories created by hashtags at the moment of action of human and nonhuman agents. Certeau (2004) mentions the trajectory category as a procedure capable of transmuting the temporal articulation of places into a spatial sequence of points. This means creating a rigid structure in place of a performance, which is an operation. Thus, it is a fluid and unfinished trajectory of hashtags due to the interpreter’s incompleteness, which is always triggering new networks and producing new narrative entries.

NEWS PRODUCTION BY MÍDIA NINJA IN BRAZIL

The dynamics of post-journalism, as demonstrated by Bentes (2015), live at the threshold of the relationships established between human and nonhuman agents in digital environments. For the author, the prefix “post” signals the problematization of journalism as a discursive regime. It is an open field that points to heterogeneous and disparate experiences of the media activism that emerges on social networks. Bentes (2015) uses Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri’s (2004) concept of multitude to discuss this “multitude-media” that builds on the synergy and cooperation between singularities and differentiations. The crowd is not an amorphous and domesticated mass but is always in motion. The free media journalist can be any subject who, unlike the professionals who live in the corporatist sphere, participates in demonstrations and protests not only to register and report. He presents himself as a body of the crowd, and communication becomes an important tool in the mobilization and expression of this crowd (Bentes, 2015).

In this scenario of activism media productions, the Brazilian group Mídia Ninja (Narrative Independent, Journalism and Action) has stood out, mainly for structuring its narrative by taking into account human (public) and nonhuman (algorithms) action, with journalistic production as one of the spheres of communication. On the group’s official website, the group presents itself as a specific type of journalism on the Web, which prioritizes partiality based on the sum and accumulation of all lived experiences. “Journalism is one of the tools and languages we use to raise themes and debates, strengthening narratives that have no visibility in conventional means of communication. But in addition to journalism we do midiativism” (Mídia Ninja Site, n.d.; translation by the author). The group absorbs activist practices to propose a social transformation through free and distributed media. Structured in a network, Mídia Ninja is maintained by the support of employees and partner institutions. However, anyone can contribute
to the creation of new narratives, becoming a “Ninja.” The objective is to discuss the national political agenda while giving voice to the common citizen.

Mídia Ninja’s news production began in 2013, as a result of the cultural collective Fora do Eixo [Off-Axis network]. Because the group was born in the dynamics of social network sharing and its main focus is the coverage of street protests, the group configures what Malini and Antoun (2013) refer to as cyber-mediation or cyber-activism. This type of action, according to the authors, can be seen as the hacker of narratives, disregarding the visions edited by the great media conglomerates. Furthermore, despite maintaining an online news archive, the group uses social networks as its main platform to publicize its narrative, employing hashtags as mediators.

Thus, Mídia Ninja goes beyond and reinvents the notion of breaking news by using hashtags, as the group uses the instantaneity of the media to disseminate information in real time (Malini & Antoun, 2013). This is not a journalism structured in the order determined by the academy and with regular practices but an independent news production that draws a parallel with journalistic productions, mainly in the task of verifying events that often generate videos by streaming. “This hacked narrative, when subjected to the sharing of the many-many, generates a noise whose main value is to have a multiple, conflicting, subjective, and perspective view of the past event and of the future unfolding of a fact” (Malini & Antoun, 2013, p. 23; translation by the author).

For this reason, in this work, the dynamics of post-journalism, as described by Bentes (2015), becomes the ideal scenario for transmedia production. It is an active audience that interacts, comments, informs, analyzes and dialogues with journalists in various media environments, mainly through hashtags. This demonstrates a collective subjective experience that opens up a particular context of meaning in an interface with street protests and social networks. As Bentes (2015) states, Mídia Ninja narratives carry possible worlds within each statement. Each “matter” brings a cause, affection, a horizon of worlds around the news. This gives vitality to the creative production of semiosis.

ANALYSIS OF MÍDIA NINJA’S TRANSMEDIA JOURNALISM

Analysis Methodology

Based on the organization of transmedia activism proposed by Srivastava (2009), it has become fundamental to create a proper methodology of analysis to understand the movement of this free journalism, which not only participates in coverage and registration but also subscribes to the internal articulation of demonstrations. Thus, this research aimed to find ways to understand the semiosis created by the hashtag #foratemer [#outtemer] within the transmedia context of Mídia Ninja’s journalism. Since it is not possible to cover all the extensions generated by semiosis, the intention is to look at the trajectories that point to the formation of new interpretants. This incompleteness, which is present in the determination of new habits of action by collateral experience, is analyzed from the principles of transmedia storytelling (Gambarato & Tárcia, 2017; Jenkins, 2009; Scolari, 2013).

As Srivastava (2009) argues, the intention of transmedia activism is to follow its purposes to generate awareness, engagement, action and effective change from distribution on several platforms. This is what motivates the existence of post-journalism (Bentes, 2015). In this context, the three categories of analysis proposed by Scolari (2013)—multiplatform, engagement and narrative expansion—are used to determine the strategies performed by Mídia Ninja in the use of hashtags. From this, the principles of
transmedia are used, from the vision of Jenkins (2009) and Moloney (2015), to qualify each category. As methodological procedures of analysis, the characteristics listed by Gambarato and Tárcia (2017) are appropriated. The goal is to understand the course taken in the narrative construction of Mídia Ninja based on the mediation of the hashtag #foratemer [#outtemer] during the sociopolitical main events of 2016. Therefore, the three categories of analysis contemplate the following structure:

1. **Multiplatform strategy.**
   a. **Guiding Principles:** Spreadable and drillable.
   b. **Methodological Procedures:** Analyze objectives and premises, structure and context, platforms and genres.

2. **Narrative expansion strategy.**
   a. **Guiding Principles:** Continuity and seriality, worldbuilding immersion and extractability.
   b. **Methodological Procedures:** Analyze the construction of the universe, the development of new stories, characters involved and extensions.

3. **Social engagement strategy.**
   a. **Guiding Principles:** Diversity of points of view and inspiration to action.
   b. **Methodological Procedure:** Analyze the engagement.

**Analyzing the Strategies of Mídia Ninja Journalism**

**Multiplatform Strategy**

Multiplicity refers to the importance of narrative enrichment through the use of multiple platforms. The stories oscillate within a single coherent narrative realm (Moloney, 2015). This principle is directly related to the concepts of spreadability and drillability. Spreadability is the ability to “viralize” content through the mediascape. However, it is not just a strategy to make something visible without planning or direction. Spreadability “encourages the movement of the media itself, for personalized engagement, remix and reuse - all ideas that send shifts to the spines of intellectual property owners, but signal very deep and long-lasting engagement for compelling media” (Moloney, 2015, p. 49).

Another principle that points to the use of multiple platforms is drillability, which refers to the deepening of content to encourage public participation. This can be stimulated from the hypertexual construction of the narrative structure (Canavilhas, 2014), which always leads to denser unfolding, encouraging the public to create its own trajectory. “In dealing with real worlds, however, journalism has the advantage of only engaging the public’s natural curiosity and enabling its sleuthing” (Moloney, 2015, p. 50). In order to understand how these principles operate in Mídia Ninja’s production, it is fundamental to use the context and structure of the group to determine the objectives and premises of communication planning in order to verify the use of platforms and genres in the spreadability and drillability of the narrative (Gambarato & Tárcia, 2017).

Mídia Ninja was born in the transmedia perspective of the cultural collective Fora do Eixo. Before Mídia Ninja defined itself as activist media, the group was a branch of a complex chain aimed at establishing a free communication agency. Fora do Eixo was structured on six platforms with different approaches. There was a site called “Overmundo” [Overworld], with a focus on collaborative journalism, which spelled out the roots of Mídia Ninja. Moreover, it was comprised of Post TV, a streaming
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channel; Meme, the front responsible for the photographic production and graphic pieces; DF5, the audiovisual content; TNB, a site that connected independent artists in the country; and social networks, the distribution system for online content.

This happened before the outbreak of the June Journeys in favor of the “Passe Livre [Free Pass] Movement,” due to the problems of students’ urban mobility and later, the repercussion of corruption schemes in the country (Malini & Antoun, 2013). In March 2013, Mídia Ninja began its activities in the journalistic field, becoming a partner of Fora do Eixo. By already understanding the narrative structure in the order of multiplicity, the group stood out for its coverage and effective participation in social movements. From 2014 onward, with the protests due to the FIFA World Cup held in Brazil and the dissatisfaction with the government (D'Andrea, Alzamora, & Ziller, 2015), Mídia Ninja became a reference in the production and distribution of activist information. In 2016, the group invested in an organized structure to produce spreadable and drillable content. The purpose is to stimulate the visibility of sociopolitical causes on social networks (Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr, Instagram and YouTube), using the spreadability feature through hashtags. This is due to space-time appropriation of these environments, in which communication is fast and instantaneous. To create depth, the group has a collaborative site for news exploration (http://midianinja.org/) and a profile on Medium (https://medium.com/@MidiaNINJA). Additionally, through partners, the group offers other narrative lines that complement the central one, bringing in-depth information.

Narrative Expansion Strategy

For Jenkins (2009), the creation of worlds is fundamental to the process of public immersion and engagement. There is a desire of the audience to map and dominate all the content about the narrative that was created, which would indicate an “encyclopedic impulse.” Therefore, the author delineates the importance of building complex worlds using various languages and media. However, Moloney (2015) states that this creation is limited in non-fiction narratives, for they deal with real worlds. The challenge is not to expand this world but to systematize it to facilitate public understanding. This does not leave out the wealth of narrative ramifications. “This provides a rich enough tapestry on which the main story can unfold, allowing alternate stories based on different characters and circumstances” (Moloney, 2015, p. 52).

In the case of the hashtag #foratemer [#outtemer], the constructed world concerns the period of the impeachment process of ex-president Dilma Rousseff. In 2015, dissatisfaction with the government triggered the impeachment process in 2016. During this process, there was political polarization between two distinct groups: One in favor and the other against the president’s removal from office. To dialogue and show their position on social networks and street protests, users created and shared several hashtags that marked the Brazilian political scene. The main ones were #foradilma [#outdilma), to express support in favor of impeachment, and #naovaitergolpe [#therewillbenocoup], created to denounce impeachment as a coup against democracy (Alzamora & Andrade, 2016). On May 11 and 12, 2016, the Senate voted to abide by the protocol for opening the impeachment process. The president was removed from office, and Vice-president Michel Temer took up the position on an interim basis until the final trial in August, when he officially became president. This generated a great uprising and intensified the protests among those who were against the process.

In this scenario, Mídia Ninja stood out by taking a position against the impeachment demand. The group was one of the main influencers of the hashtag #nãovaitergolpe (with the accent signal). In addition, the group triggered a network of mobile meanings, working with the presence of several related
hashtags (Alzamora & Andrade, 2016). After this period, the hashtag #foratemer [#outtemer] became a symbol of demonstrations against the new government. On August 31, 2016, the final vote of the impeachment process, monitoring was executed with the use of the Hashtagify.me tool, which elucidates the relationship between hashtags used on Twitter, to verify the semiosis formed by #foratemer [#outtemer] (Figure 1). The tool tracks the connections that had been generated, showing which other hashtags had been triggered by it at the time. What differentiates the process of semiosis is the degree of proximity between them, marked in the tool by the line that relates to each other. The closer to the analyzed hashtag, the newer the association. The thicker the line, the greater the intensity of the connection in the context of connectivity. In this way, the only trace that can be understood of these distinct temporalities is the formation of interpretants (new signs), materialized in the form of related hashtags.

Semiosis generated dialogues directly with other activism hashtags, mainly oriented toward the request for the return of ex-president Rousseff. However, it also evokes a crossroads with other stories, highlighting the relationship of media activism with the corporate media Rede Globo [Globo Network], through the hashtag #globogolpista [#coupplotterglobe], and with the 2016 Olympic Games, which took place in Brazil during the same period, through the hashtags #rio2016 and #cerimoniadeabertura [#openingceremony]. This scenario generated reflexes in the mediation of the Olympics from the political crossings. During mega-sports events, the hashtag #foratemerRio2016 [#outtemerRio2016] was created as a semantic variation to engender an intersection between the two narrative universes. This strategy was adopted by the demonstrators themselves and incorporated into the news production of the group Midia

*Figure 1. Relationships established by the hashtag #foratemer [#outtemer] on 08/31/2016. Source: Print screen of the analysis performed by the tool Hashtagify.me*
Ninja. Therefore, during this period, the group appears in second place on the list of influencers of the hashtag #foratemer [#outtemer] (Figure 2), first place having been conquered by the official profile of the former president (@dilmabr).

The principle of seriality (Jenkins, 2009; Moloney, 2015) aims to transform the narrative into scattered historical fragments in various media systems, which is assembled and reassembled only with the help of the public. This concerns the non-linear nature of the transmedia concept, which coincides with the behavior of hashtags that develop in a reticular way in the formation of new interpretants. Therefore, it would be impracticable to conceive the chronological trajectory of a hashtag. Serially, languages and media behaviors are mixed in meaning processes, as in the case of the hashtag #foratemer [#outtemer] during the Olympic Games. This dimension of continuity and seriality is also visible when the hashtag is transposed into the offline environment, appearing on signs and t-shirts during the Olympic Games events. Jenkins (2006) warns that it is necessary to master communication practices and to understand well the environments to be explored. In the streets, hashtags become slogans through social use. This transition between the indicial trail of online social networks and the presence of symbols in street manifestations determines the degree of detail and exploration of the world, guaranteeing the immersion of the public (Moloney, 2015). For this reason, it is also possible to understand the principle of extractability indicated by Jenkins (2009) as the ability of the public to take aspects of the storyworld into their daily lives. When hashtags are incorporated into the offline universe as a symbol, they gain new connotations in ordinary life.

Figure 2. Main influencers of the hashtag #foratemer [#outtemer] on 08/31/2016. Source: Print screen of the analysis performed by the tool Hashtagify.me
From this perspective, it is possible to understand that the mediation potential of hashtags delineates a transmedia dynamic through collateral experience. There is a dynamic purpose of action that is formed by the process of signic association between hashtags. Each line displayed in semiosis networks represents a new sign, that is, a new interpretant in the construction of meaning of the studied hashtag. These new interpreters may be seen as provisional unfoldings of the narrative of the demonstration against the government of President Michel Temer. They are ramifications that complement the meaning of semiosis but also construct parallel narratives.

Alzamora and Gambarato (2014) argue that the creative dimension offered by collateral experience denotes vitality for the narrative. It is precisely the domain of representation of the sign that leads to the productive incompleteness of the interpretant, since it is never possible to obtain the primary meaning of the object. As semiosis does not close and the final interpretant is not reached, this incompleteness is taken as a conceptual parameter to understand how media consumption regulates habits and models the transmedia dynamics in process of sign association (Alzamora & Gambarato, 2014). This is visible in the #foratemer [#outtemer] case, because it connects instances of distinct meanings and traverses narrative paths in a serial and hypertextual way (Canavilhas, 2014).

Thus, the use of hashtags demarcates demonstrators and users of social networks as important characters for the construction of the meanings of semiosis. Another form of narrative extension is the use of columnists for content creation and sharing. In 2016, the group invited teachers, politicians, members of religious organizations, minority leaders and students to compose the front line of news production. These characters also appropriate hashtags for narrative threads that intersect with the main one, resulting in a dimension in which the content is significantly deepened.

Social Engagement Strategy

As hashtags are the fruit of social engagement, the principles of subjectivity and performance (Jenkins, 2009) are essential for analyzing their mediation processes. According to Moloney (2015), subjectivity refers to the multiple voices and dimensions that permeate the narrative. The subjective perceptions of characters within the story are used to add to the narrative complexity. “They provide an opportunity to express the complexity of views of the same world” (Moloney, 2015, p 56). For hashtags, this creative and heterogeneous dimension configures what has been defined as collateral experience. Mídia Ninja stimulates these multiple voices as it opens its production space to the audience. Moreover, incorporating protest hashtags in the group’s narrative generates visibility for local and global causes through interactivity (Canavilhas, 2014).

This interactivity is critical to the principle of performance, which gives the public the freedom to tell their bits of the story. In Moloney’s (2015) view, it is an inspiration for action, that is, the creation of strategies to achieve effective transformation. This is the last stage of the narrative purpose of activist manifestations (Srivastava, 2009). This established relationship with the public is a partnership, fueling engagement. Mídia Ninja usually does some actions on social networks to encourage the use of specific hashtags. One is a “Twitaço,” a call for a collective action to stimulate the use of a specific hashtag on Twitter with the intention of putting a hashtag among the Trending Topics, influencing the public agenda. The group seeks to use the algorithms in favor of engagement, always proposing actions to integrate humans and nonhumans. This creates an intermedia dimension between the platforms, since the dissemination of these events happens outside Twitter as well and brings about the transmedia dimension, connecting media platforms and the street environment.
CONCLUSION

This chapter aimed to discuss the relationship between transmedia and journalism from the perspective of the experiences of the Brazilian media activism group Mídia Ninja. The group is qualified as a type of immersive journalism, which promotes the participation of ordinary citizens in the investigation and creation of news. Through the intermedia behavior of hashtags, which link social networking platforms, and opening up to the transmedia dynamic in relation to street protests, Mídia Ninja stands as an alternative to corporate media, forming a kind of post-journalism. The group uses hashtags to create narratives anchored in the construction of a real world. This enhances audience participation and inspires action through the use of multiple platforms.

Because this, it was then necessary to develop a specific analysis methodology, seeking to crisscross the aspects of Peirce’s semiotics and the principles of the transmedia storytelling, in order to intensify the observation of new habits of action by the interpretant’s incompleteness. Peircean semiotics presumes the continuous improvement of the process of signic mediation, also called semiosis, which establishes provisional habits of action. Hashtags can operate in the mediation of a common positioning, triggering other hashtags in the creation of a complex and provisional network of meanings. Starting from this thought, the intention of this work was to understand hashtags as signic processes capable of generating symbolic dimensions from social use.

The interface between online and offline environments defines a serial and hypertextual communicative process, so that new media habits emerge from the use of hashtags. Street protests and online communication vehicles now appropriate hashtags to create an intersection with the digital environment. This mixture reinforces the expansion of the semiotic results generated by these hashtags. Because they are the product of online multiplicity, they are signs that establish new connections through the principles of transmedia storytelling. This defines the integration between vertical (media corporations) and horizontal (individuals and groups) communication processes in digital connections. Thus, this mediating process integrates differentiated communication dynamics that are part of the emergence of a transmedia journalism that is born from the provisional habits of action from the collateral experience.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Algorithm: Mathematical formula, code, or software that recognizes and generates information, the input/output.

Collateral Experience: Familiarity with the object in the construction of meanings.

Engagement: Participation in the production and sharing of contents.

Hashtag Activism: Persistent use of some hashtag that has for an objective an activist cause.

Media Activism: Independent media movement that uses social networks as the main platform for narrative production of activism.

Semiosis: Term used by Peirce to refer to the process of signification.

Sociopolitical Positioning: Process of manifestation in relation to some cause of a social and/or political nature.

Trending Topics: System offered by digital platforms to give visibility to hashtags and the most frequently commented terms for a short period of time.

Twittacão: Call for a collective action to stimulate the use of some specific hashtag on Twitter to reach the Trending Topics.
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The Transmedia Dynamics of TV3: Newscast “Especial 9-N” on Connections of Online Social Media

Geane C. Alzamora
Federal University of Minas Gerais, Brazil

ABSTRACT

The newscast “Especial 9-N,” produced by TV3 (Catalonia) in association with TV3’s news channel 3/24, presents transmediatic components by combining multiplatform journalistic coverage and citizen participation in online social media. The program aired on November 9, 2014, the date of the non-binding referendum on the sovereignty of Catalonia, held by Generalitat, the regional government. This chapter discusses in what measure the editorial strategy adopted optimized social engagement with the news and favored the circulation of broadcast journalism on online social media. The analysis was based on the systematic observation of the program and its records on online social media, to assess the nature and the intensity of the communicational activity. It was concluded that TV3’s institutional identification with aspects related to the region’s sovereignty, in the context of significant social mobilization around the theme, fostered transmedia circulation and social engagement with the news story.

INTRODUCTION

Multiplatform distribution and citizen participation in online social media characterize most contemporary television programs, be they journalistic or not. The dissemination of television content on online social media integrates the joint action of producers and consumers through the recognition of a certain televisual syntax scattered across the networks. According to Jost (2010), televisual syntax involves aspects such as broadcasts defined by immediacy, the broadcaster’s institutional identification, and references to the program schedule, the latter constituted of content related to news, entertainment, and education. Therefore, televisual syntax is a relevant parameter for the transmediatic configuration of television, for it enables its recognition on several digital connections, as will be discussed here within the scope of
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the newscast “Especial 9-N” [9-N Special], produced by TV3 in association with TV3’s news channel 3/24. Both channels were owned by group TVC in Catalonia, Spain.

*Televisió de Catalunya* (Catalonia Television) (or TVC)—the first television network to broadcast exclusively in Catalan—is a public communication company created in 1983 to disseminate Catalan language and culture. This institutional perspective guides the network’s six television channels, one radio station, one news website, and an online video-on-demand service, all associated with *Televisió de Catalunya*. TV3 is the company’s main news channel, as well as the oldest. TV3 broadcast for the first time on September 10, 1983, one day before the celebrations of *Diada*, the National Day of Catalonia. Since the network’s first transmission, therefore, TV3 has publicly presented itself in favor of sovereignty for the region.

Acting from this institutional standpoint, TV3 proposed differentiated programming for coverage of the public consultation process and non-binding referendum that took place on November 9, 2014, about the sovereignty of Catalonia. The consultation process, which became known by the social designation “9-N,” was convened by *Generalitat de Catalunya*, the regional government that functions locally, without the agreement of the central Spanish government. This situation caused significant social mobilization in Catalonia, with an impact on social engagement with the journalistic coverage of 9-N, as will be presented below.

Among the journalistic coverage of the event, the news program “Especial 9-N,” broadcast on November 9, 2014, by TV3 in association with TV3’s news channel 3/24, received special emphasis. Created in 2003, news channel 3/24 inaugurated its news portal in 2007. According to Micó and Barbosa (2009), the idea was to adapt to new consumption habits, related to the transition from a massive public to a fragmented audience. Therefore, the coverage presented by 9-N, born of cooperation between TV3 (broadcasting) and 3/24 (narrowcasting), was based on the experience with multiplatform production the news channel had accumulated and on the identification of TV3’s institutional profile with matters pertaining to the sovereignty of the region.

The “Especial 9-N” program assumes transmediatic characteristics when it integrates multiplatform journalistic production and citizen participation in online social media networks. The program’s production combined efforts from television, radio, news portals, and online social media, such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and YouTube. Among the editorial measures which sought to stimulate the expansion of the journalistic narrative through social participation, we emphasize the invitation to use the hashtag #9NTV3 in contributions that would feed the collaborative experiment “El Mapa del 9-N” [The 9-N Map].

This chapter discusses in what measure the editorial strategy adopted optimized social engagement with the news and favored the dissemination of broadcast journalism on online social media. The analysis was based on systematic observation of the program and its records on online social media networks, to assess the nature and the intensity of the communicational activity.

**TRANSMEDIA TELEJOURNALISM**

Transmedia storytelling, as defined by Jenkins (2003), is characterized by spreading in the intersection of several communication mediums through the integrated action of producers and consumers. According to Jenkins (2003), the reading across the media sustains a depth of experience that motivates more consumption. Although fragmented and dispersed on varied mediatic connections, the transmedia audience tends to be dense, engaged, and organized around communities of interest, thus favoring a deeper and
more immersive consumption experience. As a co-producer of the information the audience consumes, the transmedia audience is responsible for a considerable share of the expansion of the narrative universe on digital connections. Jenkins (2003) argues that we need a new model for co-creation, rather than adaptation of content across media, because the current structure is hierarchical. Transmedia dynamics, therefore, permeates forms of information production, circulation, and consumption consolidated in the context of Mass Culture. As a consequence, transmedia dynamics interfered with the nature and the density of the communicational activity generated around mediatic products and processes.

In this seminal text, Jenkins (2003) considers that films and television probably have the most diverse audiences and states that a good transmedia franchise attracts a wider audience by pitching the content differently in different media. Although in this publication Jenkins was not talking about television in general but about an audiovisual franchise in particular, such as films or TV series, his argument suggests the possibility of thinking about transmedia television in a broader manner. The theme has been developed by several researchers, such as Evans (2011), ever since.

Based on Jenkins' concept of transmedia storytelling, Evans (2011), for example, distinguishes transmedia storytelling distribution from transmedia storytelling engagement. “Transmedia engagement involves two interrelated processes, one that concerns the television industry and one that concerns the actual behavior of audiences” (p. 40). However, she considers that “transmedia distribution has resulted in an expansion of the spaces in which television is made accessible and the borders of the television industry becoming blurred” (p. 63). According to Jenkins, transmediality involves production, distribution, and reception practices that move away from the television set. The productive activity of the audience is highlighted in this scenario.

The transmediatic relation between the productive actions of the connected audience and the multi-platform distribution of television content (Evans, 2011) is discussed in this chapter in light of the notion of televisual syntax (Jost, 2010). Television audiences on online social media establish themselves according to the program schedule and the channel’s institutional profile, which is still distinguishable on digital connections. Connected audiences (D’Andrea, 2014) usually engage with television content on online social media according to the conceptual perspective of the second screen, in broadcasts that are characterized by immediacy. That is also a typical case of spreadable media, the continuous process of repurposing and recirculation by individuals, communities, and corporations (Jenkins, Ford, & Green, 2013).

The use of a second screen while watching TV results in different modes of interaction, such as social sharing contents, additional content, or recommendations to the viewer, and a control device for enhancing content viewing (Doughty, Rowland, & Lawson, 2012). Therefore, using a second screen is a communicational experience that acts transmediatically because it combines the strategy of multiplatform distribution and the audience’s productive activity in the form of sharing or complementarily expanding television content. The second screen experience occurs through the identification of televisual syntax on online social networks, in transmissions characterized by immediacy that emphasizes references to the program schedule and the institutional identification of the channel. However, the temporality of television dynamics is dilated and not restricted to the present, although the references to the program schedule and the channel’s identification as a brand remain relevant aspects of the television syntax in transmedia dynamics.

The channel’s identification on online social media is optimized by the notion of transmedia branding, a variation of transmedia storytelling. According to Tenderic and Williams (2015), transmedia branding emphasizes engaging audiences in compelling conversations and implies that information about a brand
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is being transformed into a story. They posit that participation can be a direct interaction with the brand or with audience members, content creation, or even becoming part of the story themselves.

The brand of a certain television channel operates as a mediating body of social conversation in the connections of online social media. This process occurs when the public identifies with the company’s institutional profile and program schedule. Transmedia circulation of a television program, such as a newscast, may draw upon, for example, the collective use of hashtags related to the channel’s brand to mediate a topic of social conversation. Many second screen experiences use this procedure to instigate online conversation during live broadcasts or to stimulate audience engagement on online social media connections before, during, and after a television program has aired. This engagement was observed with the newscast “Especial 9-N,” which invited the audience to contribute on online social networks with the collective use of the hashtag #9NTV3.

The mediating function of this hashtag is to associate publications of journalists and citizens, coordinating interactions related to the theme of this newscast. Because of this, the connections outlined by hashtag tend to form reticular zones for mixing genres and formats among digital media connections. Genre and format miscegenation is one of the main elements of transmedia dynamics (Alzamora & Tárcia, 2012), which does not mean an erasure of the original mediatic references. In the case of “Especial 9-N,” televisual syntax, in a broader sense, and the linguistic references of telejournalism more specifically, limit the possibilities of miscegenation.

The historical development of broadcast journalism emphasizes the perspective of speed and a preference for “live” (Marcondes Filho, 2000). On online social media connections, these elements specify the syntax of telejournalism, configuring a normative parameter for transmedia dynamics in broadcast journalism. According to Scolari (2013), transmedia journalism develops through expanding, exploring, and diversifying points of view. Based on this perspective, transmedia telejournalism configures a multiplatform and participative process characterized by expanding, exploring, and diversifying points of view on online social media, through the recognition of elements stemming from televisual syntax, in a broader manner, and more specifically, from broadcast journalism. The productive actions of a connected audience eventually result in formats and genres that are distinct from those historically consolidated by telejournalism, thus characterizing this activity as a transmediatic form of expression of the news. The historical references of telejournalism, however, act as a possible parameter for expansion.

The impact caused by the audience’s productive activity on configuring television was discussed by Bruns (2008) in what he calls a produsage context, in which the consumer becomes a co-producer of the information he or she consumes. According to Bruns (2008), a strategy available for television in a produsage context is to engage more directly with users as producers themselves. This strategy, he states, operationalizes the weakening of the boundaries between professional and amateur content, by issuing a direct invitation for users to become content producers and to contribute to that content. The situation described by Bruns (2008) characterizes the transmedia dynamics of television when, for instance, the audience is invited to interact on online social media connections by collectively using an institutional hashtag, as has been argued.

Hashtags were created on Twitter, where they connect posts under the same theme and are automatically measured by Trending Topics, a tool that daily monitors the hashtags most frequently used on Twitter. However, their use has expanded through other mediatic contexts, in which they are not always automatically monitored. In these environments, hashtags operate as a symbolic expression that delinates topics of interest and of social positioning (Alzamora & Bicalho, 2016).
Highfield, Harrington, and Bruns (2013) present a study about tweets as TV audience research. They conclude that Twitter does not necessarily replace existing media channels but often complements them. “Not only do audiences tweet about what they see, but television programs themselves can be integrated partly or fully around the input provided by the viewers via social media” (p. 406).

This perspective refers to the idea of the second screen as one of the delineating aspects of televisual syntax in transmedia dynamics, for the second screen operates by expansion and not merely as an adaptation of television content. Jenkins (2009) argues that adaptation must not be seen as a transmediatic procedure, because adaptation does not introduce significantly different elements in the narrative from the original that serves as the reference. He proposes seven principles of transmedia storytelling: Spreadability vs. Drillability, Continuity vs. Multiplicity, Immersion vs. Extractability, Worldbuilding, Seriality, Subjectivity, and Performance. These principles emphasize the ability of the transmedia strategy to encourage and incorporate the productive action of the audience as part of the transmedia narrative itself.

Transmedia telejournalism unfolds in online social media connections in sync with the principles proposed by Jenkins (2009). Spreadability vs. Drillability, for example, describes how content is shared on a social network and the factors that motivate a person to share and explore that content. According to Jenkins (2009), Spreadability refers to the capacity of the public to engage actively in circulating media content through social networks, while Drillability is related to the depth and complexity of social engagement with the narrative. He (2009) argues that both potentials may be built into the same transmedia franchise but represent different dimensions of the experience. This chapter argues that both also represent different dimensions of the experience of engagement in transmedia journalism, especially in the context of great social mobilization, as is the case of 9-N in Catalonia in 2014.

**ESPECIAL 9-N**

The multiplatform and participative news program “Especial 9-N,” produced by TV3 and its news channel 3/24, was broadcast on November 9, 2014, between 8 a.m. and midnight. Production encompassed all regions of Catalonia, Madrid, and global capital cities. TV3 and 3/24 transmitted live during the day, and from 7 p.m., “Especial 9-N” was aired on two occasions: “Especial 9-N, la votació” [Special 9-N, the Vote] from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. and “Especial 9-N, l’anàlisi” [Special 9-N, the Analysis] from 10 p.m. until midnight. During the day, the audience was encouraged to participate by sending commentaries, videos, photos, and tweets geolocated through institutional hashtags, such as #9NTV3 and #9NCATRÀDIO, which resulted in the collaborative experiment “El Mapa del 9-N,” produced in association with Catalunya Ràdio. Also available in apps for mobile communication devices, “El Mapa del 9-N” was updated in real time and presented geolocated results by election region, district, shift, and polling station.

Social engagement with this editorial proposal was predictable because it was a topic of great interest in the region. The social mobilization process that culminated in the 9-N was in motion at least since November 25, 2012, the date of the elections for Parlament de Catalunya, when a commitment was established by part of the majority in Congress to undertake a public consultation process about the population’s right to decide on the political future of Catalonia. On September 11, 2013, the day of the Diada celebrations, or the National Day of Catalonia, separatism gathered massive support, expressed by a human chain spread over 400 kilometers, starting in the capital of Catalonia, Barcelona. According to information from the Guardia Urbana de Barcelona published in the newspaper La Vanguardia (2014a), on September 11, 2014, the Diada celebrations attracted 1.8 million people. Therefore, the
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theme generated significant social mobilization in the region, the reason the editorial planning for the “Especial 9-N” program was so rigorous.

The television broadcast of “Especial 9-N” was associated with the daily editions of “Telenotícies,” a TV3 newscast which is, according to Herms (2003), the key element of TV3 journalism. The multiplatform and participative perspective of this journalistic coverage was thus based on the audience’s identification with the channel’s institutional profile, as well as in reference to the program schedule and to the transmissions defined by immediacy. The recognition of the televisual syntax of TV3 favored the establishment of a multiplatform and participative audience on that day, and the association with Telenotícies strengthened the audience’s identification with the editorial profile of the newscast.

According to Focus Media (Pastor, 2014), a company specialized in audience measurements, TV3 was the most-watched channel in Catalonia on November 9, 2014, and news channel 3/24, TV3’s partner in producing “Especial 9-N,” was the third most-watched of the day. TV3 celebrated these numbers, announcing them as an audience record (TV3, 2014). According to La Vanguardia (2014b), joint broadcasts of TV3 and 3/24 about 9-N favorably influenced the TV3 audience on that day. Telenotícies reached 30.4% of the audience (1.1 million viewers on average), while the broadcast of “Especial 9-N, la Votació” reached 32.6% of the audience (950 thousand viewers on average), and that of “Especial 9-N, l’anàlisi,” reached 31.1% of the audience (690 thousand viewers on average).

Data reveal that the connected audience, while fragmented and dispersed throughout the network, engages coherently with broadcasts that reflected themes in which the audience is interested. The editorial strategy adopted by TV3, therefore, resulted in a concentration of the audience and a strengthening of TV3’s institutional profile with its public on online social media. According to data from the Informe Reuters Institute Digital News Report 2014: España (2014), those under the age of 35 in Spain seek information in a balanced manner between online social media and television, which legitimizes the editorial strategy adopted and incorporates it into the spectrum of transmedia journalism.

Joint broadcasts, however, are not new in TV3’s history. In 1992, during the Summer Olympics in Barcelona, TV3 and TVE (Televisión Española) created the Canal Olímpic to broadcast the Games conjointly. According to Herms (2003), this deal between TV3 and TVE was especially important because it allowed the Games to be broadcast in Catalan to a large audience—this was one of the institutional cornerstones of TV3, the first television channel to broadcast solely in Catalan. In 1992, the joint broadcast was only on television, which clearly characterizes it as an intermedia dynamic. However, the multiplatform and participative coverage of 9-N in 2014 combined television, radio, and the Internet, as well as journalists and citizens, in the collective production of information through contributions published on online social media networks under institutional hashtags, such as #9NTV3. This journalistic coverage thus shaped a more sophisticated intermedia dynamic, permeated by typical elements of transmedia dynamics.

Intermedia dynamics is characterized by a mutual effect between the media involved and the subsequent exchange of meaning among them (Wenz, 2008), because the means of communication are porous, malleable, and absorbing. According to Herkman (2012), the intermedia flux is intertextual and founded on continuity and on the variation of mediatic arrangements in a particular context of meaning. As the Herkman (2012) states, each mediatic environment differs from another due to historical, social, cultural, aesthetic and institutional aspects. Such aspects persist, to a greater or lesser degree, in the dynamics of intermedia.

The Canal Olímpic is an example of intermedia dynamics because it is a result of mutual effect between TV3 and TVE, and is based on continuity and on the variation of the channel’s mediatic arrangements in a particular context of meaning, that is, the Barcelona Summer Olympics in 1992. The same
can be said of the editorial strategies adopted by TV3 for its multiplatform and participative journalistic coverage of 9-N. The institutional partnership established with 3/24 around the “Especial 9-N” favored the intermedia circulation of journalistic information on television, resulting in the strengthening of the individual brands on online social media and an intermedia concentration of the individual audiences. It was observed the exchange of meanings between transmissive communication process (typical of television) and collaborative communication processes (typical of interactions on online social media) was observed. However, in addition to intermedia, this television dynamic is transmedia, for it is characterized by a multiplatform distribution of television content combined to the productive action of the connected audience (Evans, 2011) through the recognition of televisual syntax (Jost, 2010) on online social media.

ESPECIAL 9-N AND TRANSMEDIA DYNAMICS

“Especial 9-N” was aired immediately after Telenotícies, the newscast with the largest audience on TV3. However, TV3 and 3/24 announced the program beforehand on their many online social media profiles, for instance, on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube and Tumblr. Thus, the channels sought to instigate communicational activity in the form of visualizations, commentary, and sharing before, during, and after the television program was broadcast.

This is a typical procedure of transmedia journalism because it expands the temporality of social interactions regarding a newscast, thus favoring a careful exploration of the information published in each mediatic environment. Diverse points of view are encouraged, for example, by appealing to the audience to publish posts with the hashtag #9NTV3, with sights set on the collaborative production of “El Mapa del 9-N.” Although hashtags can be used in an intermediatic way (D’Andrea, Alzamora, & Ziller, 2015), this is a typical transmedia use.

The program’s temporality was expanded by the productive action of the audience with the social use of the hashtag #9NTV3, whose contributions in the form of geolocated tweets would be incorporated in the collaborative experiment “Mapa del 9-N,” and by the institutional actions of the channel, which sought to amplify the communicational activity generated around the “Especial 9-N.” As an example, we mention the institutional publication “El 9-N a TV3—Televisió de Catalunya” [The 9-N on TV3—Television of Catalonia], registered on Twitter at 3:22 p.m. on November 9, 2014. This publication, which announced the following broadcast on television of the program on that day, was associated with a similar post on Facebook and on TV3’s news site, where the post was linked to another post, entitled “programación especial TV3, 324 y 324.cat del 9-N” [Special programming TV3, 342 and 34.cat of 9-N]. The text explained that throughout the day, Telenotícies, 3/24 and “Especial 9-N” would act in an integrated fashion on the coverage of 9-N and encouraged citizens to contribute under the hashtag #9NTV3 to build “El Mapa del 9-N.” The relationship of mutual effect between communication vehicles linked to TV3 with the goal of generating a particular context of meaning—“Especial 9-N”—is distinctly intermedia. This perspective combined with that of the expansion of the journalistic narrative through the productive actions of the audience in, for example, the production of the collaborative experiment “El Mapa del 9-N,” shapes an intermedia dynamic with a transmedia editorial purpose.

The singular temporality of transmedia journalism is underscored in this institutional publication. On the one hand, it disseminates information on intermedia dynamics with the goal of converging the audience dispersed on connections of online social media, in reference to the television’s program schedule and to the immediacy of the television program’s time of transmission. On the other hand, it stimulates
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the transmedia expansion of information, according to the temporality delimited by the audience’s social engagement. Thus, transmedia dynamics unfolds in the intersection of these dissonant, albeit converging temporalities, and is characterized less by the linearity of a program schedule than by the deferred logics of data banks (Weissberg, 2004), which conducts digital connections.

This perspective is also made evident in 3/24’s post on October 15, 2014, on Facebook and Twitter, about the campaign organized by Generalitat to urge volunteers to present themselves to act on 9-N. The post, which led to a news story published by 3/24 on its news site, returned to Facebook’s timeline on November 9, 2014, due to the audience sharing comments. It is an example of the temporality characteristic of transmedia dynamics, because its visibility derives from the productive actions of the audience that acts on online social media in accord with the deferred logics of data banks.

The transformation of telejournalism’s intermedia dynamics into transmedia dynamics depends, to a greater extent, on social participation and its impact on journalistic information on television. The hashtag #9NTV3 is an example of this process. It is in the nature of hashtags to act in varied temporalities because they operate as hyperlinks, which consist of a term indexed on search mechanisms on certain online social networks, such as Twitter—the mediatic environment where hashtags first appeared. Hashtags thus form hyperlinks through which it is possible to aggregate various posts on distinct mediatic contexts and with varied temporalities from a common significant form.

The productive actions of the audience mediated by the hashtag #9NTV3 expand the broadcast’s real-time temporality but do not distance themselves from the references to the program schedule, characterized by the television broadcast of “Especial 9-N.” Televisual syntax, thus, is updated according to the conceptual perspective of the second screen and transmedia branding. In this context, the audience tends to act in accordance with produsage logics (Bruns, 2008), which makes the separation between production and consumption opaque and circumstantial, because audiences participate, to a greater or lesser extent, in producing the information they consume.

The hashtag #9NTV3 reached 4.7 million tweets, boosting TV3’s audience during the channel’s coverage of 9-N on online social media. In November 2014, #9NTV3 reached the worldwide Trending Topics, became a vector of social participation for TV3 posts on online social media, and consequently, contributed to boost the audience of TV3’s multiplatform and participative coverage of 9-N. On November 9, 2014, the date of the non-binding referendum, the hashtag #9NTV3 was mentioned 3,764 times on Twitter. During the day, 3/24 released partial results of the referendum results with this hashtag, and the results were widely retweeted, also using this hashtag. While posts made by citizens with this hashtag on November 9, 2014, received between 0 and 30 shares, 3/24 posts with the hashtag on the same day received from 17 to 462 shares (Alzamora, 2016). Data reveal that although citizen contributions prevailed on the network formed by this hashtag, journalistic posts deflagrated a more significant communicational activity. However, delimiting the extension of citizen interference in the journalistic dynamics observed is an unfeasible task, for this is a network in constant expansion, characterized by a diversity of points of view, in accordance with aspects of transmedia journalism as outlined by Scolari (2013).

Among the nine citizen posts recorded on Facebook on November 9, 2014, with the hashtag #9NTV3, five reproduced posts from Twitter. Among these posts, the post that received the most shares, 14 in total, is associated with other 41 posts on Twitter with the same hashtag, of which five are from 3/24, four from 324.cat, and three from TV3 (Alzamora, 2017). These data demonstrate that the process of transmedia expansion, which connects journalistic and citizen publications on social media networks, occurs on various temporalities.
The intermedia dynamics of TV3 and 3/24 regarding the joint production of “Especial 9-N” became predominantly transmedia insofar as the connected audience began to post about the 9-N using the hashtag #9NTV3. This hashtag associates the TV3 brand (transmedia branding) with the hashtag #9N, which was already being used on online social media as a reference to the social designation of the non-binding referendum on November 9, 2014. The hashtag #9NTV3 was employed as an effort to attach numerous citizen accounts about the theme to the journalistic narrative on online social media. Thus, transmedia dynamics is implemented through the collective use of the hashtag, which aggregated similar viewpoints in the context of social mobilization that characterized the non-binding referendum of November 9, 2014.

It is a communicational process based on identity connections, albeit they are fragmented and dispersed on the online networks. According to Bauman (2004), identity is not fixed but is negotiable throughout the paths taken by each individual. Social adhesion to the hashtag #9NTV3 denotes this malleable and individual trajectory that defines identification processes on connections of online social media. Therefore, it is a reflection of identification with the theme of the region’s sovereignty and with the institutional commitment of TV3, a locally based channel, on this matter.

According to Muntsant (2014), local television performs an important role in preserving local identities by strengthening links between citizens who seek cultural proximity. The hashtag #9NTV3 aimed to assemble similar viewpoints, aligned to the perspective of identity historically built by TV3 in the Catalonia region. More than an occasional engagement with the news, the transmedia dynamics outlined by this hashtag sought to temporally expand the narrative in accordance with the capacity of the public to actively engage in the circulation of media content through social networks, in a deep and complex process of social engagement with the narrative (Jenkins, 2009). It is noteworthy that posts with this hashtag on Twitter recurrently brought hyperlinks that led to other mediatic environments, such as YouTube and Facebook, thus building an informational mosaic delineated on connections of online social media.

Although most of videos available on YouTube about the newscast “Especial 9-N” were posted by TV3 and 3/24, it was observed that fragments of these videos circulated on online social media, such as Twitter and Facebook, due to the productive actions of the connected audience. This process reveals the transmedia dynamics that is formed, to a greater extent, by digital texts, and they can be adjusted according to the editorial intentions of who manipulates them. An illustrative example is that of a citizen’s post on Facebook, on November 10, 2014, which shared an interview with Arthur Mas, the then-president of Generalitat de Catalunya, aired by TV3 on the previous day on its “Especial 9-N: La Votació” program. This example demonstrates the compatibility between television and online social media in the task of providing information about daily facts, thus favoring the transmedia dynamics as observed on the newscast “Especial 9-N.”

If broadcast journalism has historically developed by giving priority to speed and having a preference for live transmissions (Marcondes Filho, 2000), online social media narrate the story live and directly (García, 2013). On online social media, according to García (2013), television audiences become intermediaries of television broadcasts, interfering in the meanings that emanate from them by modifying, commenting on, and sharing them. Therefore, the transmediatic relationship between television and online social media is established through the combined action of journalists and citizens.

Although it was impossible to observe a differentiated journalistic offer, one adapted to each mediatic surrounding, which Sánchez, Rodríguez-Vásquez, and García (2015) identify as a fundamental condition for the configuration of a transmedia journalistic narrative, the “Especial 9-N” newscast expanded on
online social media through collective citizen action, albeit dispersed. These actions were associated with posts by TV3 and 3/24 to a large degree due to the mediation of hashtag #9NTV3. Thus, a fragmented, flexible, and variable narrative was configured, spreading on online social media in various temporalities, although delineated by a temporality characterized by the immediacy of the television broadcast.

CONCLUSION

The newscast “Especial 9-N,” produced by TV3 and its news channel 3/24 in the context of the non-binding referendum about the sovereignty of Catalonia, held on November 9, 2014, acquires transmedia outlines as it combines multiplatform journalistic production and citizen participation on online social media networks. This chapter sought to ascertain to what extent the editorial strategy adopted optimized social engagement with the news and favored the circulation of broadcast television on online social media. The analysis was based on the systematic observation of the program and its records on online social media, aiming to assert the nature and the intensity of the communicative activity generated.

The broadcaster’s institutional identification with aspects pertaining to the sovereignty of the region instigated transmedia circulation of the program in a context of significant social mobilization around the issue. It also favored social engagement with the news, for the latter was produced to permeate television, radio, news sites and online social media. In this scenario, the editorial strategy of encouraging the audience to post on online social media with the hashtag #9NTV3 is emphasized. This hashtag fulfilled the communicative function of mediating connections between journalistic and citizen posts on online social media, just as it mediated (in the form of geolocated tweets, photos, videos, and comments) the production of the collaborative and multiplatform experiment “El Mapa del 9-N.”

The productive activities of the audience, mediated by the hashtag #9NTV3, expanded the temporality of a broadcast otherwise characterized by immediacy, but they did not distance themselves from the program schedule that marked the television broadcast of “Especial 9-N.” The televisual syntax of reference, thus, is updated, according to the perspectives of second screen and transmedia branding. In this context, the audience acts in accordance with produsage logics, which makes the separation between production and consumption opaque and circumstantial.

Although an offer of journalistic coverage specific to each mediatic environment was not identified (and which is a fundamental condition for the configuration of a transmedia journalistic narrative), the newscast “Especial 9-N” expanded on online social media through collective and dispersed citizen action, linked to posts by TV3 and 3/24 through the mediation of the hashtag #9NTV3. A fragmented, flexible, and variable narrative was thus configured, which was expanded through online social media in various temporalities. It is, therefore, a typically transmedia dynamic.
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**KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS**

**Hashtags:** They connect posts under the same theme and are automatically measured by the Trending Topics, a tool that monitors the daily most used hashtags on Twitter.

**Intermedia Dynamics:** It is characterized by a mutual effect between the media involved and the subsequent exchange of meaning among them.

**Produsage:** The communicational context in which the consumer becomes a co-producer of the information he or she consumes.

**Second Screen:** The audience tweet about what they see on television.

**Televisual Syntax:** The process involves aspects such as broadcasts defined by immediacy, institutional identification of the broadcaster, and references to the program schedule.

**Transmedia Storytelling:** It is characterized by spreading in the intersection of several communication media through the integrated action of producers and consumers.

**Transmedia Television:** The process of integrating multiplatform journalistic production and citizen participation on online social media networks.
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Chapter 14
The Transmedia Script for Nonfictional Narratives
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ABSTRACT
This chapter proposes a journey through an experience of transmedia journalism developed by the multimedia communication team at the National University of Rosario, Argentina, focusing on the transformation of the current media ecosystem, the characteristics assumed by transmedia storytelling in a nonfictional field, and the development of the transmedia script for the project Women for Sale, a transmedia documentary that addresses the trafficking of people for the purposes of sexual exploitation. The creation of a complex narrative universe and the definitions of stories, platforms, user experiences, and the execution of a transmedia project are analyzed in light of what has been learned in this experience of journalistic production.

INTRODUCTION
In the last few decades, multiple processes of convergence have enabled the emergence of a technocommunicational scenario where digital narratives began a process of transmediation. Digital technologies and telecommunications accelerated media ecosystem mutations. In particular, the development and popularization of communication technologies, better connectivity conditions and data transfer speed have transformed the methods of media production, distribution and consumption. In the first decade of the 21st century, companies and media producers were surprised in the transition paradigm (Igarza, 2010) trying to move in a scenario marked by the absence of certainty, far from the shelter of stable models of the broadcast and monomediactic paradigm, seeking to create digital media and business models capable of adapting to mobile, hyperconnected and multiplatform audiences (Lovato, 2016).

Citizens inhabit a world where media and formats are reconfigured daily. This complex multi-platform ecosystem has become propitious for transmedia forms of storytelling, which have appeared in fictional and nonfictional projects, reaching even documentary and journalistic discourses. Talking about transmedia storytelling today involves referring to stories developed through multiple media platforms. In
these stories, each new element in the narrative structure makes a specific and valuable contribution to the whole. Transmedia narratives do not adapt or repeat content: They create complex and consistent universes whose referrals can be freely traveled by users, integrating digital media and traditional media, on- and off-line. Users also take an active role in the expansion of the plot, acting as disseminators but, moreover, participating and generating content for the story.

The project analyzed in this chapter falls within the field of transmedia nonfiction. The field of nonfiction includes a set of stories that seek to represent and interpret reality. Nonfiction discourses establish a pact of veridiction with their audience (Chillón, 1999): Their stories are truthful, verifiable and therefore credible. In particular, this chapter refers to the design and production of the transmedia documentary Women for Sale: Human Trafficking for Sexual Exploitation in Argentina, developed between 2015 and 2017 by the Department of Multimedia Communication team (#DCMteam) at the National University of Rosario, Argentina. The author of this chapter participated in the development of the project as the transmedia scriptwriter. Therefore, much of the text constitutes a review of this experience of production in the field of transmedia journalism in Argentina.

TRANSMEDIA STORYTELLING: A BRIEF GENEALOGY

Although a very popular term in contemporary communication studies, the term transmedia was not born in this century, and did not even come from the field of communication. In fact, the term transmedia can be traced back to the 1970s, when journalist Bernard Levin (1970) used it to title one of the chapters of his book The Pendulum Years: Britain and the Sixties. However, Matthew Freeman has identified narrative strategies developed even earlier, in the early 20th century, that today could be considered as belonging to the field of transmedia storytelling. Freeman took Frank Baum’s Land of Oz storyworld and its multiple texts and promotional tie-ins as a case study. This storyworld developed between 1900 and 1907 included the publication of a series of novels, plays, comics and mock newspapers (Freeman, 2014). In 1975, Stuart Saunders Smith, an American composer and instrumentalist, used the term transmedia to refer to a consensus-building methodology (Humphries, 1991). The transmedia works of Saunders Smith functioned as a set of notations arranged for the artists to become co-composers of the work. The open and collaborative spirit of transmedia was present in its original genetics (Lovato, 2016). In 1991, transmedia was applied to the study of social communication by Marsha Kinder (1991) to explain complex intertextuality phenomena in the media industry of children’s entertainment (Gosciola, 2012). These early conceptualizations paved the way for the development of transmedia storytelling, an area afterward profited by producers and experts, such as Brenda Laurel (2000), Henry Jenkins (2003), Jack Boumans (2004), Jeff Gomez (2012) and Carlos Scolari (2013), among others.

From academic studies of communication, Jenkins (2009) proposed a series of basic principles that describe the forms of production, circulation and consumption of transmedia stories. These principles include the expansion/depth pair (in reference to the public’s ability to actively engage in circulating media content, expanding the commercial and cultural value of the proposals, but encouraging the investment of time and energy in exploring them beyond the surface, with a forensic spirit), the continuity/multiplicity pair (transmedia stories build a strong sense of coherence between pieces while encouraging audiences to dig between multiple frame connections and narrative subplots) and the immersion/extraction pair (the ability to create transmedia environments that are exploitable but are populated with transportable contents: A set of pieces and data that users can carry). Among the principles proposed by Jenkins, the
construction of worlds deserves special attention. This principle is central in transmedia production: It is necessary to create three-dimensional maps of narrative universes, with their own logics and rules, with spaces, time periods, characters, relationships, transformations, causes and consequences. These worlds often go outside to the streets, squares and urban centers, becoming environments that users can explore off the screen. According to Jenkins (2009), transmedia storytelling uses seriality to create sequences and guarantee temporal continuity of the stories. These proposals also provide subjective perspectives so users can look at the story through the eyes of their characters, assuming multiple narrative points of view. Finally, the notion of performance suggests the participation of users, enabled to include their own content in the story. In transmedia storytelling, the world of fandom (fans’ kingdom) joins the canon proposed by the narrators. Certainly, in the narrative plots of a transmedia story, fans always find potential spaces of participation, with or without invitation (Jenkins, 2009).

From a different perspective, Jeff Gomez (founder and chief executive officer of Starlight Runner Entertainment) created a series of commandments or rules to maximize the potential success of a transmedia story. Gomez is a media producer who thinks and works at the entertainment industry’s core. The first of his commandments forces producers to deeply comprehend the essence of the brand they are creating and to never distance themselves from it. The transmedia brand includes the name of the product, its design and symbology: Everything that distinguishes it, in the eyes of its users, from any other production. This brand can be developed through a franchise where the intellectual property of the work is licensed so that other associated parts can produce derivative works and commercially exploit it. As he established, the world of the story in transmedia is unstoppable and rules above all: It is necessary to care for the integrity of the universe by developing a long-term plan. This allows the franchise to expand through the correct implementation of the world of the story. In addition, Gomez determines that the best creative talents from different professional areas should get engaged with the storyworld. To do so, he suggests creating highly organized resources for the canon and the assets of the story: Producing comprehensive documents about the characters, locations, conflicts and distinctive elements, where the essence of the brand is clear to all interested audiences. All the areas involved in the transmedia franchise must also hold regular meetings to coordinate production and preserve the transmedia world’s coherence. According to Gomez, the implementation of the storyworld must validate and encourage audience participation. From the beginning of the project, it is necessary to design an architecture open to the dialogue between the interested parties and the target public. Licensing, merchandising and marketing franchises must feed and expand the storyworld. In this sense, licensees cannot build their share of the franchise in isolation: All content must celebrate the narrative. In line with Jenkins’ (2009) proposals, it is necessary to create an accessible storyworld through a matrix that combines digital and traditional media, where each piece can contribute to the narrative structure (Gomez, 2012).

NONFICTIONAL PROJECTS IN THE TRANSMEDIA CONTEXT

The Women for Sale project is a transmedia documentary from a journalistic perspective. Throughout history, journalism has found in the documentary genre the opportunity to tell stories of long breath, with more depth, duration and time of investigation and production than the speed required by the daily production of content for newspapers, radio or TV, for example. From productions for traditional screens to early experimentations with new interactive formats, the intersection between documentary techniques and journalistic research has generated interesting and fruitful works everywhere.
As a record of reality, the documentary genre was born with the cinema. The origin of the documentary goes back to the technical experiments of Edison and the first records of the Lumière brothers, with the rudimentary cinematograph. The first images portrayed by this lens and the first publicly projected films documented places and people’s actions in their daily lives through the intervention of a camera. Surely, over a hundred years of history, documentaries have been transformed, problematized, made complex and adapted to the technical, epistemic and narrative possibilities of each era. As defended before, the hybridizations of the current media ecosystem gave rise to the emergence of new narrative formats.

Interactive documentaries (i-docs), also called webdocs (web documentaries), are examples of these new formats. They arise in the convergence between the documentary genre and digital media, in an increasingly social and mobile ecosystem. According to Arnau Gifreu (2011), the fusion process operates through mutual attraction: The documentary genre contributes with its varied modalities of reality representation; digital media provide new modalities of navigation and interaction. As inheritors of film and television documentary tradition, i-docs preserve—and probably enhance—the intrinsic immersive capacity of the documentary, allowing users to dig into stories and contexts.

Digital media and their language characteristics provide new reading grammars for these stories: They are hypertextual stories, which can be experienced through multiple paths, integrating different media and allowing interactivity. As “frontier works,” i-docs allow users to resignify their place and acquire a fundamental role in the narrative plot (Gifreu, 2014). Thinking about i-docs’ characteristics supposes to establish, first, some of their differences from documentary films. Perhaps the most obvious difference is presented with the linearity dimension: The audiovisual documentary is a journey from a starting point to an end (A to B), following a route pre-established by the author. According to Gifreu (2012), the key element of differentiation is evident: A traditional narrative has a linearity and cannot alter the order of speech, while an interactive documentary can affect this order and modify it. In nonlinear formats, the coherence and continuity of the stories are finally supported by their users. Meaning is given by the relations between the informative nodes.

This loss of control by the author causes his or her own figure to become blurred, questioned or even eliminated in cases of horizontal, open and collaborative communication proposals. The interactive nature of i-docs requires active involvement by users, who become actants rather than spectators or observers (Gaudenzi, 2013). To make a story go, the user needs to act and interact physically with the interfaces. The user and the i-doc thus become interdependent: Interactive processes of action and reaction transform them equally. Analyzing in detail the interactive condition of i-docs, Gaudenzi (2013) proposes the following classification categories:

- **Documentaries With Semi-Closed Interactivity:** When the user can navigate but not change the content.
- **Documentaries With Semi-Open Interactivity:** When the user can participate but not change the structure of the interactive documentary.
- **Documentaries With Completely Open Interactivity:** When the documentary and the user change constantly to adapt to each other.
The first form of interactivity corresponds to a hypertextual documentary, the second to a participatory documentary and the third to an experimental documentary. However, the reality constructed by any type of documentary is still a discourse, involving the author’s subjectivity. A documentary, like other discourses of the real, retains a residual responsibility for describing and interpreting the world of collective experience, a responsibility that is by no means a minor matter (Nichols, 1997). In the case of interactive documentaries, the author’s responsibility is also multimedia. An i-doc takes advantage of the codes of text, video, photography, animation, computer graphics, audio and game, among others, to tell a story (an interpretation of reality) on a digital platform.

In a post-convergent world, the monomediatic models of production were overwhelmed. Nonfiction stories have been able to expand their stories through multiple media, generating transmedia environments where audience participation becomes a fundamental attribute of the narrative plot. Interactive and transmedia narratives are positioned as a type of textual construction that allows users to interpret information, navigate and play with the interface, learn and share in real time, as we advance in each project. In fact, they already offer highly immersive experiences in the new narratives, according to Gifreu (2016).

Transmedia storytelling has the ability to integrate geographic navigation as a way to involve participants “in environments not only virtual but also territorial” (Reno, 2014, p. 143). This storytelling can offer ways of navigation that do not depend exclusively on the digital space but also incorporate the territorial dimension as a narrative platform. Fernando Irigaray underlined this idea in his concepts of transmedia production. In this sense, transmedia can be considered a dimension that crosses different products on different screens, on traditional media and on territorial actions, thinking about audiences and users from the playful perspective of searching, discovering and playing (Irigaray, 2014).

This definition of transmedia, which incorporates territorial storytelling as a real possibility of expansion of the stories, forces transmutations of the traditional representations of the city and re-imagines it as a great organic hypertext where multiple devices, genres, languages and platforms coexist. According to Irigaray (2014), a city always has multiple narrative plots that can guide the development of convergent stories. Such stories are encouraged by urban practices of multitasking prosumers who can interact with the stories permanently. In urban spaces, real, complex and enveloping scenarios can contain and combine (new) digital media and (old) analogical media. Connectivity, mobility and ubiquity multiply these possibilities. Among them, story creators can add layers of virtual reality to the physical world that support people’s daily lives.

The analogy that best fits transmedia storytelling is the symphony orchestra. In it, each instrument can be classified as a medium that develops a fragment of the work, a melody that can be appreciated individually with all logic but becomes meaningful when listened to in the coordination of the instrumental composition, according to Liuzzi (2014). The orchestral model of transmedia storytelling reorganizes the stage of nonfiction productions, enabling new spaces for experimentation and narrative innovation. These transformations have a correlate in the writer’s practices, now concerned with the development of multilayer writing techniques (the musical score) that allow the orchestra to harmonically unfurl the musical beauty of their art.

**WRITING NONFICTIONAL TRANSMEDIA SCRIPTS**

Thinking about the experiences of transmedia production created by the team at the National University of Rosario, Argentina, this group of professionals is convinced that the core of transmedia storytelling
resides in the storyworld (or the narrative universe). The elements of the story and their implications are the first steps that must be solved by a transmedia producer. In a logical and temporal order, this first task must be executed long before thinking, imagining and designing the platforms, technologies and possible user experiences to tell each story. The work of elucidating the theme of a story, its protagonists, in which scenarios it occurs, the actions and conflicts that are developed and, finally, how the elements of that story will be structured to become a good story is the challenge of every scriptwriter (Lovato, 2016).

In the field of nonfiction, “documentary and journalism largely share the same ethos and commitments to truth-telling, sense-making, and explaining (Urrichio et al., 2015, p. 10). It must be remembered here that journalistic work has always been narrative. Using investigative techniques, data collection, checking of sources and organization of the information, journalists are responsible for telling relevant stories to a community, in a specific spatial and temporal context. In this sense, journalistic stories have also tried to take advantage of digital narrative possibilities to experiment with the publication of innovative formats based on data and facts extracted from the reality that surrounds us. This exploration has resulted in immersive, visual and experimental journalistic proposals, seeking to reach new audiences and to make better use of the current interactive and collaborative technologies (Uricchio et al., 2015).

The episodes of DocuMedia: Multimedia Social Journalism, a project born in 2008 as a series of interactive documentaries created by the Department of Multimedia Communication team at the National University of Rosario were developed for such purposes. The series deals with journalistic issues that are not usually found in local media. These productions established links between documentary techniques, investigative journalism, data journalism and participation by fundamental users.

The four previous productions of DocuMedia were i-docs that addressed the following themes: The experience of the Barrio Ludueña Orchestra School (DocuMedia “Vibrato, Barrio Ludueña Orchestra School,” New Latin American Journalism Prize finalist, awarded by Gabriel García Márquez), the problems generated by the construction boom in Rosario (DocuMedia “Danger, Construction Works”), the Paraná river wetlands opposite the city (DocuMedia “Migrations”) and the illegal drug business and its mafia (DocuMedia “Lost Streets: The Advance of Drug Trafficking in Rosario,” winner of the 2013 King of Spain International Journalism Prize in the Digital Journalism category).

However, Women for Sale: Human Trafficking for Sexual Exploitation in Argentina, the fifth episode, assumes the challenge of leaping from multimedia to transmedia journalism. Certainly, this narrative decision based on the complexity of the storyworld that Women for Sale sought to investigate meant a rethinking of the team’s workflow, as well as the script formats required by the project.

Traditional formats for screens such as TV or cinema are characterized by the writing of linear stories where the significant matter are the images and the sounds. Instead, the content designed for connected screens, such as computers, tablets and mobile devices demands multimedia scripts for the development of non-linear, interactive proposals for active and participative users. Far from the protection of monomediatic thinking, transmedia narratives demand the design of a complex and coherent narrative universe where each piece can contribute to the totality of the story, generating connections and deepening the narrative lines without forgetting the specific format characteristics of each chosen medium.

The work of the scriptwriters, who were accustomed to unique platform productions, has been deeply modified and transformed as a result of the requirement to think and to write in transmedia forms. As Carlos Scolari (2017) stated, if in the old media ecology audiences were media-centered, in the new ecology they are narrative-centered. The skills and dexterity of scriptwriters who were experts in designing stories for traditional screens are now challenged by the emergence of hypermedia audiences that show non-linear consumption habits. Transmedia storyworlds must be designed for transreaders (Scolari, 2017): Multimodal users who dominate different languages and semiotic systems, who are capable of
moving in complex textual networks. Against this reality, traditional scriptwriting—characterized by being unidirectional, two-dimensional and monomedia—has been clearly altered (Lovato, 2016).

The challenge of writing a transmedia story and designing a narrative universe for multiple platforms had already been assumed in 2013 by the National University of Rosario team, when the project Following the Footsteps of the Beast Man was developed. This first transmedia experience was directly recorded in the documentary field. The case of Women for Sale, however, involved the arrival of the Department of Multimedia Communication in transmedia journalism. The next sections of this chapter delve into the details of that process.

THE IMPORTANCE OF THE STORY AND USER EXPERIENCES: TRANSMEDIA UNIVERSE IN WOMEN FOR SALE

*Every day in Argentina, trafficking networks capture women, deceive women, restrain women, exploit women, sell women and disappear women. Every day in Argentina, someone pays for them, and the cycle starts over.* Based on this premise, in 2015 the National University of Rosario team launched a transmedia journalistic documentary, Women for Sale: Human Trafficking for Sexual Exploitation in Argentina. The story builds a complex network that includes pieces such as an i-doc, a comics series, posters on public roads with augmented reality interaction, content for LED screens on streets and in shopping malls, TV spots, a collaborative map, a TV documentary, a series of mobisodes, social media content and a multiplatform book.

The project allows users to immerse themselves in a story that examines recruitment, trafficking routes, sexual exploitation and the rescue of victims, exposing stories narrated by the protagonists themselves and offering a vivid experience tinged with the crudeness of the facts. Throughout different pieces, women victims, relatives, members of organizations that fight against sexual exploitation, judicial officers, legislators, members of the security forces and trafficking specialists address various aspects of one of the most serious crimes in Argentina.

Women for Sale was not the team’s first transmedia production experience. The predecessor project Following the Footsteps of the Beast Man was developed in 2013 as a retroactive transmedia project. It was a narrative universe constructed from an earlier homonymous work: A documentary for TV released in 2011. In contrast, Women for Sale is a pro-active transmedia project: It was designed from a transmedia perspective from the beginning. Methodologically speaking, from the point of view of the script, this condition modifies the forms of construction of the narrative world. The project is presented as a blank canvas on which to draw the narrative lines, determine the set of experiences that will be offered to users, select the platforms that will tell the story and organize the tasks and deadlines necessary for the story’s execution and launch.

The boundaries are arranged by the external reality on which the transmedia scriptwriter works: People, stories, conflicts, relationships, places, times, actions. The script that is generated starts on the creative and subjective treatment of that reality: There are appropriations, selections, transactions and resignifications. As in every narrative, the script of a transmedia journalistic project is a process of constructing meaning. Nevertheless, just as the reality is unpredictable, a nonfiction script should be plastic and flexible enough to accommodate events that cannot be planned.

The university team’s previous experience in interactive and transmedia documentary made it clear that the starting point of any project is the narrative world. Even before thinking about platforms,
technologies and formats, it is necessary to clarify the narrative elements of the storyworld. As Brenda Laurel (2000) stated, the key is to think in transmedia terms from the beginning. Traditional authorship is formal: The scriptwriter thinks first of the form (drama or novel or game, for example) and that form guides the selection and arrangement of materials. The new authorship is material: The emphasis is placed on the development of materials that could later be selected and arranged to produce many different forms (Laurel, 2000).

Certainly, the concern for the storyworld was the engine that started the production of Women for Sale. The team began deep research on the established subject: The trafficking of persons for the purposes of sexual exploitation in Argentina. The preliminary collection of information led to the revision of Argentine Law 26.364 on Prevention and Punishment of Human Trafficking and Victims Assistance, approved in the country in 2008 and reformed in 2012. This law recognizes typical stages in the criminal procedures of trafficking. Capture through mechanisms of deception, transfer to dissociate them from their social circles and sexual exploitation are inescapable instances in this process. The legislation also recognizes the rescue of and assistance to victims to reintegrate them in their previous work and social lives.

The structural approach of the law allowed the transmedia writers to organize, in advance, a possible narrative route. However, that structure was not enough to build the storyworld required. The journalistic work demanded an inescapable condition: The direct testimony of the victims. That meant finding women who had been trafficked and in one way or another, escaped the horror, as well as relatives of missing women captured by sexual exploitation networks. Only when it was possible to find these stories and to carry out in-depth reports with the protagonists did the elements to write the transmedia script and to design the narrative universe emerge. The stories of Vanessa, Zulma, Elizabeth, Natalia and Sofia, reconstructed from testimony, court records and archival material, constitute the core of this journalistic transmedia story.

From these stories, the transmedia script was taking shape, filling with content and structuring different phases. The first phase sought to arouse interest in the story and to prepare the stage for the i-doc release, the main piece (mothership) of the transmedia project. For that purpose, brief pieces were planned, in audiovisual formats, on paper and including messages in augmented reality, under the premise of occupying the street and urban spaces to summon audiences. In addition, the publication of content and the generation of conversations in social networks began. These first pieces underscored the idea that criminal networks were active in Argentina, operating daily in the recruitment and exploitation of victims and supported by clients: the consumers of sexual services.

The second phase focused on stories to show crudely the methods implemented by trafficking networks. Therefore, the contents were organized around five nodal points: Recruitment of women (through deception), transfer to places of submission, sexual exploitation, rescue (and social reintegration) of victims and finally, the role of the community, specifically calling on users to engage in anti-trafficking actions. Next, a set of pieces were designed to ask users to denounce facts related to sexual exploitation, to say no to trafficking and to spread the stories to prevent crime. Finally, social and government anti-trafficking organizations were asked to produce specific content about their experience of working with victims, trying to answer the question what happens next with women who were rescued from exploitation hell.

It is important to note here that the Department of Multimedia Communication usually works with online collaborative documents, which can be accessed by area heads such as the visual designer, the web developer, the audiovisual producer, journalists and the social media manager. This work methodology continued during the development of the Women for Sale project. Throughout the process, all
members of the team had access to the overall narrative design of the transmedia project, as well as the individual scripts for each piece.

In conjunction with the narrative universe, it was also necessary to think about the experiences, forms and spaces of participation that a transmedia storyworld can offer to users. Experience design can be understood as a bridge that links a story with its technical elements (Hayes, 2011) and includes a clear sense of engagement: What users can do and what they can expect from the narrative, as well as a definition of the platforms and channels in which that experience will be developed. Surely, this includes a proposal of possible routes of circulation: Entrance doors to the story, user journeys between platforms and specific calls to action.

After the team defined the components of the global narrative structure (characters, thematic lines, narrative nodes, user experiences and platforms to develop the story), it was necessary to write particular scripts for each medium, adapted to the characteristics of their respective formats.

The narrative experience of Women for Sale combined online and offline platforms, including the following pieces:

- **Interactive Documentary**: Organized into five chapters (Capture, Trafficking Routes, Exploitation, Rescue, Get Involved), through which users can follow the stories of Vanessa, Zulma, Elizabeth and Natalia, all victims of trafficking, along with testimonies of specialists, militants, officers and members of organizations that are fighting to eradicate crime. The i-doc (Women for Sale, 2015a) also invites people to report facts that may be linked to human trafficking for sexual exploitation and to help with the task of disseminating information. For the development of the i-doc, a scroll-down navigation was chosen, with the assembly of multimedia elements through the parallax scrolling technique. Different layers of elements (short video pills, photographs, texts, graphics, images and icons) were designed to move at different rates during navigation, organizing the story. The consumption of all the information contained in this centerpiece of the transmedia universe has an estimated duration of 83 minutes. Although it is presented a priori as a linear project based on scrolling, the fragmentation of the content in different thematic nodes allows non-sequential access: Users can manage the rhythm of their journey through the story and make decisions about how much to explore. All the expansions of the transmedia project, even those that were not intended for digital platforms, were also digitized and accessible from the centerpiece. The last node, “Get Involved,” invites the audience to share content with friends and distribute media through Facebook and Twitter, placing users as co-responsible in the fight against the sexual exploitation of women, reinforcing the message of denunciation and trying to stop the consumption. For this piece, the script took the form of the vertical path proposed by scroll-down navigation, describing neatly each of the elements that intervened in the construction of each narrative node and identifying its location as a background layer or a front layer. A code was also defined to identify types of elements and narrative function, discriminating, for example, testimony videos, transition videos and microstories. Information on how to play the content was included: Some pieces work in a loop, others in autoplay and others must be activated by the user.

- **Comic Series (Printed and Digital)**: Women for Sale | Journalism in vignettes is a comic series with five chapters. It tells the story of Sofia, a teenage girl who escapes from a human trafficking network that brought her from Paraguay through deceptive practices to work in a brothel in the province of Buenos Aires. The script retrieves information about the judicial sentence of a case
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tried in Rosario in 2012. The series Women for Sale | Journalism in vignettes was published with the edition of the Argentinean weekly El Eslabón. Comic episodes are also available in digital format for online reading and/or downloading (Women for Sale, 2015b). In this piece, it becomes evident how the story demands the narrative format. Sofia is not the real name of the victim, the protagonist of this comic series. This story was enclosed in a court file of hundreds of pages. The victim is now under witness protection; therefore, some sensitive data (such as her name) was changed in the script. However, the journalistic value of this story, which contains all the stages involved in the crime of human trafficking, was fundamental to this transmedia project. Thus, it was decided to transform the contents of the file into a script for cartoons, describing actions and dialogues in vignettes that were then interpreted by the cartoonist to launch the chapters.

• **Posters on Public Roads With Augmented Reality:** A street campaign that included 75 posters distributed throughout the city of Rosario, hiding a message in augmented reality that passersby could discover through a free mobile app (Women for Sale, 2015b). In terms of the script, the challenge was to think of two pieces (the paper poster plus the video reproduced through the application of augmented reality) that would work together and independently. In that sense, the message achieved worked perfectly for passersby who only read the poster, for whom the objective was to raise awareness about the problem of trafficking. Those who discovered the hidden piece in augmented reality also took a new message and an enriched experience, aiming to involve them in the denunciation and dissemination of information.

• **Light-Emitting Diodes (LEDs) in Public Locations:** Short videos designed to be projected on indoor and outdoor LED screens, on the street and in shopping centers. Here, the script was created with the premise of generating pills of a few seconds adapted to the consumption context. One was located in a traffic-centric downtown corner of the city where motorists and walkers stop at the traffic light. The short message called for help to eradicate trafficking and invited the audience to explore the interactive documentary. The second piece was displayed on an advertising screen inside a very popular shopping mall. In that case, the message followed the logic and aesthetics of advertising, aiming to deconstruct sexual consumption as a method of buying and subjugating women (Women for Sale, 2015b).

• **TV spots:** Micro-media designed to raise awareness of the problem of human trafficking and to encourage people to contribute to preventing and reporting crimes related to sexual exploitation (Women for Sale, 2015b). The television spots were broadcasted by Channel 3 in Rosario.

• **Collaborative Map:** An open map in permanent update to which all users can freely add data regarding human trafficking crimes for sexual exploitation (Women for Sale, 2015b). The map displays information about missing women, rescued women and places where brothels and exploitation networks operate.

• **TV Documentary:** 26 minutes long. The documentary focuses on the stories of three women who were exploited by trafficking networks in Buenos Aires, Córdoba and Santa Cruz. The women’s testimony exposes the mafias’ sexual exploitation operations and the police’s complicity (Women for Sale, 2015b). Although an independent piece, coherent in its entirety, which can be consumed as the sole medium of the story, this piece also works perfectly as a complement to the i-doc since it focuses exclusively on stories of victims narrated in depth, in first person.

• **Mobisodes:** Short video pills, up to 3 minutes long, designed to be consumed from a mobile device, anytime, anywhere (Women for Sale, 2015b). The Women for Sale’s mobisode series
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contains five videos addressing topics such as deception and recruitment of victims, the case of Marita Verón, the repercussions of her trial and the struggle undertaken by her mother Susana Trimarco against the Tucumán mafias, discussions and points of view in abolitionist and regulatory positions regarding prostitution, the problem of social reintegration of rescued women and the relevance of sex education in the national fight against trafficking. These issues have remained outside the thematic development of the i-doc and can form small unit pieces that expand the transmedia universe.

- **Social Media:** The social media strategy was created to establish links between narrative media, call the community to action, share information about trafficking in Argentina and distribute content specifically designed for Twitter (Documedia Mujeres, n.d.) and Facebook (DocuMedia, n.d.). It began before the most important pieces were launched, at the zero point of the narrative, and lasted throughout the entire transmedia strategy.

- **E-Book:** The last piece of the transmedia storytelling. Based on a collective work, this publication brings together voices from different actors who provide assistance to victims of human trafficking. Texts and ideas come from specialized officers from different national agencies, professionals and members of non-government organizations, and political and judicial actors. The multiplicity of voices and their heterogeneity make valuable contributions to this book based on concrete trajectories in the reconstruction of rights violated by human trafficking mafias. The book also focuses on the challenges that Argentinean society must assume to build new horizons of life and hope for rescued victims. The book, *What Happens Next? Contributions and Challenges for the Reconstruction of Rights of Trafficking and Sexual Exploitation Victims*, was compiled by Matías Loja and Patricio Irisarri and published by UNR Editorial. This compilation includes texts by Fernando Irigaray, Viviana Caminos, Maria Rosa Ponce, Gloria Bonatto, Elisa Alarcón Izquierdo, Conrado Izura, María Eugenia Schmuck, Norma López, Fernanda Medina, Alicia Gutierrez, Horacio Andrés Coutaz, Ale Rodenas and ONG (Mujeres tras las rejas), with illustrations by Cris Rosenberg and editorial design by Joaquin Paronzini (Women for Sale, 2015b).

**NEXT STEPS IN TRANSMEDIA STORYTELLING: DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION**

Once the transmedia universe is organized with the respective stories, experiences and platforms, the implementation must be synchronized, and the release dates for each component of the plot defined. The Women for Sale schedule was chosen to expand throughout 2015 and to continue during 2016 and 2017. Social media were used to sustain the whole narrative process.

The transmedia documentary script (and the specific script for each medium) traces a basic structure to guide the filming, production and design of the contents, but with sufficient plasticity to adapt to the unforeseen. However, the benchmarks planted at the beginning of the project will always serve as a guide for the progression and evolution of the storyworld. The pretension of flexibility and openness of the documentary script cannot ignore Gomez’s mandate as an essential condition of transmedia production: To create highly organized resources for the canon and the assets of the story. Designing transmedia documentaries implies producing comprehensive documents of characters, locations, stories and distinctive elements of the story.
According to Gomez (2012), the essence of the transmedia brand must be clear to all interested audiences. Canon documents contain the mythology of a storyworld and must be accompanied by a centralized system of information that allows specific access to the key actors of the project. This is how the integrity of the franchise is promoted. As is evident, these definitions emphasize the importance of having a transmedia script to organize the production. This centralized system of information was possible, in the case of Women for Sale, from the development of collaborative documents, permanently accessible to the entire production team. The global matrix of the project, visible for each work area, ordered the production flow, the references between narrative pieces and the synchronized launch of each medium.

The transmedia script for Women for Sale also required the development of a specific script for each synchronized medium. In every instance, it was necessary to think about images, sounds, dialogues, infographics, cartoons, animations and transitions. This is why a transmedia script is a basic document made up of texts with specific languages for the Web, TV, radio, comics, mobile applications and social media. In these scripts, the narrative map is accomplished and three-dimensionally visualized (Lovato, 2015). That set of scripts held, at a micro level, the full global project.

The work of archiving and retrieving the particular scripts that were developed for each piece of Women for Sale shows a very clear graphic panorama: A constellation of textual scripts, sketches and storyboards that marked the production method. This production experience coincides with the point of view of Vicente Gosciola (2012), who stated that the story parts of a project based on a transmissible narrative are intricately linked because they originally belong to a single story. However, this does not guarantee that the audience will understand that they are pieces of a whole. In transmedia projects, every story must be perceived by the audience as a careful and properly separate part and not as a piece randomly cut from the whole.

That was one of the premises that supported the design of the pieces to ensure their operation independently and together, even in different reception contexts. In Women for Sale, the main piece of the storyworld (the i-doc) contains information and actions that allow the audience to understand it, but it does not tell everything. To learn more details of the main story, users are encouraged to consume other contents of the transmedia universe. In order to establish such narrative referrals and to invite audiences to follow the proposed routes, all Women for Sale pieces included cross references: From the i-doc to the transmedia universe, from the exterior pieces (posters and LEDs) to the web, from the TV pieces to social networks and more. These calls were overprinted in each format. This is basically the main difference between transmedia storytelling and any other way of telling stories (Gosciola, 2012).

However, the elements of the visual design of the project also collaborate to ensure the identity of the narrative as a whole. Images, fonts and color palettes are among the most important assets of a transmedia project. This is understood by Hayes (2011), who dedicates a complete chapter of the transmedia bible to design specifications, including guidelines that determine the overall look and feel of the proposal. This work on aesthetic design is also evident in Women for Sale, where a number of elements are constant and invariable in all media formats and constitute the identity mark of the transmedia experience.

The implementation of the set of pieces designed for this transmedia universe required an interdisciplinary team composed of twelve professionals, who were responsible for the direction, production, script, audiovisual realization, journalistic research, web development, visual design and social media management. For this edition of DocuMedia, the DCMteam added a professional guest: Daniel González, the cartoonist responsible for the drawings of the five chapters of Women for Sale | Journalism in vignettes.
CONCLUSION

A transmedia production seeks to create a storyworld accessible through a matrix that combines digital and traditional media. In these stories, each piece is added to the main narrative. According to Jeff Gomez (2012), there is a multitude of entry points to the storyworld of a transmedia franchise. The relationship with the public is always reinforced by the creation of a consistent canon that maintains the integrity of a complex world.

In the case of Women for Sale, from the production point of view, the storyworld was distributed on various platforms and resulted in a very complex narrative map. These sets of pieces created for the transmedia story were designed with one premise: The users’ participation constitutes the transmedia experience core. Throughout the plot, the users have an active role: From selective interactivity forms to communicative forms of expansion and transformation of the narrative universe.

It must be underlined that the National University of Rosario production team has its own way of understanding transmedia narratives. This conception includes the effective participation of users in virtual and real worlds, a form typified by Renó (2014) as a territorial navigation form. In terms of Fernando Irigaray (2015), transmedia storytelling requires citizens who inhabit and go across stories that develop not only through virtual scenarios but also in the urban territory of their cities. In this context, each component of the transmedia universe of Women for Sale generates different experiences and interaction forms. It is a project in which the story represents a central component, operating in virtuality but also taking advantage of real-world spaces as narrative platforms and including collaborative instances.

Women for Sale is an integral experience of transmedia journalism. According to Renó and Flores’ (2012) definitions, transmedia journalism can be considered a form of journalistic language that contemplates, at the same time, different media, with several narratives forms to an infinity of users. Audiovisual media, mobile communication and interactivity are incorporated in the dissemination of content, which considerably increases the media circulation. According to Ford (2007), the use of transmedia storytelling in journalism has the purpose of informing readers in the best way possible, using a combination of media forms to make sense across platforms. The Internet provides the support to put together a package of text, audio, video and pictures in an overarching coverage package.

The production experience developed by #DCMteam of the National University of Rosario combines new and old media, constructing a transmedia script based on a journalistic investigation of human trafficking for sexual exploitation in Argentina. Data, sources and stories collected in this research have allowed journalists to give shape to a narrative universe where user experiences were especially considered in the content design for different platforms, adapting formats to specific contexts of media reception and consumption. News media must be inventive to compete for attention in a scattered landscape in the same ways entertainment media must.

A new style of storytelling has emerged there that, if combined with the goals and ethics of journalism, could create a new genre of documentary storytelling that would attract readers to a deep and compelling story with more context and complexity. The socially or politically important reportage might better engage the public. (Moloney, 2011, p. 7)

In the same sense, Renó and Flores (2012) added that transmedia storytelling makes it possible to take advantage of the communication possibilities that exist in postmodern society. In the context of digital convergence, content and practices diverge; the transmedia canon becomes permeable and recep-
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tive, including co-creation, collaboration and fandom contents as central components of the narrative. Reconsidering Stuart Saunders Smith’s original idea (Humphries, 1991), transmedia producers are now software creators, developing narrative scores for others to collaboratively execute the stories.

It is clear that fiction and nonfiction constitute different forms of enunciation, with different degrees of referentiality to the existing world outside the discourse, and therefore different relations of veracity with their audiences (Chillón, 2009). Nonetheless, transmedia fiction and nonfiction have things in common, especially in their production modalities.

Daily journalism, with its time-constrained brevity, is not a viable option. Transmedia must be designed carefully and developed with a lengthy lead time to be effective. From conception to delivery, a Hollywood franchise takes years to launch. But also deeply embedded in the journalism tradition is the long-term investigation or the extended documentary. Coverage of a complex and ongoing issue — immigration, the aftermath of war, social struggle — lends itself perfectly to a considered approach and complex delivery. (Moloney, 2011, p. 12)

Even if these are journalistic genres, documentaries, testimonials or stories imagined by an author, from the transmedia script point of view, there are no substantial differences: These are narrative worlds to be constructed. In stories of fiction and nonfiction, a myth is always proposed: An order and an explanation of the world. An argument is also proposed: A thesis that is demonstrated throughout the story, even it is simple or complex (Lovato, 2016).

Nevertheless, the starting points of transmedia productions of fiction and nonfiction differ. At the beginning of a fiction project, everything is yet to be created. However, in nonfiction, everything is about to be found, to be discovered. Documentalists and journalists deal with people, testimonies, documents, real scenarios that will progressively be transformed into characters, actions, dialogues, conflicts, the turning points of our transmedia stories. Moreover, the protagonists of a transmedia nonfictional project may intervene, actively participate and modify the planned plot from the story canon. Based on this participatory condition, transmedia documentaries have a great capacity to become tools of social empowerment.

First, a transmedia approach to journalism would require that it be designed as transmedia from the start. Editors must consider what media are available to them and how the individual strengths of those media can be used to the story’s advantage. (Moloney, 2011, p. 95)

To create a transmedia nonfictional project, every piece investigated, recorded, designed, written and produced must be thought of as multiplatform from its conception, with attention to a basic condition: The requirement to construct open and permeable frames that can be always modified. Surely, journalistic and documentary work stays open to record events, actions and testimonies that cannot be scripted in advance (Puccini, 2015). Therefore, it should be emphasized that a transmedia nonfictional script allows changes through the process. The script is created in pre-production, sustained in the production phase and modified, revitalized and resignified in the postproduction. The work of scriptwriting also includes editing, and vice versa. During the transmedia edition, the script is reorganized and rewritten to incorporate and contain the events of a dynamic and living narrative world.

The transmedia nonfictional script begins to be written from the first team meeting. It must be kept open and flexible to permanently adapt to environmental changes (Lovato, 2016). Nevertheless, the
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creation of a transmedia story—with its complexities and narrative references—always demands the
development of a script for supporting production. This statement holds true for fictional and nonfictional
transmedia storytelling: The production experience of Women for Sale, made by the team of the National
University of Rosario (Argentina) and reviewed in this chapter, constitutes a complete sample of this.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Collaborative Media: Productions that involve contributions of contents and information generated by the users in an open and horizontal communication proposal.

I-Doc: Multimedia documentary that mixes grammars of the traditional documentary and own dimensions of the digital media, producing nonlinear, hypertextual, and interactive narratives.

Media Platform: Set of digital and analog media that allow to create content, in multiple formats, to be consumed by different audiences, for example, a book, movie, video game, mobile application, or soap opera.

Nonfiction: Narrative field that contains productions that attempt to represent reality, applying techniques to register and treat it creatively in the context of a story. Included in this field are genres such as documentary film, essay, chronicle, and journalistic formats, among others.

Storyworld: Narrative canon defined by the producers, including a set of characters, scenarios, objects, times, actions, conflicts, and dialogues that make sense and are credible within the narrative.

Territorial Navigation: Concept used to analyze transmedia works that use physical, urban spaces (streets, squares, walls, buildings, etc.) as a narrative platform to involve citizens in the storyworld.

Transmedia Script: Set of documents that guide the production of a transmedia narrative. It includes details of the world of the story, definitions of the implemented platforms, narrative routes for the users, references between narrative pieces, and synchronization of the media launch.

User Experience: Perceptions and physical and emotional implications of the people generated during the interaction with technological and communicational environments, interfaces, or devices.
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ABSTRACT

One of the main features of television is its appeal to transmediation—a production model oriented for the distribution of additional and/or associated content of a specific production in different media and technology platforms. In each field of television production (entertainment, journalism, advertising, etc.), transmediation takes various demonstrations and functions. The interest of the authors here is to show how transmedia strategies are part of the construction of the ethos in TV journalism, based on the analysis of Jornal da Record News, the first Brazilian newscast to be introduced as a transmedia production.

INTRODUCTION: TRANSMEDIATION AND JOURNALISM

Television cannot be limited just to television anymore. Media convergence supported the incorporation of other media and digital platforms, especially the Internet, in its creative and productive chain. Especially after Henry Jenkins’ (2006, 2010) works on transmedia storytelling, the adjective “transmedia” widely spread, meaning a vast range of media integration phenomena stimulated by digitalization. However, the terms “transmedia” and “transmediation” acquired such a generalization in communication studies that, in some approaches, they convey the way content circulates within media convergence. In a more specific light, the term transmedia, as in the case of transmedia storytelling, is used to refer to a particular type of narrative, whose actions, situations and secondary characters can be deployed in an interdependent way in other media platforms (Scolari, 2013). In this chapter, the authors use the broader concept of transmediation.
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Due to an excessively broad treatment, on one hand, and a much more restrictive understanding of the phenomenon, on the other hand, the first challenge for those who decide to observe transmediation in journalism is to specify the concept. Transmediation is understood here as a production model oriented by the distribution of content associated with each other in different media and technology platforms. In the same vein, the articulation of the model is docked in interactional strategies. Furthermore, it includes the practices offered by participatory culture, stimulated by digitalization and media convergence.

This approach is based on the assumptions of Fechine (2012, 2013, 2014), Fechine, Gouveia, Almeida, Costa, & Estevão (2013) and Fechine et al. (2015), who state that transmedia strategies are proposed by a communication producer (usually a media corporation) without which it would not be possible to think of transmediation as a production model. These transmedia strategies do not necessarily involve the participation of audiences. Even when producers appeal and allow a freer intervention from the public over or through the content, these actions do not cease to be, in a way, addressed or guided by a corporate intention, a “corporate authorship,” as proposed by Evans (2011).

According to Jenkins (2006), audiences are creative agents, essential in the formation of transmedia strategies. They establish the relationships between the additional content and the television show to which the content refers to. However, public intervention is not only expected on what is offered (sharing, recommendations, comments, etc.), but their performance can be as content producers (uploading videos, photos, texts, etc.) as well. Even though the public participation is a component of the phenomenon, transmediation is foremost a set of strategic communication actions taken by media corporations to attract, retain, and engage the public on their own platforms (websites, television channels, profiles on social networks, etc.). Among these strategies, there is the articulation and integration of transmedia contents across multiple media platforms.

It is possible to consider that there is one specific medium responsible for leading this articulation. In this medium, a base text, which Jenkins (2006) called mothership, is developed (shows, movies, etc.) and the further articulations are created around it. In this chapter, they are respectively referred as reference medium and reference text. In the case of television journalism, the reference medium is television and the reference text is the newscast, around which transmedia contents are developed. The transmedia strategy is achieved when viewers assume the management of content, i.e. by performing necessary actions to the text construction (accessing and correlating these texts or producing new ones in response to the summons and instructions of the producers).

Despite the centrality that the viewer management has in the transmediation process, transmedia journalism is not the same as citizen journalism. Citizen journalism (Oliveira, 2010; Renó & Ruiz, 2012; Targino, 2009) describes the communication processes that occur in the publication of news by the citizen and for the citizens on digital platforms, by collaborating with journalists or ensuring that these themes and approaches are in the interest of Internet users, who have public visibility. Renó and Ruiz (2012) consider that transmediation has strengthened citizen journalism; while Scolari (2013, 2014) and Alzamora, Barros and Malta (2015) do not make a distinct differentiation between the types of information the Internet users have in circulation. Alzamora et al. (2015) consider transmedia as actions in journalism, which take place “both vertically, in private actions by media corporations, and horizontally, in collective attitudes of sharing and citizen participation” (p. 212). In this chapter, however, the authors argue that not all types of public collaboration on digital platforms, generically called citizen journalism, can be treated interchangeably as transmedia actions. In the perspective adopted here, transmedia manifestations are considered as the public collaborations proposed as part of or from production strategies.
Although being initially described and identified in entertainment—especially TV series, reality shows and soap operas—transmedia strategies in the Brazilian mediascape are increasingly being adopted in journalism, including television journalism. It is not only about producing informational content and making them available on multiple platforms, a procedure generally observed in journalism within media convergence. It is about implementing a multi-platform production, guided by the complementarity between the various contents distributed in different media platforms, and by the strategic seek of public participation; two essential conditions to transmedia productions. In the Ibero-American context, recent studies about transmedia television (Cavalcanti, 2016; Fechine, 2012, 2013, 2014; Fechine et al., 2013; Fechine et al., 2015; Gouveia, 2015; Pereira, 2014; Sousa, 2015) demonstrate that these strategies can, in general, be used to spread or expand the narrative universe, whether in journalistic or entertainment shows.

In the entertainment realm, television shows, such as TV series or soap operas, the expansion strategies promote “spillovers” or unfolding of the narrative universe through the offering of elements that are endowed with a playful, but also narrative, function. In more complex actions, transmedia complements correspond to auxiliary or secondary narratives; contributing, from its articulation with the main (or reference) narrative, to the construction of transmedia stories, as proposed by Jenkins (2006). When the transmedia expansions have a playful function, they stimulate the viewer in fibbing, experiencing and coming into a game of make-believe, using their own involvement with the plot and the characters through games and jokes (memes, funny rearranged scenes, etc.), for instance.

In the analysis of soap operas, it was found that the transmedia strategies of propagation emphasize the feedback of the content (Fechine et al., 2013). When echoing a given narrative universe on social networks or beyond it, those strategies collaborate in maintaining the interest and involvement of the viewers with the reference show, appealing to the remissibility between the content offered on TV and those offered through digital platforms (websites and profiles on social networks, for example). Thus, content echoes or reverberates other transmedia contents, arousing the interest of the viewers for knowing more about what they see on TV, for sharing and for exchanging ideas on multiple contents. Therefore, a synergic cycle is formed.

An exploratory research on the news broadcasted by the main Brazilian television networks (Abreu e Lima, 2016; Pereira, 2014), such as Globo Network and Record TV, showed that most of them already adopts transmedia strategies of propagation and/or expansion (the difference between them will be discussed later). For a systemized analysis, the chosen case study is Jornal da Record News (JR News), presented by the journalist Heródoto Barbeiro. It airs Monday to Friday at 9 pm local time by the free-to-air news channel Record News, created in 2007 as part of the Record TV network. Founded in 1953, Record TV is the oldest active network in the country. After significant administrative changes occurred in 1991, Record TV currently has 108 TV stations spread over the whole Brazilian territory. Created in 2009, http://www.r7.com/ features news and entertainment content and is another important operational component of Record TV. JR News is the leading newscast from Record News and is one of the most important broadcasted by Record TV.

In addition to television, JR News has an online streaming at http://www.r7.com/, on their YouTube Channel (Jornal da Record News, n.d.), and on the network’s Facebook page (Record News, n.d.). It was released in May 2011, being introduced as the country’s first transmedia newscast (Notícia R7, 2015). To build the case study, JR News was systematically observed for five weeks, from July 11 to August 12, 2016, amounting to 25 editions. In addition, the website and both the show’s and the host’s profiles on two social networks (Facebook and Twitter) were checked on a daily basis in order to identify the
transmedia strategies adopted by them. Another objective was to assess the strategies’ role in the construction of the newscast’s éthos (Fechine, 2008a).

THE ÉTHOS ON TELEVISION NEWS

The study of the éthos dates back to the Aristotelian tradition. For Aristotle, truth was built in speech. Therefore, the central concern of his rhetoric is to the persuasion procedures in public use of a speech. Rhetoric provides tools for the make-believe of the speaker. It can be considered, thus, an authentic “manual” of procedures used to convince the public in every situation. Consequently, rhetoric’s concern is not only over the argumentative construction, but also over the emotions, passions, habits, and beliefs of the hearing. It is not focused on the construction of the truth, but on everything that may seem true to the listener (Cruz Junior, 2006). For this reason, there is a great concern in rhetoric over how the éthos of the public speaker appears to the audience. In other words, the concept refers to the configuration of character whereby the speaker conquers the confidence of the audience to persuade them.

In the Greco-Roman philosophical tradition, éthos was conceived in two distinct ways. For Isocrates or Quintilian, éthos was the result of the speaker’s public image, built by factors that are exterior to the speech, especially his moral attributes (courage, integrity, etc.). It would refer, in short, to the reputation or the fame of the speaker. That way, it is understandable to some extent the collusion of television networks with the glamorization of its journalists, on the condition that this image, constructed by additional means other than the newscast, is favorable to them. Nowadays, the way the anchors build their reputation with the public depends, on one hand, on what is published about them in other media platforms, or even on their appearances in other TV shows (giving interviews, for example) and, on the other hand, on what they publish on their social network’s profiles, for instance. Cruz Junior (2006) reinforces the importance of exogenous factors in the construction of credibility when he emphasizes that the effectiveness of the speech is determined by the institution that authorizes it, as well as by the social position of the person who gave it.

However, according to Aristotle and Cicero, the éthos did not depend so much on the speaker’s social qualifications or his moral attributes. It was, above all, a construction of the speech itself (Cruz Junior, 2006). In the study of television news, nevertheless, the emphasis given to the construction of credibility can be more empirical (personal) or institutional, and at other times, linguistic. In the case of the éthos, in the perspective of the French semiotics, Fiorin (2004) points out that the éthos corresponds to the image of the discursive author, an implicit author in the statement, and not the real author. In this perspective, the study of the éthos is part of the “position in speech” or enunciation. According to Fiorin (2004), the éthos is shown in “the marks of the enunciation left in the discourse. Therefore, the analysis of the enunciator’s éthos has nothing of the psychologism that often seeks to infiltrate in the discursive studies” (p. 120). According to Fiorin (2004), when looking at a singular work, one can define only the narrator’s traits. For this reason, it is only when the whole work of an author is studied that the éthos of the enunciator can be grasped. Thus, in the case study of JR News, the five-week period of observation contributed to a deeper understanding of the newscast’s éthos. In this scenario, to better understand the éthos, a closer look at its enunciation and the roles involved in its discursive construction should be regarded.

In the theory of enunciation, the traditional roles of enunciator and enunciattte cannot be mistaken for the empirical author and reader. In the field of enunciation, empirical author and reader can only be considered when they are representations of concrete individuals who participate in the communicative
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circuit. As opposed to these empirical subjects (“flesh and blood” subjects), enunciator and enunciatte
are defined as “semiotic subjects” (“speech subjects”) that correspond to positions in textual functions,
occupied respectively by who speaks (a “me”) and for whom he/she speaks (a “you”). If enuncia-
tion itself is understood as some kind of simulacrum of communication built in and through the very
speech—discourse, enunciator, and enunciatte can be defined, ultimately, as roles that symbolically
replace in the text (in this case, television news) its real author and reader, according to the following
schema (Fechine, 2008a):

Enunciator [narrator SPEECH narratary] Enunciatte

When thinking about actantial positions in the specific case of television news, it is possible to as-
sume that the most immediate empirical communicative representation of the newscast seems to be every
member of the production (reporters, anchors, commentators, cameramen, technicians, managers, etc.),
called generically here as broadcaster. At the level of the speech itself (what is seen on the screen), the
narrator of television news corresponds to the very figure of the anchor (or anchors). As it occurs in
other television shows, newscasts can also represent its audience, in such a way that the receiver here is
generally identified with the viewers’ figurativization in the discourse. For that, newscasts frequently turn
to interpellative speech, through which the anchors and reporters head directly to the viewer; whether
by looking into the camera while talking, or by the use of vocatives or personal pronouns (“have you
seen...,” “you can...,” “you know...”). However, it is possible to find some newscasts in which there is a
recorded public participation (with polls, for example) or “live” (the Internet, for example). Although
harder to find, there are also shows in which the viewers are invited to be in the studio during the filming,
giving opinions or participating in the interviews with the guests. Therefore, the roles in newscasts could
be seen as in the schema below (Fechine, 2008a). In this proposal, the expression “projected viewer”
designates its different forms of figurativization.

Broadcaster [Anchor NEWSCAST Projected viewer] Viewer

However, due to the recursive structure of the newscast, the anchor is not the only actant (person) of
the television newscast. The narrator-anchor organizes the entire show when he/she gives the floor to
other auxiliary narrators (reporters, commentators, interviewees, etc.). Upon receiving the floor from
the narrator-anchor, the reporter introduces himself/herself as another “me,” setting those with whom he/ she
talks to as the “you.” In this process of floor giving, oriented by an interchangeability of positions,
the anchor defines his enunciative role: He/she acts as an instance of actantial anchorage, articulating
the different actors of the enunciation. When he/she does that, he/she takes over the role of a broader
narrator (the main narrator), and for this reason, he/she acquires a centrality in the building of the éthos
of the newscast. However, the éthos is not defined merely by the image of the anchor perceived in the
enunciation. Every anchor constructs an éthos in his/her own way based on his/her performance and
characteristics, but this image plays a fundamental role in the construction of the éthos of the newscast.
For this reason, it is common to observe anchors behaving differently when they replace others in their
own newscasts.

Considering that the enunciator’s éthos is defined in the very enunciation, the influence exerted by
a given enunciator on an enunciatte does not depend solely on the content put into use: “The enunciatte
does not accept a speech just because it is presented as a set of ideas that express potential interests;
rather, he accepts it because he identifies with a given subject of enunciation, with a character, with a
body, with a tone” (Fiorin, 2004, p. 134). Furthermore, the éthos could be considered as a connotation
and consisted in the property that the enunciator had when delivering information (the said) to also state
something about himself/herself (by the means of saying).
Although the building of the newscast’s image depends on the ethos of the anchor himself/herself, the show “talks about itself” in many other ways. The participants in the construction of the ethos of the newscast are not only the editorial line: The scenery, the vignettes, the costumes, the technological resources that were used, the designs, etc., for instance, play significant roles in the construction of the ethos as well. With the increasing importance of the relationship between television and Internet, transmedia strategies—especially those which explore the anchor’s and the newscast’s profiles on social networks—acquired a very important role in the construction of the newscast’s ethos, as it was found in the analysis of JR News.

TRANSMEDIA STRATEGIES AND THE ÉTHOS OF JORNAL DA RECORD NEWS

JR News adopts different strategies of articulation between media daily. At the beginning of the show, the anchor Heródoto Barbeiro warns that JR News is on a double platform: On television and on the channel’s website. In addition, the anchor verbally summons the viewers to interact through the social networks. During the broadcast, tickers (crawlers) continuously invite the public to “like” anchor Heródoto Barbeiro’s Facebook page, to follow him on Twitter and to send questions via WhatsApp. The anchor usually reads during the newscast at least one question submitted by the public to be answered by interviewees and/or commentators. Such interactions contribute to the construction of a proximity effect between the newscast and the public, stimulating interest and involvement. This constant invitation to the audience is a typical feature of transmedia projects, although they are not exclusive to them.

Since its release, JR News presents itself as the country’s first transmedia newscast because of the extension of the TV interviews offered on the Internet—which falls into the already mentioned expansion strategy. The content expansion, instead of repetition, is another core principle of transmedia storytelling. At the beginning, JR News started the online streaming 15 minutes before the TV broadcast, showing the team’s preparation for the official transmission, and ended 15 minutes after, extending the conversation from the studio. Currently, this procedure is no longer adopted. Nowadays, the online transmission takes place during the commercial breaks of the TV broadcast, giving rise to additional comments of the interviewees on the news.2 When the streaming becomes strictly online3, the guests receive a little more time to discuss politics, economics, and other topics, resuming the discussions started during the TV broadcast. However, this unfolding of the interviews contributes much more to reinforce the image of JR News as a newscast with a more in-depth approach than to the diversification of information.

Among the propagation strategies adopted by JR News, the most relevant to the construction of the newscast’s ethos is airing backstage videos. A good example of this was Record News’s Facebook post on July 20, 2016, about a video that shows the preparation of Heródoto Barbeiro before going on air (Record News, 2016c). The footage shows the anchor being made up, air-drying his hair, tidying up his shirt in front of the mirror in the dressing room, putting on the jacket, walking through the studio, talking to the cameraman, etc. Meanwhile, in some moments, he talks about his everyday life on Record News. This strategy promotes a greater “humanization” of the anchor and seems clearly directed not only to build a close relationship between the anchor and the audience, but to give a transparency effect to the extent that the enunciate exposes the very mechanism of the enunciation.

As part of this effort to increase its credibility, showing the news “from the inside,” JR News innovated with the procedure of publishing videos of the backstage every day and adopting a transmedia strategy that the authors have not seen in no other Brazilian newscast during the period of observation. Moreover,
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since April 2016, staged editorial meetings via Live Facebook Mentions (Notícia R7, 2016a), Facebook’s live video streaming technology, similar to Periscope (Twitter’s streaming app), are broadcasted.

During the systematic observation, the streaming of the meetings was held by Record News’s and Barbeiro’s Facebook pages, with a link posted on the Twitter profiles of the network and the host, during the afternoons of Monday to Friday, at around 4 pm local time. On these occasions, it was announced informally for the Internet users what would be the highlights of the newscast, the guests, and the commentators. As the authors could apprehend in a further exploratory observation done in 2017, the staged editorial meetings began to be streamed most of the time only on Record News’s Facebook page. In the period of systematic observation, the meetings lasted about ten minutes. In 2017, the streaming transmissions would last less than five minutes in order to hold the audience’s attention even more.

During the period of systematic observation, the videos were made with Barbeiro’s mobile phone, to his Facebook page, and by other journalists to Record News’s Facebook page (they would film the meeting from different angles). As of 2017, the anchor stopped doing these footages, since the meetings ceased to be streamed on his Facebook page. In the newscast, Heróldo Barbeiro is the responsible for giving the floor to reporters and guests, while other journalists shoot the video, lead the conversation and give the floor to the other members of the team in the editorial meetings streamed online. In these transmissions, the anchor, the producers, and the editors talk about the news and exchange some ideas on how to approach the stories. They also make jokes with each other, laugh, show what they are eating and other private moments.

Through these streamings, Heróldo Barbeiro and his team get more space to reveal their personal and humorous side. On July 13, 2016, for example, editor José Simão started the editorial meeting saying he was rethinking his career (Record News, 2016b). He joked that he was going to become a hairdresser because he discovered that the French president pays around R$36,000 a month for his haircuts.

During these transmissions, they also have the opportunity to interact more informally and directly with the public; they read not only the Internet users’ questions and opinions on the topics they are discussing, but also the more informal comments with hug requests published on Heróldo Barbeiro’s Facebook page and Record News’s as well. Whatever is mentioned on the posts of the editorial meetings is usually read and answered in the video itself during the live broadcast, in a direct conversation with the Internet user, who is given a voice at the meeting.

In this kind of transmedia content, the authors could see that, beyond Barbeiro, the other journalists of the team also become freer to give their opinion or make tougher and more personal comments or judgements, such as when executive editor Maria das Neves commented that a German who died in the explosion of an apartment in Rio de Janeiro “was way too bad news” (Record New, 2016a).

Notwithstanding, Heróldo Barbeiro is the protagonist and his ironic behavior is a striking feature in Barbeiro’s ethos and the newscast’s as well. On July 13, 2016, the anchor made a post on his blog, joked at the editorial meeting and spoke, at the beginning of the newscast, about the pilgrimage the former governor of Brasilia, José Roberto Arruda, was doing. Barbeiro said that the politician was doing a walk of atonement in Santiago de Compostela. He reminded that Arruda had already been arrested on corruption charges and wondered about what would the politician be making redemption for. On his blog, Barbeiro (2016) finished the post by asking ironically if Arruda was regretful or if he was simply showing off. During the editorial meeting, he joked even more pointedly suggesting that other politicians should also do pilgrimages, but crossing the North Pole or the Sahara Desert on foot.

Every content resulting from the transmedia strategies described above—posts on social networks, additional content giving and behind-the-scenes videos—promote varied effects and, consequently,
participate in the construction of the \textit{éthos} of the newscast: they promote the image of a critical, but fun, show (the irony fulfills an important role in this intersection); of a newscast that values professionalism, transparency (otherwise they would not show their backstage) and journalistic rigor, but without formality and without neglecting the proximity with their public. Moreover, it builds the image of a team who is forceful in addressing the facts (otherwise they would not make harsh comments on social networks) and who values public participation (by joking, interacting, answering to the questions, replying to the messages). Most of those traits associated with JR News collaborate, directly or indirectly, on the construction of a promise of authenticity, which is the basis of the \textit{éthos} of a reliable newscast. Nevertheless, none of these transmedia actions seems to be as efficient and original in the construction of this critical and trustworthy, transparent and participatory newscast as the streaming of their staged editorial meeting.

In this specific transmedia action, the promise of authenticity results from the possibility offered to the viewer and Internet users to follow, and to some extent, participate in the \textit{mise en scène} of the newscast’s production process. The streaming of the editorial meeting has a key role to the extent that it gives JR News’s viewers the feeling of witnessing online the information that they will see afterward live on television. Through this online transmission on Facebook, the audience have the feeling that everything they see on JR News is more real and honest because the newscast makes a deal with the public of presenting whatever was agreed by allowing them to witness the team discussing and making decisions. In this case, the main promise is the authenticity of the enunciation, which seems to make everything less manipulative \textit{a posteriori}.

Just as television direct broadcasting, online live streaming produces a sense of presence (Fechine, 2008b) by placing senders and receivers of the communication in the same temporality (a shared duration). Due to this presence effect, it is possible to build a close proximity that involves the audience and allows them to feel part of the communicative process; whether by being able to communicate with journalists via social networks (as the authors have seen, JR News’s team insists on reading the comments received during the streaming of the editorial meeting to produce this exact effect) or by witnessing what is presented as a critical step in the production of the newscast (the editorial meeting). While audiences have access to the off-air jokes, opinions, and discussions, and accompany the journalists during their snack time, they build on their sense of belonging, closeness, and empathy, increasing the reliability of the newscast.

\textbf{CONCLUSION: THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE STRATEGIES}

Although the analysis of JR News does not represent, by any means, a comprehensive study on the effectiveness of transmedia strategies applied to journalism, the exploratory observation of the Internet user’s comments offers useful clues on the efficiency of the strategies. In most cases, the comments evidence the construction of the intended \textit{éthos}, through complimentary posts such as: “Definitely, the best anchor in Brazilian journalism... Nowadays, Jornal da Record News is by far the best in the country!!! Congratulations to Heródoto Barbeiro and the entire team of JR. News, I am a regular viewer” (Notícia R7, 2016b) and “Now that is what I call an informative newscast. I do not know if the others can ever reach it, but that is what they should do: elucidate, show the source materials of the facts, the various sides, consequences… anyhow, excellent” (Notícia R7, 2016b).
Since the *éthos*, in the perspective adopted here, is analyzed according to its discursive construction, the newscast is an expanded one that incorporates the Internet and digital platforms in its productive chain to encourage above all audience participation and the promotion of the general effect of proximity. Therefore, transmedia strategies should be considered as an integral part of the global enunciation process of the newscast. JR News is already taking good advantage of it, and not only to promote greater audience involvement and engagement but, foremost, to promote and advance its own image. This case study draws attention to a function of transmedia strategies that is frequently neglected by transmedia studies, i.e. its important role in the construction of the *éthos* of television shows and, especially, of its anchors.

This case study evidenced that the transmedia strategies used on JR News do not collaborate much in the journalistic qualification. This qualification is understood as a bigger diversity in source and approaches concerning a given fact or phenomenon. As shown in the study, these strategies are more used for the building of the newscast’s *éthos* by reinforcing its communicative contracts with the audience. These contracts, which now have the Internet as a big ally, consist of the promises that the information is current, that the enunciation is authentic, and that the audience feels closer to the newscast.

However, transmedia strategies in television journalism do not collaborate merely for the building of the *éthos*. They also contribute for adding information and further explanations over the facts, and for helping in topic contextualization, accountability, and in publicizing the newscast. Nevertheless, they also explore the phatic function of communication by offering a more direct contact with the viewers through the Internet and through interactive online tools that promote a contact effect: On social networks, it is not always important *what* is said, or *how* it is said, but the possibility to say and have access to the content produced. This is explored by some transmedia strategies of JR News, such as the streaming of staged editorial meetings. JR News can be considered a good example of how Brazilian television journalism has been taking advantage of the transmediation because it explores a wide variety of effects produced by the strategic articulation between TV and Internet.

**REFERENCES**


**KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS**

**Actant:** In semiotic metalanguage, this term is used to describe any acting position in the enunciative process. In order to designate this acting, one can also talk about actanctial position. Enunciator and enunciate are the enunciation’s actants of the enunciation.

**Actor of the Enunciation:** This expression is used to designate an actantial position figurativized in the discourse, i.e., a “covered” or “incarnated” actantial position occupied by a character, for example (or by an anchor or commentator, in the case of newscast).

**Enunciation:** This term designates the “placing in speech.” Enunciation is the act of production and enunciate is its product.

**Enunciation Authenticity:** This expression refers to the moments when mediation mechanisms, involved in the enunciative situation, produce an “unmasking” effect.

**Phatic Function:** The function of language dedicated to ensuring the effectiveness of the communication by asserting that the sender has access to the receiver through a given channel. When applied to a broader sense, the phatic function addresses the procedures in which being in touch through the use of a channel is an end in itself.

**Recursive Structure:** A structure is recursive when the most general configuration can also be observed in their parts (repetition of the whole in the parts).

**Transmediation:** The phenomenon from which transmedia contents are developed.

**ENDNOTES**

When Scolari (2013, p. 180–183) discusses journalism in the book *Narrativas Transmedias*, he highlights as an example of transmediation the case of Osama Bin Laden’s death, which was disclosed by a tweet from the Pakistani Soahaib Athar almost an hour before the announcement of the White House. This can certainly be considered a manifestation of these new practices of dissemination of the news. In his argument, it is not clear, however, what makes this fact a transmedia manifestation. Throughout the development of his argument in this and in other works, the author ends up reinforcing the same idea we hold here: Transmediation as a corporate action, because he highlights, above all, the way the means of communication currently invite the public to send information in order to expand the news (Scolari, 2013, 2014).
Every day, the anchor interviews three guests among the network’s commentators and journalists and other professionals that work outside Record TV. Usually, each one speaks in a block of the newscast. The person who spoke in a block resumes the talk with Heródotto Barbeiro in the next commercial break.

The summoning of the viewers for the continuation of the interview on the Internet is usually made by Heródotto Barbeiro indirectly, when he warns the interviewee on air that he will continue talking to him “in a minute.” He rarely mentions explicitly that the conversation will be extended on the website. Usually, the continuity of the interviews online is not mentioned during the seconds before the commercial break. This is probably because the information that there is extra content during the commercial breaks is already comprehended in the “implied contract” of the newscast with the public and has already been announced by Barbeiro, in general, at the beginning of each program. When the exclusive interview to the website begins, the production puts a warning on the video: “R7 exclusive.”

English translation by Renato Delgado.
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